IUMP THE QUEUE AND WIN!

MERIDIAN HITS G- SPOT

\yid's Diva turntable worth £ 1300: see p83

New GO8 CD really sings: p24

12 WATTS, 65kg, £5000!

ATC's ACTIVE LIFE

But Huxley's amp is great value: p28

New SCM35 speaker: p44
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Welcome
Fashions change, in recorded sound as in everything else. If we used to
think that most classical recordings were too dry, lacking in atmosphere
or any real sound of arecorded acoustic, it's noticeable that some more
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recent new releases have gone the other way— and offer pianos, choirs or
orchestras swimming in far too much reverberation, to the detriment of
musical clarity and enjoyment.
Maybe this is areaction against the coldness that often pervades CD
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sound, on budget audio anyway. Maybe it's just that we're hearing more
live recordings. But in any case, Nimbus ( now firmly back in the record
business after arecent liquidation and buy-out) is one
label that has always gone for plenty of ' ambience' in its
original recordings (and let's not start on the ' Prima Voce'
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Martin Colloms
Malcolm Hawksford
Angus McKenzie MBE

re-creations, which are awhole ' nother subject).
Quizzed about the 'wet' sound in aRadio 3interview,
Adrian Farmer of Nimbus explained that since the

Consultant Technical Editor
Keith Howard

beginning, the label has recorded in Ambisonic (see
'Retro', below) and so to hear the sound at its best you

Consulting Editor
John Crabbe

needed to hear it in surround-sound, not two-channel.
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Ambisonic decoder is, let alone has one. ( If you're

Sadly, hardly anyone these days even knows what an
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interested, start at www.ambisonic.net.) But Nimbus has
now started processing some of its Ambisonic originals for
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release on multichannel DVDs, which should be coming out soon.
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posited by the visionary Michael Gerzon and others all those years ago)

Will the Nimbus sound ( or should I
say the Ambisonic sound, as
find true expression at last? We'll find out in due course.
Meanwhile, in some quarters, there are signs of amore radical shift in
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the approach to master recording, as you will see from our feature on

Group Art Editor
Patrick Morrissey

Tony Faulkner's ' Back to Analogue' recording session [ p60]. And is
Faulkner the only classically-biased recording engineer doing this? No.
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have been dragged out of retirement there too, and amajor new film
score is currently being enshrined on analogue tape in preference to
state-of-the-art digits, so this could be the start of something big.
But not necessarily something too wet and warm.
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EDITOR

In April 1974, as the UK reeled from the the miners' strike and the
three-day week, Japan Inc's dreams of a 'quadraphonic' four- channel
future were already crumbling. But some cunning brains in the Thames
Valley had come up with amuch cleverer, thoroughly British approach to
surround- sound known as Ambisonics. This could be implemented as a
matrix system, as with QS or SQ quad, in which four microphone channels
were encoded into the two channels of anormal stereo LP ( or other

carrier). However, the Amhisonics system was designed to reproduce
correctly acomplete soundfield, either generated artificially or picked
up by aspecial mic array like the one seen here. As for product reviews,
the April'74 issue featured the Keith Monks unipivottonearm, mercury
contact baths and all. Couldn't get away with that today...
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Clockwise from left: Amy Wadge, Bristol
songstress; Avid Diva, this month's
competition prize; Sonus Faber's
£22,000 statement - the Stradivari

hardware

39

18 Definitive Test: Sonus Faber
Stradivari loudspeaker

Lyra Argo m-ccartridge

David Allcock plays with this mcvirg-coil cartridge
from one of the world's master cartridge designers

Part One, p18: New flagship from Italian craftsmen

42

is analysed and measured by Martin Colloms

We've tried the SCM 7and ' 12 - now the :hree-

Part Two, p22: Long-term Sonus Faber fan Ken

way floorstander gets its day, with David Berriman

Kessler gives his take on the latest Italian beauty

24

Meridian GO8 CD player

Digital electronics specialist Meridian has awhole

46

Lab Test: ATC SCM 35

Lab Test: Halcro dm10 pre-amp

28

Beethoven piano sonatas by Mari Kodama; Britten,
Brahms and Barbirolli; plus Solti's 1974 The Rites
of Spring on JVC XRCD

features

Heavy and underpowered by today's standards,

56

but this old-school valve integrated amplifier

Turntable trcm Michell, electronics from Audiolab,

sounds truly divine, thinks Andrew Harrison

speakers from Apogee, Dalek from Skaro...

33

Goldring GR1turntable

software
64 Classical

Eclipse TD508 and 316SW

Huxley Scientific Aquila

latest record playing sensation from amost
sought after brand

Martin Collorns takes five pages to mJse over and

Eclipse lays another small egg with this £550/pair
one-way monitor, while Alvin Gold broods...

Win an Avid Diva turntable!

Enter our exclusive competition to own the

measure this stunning low-distortion control unit

new range. Ivor Humphreys gets with the G- plan

27

83

60

Sweetspot: Dalek Invasion

Back to Analogue

69

Rock

Papa M, Amy Wadge, alt-country from Detroit,
Cass McCombs and Candidate

71

Audiophile

Beatles' Let It Be unplugged and on LP

regulars

How does this complete £ 140 deck fare against

Classical recording legend Tony Faulkner is not the

the Pro-Ject Debut? Tony Bolton discovers how the

only one stunned by reel tape - so are pianist

Brit brand competes with the AustroCzech empire

John Lil, and our reporters Jimmy Hughes and

7 Sources

Martin Colloms

New products, audio news and events, including

35

Alner Hamblin MF101

Yet another mains cleaning distribution block, but
this time even Ivor Humphreys takes notice

37

Reference 3A MM de Capo-i

72

The Feature: Now hear this

Harman Kardon and BPI bully tactics...

It may be time to re-evaluate some of the 'givens'

17

abou: how we perceive sound, says Jim Lesurf

Sony confuses everyone with new Ili- MD format

High-efficiency, simple crossover - this long-

76

established Swiss/Canadian two-way speaker is

KK does the round-up of consumer audio

What the ancient Greeks did for us - especially in

put on the stand by Andrew Harrison

electronics at this year's show

the field of musical wine glasses

Las Vegas CES 2004

55

Barry Fox
John Crabbe
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Clockwise from above: Meridian GO8 CD player.
pianist Mari Kodama plays Beethoven,
Sweetspot - is there aDoctor in th house?:
Huxley Scientific Aquila; Halcro dm10 pre- amp
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Everyone's opinion welcomed in the letters page
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Miss an issue? Catch up here!
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Suround yourself with alien tones

121

Subscription order form
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Next Month
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Save money with asubscription to HiFi News

Ken Kessler

KK comes clean over his secret perversion...

issue? Look out for the hard-hittig AVTech too

ing
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Stabi Reference & Stogi Reference

Stabi XL with AirLine

Kuzma
Kuzma turntables and tonearms are
widely endorsed as one of the very few
obvious choices if the best sound from
LPs is what you are looking tor.
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Award winners 2002 & 2003
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The Absolute Sound 2003
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Muse Electronics
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Phonomena
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Harman Kardon tries anew direction

Comparing aHarman Kardon

direct input, which can also be

product of ten year's vintage to one

directed to pass through an

made last year, it's easy to see a

additional ND and D/A stage, in

common thread in industrial design
-but this is set to change with the

(45W x5, £350).
Two new DVD players are

use 10in drivers rather than 6or 8
inch'. The HTFS 2is aslim column

available, the DVD 22 (£300), and

speaker stand, 875mm high, made

order that bass management can be

DVD 31 DVD-A player (£400).

from extruded aluminium to match

applied to the analogue audio output

These models' new features include

the satellite speakers.

introduction of this year's range. And

of an SACD or DVD-A player. And

the ability to play disc media

it's not just the dark looks that are

instead of the typical single choice

containing JPEG pictures and MP3

the lifestyle systems market; instead

slated for afacelift. The 50-year old

of rollover frequency for bass signals

audio files, with images displayed

of competing with the likesof

American company's home

routed to asubwoofer, the AVR 630

simultaneously as music plays. A

Denon. Onkyo and Yamaha with its

entertainment product group is set

aNd the 65W/ch AVR 430offer a

display test screen is also available.

AV electronics, it is now seeking the

to take anew direction in its product

quadruple crossover system, allow

categories and marketing, in abid to

different shelf points to be specified,

packages are available. HKTS 7and

catch up with the hugely profitable

up to 200Hz, with different speaker

HKTS 11 are speaker packages

materials include asmall podium for

Harman automotive division. Its

types in a5.1 or 7.1 set-up; useful

comprising four compact

an AV receiver to siton, with flashing

stated goal is to develop

when LF-incapable surround or

front/surround speakers, dedicated

lights to attract attention.

'revolutionary' products that give

centre

centre speaker, and powered

profitability as high as Harman's car

speakers

subwoofer, priced at £350 and

hi-fi will survive though, with the

products division.

are

£400 respectively. Aspokesman

introduction of the HD 755CD

Two complete loudspeaker

for Harman Kardon explained that

While other audio-visual brands
have been adopting modern' silver

Harman Kardon is now targeting

same audience as Bose, BM) and
Loewe. Point of sale marketing

Traditional stereo two-channel

player and HK 675 integrated
amplifier. The CD player includes

finishes for some time, Harman

HDCD decoding, Burr Brown

Kardon is now set to follow the trend

converters and headphone output,

with its new line up of five AV

while the amplifier is afully discrete

receivers and two DVD players. In

75W design, promising ± 75A

addition, the brand will also be

current capability (duration not

marketing arange of matching

specified). Front panel speaker

loudspeakers, the first to bear the

switching is available, as well as
bass, treble and balance controls.

Harman Kardon name, excepting
those made for Apple Computer.
At the top of the conventional

employed. Other features include

the company's rationale for

For the European market, aDAB

VMax virtual surround mode; AV

introducing another brand of

radio is also forthcoming, the
TU 970, which derisably promises

amplifier range is the AVR 630, a

input socketry; and lip sync

speakers to market was abranding

seven-channel AV receiver specified

adjustment. Other models include

exercise, ' like drinking Heineken

'distortion-free, CD- like sound'. The

at 75W/ch ( all channels driven) and

the AVR 430 ( 65W x7, £800), AVR

beer from aHeineken glass', and its

970 can also receive analogue

claiming ± 50A current capability

330(55W x7, £600), AVR 230

new subwoofers will have the edge

FM/AM radio.

(£1000). It includes amultichannel

(50W x6, £ 500) and AVR 130

over the competiticrr Decause ' they

Harman UK, 020 8731 4670

US cable Monster unleashes two power amps for UK market
office - which build on the
firm's ex siting PowerCenter

DVD-A and SACD. UK prices

US technology company Monster

range of power amps.

have yet to be determined but

manufactures diverse products

www.hifinews.co.uk

wide bandwidth sources such as

Better known to for its wide
range of hi-fi and AV cables, the

The flagship 3 x250W model

the unit is on sale Stateside for

such as mobile phone chargers,

MPA 3250 uses independent

uninterruptible power supplies

power supplies and toroidal

around $ 3000.

(UPS) and power am alifiers.

transformers for each channel. A

MPA 2250 are still thin on the

Monster has just added two new

balanced complementary push-

ground but expect a similarly

power amps to its range - on

pull input stage is claimed to

hefty 250W/ch design, availble

sale through its Herts-based UK

aid the reproduction of the new

'spring/summer' 2004.

Details of the two- channel
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BPI campaign slaps £2 on CD web bargains
After declaring war on the

jeans into the UK, where it was

downloading community with

determined Tesco was not allowed to

threats of action against individuals,

import the jeans into the UK without

the record companies' trade body,

Levi's permission. The BPI has now

the British Phonographic Industry,

used this legal precedent and

has started an attack on legitimate'

stretched it to cover the entire music

on-line retailers.
The BPI has launched legal
action against the websites CD-

industry, in an action to prevent lowcost CDs being imported into the UK
and sold at below UK cost price.

WOW and Play.com, to prevent them

Furthermore the imported albums

from continuing to sell CDs to UK

do not contain the crippling copy

and Eire consumers at low prices.

protection systems now applied to

Both CD-WOW and Play.com have

some CDs.

sold CDs at lower prices by sourcing

This action has been seen by

them in Asia, where retail prices and

some as having more to do with

Nis

profit margins are far lower, and

supporting the high profit margins

for every CD the company shipped to

of 4%, the wisdom of reducing

then selling to UK consumers. This

enjoyed by record companies and

the UK and Eire.

consumer choice in this way must

has allowed them to supply chart

retailers in the UK and Europe than

CDs for £ 7.99 instead of the usual

with protecting the artists' best

for UK consumers, for whom CD-

£13.99 seen in high street stores.

interests or controlling music piracy.

WOW provided an easy way of

increasingly used for file swapping

The first subject of the BPI 's

buying CDs at low cost, it's to be

and new, anonymous peer-to- peer

refer to alandmark ruling which

campaign, CD-WOW, capitulated on

expected that other sites wi Ibe

applications are being developed. II

prevented Tesco from importing Levi

January 21 and settled out of court.

quick to fill the void. Despite a

David Allcock

Here the BPI has been able to

has resulted in a £ 2surcharge

While this might seem asetback

reported increase in UK album sales

be open :oquestion, now that
broadband internet access is

Vegas sees more vinyl unveiled
Are we heading for atime reversal?

Cisco Music (
180g vinyl)

writes Ken Kessler from CES in

Joan Baez, Farewell Angelina

Las Vegas. At the current rate, new

WSD-792001

audiophile vinyl releases could

John Hammond, So Many Roads

outnumber the digital wares by

WSD-791781

next year's show. At the venvleast,

Ian & Sylvia, Northern Journey

new LPs were more vsible, due in

MD- 791541

no small part to the proliferation of

Doc Watson, Southbound

new turntables. Cream of the

Eclipse — in performance!

treasures? Sublime reissues of

Mobile Fidelity

four Vanguard foli< and blues

Isaac Hayes, Hot Buttered Soul

classics on Cisco. and aCSNY

EMFSL 1-2731180g vinyl
John Lennon, Imagine EMFSL 1-

High end speaker company Eclipse

files from aMac laptop, and

monster from Classic. Seer or

TD— with designer Hiroshi Kato

panned instruments through a

announced amongst the new

2771180g vinyl

now backed to the tune of £ 3.5m

horseshoe array of TD speakers

releases for you to savour this

John Lennon and the Plastic Ono

by Fujitsu — has tied up with the

around the stage. The music from

season are:

Royal Academy of Music to stage a

the Mac, which Slater admits can

series of Friday lunchtime Jazz

be likened to amodern music-

Acoustic Sounds ( 180g vinyl)

Masterclasses in the RAM's

minus-one accompaniment,

John Coltrane, Sett in The Pace

concert hall near Baker Street. At

ranged from avirtual orchestra of

EAJAZ72: 312x45rpm LPs

the first event in February sax

lush strings, through percussion

Miles Davis, The NewMiles Davis

Rory Block: Last Fair Deal1SACD-

player Ian Ballamay teamed up

effects from the pad mechanics of a

Quintet[AJAZ701412x45rpm LPs

635931

with Ashley Slater to turn an

saxophone, to achorus of frogs

Bill Evans Trio: Explorations

Liszt: St Stanislaus Oratorio

Eclipse TD system with eight full

being tamed by melody.

lAJAZ935112x45rpm LPs

(reconstructed by Paul Mason)

range speakers into ' performers'.
The two Brits were joined by

Band (
TBA) Gold Ultradisc II CD
Aimee Mann, Lost In Space

Some of the aggressive sound

EMFSL 1-2781180g vinyl
Telarc

ECD-80607]CD

panning at the RAM — with drum

Classic Records

Norwegianjazz accordionist Stian

rhythms bouncing across the stage

(200g Quiex SVP vinyl)

Harp [
CD- 80622] CD

Carstenesen who candidly

— brought back memories of the

Allman Brothers, Live At The

Ladysmith Black Mambazo:

admitted in an informal Q&A

quadraphonic ping pong effects

Fillmore East [
SD2-80212LPs

Heads UpISACD-690831SACD

session that he learned accordion

heard at 1970s shows. But the

Crosby Still Nash & Young: Déjà Vu

Jacques Loussier: Best of Play

as achild but switched to guitar for

Eclipse mix of pre-programmed

ESD7200]

Bach1SACD-635901SACD

awhile because he was ' ashamed

computer music and live

Bob Dylan, Rolling Thunder Review

'Tierney Sutton: Dancing in the
Dark1SACD-635921SACD

of carrying round acase that looked

improvisation sounded fresh and

[C2K 87047 1] 3LPs plus 7in

as if it might contain an accordion'.

adventurous, especially as all three

Aaron Neville, Warm Your Heart

While Ballamay improvised on

Yolanda Kondonassis: Debussy's

musicians agree that there is

Anthony Ortega, AMan & His

For Ken Kessler's full report on

soprano and tenor sax, Slater

nothing to beat agood tune.•

Horns (
both TBA)

CES in Las Vegas see page 76

played his pre-programmed music

Barry Fox
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Coldray heavy
on its feet

Eben Acoustics'
ColdRay Isolation Feet are the
brainchild of Lars Kristiansen,
designer of the acclaimed Nordost
Pulsar Points. ColdRays extend
his design by using either asteel
or ceramic ball held in asmall
Set for release in autumn of this

use of its propr ietary Denon Link

allow future hardware expansion.

cup over which aturned

year, the Denon XSeries sees the

to transfer audio signas between

1
3/ices have yet to be confirmed

aluminium cone is placed.The

Japanese gant seeking to

components with the utmost in

but are in the region of £ 25,000

feet eschew damping, instead

establish itself as the premier

transparency arid speed. It's

for the complete systen.

acting as tuned resonators.

high- end AV separates

claimed this this connection

manufacturer, taking on the

alllows jitter- less data transfer

likes of Krell, Lexicon and

and adramatically lowered

AVR-770SD 6.1 receiver costs

system. In well-balanced systems

Meridian. Early prototypes

noise. In additon to Denon Link,

£400 arid outputs atotal of 600

they ' improve dynamics and

shown off at CES in Las Vegas

the new components will also

watts. The Jnit is complemented

focus, with better midrange

indicate thEt the range will

include FireWire for audio, and

by the £ 250 DVD-770SD DVD

transparency and stability.

consist of the DVD-lx universal

liDM Iand DVI capabilities.

player, featuring PAL progressive

However, with arefreshing

scan. Amatching sub/sat

honesty, the manufacturer warns
if your system already sounds

transport, the AVP-lx two- box

'Dynamic Discrete Surround

Denon has alspanncunced
two sliinline AV components. The

ColdRays, it is claimed,
increase the contrast in an audio

processor and control unit —

Circuit' ( DDSC) DSP technology

system, SYS-A31 is also

featuring aseparate and

issaid to provide versatile

available for £410 in six-sat

lean, then ColdRays are not

dedicated ydeo pre-amplifier —

surround decoding and

form. with a100 watt active sub

recommended. A set of three steel

and the POA-lx seven-channel

pFocessing with the highest level

making up the package.

ball feet costs £ 50, while aset of

pure digital amplifier.

of accuracy. Denon expects the X

Denon, 01234 741200,

three ceramic feet is £95.

Series will also be designed to

www.denoo.co.uk

www.hififorsale.com

Denon is making extensive

ECS adds monoblock EA1 to its stable
bypassed reservoir capacitors.
Hand-selected audio components

Events
20-23 May 2004

are used on custom designed

High End 2004, MOC Munich,

PCBs, witn signal entering via a

call The High End Society, +49

fully- balanced XLR or single ended

202 702022

RCA connectors. Pure silver wiring
feeds signal to WBT bi-wired

20-23 May 2004

gold-plated speaker terminals

Home Entertainment 2004

designed to accept both plugs and

sponsored by Stereophile,

space connectors.

New York, USA

Claiming 18CW into 8ohm arid
close to 350W into 4onm, the

24-26 September 2004

amplifier is voiced with lucid

The Hi Fi Show & AV Expo,
Le Meridien and Renaissance

ECS has been assembling high- end

success of the cornpany's two-

midrange, speed and strong

amplifiers at the company's

channel EA2 model ( above). Like

control of bass frequencies,

Hotels, Heathrow, London,

engineering facility in London for

the EA2, the EA1 monoblock

according to ECS. The EA1

sponsored by HiFi News. Call

the past three years. The firm's new

design incorporates abespoke

monoblocks weigh 22kg and costs

020 8774 0847 or visit

model, the EA1, is amonoblock

toroidal 1500VA power

£3000 each.

www.avexpo.co.uk

amplifier that's said to build on the

transformer, allied to 40,000pF of

ECS, 020 8743 8880

Guarantee yourself acopy of HiFi News every month
Call our subscriptions hotline now on 01622 778778
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23-24 October 2004
Home Entertainment Show,
Renaissance Hotel, Manchester.
Call 01524 36991

www.hifinews.co.uk

neigh eningly close to no wire
www.siltechcables.com
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www.usheraudio.com

6 key elements ( oor
Contemporary Art
X-616

_--b t RIES

Dimensionsfw x d x h,cm):65x35

,cm):35x65x1

e

N

CP-6371
Dimensionstw xd xh,cm):35x65x1
• N,

The Six:
• Top mounted tweeter avoiding diffraction for
more natural sound imaging.
• Elegantly sloped cabinet design to enhance
sound dispersion and time phase coherency.
• High-grade mirror- imaged finish on gloss black,
gloss sliver, gloss white.
• High-grade furniture-quality real wood tweeter
cover and wood side panel reinforcement.
• Base chamber design, to increase weignt by
fill in leads or sand and better bass control.
• Design by Dr. Joseph D'appolilto

CP-6381
Dimersions(w xd xh,cmj:35x65xI2

USHER AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
67 Kai- Fong Street Sec.1 Taipei 100 Taiwan Tel:886-2-23816299 Fax:886-2-23711053 E-mail:usherems11.hinet.net
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B&W speakers measure up to flat screen sizes
B&W's new Flat Panel Monitor

the application and are capable of

vocal purity expected from aB&W

three versions, the enclosure body,

(FPM) Series consists of four

atruly musical and accurate

design. The FPM enclosures are of

tabletop/shelf stand, and brackets

loudspeaker models carefully sized

balance', says Mike Gough, Senior

constructed of extruded

are provided in silver. All products

to complement the standard

Product Manager.

aluminium with integrated internal

are packed and priced in singles

dimensions of large-format flat-

All three FPM models utilise

bracing and an anti- resonance

and priced as follows: FPM 4,

cross-section shape.

£445 each; FPM 5, £495 each;

screen TVs— the FPM4 (£445

B&W's 1- inch metal-dome tweeter

each) matching the vertical screen

with Nautilus tapered-tube

size of 42- inch sets, and the FPM 5

'enclosure', borrowed from B&W's

three finishes calculated to

each. Stand prices are £ 50 for the

(£495) and FPM6 (£445) setting

800 Series range. For the mid and

complement the full range of flat-

IS FPM table stand and £ 100

off 50- and 60- inch models, whilst

bass frequencies, B&W developed

screen monitors available today:

each for the FS-FPM4/5 or FS-

the FPM2 provides arear wall-

two new variants of its woven-

black lacquer frame with black

FPM6 floor stands.

mount solution.

Kevlar cone low-frequency driver, a

grille; anthracite frame and grille,

Bowers & Wilkins, 01903 221500

4- inch version for the FPM4 and

and silver frame and grille. In all

www. bwspeakers.com

Each new model is athree- driver
design with dual bass/midrange

FPM5, and a5- inch version for the

drivers flanking acentral tweeter.

larger FPM6.

Despite their compact sizes and

FPM 6, £ 595 each; FPM 2, £250

All three FPM models share the

minimal depth, each claims

'two-and-a- half-way' configuration

'thoroughbred performance'. All

B&W has long favoured for many of

are supplied with an integral wall

its more compact models. In each

bracket for vertical or horizontal

case, one of the two cone drivers

orientation, with additional options

covers just the bass octaves, while

of ashelf/table-top mount ( also

the second operates over the full

allowing vertical or horizontal

bass- midrange region, an

orientation) and aslim floor stand

arrangement that promotes both

(vertical orientation only).

bass weight and impact, as well as

'B&W makes no claim to being

All three models are available in

midrange quality and transient

the first to address this new

energy. As aresult, the FPMs are

market, but we do take pride in

said to produce ample bass

being the first to answer the

extension to work seamlessly with

market's need for loudspeakers

any of B&W's subwoofer systems

that are rigorously engineered to fit

whilst claiming the midrange and

Mission's Elegante curves

Shorts

Sculpted looks, on the visual theme

compact but powerful ( 350W), e8as1

Black Rhodium's Super Mains

set by the flagship Pilastro model,

subwoofer. Rigid wall brackets for the

Power Management distribution

distinguish Mission's new three-

e80 satellites allow optional wall

block provides eight 13A mains

system Elegante loudspeaker range.

mounting; they can also be used to

sockets with high- frequency

Gently curved cabinets are made from

lock the speaker on to the Elegante

RFI filtering. Price is £ 330.

Grania, abonded multi- layer

floor stands, apair of which are

Call 01332 361390

composite of MDF and particle board

included. The e8c may also be wall-

that creates avirtually inert structure.

mounted. The e8as1 subwoofer is

Denon has a new micro system

All have aseven- layer highly polished,

cuboid in shape, with a10in long-

based around a DVD player/

hand- lacquered anthracite finish with

throw driver and twin 10in passive

tuner/amp. The ADV-M71/2.1

black cloth grilles. Main drivers use

radiators. Price is £2490 for a5.1

includes ' 2.1' speakers for

Paramid-S, Mission's sandwich cone

system or £2790 for a6.1 system.

£750. Call 01753 888447

formulation, combining alight

Next up, for medium or large-sized

aramid fibre inner core for optimum

rooms, the Elegante e82 system

DIS is working with experts in

damping with outer hard- lacquered

consists of two slim line e82 floor-

the fields of music, electronics,
and computer science at the

pulp paper skins , while Mission's

standing speakers, two bookshelf e80

Viotex-S neodymium- magnet

loudspeakers, plus e8c centre and

new Sonic Arts Research

tweeters feature alightweight fabric

e8aslsub. Retail price is£3490 for a

Centre ( SARC) facility, Queen's

dome and claim alinear frequency

5.1 system, £3790 for a6.1 system.

University, Belfast, to develop

range to 36kHz. Designed to perform

This system can be upgraded in bass

new multichannel audio

as well in multichannel use as in two-

output by replacingthe 350W e8as1

technologies. Visit DIS

channel stereo, all three Elegante

with the 500W e8as2 sub, with its

www.dtsonline.com

systems will be available in 5.1 and

four Pilastro-type 8in drivers.

6.1-channel home cinema

Due in April is the largest Elegante

NAD has announced the T 163
AV pre-amp and T 973 7ch

configurations, with asimple option

package is the e83 system: two e83

to upgrade to 7.1-channel. Smallest

floor-standers, two e81 bookshelf

power amp, at £ 900 and

in the range,the Elegante e80 system

speakers, e8c centre and e8as2 sub.

£1200 respectively. Call

consists of four bookshelf e80

Symphonix Ltd, 01480 423700

Lenbrook UK, 01908 319360

speakers, e8c centre-channel and a

www.mission.co.uk

www.hifinews.co.uk
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How can
something
this small,
sound so big?

C

horal. Small, but perfectly formed.

A discerning range of compact

system components that will captivate
you, delight you and intrigue you.
•'
DAC64' Digital to Analogue Converter
•'Symphonic' Phono Stage
•'Prima' Pre-Amplifier
• N kW '
Mezzo 50' Power Amplifier

• \ I1.V 'Blu' CD Transport
To find out more about our hand-crafted
audiophile products, please contact
us on 01622 721444, email
sales@chordelectronics.co.uk, or visit
www.chordelectronics.co.uk

CHORD®
Chord Electronics Limited

Sources

Myryad's new range adds Xto M
individual requirements.

To replace its original M- Series,
Myryad Systems has announced a

Each 80W stereo module

completely revamped high-end

uses two 150 watt bipolar

range — the MX- series. This will

output transistors per

comprise aCD player, DVD

channel with 14,000pF of

player, tuner, stereo pre-amp,

capacitors in the power

digital pre- amp, two integrated

supply, while the 150W

amps, and a range of power

mono module sees four

amplifiers comprising mono or

such output devices and

stereo modules, resulting in a

20,000pF of capacitors.

(0)

O

0

American companies that

configurations.

can use cryptic and

The MXC 6000 is a £ 1500 CD
player, using 24/192 DACs and low-

obfuscatory technical

noise Difet op- amps, terminating in

terminology, Myryad says

abalanced output.

its amplifiers employ an

0

00 00

'advanced DC 5* circuit

At £ 1000 is the MXV3000, a
DVD video player, and £ 700 buys

configuration' to ' increase

the matching FM/AM radio tuner,

speed and lower distortion,

the MXT2000.

controlling drive units with
unrivalled speed'. Prices start at

Replacing the MI 120 integrated
—with which the company was

£800 for the 2x80W MXA2080, up

launched in 1996 — is the

to £3200.

MXI2080, now boasting 80W/ch for

To control these amps Myryad is

£1100. Its beefier brother is the

offering the MXP2000 analogue

150W MXI2150 at £ 1800.

two-channel pre- amp for £ 1000,

of amplifier module to populate an

00

Proving that it's not just

choice of 35 different amp

Myryad has developed two types

000

and the MXD6000 multichannel
digital pre- amp at £ 3000.

empty chassis, slotting in as self-

BBG Distribution, 020 8863 9117,

contai ned power modules to suit

WWW. my
ry ad

. co.uk

Case Logic wallet
protection

ATC cinema systems in
new and traditional styles
ATC has launched multichannel speaker

with other finishes to special order. The

packages based on its well-known ' 12'

Concept 5Collection features four ATC

and ' 20' loudspeaker models. The

Active 20 loudspeakers, with built-in two-

Concept 3Collection is built around four

way amplification; the new C5 Active

ATC SCM 12 speakers, for front and rear,

Centre speaker featuring two 6in

left and right channels; the C3 Centre,

bass/mid drivers; and the C4 subwoofer.

featuring two bass/mid drivers450; and

The 6in unit is the latest version of ATC's

the C4 subwoofer, with a12in bass driver

famous hand- built 150mm ( 6in)

driven by a1000W ( peak) on-board

bass/mid driver, featuring a75mm ( 3in)

amplifier. This amplifier and driver design

midrange soft dome mechanically

is the same as in the ATC Pro Sub

coupled to a150mm bass cone coated

designed and built for Sony Music and

with aspecially formulated viscous

DVD Mastering Studio, New York, and is

damping material, which contributes to

capable of 112dB continuous output

the exceptionally low levels of coloration.

linear to below 19Hz. Priced at £4877,

The C5 system retails at £9396.

Hoping to solve the problem of

increased in the process.

the C3 Collection ( pictured) comes in

ATC ( Loudspeaker Technology Ltd),

preserving increasing

Existing 64-disc wallets can

cherry wood veneer, or professional black,

01285 760561 www.atc.gb.net

numbers of CDs around the

now hold 72 CDs, while

home and when travelling,

92-disc wallets can hold 100

especially home-made CD- Rs,

CDs. Prices start at £ 8.99 for

Case Logic has introduced a

the nylon and leather- effect

new ' Fast File' system for use

wallets, with amoveable page

with its zip- up CD wallets.

system that allows additional

Easily accessible pockets

pages to be inserted and

provide quick storage for

re- ordered.

favourite discs, and storage

Path Group, 01844 219000

capacity has also been

www.caselogic.com

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Kevin Galloway Audio
telephone 01563-574185
info@kevingallowayaudio.co.uk
www.kevingallowayaudio.co.uk

Opinion

Barry

Fox
I

fthe companies that make and launch new audio
technology cannot explain it, what hope has the press of
reporting accurately or the trade of selling successfully?

Of course it pays the companies which charge hundreds of
pounds for amains lead and thousands for interconnects, to be
vague about the technology. If they were clear, potential
customers would be less likely to part with their money.
But surely Sony can do better than the garbled
announcement that left most press reports missing the full
significance of the new Hi- MD format. Hi- MD undermines the
economics of blue laser, memory chip and iPod-style hard drive
storage, by storing 1GB ( more than five times the capacity of an
ordinary MD) on asingle disc. But the descriptions only make
sense if you already understand what they are trying to say.
The same thing happened when Sony launched ahigher
resolution plasma screen. No-one could explain how it worked
and why it was better.
Sony launched MiniDisc in 1992. Recordings are magnetooptical; made magnetically and

Surely Sony can do
better than the
garbled release that
left most of us
missing the
significance of the
new Hi- MD format

read optically. An infra- red laser
(like the laser in aCD recorder)
heats spot areas of ferromagnetic
material with astrong pulse. The

magnetic material which has alow Curie point and so loses its
magnetic properties when the readout laser heats the disc
surface. And as the switching layer loses its magnetic effect, it
loses magnetic control of the top layer.
As the disc rotates and the spots move under the laser, their
boundaries briefly collapse, and the top layer spots temporarily
stretch out. So, for avery brief moment, each small spot
becomes alarge spot which can be accurately mad by alarge
laser beam.
As each spot leaves the laser beam and cools it shrinks back
to its normal size. The bottom memory layer is unaffected by

temperature of the spot briefly
rises above the magnetic
material's Curie point, and

all this, so the original recording is not affected. The heating
and cooling cycle is so rapid it allows arecording speed of

temporarily loses any magnetism.

DVD-quality video.

As the coating cools it picks up

New players will be needed to use the new discs, but the
new players will be able to play existing discs.

whatever magnetic field has been
focused on the coating by a
nearby recording head.
The recording is read by
switching the laser to lower power,

so that it does not heat the coating, and optically sensing the
effect each spot has on the reflection of polarised light.
The 65mm disc is small enough to allow vest pocket
recorders, but can store only 177MB, one quarter the capacity
of a120mm CD. So Sony uses aheavy compression system

9.83Mbit/s, which is enough for high-quality surround audio or

Sony will not put aprice on Hi- MD yet. Even at twice the
price of MD, Hi MD will be far cheaper than the competition. A
1GB Sony Memory Stick chip costs US$450.
Canon claims to have ' developed' DWDD ( Domain Wall
Displacement Detection, the enabling three- layer magnetooptical technology designed to increase MO media capacity)
and filed the first of several patents in Japan in September
1997 ( EP 0899 727). Matsushita ( Panasonic) also claims to
have worked on DWDD with Canon. Sory did rot file until April

called ATRAC ( Adaptive Transform Acoustic Coding) to squeeze

1999 ( EP 1047 058), but says DWDD cornes out of a1991

in an hour or more of music. The sound of compression is
contentious, but everyone who uses MiniDisc likes the way it

system, IRIS thermal eclipse reading. ' Irister' used atwo- layer
disc and never worked well enough to commercialise. But

stores data in tightly indexed blocks that make music editing
as precise as word-processing on aPC.

adding athird layer does the trick.
Recordable CDs and DVDs use the quite different, and all-

Sony abandoned attempts at selling MiniDisc for computer
use because the storage capacity is too small for modern
applications. New Hi- MD has three magnetic layers instead of
one. The normal magnetic memory layer is covered with a
magnetic switching layer, which is topped with amagnetic

optical, phasechange principle. Spot areas of arare earth
alloy coating are switched from crystaine to amorphous state
when quickly heated and cooled with apulsed infra- red laser.
The different states reflect light differemly, so they can be

displacement layer. Normally the three layers all couple
together magnetically, so that they all have identical magnetic

read by aplayback laser and light sensor.
DWDD will not work with phase-change discs. So High
Density DVD must rely on tricky blue laser optics.

spots. But the spots are too small to be read by the infra- red
laser used in MD players; the beam cannot focus tightly

News of Hi MD coincides with Philips' decision to abandon
plans for Portable Blue, or Small Form Factor Optical, which

enough to read one data spot at atime.
Crucially the middle switching layer is made from a

uses blue lasers to store 1GB on a30mm disc. Philips denies
this is because Hi- MD does asimilar job, much cheaper. al

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Sonus Faber

Strad ¡ van
Part 1: Sonus Faber's
homage to the greatest
violin maker is atrue labour
of love. Our technical review
is by Martin Colloms
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Definitive Test

Sonus Faber Stradivari
PRICE

£21,950/pair

SUPPLIER

Absolute Sounds

CONTACT

020 8971 3909

WEBSITE

www.sonusfaber.com

S

onus Faber's founder and chief engineer Franco
Serblin has, in recent years, focused nearly all

his energy into the design of the Stradivari, as
befits acommitment to the company's top ot the line
and, theoretically, final and ultimate model in its
Homage series. He aimed to compromise nothing so far
as loudness, bandwidth or sensitivity are concerned.
Likewise, low distortion plus a smooth frequency
response and high power handling were promised.
There is more.
The musical heritage represented by Stradivari string
instruments is unparalleled. You just have to wonder
how well this new loudspeaker will sound when
reproducing classical string orchestras!
Of broad and impressive frontal aspect, the speaker
is similar in size to the big Quad or a Martin Logan
CLS. However, you'd be unlikely to want to hide it
away, what with that superb cabinet-grade, high-gloss
finish to admire. The review pair came in a subtle
Cremona 'red' though modern environments might do
justice to the alternative, which has an elegant graphite
tinted veneer. The piano black hardwood sides have a
blended curvature reminiscent of adouble bass, which
is not dissimilar in size to the speaker.
Designed to tilt back by about 10°, the speaker is
bolted to a thick steel floor-plate threaded for
customised floor spikes that are taller at the front to
provide the required tilt factor and which reset the
centre of gravity for the speaker. The spikes have felt
protected steel couplers for use on hardwood floors.
Correctly tilted, the drivers fall into their proper
alignments and spacing to the listener and the featured
'2 pi' baffle is thus set fully square.
Once fully assembled this heavy speaker — it weighs

So, we have a vertical array of four custom-built
drivers. Twin 260mm-frame bass units by SEAS
operate in parallel and are loaded by arear-mounted
double-flared high power port, 15cm long and 8.5cm in
diameter, tuned to alow 27.5Hz. The bass drivers have
new generation open-spoke diecast frames, with
aluminium magnesium alloy cones. Edge reinforced
and surface-layer damped, they operate as pure pistons
in this design. A 50mm open pole, centre phase plugs,
copper-plated poles and ironwork help to minimise
eddy currents and together provide
an
exceptionally
free-moving,
long-throw excursion. The motor's
dynamic behaviour has been
optimised using the very latest
analysis methods.
For the midrange Franco Serblin
worked with Audio Technology of
Denmark on a special `C Quenze'
driver built on a 150mm chassis,
fitted with ahighly powerful 50mm
pole motor. This polymer cone has a
shallow central dome, while its
overall profile confers low time
delay. When the speaker enclosure
is aligned correctly relative to the
listener, mid and treble drivers are
closely phase aligned.
A special reinforcing/damping
additive is used for the midrange.
Instead of the usual chalk or mica
fill, diatomaceous earth (DE) is
employed. This is a highly porous
high silica product made up of the
fossils of micro organisms such as
marine diatoms. This material has
surprising properties that see it
used as a food supplement and a
natural insecticide. Used here it

Straight from
the box this
speaker sounds
sweet and pure

Technology

75kg — becomes highly stable. Connection is via heavy
duty gold-plated WBT terminals in solid copper alloy.

Described as virtual 2- pi, the Stradivari's form seeks to approximate to that
theoretical perfect plane where there can be no cabinet reflections and drive units
can operate to their practical limit. While the enclosure size would have to approach

It is fully finished in aflawless lacquer on all surfaces.

practical infinity for this to be true in the bass, for shorter sound wavelengths of the

Boasting a wide 25Hz to 351(Hz bandwidth, the
Stradivari claims a high 92dB/W/m sensitivity and a
300W power capacity. High sound levels should be
possible and the speaker will be capable of driving
larger rooms. The wide baffle suggests that the speaker
will throw more sound a distance than narrower
designs. The unusual grille, which may be left in place,

more critical mid and treble this desirable condition has been closely approached.
The ' baffle' presented by the Stradivari gives the mid and treble drivers afine
acoustic platform from which to establish smooth primary outputs, the moderate
curvature helping to launch near- plane wave fronts from the surface cleanly. The

is well spaced from the drivers. It comprises avertical
array of tensioned elastic threads and, in my view, is a
key feature of the speaker's appearance. However, the
Stradivari also looks fully finished with the grille
detached, so take your pick.
www.hifinews.co.uk

tonal quality may differ from narrower-fronted designs since the baffle element will
tend to direct available acoustic power more to the front and there will be less
upper range dispersed into the room acoustic. Perhaps the sound will be richer.
Control of cabinet edge reflections and unwanted diffraction effects due to size is
an issue every speaker designer has to deal with and the typically effective approach
narrows the enclosure with increasing frequency, that is, from the bass driver
section to the treble. This may be seen in the tapered forms of the Wilson WATT
and Avalon models. The sculpted forms of the B&W 800 series also aim for this.
Hi-FiNews APRIL 2004
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Asingle set of
binding posts
means bi-wiring is
not an option, but
proprietary
internal wiring of
silver feeds all
drivers

extends both bandwidth and improves sonic clarity
while maintaining the desirable energy-termination
characteristics of polypropylene co-polymer.
Designed for minimum acoustical resonance, this
driver enjoys avery open frame construction. A hollow
centre pole, skeletal suspension support and a
resonance-isolated midrange chamber, mechanically
decoupled from the enclosure proper. all help to
minimise stored energy and aid transparency. This mid
chamber has adamped reflex loading via arear port.
Detailed development is also evident in Sonus
Faber's version of the famed 33mm silk diaphragm

gloss make the Stradivari

ring-radiator tweeter, sourced from ScanSpeak. The
central phase connector has been optimised in
conjunction with anew diffraction-controlled double

an eye-catching design

toroid profile for the faceplate. Rearwards-directed
energy is controlled by achamber that is shaped as a

revealing and satisfying. This is aclass act, and once
accomplished it seems that reproducing the rest of the
orchestra is abreeze. There is akind of inner glow, a
reverberant richness to live music that this speaker
conveys more than most.
The speaker also has very natural expression: soft to

double cardioid, carved from awood block to inhibit
self-resonance and provide the lowest possible
coloration signature from this well-regarded tweeter.
The crossover is potted in inert resin to avoid stray
vibrations affecting the performance; here Franco
Serblin has put his particular experience in metallurgy
to work, developing a unique low-resistance ribbontype cable for all internal wiring. He has used a
proprietary silver-based alloy, Teflon insulated, formed
as atwisted pair. Amplifier connections cater only for
single rather than bi or triwiring.
The amazing enclosure is a multiple component
construction, being acombination of almost inert solid
hardwood sides and layered, circumferentially braced
MDF shells, bonded with interfaces, that are designed

You just have to wonder how well
this loudspeaker will sound when
reproducing classical strings!
to strengthen the assembly and dissipate coloration,
including stored energy. Sonus Faber has long used
curved enclosure forms and these, in general, do have
amore natural, lower coloration aural signature.
SOUND QUALITY
Straight from the box this speaker shows quality,
sounding sweet and pure. Once the cabinets are
aligned correctly the axial sound is found to be very
well-balanced, extremely smooth, articulate, open,
detailed and finely resolved. Cellos have proper scale —
this instrument is often emasculated to the apparent
size of aviola through other speakers — and the human
voice is also accurately proportioned.
It is appropriate that the design should sound
exceptional with orchestral strings. String bands
positively hum with verve and energy, their different

20

Distinctive grilles and a
cabinet finished in ahigh

APRIL 2004 Hi-FiNews

sizes and characters expressed in amanner that's both

hard, subtle to forceful, whisper quiet to aroar — all are
well-judged and are determined by the source material.
It does not sound loud, it does not need to be played
loud, yet you can play it virtually as loud as you like.
This certainly contrasts with some recent statement
loudspeakers, which seem to require hard driving
before the music really comes to life. These may be
balanced at high sound levels while here it is clear that
despite the excellent available dynamic range, the
Stradivari is correctly balanced at wholly natural
sound levels, which of course is particularly important
when it comes to acoustic music.
Meanwhile, bass goes deep, is very tuneful, and has
a free quality that is both attractive and convincing,
particularly on bass percussion. While not quite as
rhythmic as an Avalon Eidolon, for example, the wider
bandwidth and greater dynamic range of the Stradivari
helps balance the score. Compared with, say, aWilson
System 7, micro dynamics are a tad muted, but the
overall transparency and micro resolution of the Sonus
Faber works in its favour.
As for stereo imaging, this is alittle different to that
conveyed by the Stradivari's narrow-front rivals. On
first hearing it is neither as sharp nor as closely
defined, but this impression is soon dissipated as the
ear adjusts. You hear big soundstages with natural
height, excellent depth and perspective and good
localisation. The result is apresentation more akin to
that one would experience in aconcert hall.
The Stradivari also conveys much of the natural
presence and air in a recording — a classical BBC
monitor quality also found in the Quad ESL models —
combined with a level
balance that helps it dig
Genuinely transparent,
richness of detail at both

of articulation and inner
deep into source material.
it provides a rewarding
low and high sound levels
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Definitive Test
The system
Sources used were the Linn LP12 Armageddon/Nairn ARO/Audio Note AN 10 ii for
vinyl, and for CD the Naim CDS3, tvlarantz CD-7and Krell KPS25sc. Pre-amplifiers
included the Conrad-Johnson ART, XTC Pre Hand Audio Synthesis Passion passive
controller. Power amplifiers used included the Krell FPB 700cx, Naim 250 (original
series) and OreIle P100 Evo. Cables were by Transparent (XL series) and Cardas
(Golden Cross), and equipment supports were Finite Elemente Pagode. Loud speakers
used for comparison included the Avalon Eidolon, Quad ESL63, Wilson Audio System

7and the BBC LS3/5A ( 15 ohm model).
without any sense of false perspective or imbalance.
The breadth, weight and power of classical orchestras
is remarkably well described.
Colorations are wholly minor. Depending on the
room acoustic, the presentation can be slightly bright,
yet the treble is undoubtedly excellent with afinelyjudged sense of openness and air and no grain or
roughness present. Enclosure and driver colorations
compare with the best in this class. No reproduced
sound need be singled out, so uniform is the quality on
offer, but in particular both voice and brass
instruments are handled equally well.
CONCLUSION
All the effort has paid off. The Stradivari is one of the
world's great loudspeakers. Providing the adverse
rating for amplifier load factor is dealt with by good
and careful system matching then the very high
musical potential of this elegant sounding, highly
sophisticated design will be realised.
With extended, free and fluid bass complemented by
alinear, smooth and naturally balanced midrange, the
output continues to a sparkling, delicate, airy and

extended treble. Resolution and transparency are
consistently very high over the whole range. The
speaker also conveys a sense of scale and natural
dynamic range that is rare in the business. While it is
decently fast and well timed for rock it is with classical
material that it excels. Indeed, Ihave rarely heard such
a convincing representation of a full orchestra — an
inspiring achievement. Here the Stradivari transcends
the machinery of audio and manages to convey the
soul of performances. In this respect the arduous test
that Franco Serblin set for himself has been passed
successfully. String orchestras really do sound as if
they are almost live.
This thoroughly capable loudspeaker system does all
that you could wish for at the price and yet expresses
some special extra quality that you might
well imagine to stem directly from
that unique Italian musical instrument
making tradition that was Stradivari. It
looks the money too. The Sonus Faber
Stradivari speaker is warmly welcomed to
the world audio market and comes with a
wholehearted recommendation. IM

LAB REPORT
The lab measurements revealed asuperbly
uniform mid/treble, devoid of usual cabinet

more tolerant of
of amplifiers.
Occasional current
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edge diffraction anomalies. The aurally
dominant central region, at least 400Hz to
4kHz, met unprecedentedly narrow
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±0.75dB amplitude limits, within the

amplifiers often passes
unnoticed so their use
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The low-frequency range was flat to at
least 40Hz extending to 30Hz, - 6dB, under
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seriously low 25Hz under normal room
loading. The treble response is weighted by

possible and few wide-band
speakers play as loud as this!

design to have aslight rise on axis at

were exce lent. Output decays smoothly
laterally and very good control is shown

least to 40ki-lz, - 6dB by my measurement.
The claim for high sensitivity is fully

vertically over a ± 15° window, perfectly

met. frecorded 92.5dB for an 8ohm watt

Fig 3shows the spatial response in the
listening area for a64-spectrum coverage.
Great smoothness and uniformity is shown,

as ideal. The amp loading falls to 2.5 ohms
at 720Hz, placing heavy demands on the

-8

With the carefully blended
crossover signals and low-diffraction
baffle, off- axis frequency responses

is avalable from this customised driver, at

although impedance is below what Iregard
-13

should not be ruled out.
With the right amp sound
levels of 113dB are

off-axis fall in energy from all drivers of this
size [ Fig U. Extended, really smooth treble

-22

clipping in tube

pseudo-anechoic measurement and to a

higher frequencies to balance the natural

-12

awider spectrum

balanced in phase and delay [ Fig 21.

with an extended [ow-frequency range.

when the speaker is played at volume. A

No significant upper resonances were
seen for either port. The crossover points

-33

power amp greater than 50W/8 ohms is

were essentially 400Hz and 3kHz and low

-38

essential, ideally with a4ohm capabildy.
The high sensitivity helps offset the

distortion was found over the frequency
range. There is nothing to limit the power

adverse amplifier loading though Iwould
have preferred 89dB/W, true 6-8 ohm spec,

handling apart from thermal considerations
and common sense.

speaker cable and power amp, especially
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Sonus Faber

Stradivari
Part 2: long-time Sonus Faber devotee
Ken Kessler lives with the Stradivari

W

itching a kettle boil, waiting for
a cheque to arrive, counting the

speaker using violin-making techniques,
like staves of solid wood and 'mystical'

minutes until The Return Of The
King appears on the screen at the local
Odeon — not truly comparable with the

lacquers, ' conventional'. Yet Serblin was
deliberate in his decision not to dabble

10-year-long vigil for the Stradivari
Homage, but you get the drift. Yet our
impatience can't even begin to mirror the
anxiety of Franco Serblin, capo of Sonus
Faber and the designer responsible for the
three models in the Homage series.
It was 10 years ago that the Guarneri
revolutionised the shape and sound of the
compact high-end speaker. It remains in
the catalogue to this day and is one of the
best-selling high-end speakers of all time.
Five years later, its floorstanding sister,
the Amati, arrived. While a sublime
speaker, too, it didn't rock the industry to
its foundations as did the Guarneri. After
all, it simply looked like aGuarneri that
had been extended downwards — hardly a
radical fashion statement. And the sound?
Though categorically providing more bass

with freakish technologies, materials or
tweaks. Rather, he limited the 'newness'
to the speaker's shape and to aquartet of
drivers made to his specification, which
included near-impossible standards of
tuning and construction.
In all the years I've known Franco, I
have never seen him so sapped, so
drained — nor so relieved. My Italian is too
poor to appreciate all that he said, but
there's reason to believe that this is his
final no-compromise design. He never
said a word about retirement homes or
sailing off into the sunset, but he did
describe the Stradivari as, 'The ultimate
statement of what Sonus Faber means. I
have stayed faithful to the original
concept, that this is my hommage to the
greats of Cremona.'
Of course, he could easily be like
another famous Italian who'd threaten to

and sounding truly wonderful, it didn't
represent aGreat Leap Forward either.
Fans knew, though, that Serblin was
saving something special for the final

retire and then stage an awe-inspiring
comeback: Frank Sinatra. On the other
hand, I can say after living with the

model that he would offer in tribute to
Cremona's greatest violin makers. What

Stradivari, that he has nothing left to
prove because the Stradivari isn't simply

The second shock was hearing the best
vocal reproduction I've ever savoured
we couldn't imagine is what would be
the non-sequitur that would represent
Serblin's life-work. A subwoofer system?
Towers? Dipole arrays? This was, after all,
the man who gave us the Snail and the
Extrema, the man who re-wrote the book
as far as speaker styling was concerned,

the best-looking speaker I've ever seen,
bar none. It's one of the best performers
I've ever heard, regardless of price.
Let's dispense with the looks in one
paragraph. A friend's wife, who detests
hi-fi more than any human being I've ever

And that means most of them.
How wrong we were. Instead, the Strad

met in my 51 years on this planet, took
one look and said, ' Icould live with those.
They're sexy.' Hearing that remark is
tantamount to seeing Chrissie Hynde
eating at McDonald's.

features drivers in a vertical array, two
rear ports — Franco even dispensed with
biwiring. On paper, the Stradivari was
almost conventional.., if you can call a

speaker that was more than twice as wide
as it was deep, and that was the box-like
Goodmans Eleganzia of 1963. It was an

who single-handedly proved that highend speakers don't have to look like crap.
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It's been years since Iused a dynamic

early attempt at making a large speaker
shallow enough to wall- or shelf-mount,
while retaining enough enclosure volume
to allow it to load amassive woofer.
For Sixtus Faber, compactness was not
amotivation. As the technical papers that
accompany the speaker attest, Serblin was
more interested in exploring the concept
of abaffle as an infinite plane. In doing so,
Serblin has produced a shape at 53.5in
tall and 26in wide but only 12in deep
that's more in keeping with a Quad 989
— atrue electrostatic non-hybrid panel —
than a box containing dynamic drivers.
What's so eerie is that the Stradivari
sounds like adipole panel, too.
Only with bass.
Now please note that although my
comments are likely to be appended to
Martin Collom's review as a glorified
footnote, we have not ' collaborated' on
this review and I've no idea if Martin will
agree with what Iam about to write or not.
When you see aspecification of 4ohms
and 92dB/1W/1m, you have every right to
expect aspeaker that will be easy to drive.
However.., if that specification describes
ahuge floorstander rather than acheapo
two-way or a horn-loaded system, the
odds are that it's wishful thinking hiding
something nasty that will eat your
amplifier, like avicious impedance dip at
a key frequency. Not so the Stradivari.
Although Iused it for most of its stay with
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Definitive Test

Clockwise from far left:

KK pays homage;
Franco Sent)lin ( right)
with Ricardo
Franassovici of
Absolute Sounds; that
ribbed grille; Franco
tweaks the electronics;
workers at Son us
Faber's Italian factory;
the Snail. All photos by
José Vitor Henriquez
see www.hificlube.net

the 2x100W McIntosh all-valve MC2102
power amplifier, I also hooked up an
assortment of 'baby' amplifiers and had
no trouble whatsoever in driving it to high
levels. So shock No 1was finding that this
speaker does not require the sort of
amplification that's delivered by fork-lift.
Shock No 2was hearing the best vocal
reproduction I've ever savoured, bettering
in detail, warmth and clarity the BBC
LS3/5A, ribbons and ESLs — even Stax
headphones. I'm currently reassessing my
stance on modern vocalists, having heard
Rod Stewart's and Cyndi Lauper's recent
releases covering standards, in which
both prove that they have the chops to
stand alongside the greats of the 1950s.

lower octaves were not just the smoothest,
but the best controlled and least colored
I've experienced in my 12x18ft listening

Both releases — Lauper's At Last and
Stewart's Great American Songbook Vol 2

bunker. The extension exceeds that of any
speaker I've had in the room and the slam

—are beautifully recorded, as if to capture
the sound of 1950s Capitol LPs, and the
vocals are so delicately handled that they

and snap are devoid of any overhang. This
was independent of music type, which is

approach test-disc standards.
Through the Strad, the sound is so
dazzlingly life-like that I experienced
more of those deceptive in-the-room
frissons in the passage of one CD than in
a month of normal listening. Lauper's
rebirth reveals her to possess incredible
vocal power; the Stradivari coped with
the dynamic swing with a fluidity that I
hadn't heard since the days of the Apogee
Scintilla driven by true Class-A Krells.
What was also evident was a continuity
between the drivers, attesting to a
sublimely-tuned crossover that gave the
speaker an of-a-whole sound previously
familiar only to Quad ESLs owners.

wwuhifinews.co.uk

Which brings us to Shock No 3. The

as it should be. Whether it was the bigband gentility of those standards albums
or the kick-ass thump of Living Color's
latest offering, the Strads took both in
their stride. But it was the bass of the
big band surrogates that was to lay the
foundation for Shock No 4.
In completing its masquerade as a
dynamic speaker with panel virtues, the
sense of scale and sheer mass that
emerges from the Strads is without equal.
Serblin's work with an ' infinite plane as
baffle' has resulted in abox-type speaker
that can vanish as convincingly as any
panel I've tried. But unlike the vast
majority of panels — Alastair RobertsonAikman's Quads are an exception — the

Strads have all the punch and slam (as
well as safe SPL capability) that can only
come from big, dynamic woofers.
So what do we have here? First there's
the clarity, transparency, openness and
soundstaging of an ESL. Then there's the
dynamics, power and bass control of a
Wilson. We have asoundstage to rival the
finest point sources. We have vocals that
massacre even the BBC LS3/5A. We have
playback levels that will even satisfy a
nu-metal moron. But above all, we have
the elegance, finesse and grace that have
signified every top-end Sonus Faber
model for 20 years.
Oh, and we have looks to die for, anew
style that you can bet will be ripped off by
the pirates in time for CES 2005.
Iwrote the above before learning the
price, which Iassumed would be in the
£25,000-£30,000 bracket having been told
that Americans will pay $39,00» per pair.
Ihave since learned that the price will be
'circa £20,000'. Between you anti me? You
can add another zero. II
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Meridian

G08

CD player

G- Force! Meridian's new modular
series is striking, stylish —
and 'future proof'
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Meridian GO8 CD player

equivalent here, so that many of the units nave

while the unbalanced GO1 pre-amp and G91 DVD-

'future- proof'

upgrade possibilities.

Standard

PRICE

£2250 inc vat

operation is managed from the front panel buttons,

A/tuner/controller have abuilt-in AM/FM tuner with
RDS, saving aseparate box. The G51 incorporates

SUPPLIER

Meridian Audio Ltd

CONTACT

01480 445678

but the minutiae of a comprehensive set-up is
established through aserial link from aWindows-

apower amplifier section too, of course, while the
G91 includes video processing with two-channel

www.meridian-audio.com

based computer. All such settings are held in nonvolatile memory; when required, software updates

and

WEBSITE

can be downloaded from Meridian's website.
Meridian's G Series is its most important new
product introduction in a decade. Slated to
replace the venerable 500 Series and

Meridian has moved to full width ( 440mm)
cabinets from the midi ( 332mm) of the 500

developed from key models in that range (and,
more significantly, from the flagship 800 units),

Series, anecessary change in view of the density of
circuitry that now has to be accommodated in
models such as the AN units and receiver. One

the G Series has been launched with no fewer than
12 models. There are four players, two pre-amps, a

clever aspect of the styling, though, is that it
doesn't look that much wider: essentially, the

receiver, a DSP processor, three Dower amps and

familiar midi fascia has been incorporated between
two substantial end blocks. Full width invites EIA-

DSP loudspeakers. All aspects have been thought
through new or anew.
The styling is unmistakable.

Striking and

multichannel

outputs.

Nicely ' retro'

is

Meridian's inclusion of a volume control knob
where relevant, for the first time in more than two
decades. Behind it, though, is arotary encoder, the
gain itself handled by adigital controller.
All units have afascia complement of seven key
buttons, augmented by additional push- buttons.
One of these is for on/off from standby, another
controls the display and on the disc players athird
is for tray open/close. The clever thing is that five
of the key buttons are context-dependent; their

standard rack mounting in studios and indeed

function defined in software and labelled
dynamically in the new high-definition vacuum

suitable adaptor kits are availabfe.

fluorescent display ( 16 levels of brightness can be

authoritative, it makes a statement even before

As before there are mix-and-match options to

performance is considered. This, I think, is
Meridian cc-founder Allen Boothroyd's most

suit system extents and aspirations: unbalanced

chosen; it can also be blanked).

analogue CD- based stereo with the 007 CD player

A series of menus for these ' soft' keys is
accessed by pressing the second of two of the

line in the familiar 'finger' controls ( which are now

feeding the GO1 pre-amp, and, say, G56 power
amplifier and speakers of your choice; balanced

proper keys rather than ridges) and black glass
detailing with anew, predominantly metal cabinet,

permanent function ones. More, while areturn to
the top level is automatic after atime free of any

analogue with the GO8 CD, GO2 pre-amp and G56
or G57; through to digital surround and video with

and available in traditional Meridian all- black or a

key presses or can be made at any time by pressing
the first, Home. On aCD player for example, this

the G98 DVD-A player, G68 surrouna processor

new textured silver. The modular, card- based
approach central to the 800 units finds itself an

and DSP loudspeakers. There's areceiver for the
first time in the company's history — the G51 —

elegant visual concept to date, combining a new
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allows access to secondary functions such as fast
forward/reverse, repeat, and track programming,
which on 500 Series players were only available
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Auditions
CD player

through the handset. The new 52- button Meridian
System Remote is excellent.

Its predecessor's

diminutive rubber pips have given way to decentlysized hard buttons all of which are backlit when
any one of them is pressed in low- light conditions
—areal wow' feature when you first encounter it.
A learning handset, it is supplied with alibrary of
signal

codes for common third- party

units,

including televisions, VCRs, cable and satellite
receivers and CD-R, MD, LaserDisc and DVD
players. It can also acquire the codes of existing
handsets and even comes with an alternative set of
source- input button tops.
So, to the G08. This is the better of the two
G-Series CD players, the range equivalent of the
588. Like the 588 and 800, it employs acomputer
type CD-ROM drive for data recovery and can play
virtually any PCM-encoded disc: CD, CD- R, CD-RW
and the CD side/layer of DVD/CD and SACO

All Meridian's

hybrids. It can also play CDs containing folders of
MP3 files ( 64-256kb/s). This is capable of

are `full- width'

GSeries models

spinning much faster than a normal CD platter,
allowing multiple re-reads for optimal data recovery
from difficult discs. As with the 800 ( but beyond
the 588) upsampling is employed to convert the

rather than ` mi
the AV products
,n the range
needed more
space inside

data stream to 24- bit at 176.4kHz for subsequent
D/A conversion, and to 88.2kHz for the digital
outputs — S/PDIF on coaxial and optical carriers.
The benefits of upsampling have been well
documented in these pages so Iwon't repeat it all
again here. Probably the most significant aspect is
that it enables filtering far beyond the range of
human hearing.
Triple FIFO (first- in, first-out) buffering circuitry
is employed in conjunction with ultra- high stability
clocking to reduce jitter to ( claimed) zero audible
effect, the data being re-clocked after it has been
pulled from the disc. Analogue outputs are on RCA
phonos ( unbalanced) and XLR, the latter enabling

regular purring of additional masters for use in A/B

piano recital from Leon McCawley [Avie AV 0029]

equipment listening tests (which is especially
useful with players such as the 588 and GO8 that
are designed to play CD-Rs). For this tes: the two

which via the GO8 sounds less constrained by the

players were connected to the 502 preamp via
their unbalanced outputs and the sensitivities on
the 502 inputs set the sanie (OdB). Both players
also have polarity (absolute phase) switching
(changeable only from the handset) which was
likewise set the same. Important, this, since the
differences dire to areversal of absolute phase can

The ease with which this player articulates
complex textures is breathtaking. Upper
strings retain brightness but lose 'that
edge'. It's awonderfully coherent sound

is a slightly cavernous, though good, recording
hall acoustic. These are subtle distinctions but they
are quickly telling.
It is difficult to believe that progress is still
possible in a medium whose

16-bit/44.1kHz

parameters were set more than two decades ago.
Meridian and afew others keep demonstrating that
it is, though. Certainly the GO8 is a fabulous
sounding player. It will acknowledge but a few
peers and will answer, I'll wager, to none.

•

Ivor Humphreys

Technology
In the 608, the CD is read and, if necessary, re- read
to provide optimum data integrity ahead of the
processors. Elaborate de-jittering techniques are
used, with triple data buffers and an ultra- stable
clocking system. Direct- coupled audio outputs are
provided on unbalanced RCA phono and fully
balanced XLR, while coaxial and optical S/PDIF

fully balanced working through the GO2 pre-amp

be as significant as those due to variations in

and on to the G56 100W/ch or G57 200W/ch

performance. Idertical discs were used and the

power amplifiers.
The ease with which this player articulates

will without disturbing the musical flow.

digital outputs are provided at sample rates up to
88.2kHz. Power supply is auniversal switch mode

complex musical textures is breathtaking. I've been
revisiting that fine old Decca recording from 1983

The differences were fascinating. With a few
rather nondescript recordings it was virtually

type, suitable for mains supplies the world over. The
circuit is constructed on multi- layer boards with a

of Respighi's three ' Roman' tone poems from the

impossible to tell the players apart, but on most

Montreal SO under Charles Dutoit, recorded in St
Eustache by John Dunkerley [410 145-2DH].

for example Anne Sofie von Otter in a recital of
Swedish songs [ DG 474 700-2GH; superb], Delius
orchestral works from the Royal Scottisn National

card- based approach to facilitate future upgrades.
The 608 is supplied with the new back- lit Meridian

Decca never did shy away from awide open top end
and on some players the slightly fuzzy edge that

players cued together. Thus one could switch at

Orchestra/Lloyd-Jones [ Naxos
Brahms

Symphony

8.557143;

results can become a little wearing. With the

excellent],

2 from

Meridian GO8 (and as Irecall, the 800) the upper
strings retain their brightness but lose 'that edge'.

differentiation between voice and piano, between

System Remote learning/programmable handset.

Features

the

LSO/Haitink ILSO Live LS00043; live, good] — the

II CD-ROM drive for overspeed data recovery

a

piano ana orchestra, between instruments within

II CD data is upsampled to a24- bit D/A al 176.4kHz

wonderfully coherent sound.
The CD compilation work Ido each month on a

the orchestra was significantly enhanced, with
more space around individuals and the overall

II Elaborate buffering, de-jittering and upsampling

selection of new classical releases invites the

canvas a fraction better lit. The new Schumann

to

reveal

a crystalline transparency.
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Walrus Systems
tel: 020 7724 7224

11 New Quebec St, London VV1

fax: 020 7724 4347 email: contact@walrus.co.uk web: www.walrus.co.uk
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Amplifon WL25 ( left): 28W/channel using 6P3, £795
Amplifon WT40 (centre): 40W/channel using 6C33, £ 1995
Amplifon WT30 II (right): 31W/channel using 6H13, £ 1395

Amplifon is new to the UK, and you will be hearing alot more about them! These exceptional value for money amplifiers,
designed and manufactured in Poland, put to shame more expensive opposition in sound quality, build, and finish. All three
models have automatic biasing, so there's no fuss when it's time to change tubes, they all feature heavy toroidal output
transformers with awide bandwidth and 4 and 8Ohm taps, and the WT30 II and WT40 operate in Triode mode Push Pull, Class A.
They have classic valve amp attributes, sounding sweet and natural, but with enough power in reserve to rock when required!

11614
The Trichord Dino (£299) outsells every other phono stage. Why? It
sounds clean and clear, it's fully adjustable to virtually any MM or
MC pickup, and when you fancy an upgrade, the Dino+ add-on
power supply fits the bill, for an extra £225 (or buy them together
from the start for £498).
If you prefer, the Tom Evans Microgroove (£450), suitable for MC
pickups, is aworthy alternative, giving alevel of detail retrieval
difficult to better unless you spend an awful lot more. The
Microgroove Plus (pictured above) at £800 is even better, and the
famous Groove (£ 1900), below, has been described in various
reviews as being state-of-the-art of phono stages. Like all products of
it's standing, don't expect to walk away with one - it needs to be
configured by the manufacturer for your particular pickup!

The Michell Gyro SE (£895 + arm) remains
one of the most successful turntables of all
times, and for good reason. Sound is fast,
neutral, and open. You have an upgrade

at

route via the HR power supply, and the Orbe
platter kit. Popular arms include the Regas,
the Tecnoarm, the Origin Live Silver, and of
course, the SME.
Compare the Gyro to the Spacedeck and the
new Roksan Radius in our studio.

Cawsey (top) may not be
the best known cable
(others spend more on
advertising) but it's quite

Slinkylinks
(bottom) are
solid silver air
dielectric
cables with the
latest bullet
plugs, fantastic
sound at an
amazingly low
price: £ 195 for
a12m set!

possibly the best
sounding. We have been
selling these Australian
made silver interconnects
for several years and can
recommend them without
reservation. From £250
to £900 per metre set.

Duevel loudspeakers with their unique reflector
system may look strange at first sight - don't
let this worry you! Just put on your favourite
recording, close your eyes, and enter the
amazing three dimensional soundstage these
omnidirectional radiators recreate.
Starting from £ 1960/ pair for the Venus.

air tangent amazon amphion amplifon apollo furniture argento audible illusions audio physic audiovalve

breuer

dynamic brinkmann cabasse cartridge man cawsey chord electronics clearaudio clearcover consonance decca
london dnm

duevel dynavector ear yoshino ecosse final lab graham slee hadcock heart incognito

isolda jadis jbl k2

klimo koetsu

korato lavardin

nottingham analogue opus 3 origin live ortofon

loricraft lyra michell engineering
papworth

pro-ject

rega

morch

infinity

musical fidelity nordost

revolver ringmat

roksan shun mook

shanling shelter slinkylinks sme sonneteer spendor stax sugden sumiko tannoy tci cables tivoli audio tom
evans townshend audio transfiguration trichord trigon van den hul voodoo wireworld xlo

Auditions
Loudspeakers

Eclipse
TD508 and 316SW
'Time domain technology'
informs this distinctive
stereo sub/sat system
10508 and 316SW
PRICE

TD508 £ 550/pair, sub £ 650

SUPPLIER

Eclipse TD UK

CONTACT

020 7328 4499

WEBSITE

www.eclipse-td.co.uk

5Not many speakers can lay claim to true
originality, but Eclipse specialises in just this. The
firm's designs are based on a completely novel
paradigm. Instead of being engineered for the
flattest possible frequency response, the Eclipse
speakers are said to be designed for the best
possible impulse (
je, time axis) response, the idea
that being that everything should happen ' in step'
because the ear is peculiarly sensitive to timerelated effects.
The time-domain idea accounts for the TD
prefix in the model name, and also just about
everything else about it. The egg- shaped
enclosure eliminates most standing waves, and
because the enclosure is swept back from the
driver, it avoids deforming the generation of
spherical wavefronts. Equally suited to surround
or two-channel use, the TD508 is available singly
at £275 ( hence £ 550/pair), or for £800 you can
buy the TD508PA package, consisting of apair of
508 speakers plus the stylish conical amplifier
seen in the picture ( but not reviewed).
The snag of course is that the use of asingle
driver limits either bass or treble, or both, and
though the ' 508 does asurprisingly good job of
covering its tracks, it is inevitably limited in bass
and maximum output. Hence the 316SW, a
compact but go-for- broke subwoofer that crosses
over from the main speaker at a frequency
(around 120Hz seems to work best) where timedomain effects are not so much of an issue.

supply section both help to provide bass whicri
doesn't slur or slow down the performance of the
system as awhole. Looked at another way, this is
asystem in which the use of asubwoofer is not a
compromise, but simply the right engineering
soluton to aparticular problem.
Let's gloss over the aesthetics of the system,
which I loved, but which are undeniably
idiosyncratic and won't be to everyone's tastes.
What is beyond controversy is that the materias
used, and the standard of fit and finish applied

input, which is still high enough to be usable even
in modest large rooms — they're often seen in
recording studios — as long as you're within about
a two or three metre range. In studios they're
regarded as nearfield monitors at moderately ioud
volumes.
Musical:y, the combination just works. It has a
facile ease and clarity that is little less than

will be ail too obvious off axis, and in practice we
always hear acombination of direct and reflected
sound.) internal construction is also unique. The
drive unit is bolted directly to the ( optional) D3 stand
via alarge internal weight which acts as amass
damper, and the driver is partially decoupled from

identifiabse box signature. The
extremely articulate, stereo is

this is the way it works best.

system is
open and

remarkably focused over awide listening are ( in

quality. Plucked strsngs, the subtle action noises
of apiano, and the breathing sounds of asinger

A loudspeaker that looks the way it does because

Features
• Supeib engineering, top standard of construction
• Great clarity and articulate, open delivery

are reproduced clearly and cleanly, but with no

the

overt emphasis and not a hint of brightness, ti

subwoofer's drive- unit and sophisticated power

fact, the extreme treble is slightly shy in leve,

www.hifinews.co.uk

internal resonances, while the use cf asingle drive

the enclosure to avoid energising the latter. Et voila!

highly optimised design, its curved aluminium

in

Technology

remarkable, and which draws the listener in to tne
performance thanks in part to the lack of al

structure
intended

voice- coil

Alvin Go1:1

unit eliminates the time/phase problems associated
with crossovers. ( These are also axis dependent — if
phase errors are addressed on the forward axis, they

front), but most of all the sound has a tactile

double

being audible in its own right, or detracting from
the specia1 qualities of the satellites. •

satellites will only accept a relatively limited

So the 316SW clearly plugs asignificant chink

The

the somewhat larger TD508. Here it simply helps
'grow' the sound in stature ana scale, without

An ' egg' shape is unusually good in suppressing

in the Eclipse TD508's armour, but it is also a

resonances.

to match tne smallest Eclipse satellite model, the
TD307, it is actually much better partnered with

are of the highest order. Set-up is easy, with
system requirements eased by the fact that the

fact I'd advise avoiding listening from directly in

and
omnidirectional
waveguide
to improve rigidity and reduce

and there's no suggestion of any treble resonance.
Al:hough the subwoofer was originally introduced

Ill Distinctive — but acoustically justified — styling
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The appliance of science: aheavy duty pie
of valve ma ic that loves music

Huxley Scientific Aquila

— or over 140Ib in vacuum-era measurements —

PRICE

£5000

it's hard to overstate just how ponderous is this
hunk of iron, copper, and steel.

SUPPLIER

Huxley Scientific

CONTACT

01273 278109

WEBSITE

www.huxley-scientific.co.uk

From Sussex- based company Huxley Scientific
comes this goliath of an amplifier, the Aquila.
Named after the mythological eagle messenger
of Zeus, the Aquila carries the dubious distinction
of being easily the heaviest piece of hardware I've
ever been asked to tackle. Valve amplifiers do not
come much bigger or heavier than this. At 65kg

28
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On

delivery,

its

less-than- svelte form

is

exaggerated further by abespoke wooden packing
crate, bringing the all- up weight closer to 200Ibs.
It can be carried by two strong men, but any
further than a few yards and you'll appreciate
another body or two on the case.
Put another way, the Aquila has what may
charitably be described as arather poor mass-topower ratio. While lighter solid-state amplifiers
can boast hundreds of watts per channel, Huxley
Scientific rates the Aquila at about 12 watts for
class A operation, rising to 20 watts in class B.

Patently, this is an amplifier intended for the
music connoisseur who will be using goodsensitivity loudspeakers. it also has to be
conceded that the Aquila is an old-school design
— you won't find any remote control of volume or
input selection, multi- room connectivity or AV
bypass options here!
From the front window you can plainly see the
glassware within. It uses the 6BX7 double-triode
in its output stage, paralleled up with four valves
per channel in push-pull mode. Another two
6BX7s are used in the driver stage, and atotal of
six small 6922 valves make up the pre-amp and
phase splitter sections. Four backlit ammeters
below the window show bias current for the

www.hifinews.co.uk
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output valves, which is adjustable by trimpots
hidden behind holes on either side of the window.
The power supply, arguably the most important
part of any amplifier, is a classic choke- input
type, with separate mains transformers for each
channel to remain true to the dual-mono design.
At the other end of the circuit, large output
transformers offer 4and 8ohm speaker matching
as standard, with an option on 1(!), 16, 25 and
36 ohm impedance taps. Most internal wiring is
of the classic point-to-point variety, providing a
more

mechanically

and

electrically

secure

connection than modern PCBs.
On the back are six pairs of phono sockets for
five line inputs and one tape output; transformercoupled loudspeaker outputs, for 4 and 8 ohm
loads in the case of the review sample; IEC mains
inlet; and thankfully another pair of lab handles to

idea of comfortable', depending, of course, on

fas: and tight, not as lightning-slam fast as the

match those on the front, aiding the lift process.
As a package, the Aquila is a substantial

speaker sensitivity!
When Huxley Scientific left its Aquila amplifier

reference Chord SPM1200C, but agile enough to
make bass tunes entirely tactile arid accurately

investment in terms of price and, indeed, the
space it occupies in a music room. However,

at the HFN offices, telling us its 12 watts of triode

descriptive

profundity, it did not seem to go as low as high-

since it first came to market, the retail price has

power would be sufficient for any reasonably
sensitive speaker, Imust admit to having doubts.

dropped substantially, from £ 9000 to £ 5000,
after Huxley Scientific made the decision to sell

And when asked which speaker Iprefer at home,
Iexpected that my answer of' B&W Nautilus 802'

direct rather than through the usual shop dealer

would elicit some pained looks - this speaker has

channel; perhaps giving some clue to the level of
margin expected by high- end audio dealers.
Demonstrations of the Aquila are also possible by
appointment at the company's Brighton address.
How do you describe the sound of amplifier
that is communicating the art of the music so
effortlessly? You could start by saying that the
sound is as far removed from the lightweight,
insubstantial sound of an entry-level integrated

within

any

song.

In

absolute

end solid-state— and nor did it need to, as it was
obviously more adept at communicating music
rather than checking tick boxes on the hi-fi list of
audiophile att•ibutes. If it was concerned with

Ifound the Aquila's strength lay in the
details: the way it could conjure up a
violin from afull orchestra, or reveal the
sliding pitch of abent guitar string

transistor amplifier as you could imagine.
Given the price differential - £ 150, say, versus

areputation for upsetting many otherwise sorted

winning points, it is perhaps in the high frequency

£5000 - this should come as no surprise. But in
comparison to asimilarly- priced transistor amp?

solid-state amplifiers when volume is raised. But

area that it would lose some marks, as the treble
reproduction showed the le•gest deviation from

This is where it gets interesting, as there are
proponents of both types of amplification, each
arguing their corner with conviction.
Until recently, Iwould have taken the fivegrand solid-state amp without hesitation. After
all, valve amps, even some of the most desirable
and expensive examples, rarely muster more than
about 30 watts per channel, and Istand by a

as it turned out, the match with the 92dB/W
Nautilus 802 proved to be superb. Importantly,
through these sensitive speakers, hum levels
heard through the N802 - and from the amp itself
-were inconsequenbally low.
In terms of tonal balance, the Acji.ila has a
warm, mellow quality — not the warm that is
associated with muffled and smothered, but warm
as in friendly and approachable. In the few weeks

belief in giving a system plenty of dynamic

of listening tests, it became awelcome treat to

headroom, especially for full-scale rock and

return home to. always willing to breathe life into
music. Bass reproduction was for the most part

orchestral pieces. About 300W is closer to my

the typical lab test flat response chart.
Huxley Scientific's own measurements show a
failing treble at higher frequencies, down by
about 2.5dB at 20kHz, and this gentle roll-off
does start just after 4kHz - lower than most
manufacturers would dare to admit to. Then
Volume is adjusted by astepped attenuator
rather than potentiometer; this was set to a
useful range of gain with good 'tracking to the
ear's sensitivity

again, judged subjectively, the Aquila did have a
particularly smooth top end, making it the perfect
antidote to systems that wear you down with
unrelenting high treble and high-frequency peaks,
whether caused by resonating metal dome
tweeters (whose major break-up modes usually
appear just beyond 20kHz, with possible
consequences lower in-band), hard-etched CD
sound (which remains an issue for most players,
20 years after the arrival of the ' perfect' medium),
or over-effusive moving-coil cartrdges. With the
Aquila at the hem, the cotton wool car be safely
removed from the ears!
Valve amplifiers are often praised

or their

natural rendition of the midband area, where all
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An amp of the ' old school', with no mod cons;
the front panel carries four milliammeters to
indicate bias seting for the output valves

listening. Stereo left-to- right spread was not of
the wall- hugging panoramic style; although there
was more than enough perspective to make a
surround-sound listener wonder why they should

the interesting stuff happens in most music. The

waste time with more than two well- placed

Aquila is perhaps more than just a ' no exception'

loudspeakers.

to this rule — it could have written it. Time after

Given 20 watts to work with, you might think

time Iwas surprised at the natural way the Aquila

this amp was limited to light baroque and

could render singing voices, and in particular the

chamber music. This was not the case at all. The

But having established that the Aquila could rock
when required. Idid find its strengths lay in the

way it would show up the separate parts of avocal
barmony, whether produced by one singer multi-

more dynamic, louder pieces were handled quite

details — the way it could conjure up asolo violin

capably, with live rock material such as Pink

from afull orchestra, or reveal the sliding pitch of

tracking their own voice over, or by two or more

Floyd Is There Anybody Out There? — The Walt Live

abent guitar string.

people taking parts.

benefitting from the assured guiding hand of the

Spatial balance showed voices set comfortably , amplifier. Even the explosive ' Empty Spaces' was
carried off with verve and authority, where a
back in the mix — not pushed out of reach but at
a ' natural'

position that invited

unstrained

respected 90 watt transistor amp had faltered.

Despite its weighty physical presence and, I
quote, ' stunning admiralty grey finish' — which
may not exactly endear it to modern style gurus —
the Aquila's light and subtle touch over asolid,
effortless foundation makes for strong argument
in favour of giving this amp aplace in the home.
Its extremely solid build and sweet, sweet sound

The Aquila

means areconmendation is deserved.B

measures 430

Andrew HarrSon

x523 x265mm

Technology

(wdh) and
weighs 65kg. It

resigner Ramzy El Korashy explained some of the

sits on four soft

technology and philosophy behind the Aquila.

rubber feet,

Essentially, the Aquila was made as acool- running

with castors

cual mono warkhorse, operating without overall

supplied to aid

regative feedback, and able to handle overloao

movement on

gracefully. The amp's iirst stage uses three 6922

carpeted floors.

double- triodes,

Lab handles are

differential pairs, with acurrent sink acting as a

fixed front and

phase splitter and voltage amplifier. The anodes are

rear, a

direct- coupled to a pair of 6BX7s working as

used

as

cascode-coupled

necessity with

cathode followers, giving alow impedance load to

an amplifier of

the 6BX7 output valves. The output transformer is

such high

said to be ttned for lawest distortion rather than

mass. Input

power efficiency, resulting in 13W/ch class A

connections are

,Jower, sliding to 20W for short duration with ' below

sturdy chassis-

5% distortion at 400H.e.

mounted RCA

Features

phono sockets

II Very heavy, solid, ' old- school' valve amp
• Triode sweetness
111 Built to Izst alifetime
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CEDIA

••

Founder Member
•ntelligent Homes
in the Making

•
3times award winner
Home Cinema Choice
"Best Multiroom Insteation"
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DM, Plasma Screens, Projectors, Loudspeakers, TVs, Receivers, HiFi.
For an amazing collection of seasonal special offers and ex- demo bargains on the biggest names in
Home Entertainment visit Musical Images now! With luxurious demonstration suites, professional staff and
a dedicated installation service, there's no beating the experience at Musical Images' award winning stores.

Don't buy until you've experienced the best winter sale in the business*.

EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE AT MUSICAL IMAGES

E&OE

BECKENHAM BRANCH

COVENT GARDEN BRANCH

EDGVVARE BRANCH

126 High Street,
Beckenham, Kent BR3 1ED
Tel: 020 8663 3777

18 Monmouth Street,
Covent Garden, London VVC2H 9HB
Tel: 020 7497 1346

173 Station Road, Edgware,
Middlesex HA8 7JX
Tel: 020 8952 5535

Please call your local branch for opening time details. Audio Visual Lifestyle Ltd t/a Musical Images. E-mail: sales@musical-images.co.uk
*Sale must end 28th February 2004 - call your local branch for details. Sale prices are not valid with any other offer or promotion.
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Goldring

GR1

The first new Goldring deck in 20
years comes complete and ready to play
Goldring GR1

to the back of the arm until the ami is swinging
leve ijust above a record. The weight is then

the deck's iid closed. A fourth example had

PRICE

£140

screwed in one complete turn to put a 2 gram

SUPPLIER

Veda UK

CONTACT

01279 501111

down-force onto the styius. In practice Ifound
that tracking at 1.9g, set via a stylus balance,

The motor was again noisy; and although Iwas
assured that tnis noise would not carry to the

WEBSITE

www.goldring.cc.uk

Goldring is aname long synonymous with both
turntables, and a highly respected range of
pickup cartridges. The GR1 is the company's
first record player for 20 years, and its reemergence into this sector of the market is yet
another indication of the steadily increasing
interest in vinyl reproduction. Priced at £ 140 this

placing the reedle on astationary record with the

Unfortunately the first example of tne GR1 was
unusable due to the motor pu'ley rotating

clearly through the speakers.

sufficiently off-centre to cause severe wow. A
second unit was despatched to me and proved to

with the Debut, and found that, despite the motor

have a few different problems; the first being
excessive lateral play in the arm bearings, along
with incorrect alignment of the cartridge ( checked
with the supplied alignment protractor) and poor
firnsh at the back which made flting the lid

deck finds itself in direct competition with Project's Debut II turntable which, in basic form

nearly impossible. Since the play in the arm
wou'd adversely affect the sound Irequested

without electronic speed control or onboard phono

another example from Veda.

stage, retails at £ 120.
The GR1
arrives

Tie third unit again suffered from incorrect
cart•idge alignment, lateral play in the bearings

only

the

everything else having been done at the factory.

(a'though less than the Devious example) and a
motor pulley that again rotated off centre. The

The instructions suggest screwing the weight on

motor was also audible at adistance of 1.5m with

counterbalance weight and the platter installing,

www.hifinews.co.uk

disc/stylus interface, removing the drive belt, and

gave the best results.

This was my first acquaintance with the
Goldring Electra cartridge and I was
pleasantly surprised to find it was a little
gem... pleasing, detailed and very dynamic

requiring

approximately lmm lateral- bearing movement.

motor running, did result in some noise coming
Ilistened to the Goldring decks in comparison
noise and free play in the arm, the GR1 had fuller
and more detailed bass. However at the treble end
it was a different story. Ifelt that the 0M5
cartridge on the Pro-Ject was procuc.ng better
definition especially, for example, when
confronted witn Janis Joplin's grainy vocal style.
Since the MI5 retails at £25, and the Goldring
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TWO

CHANNEL

AUDIO

SYSTEMS

1

SME turntables. Both
Model io and Model
2C,2

on permanent

demonstration

Unico. Hybrid integrated amplifier,
8owpc. Line only version £900,

%Nadia 861 CD player. Both Basic

with phono stage £950.

and SE versions

oa permanent

demonstration

Mono Pulse. A new BI
itish
range of loudspeakers with
very precise imaging and a
large soundstage not normally
found at this price range.
Contemporary looks, wide
range of colour options,
priced from f5oo to flow.

Consonance Audio.
A new valve amplifier range from
China. Extremely good sound, well
built and affordable pricing. Dual
mono amplifiers 65wpc £ 1995.

Sugden Masterclass. The
Masterclass series of products
has one of the most transparent
and three-dimensional sounds

- gar

we have heard in any amplifier.

rly

A must hear' AA Pre- amplifier
f2300, Balanced Mono
Amplifiers f6600 the pair.

EAR 539

CD player (not shown) £ 2750.

EAR amplifier. roowpc of pure valve sound. EAR 509: £4895 the pair.

Acc ISTIC

ARTS • AMPHION •

Pathos New Classic One
This valve hybrid amplifier has many of

A.R.T.

rTIOPO

LOUDS.EAKERS • AVALON

GAMUT • ISOTEK " KUZMA • LAVARDIN " LYRA •
RESDLUTION AUDIO • ROGUE AUDIO •

SME •

MOMO

amplifiers. The anniversary edition of this classic

ACOUSTICS •

BENZ- MICRO .> CARDAS .>

CUP RAUDIO

the qualities of the Logos but at an

• CONRAD-JOHNSON • EAf:NOSHINO• EXPOSURE

PULSE • MOON • NORDOST • NOTTINGHAM AN/LOGUE

OPERA

SHANL NG • SHUN MOOK • SUGDEN • TRANSFIGURATION • TRI -PLANAR •

Conveniently located between Reading and

7Comet House, Calleva Park, Atilermasici'n

Basingstoke, we are approximately 15 minutes drive

Reading, Berkshire RG7 8JA

from either Junction 12 on the M4 or Junction 6
on the M3. Free and easy parking, outside the
building. We have ahome evaluation scheme lot
those who might find this method more convenient.

T 0118 981 9891
Einfo@audioconsultants.co.uk

www.audioconsultants.co.uk

_

affordable price £1275.

PAGODE .> PATHDS • QAJADRASPIRE

UNISON

RESEARCH •

VPI •

WADIA

Demonstrations by appointment,
Mondays to Saturdays 10:00 to 18:00.
It is advisable to call us before. visiting.
Part exchange welcome. Ex-demonstration and
previously owned equipment listed on our website.

AC/HF4/14
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time. Hopefully the gremlins can be sorted out,
and the Goldring GR1 can then live up to its
design potential.

•

Tony Bolton

Technology
Goldring's plinth for the GR1

is made from

particleboard, finished in adark grey vinyl wrap. The
edges are protected by a Santoprene ( synthetic
rubber) strip which also acts as abuffer to prevent
damage to the lid if it is dropped. Deck dimensions
Goldring's GR1 plinth resembles
the basic Rega type. but is fitted
with aSantoprene edging strip
that provides abuffer for the lid

are 450 x370 x120mm ( wdh). The platter is of
Medite, topped with afelt mat. It is rotated by a12pole synchronous motor via abelt to aplastic sub
platter. Although the arm looks similar to a Rega
RB250, they are said only to share the arm tube, as
other parts of the arm are not as specifed by Rega for

Electra retails at £35 I was surprised, so I convincing manner and projected a stable and
quite well rounded central image of Janis, with
swapped cartridges between the two decks. The
reason for the better bass performance of the

the Full Tilt Boogie Band grouped around her

GR1 then immediately became apparent. This

[Janis Joplin, Pearl CBS 32064].

was my first acquaintance with the Electra
cartridge and Iwas pleasantiy surprised to find it

Imust admit to being disappo:nted in the
performance of the GR I. Ididn't feel that it was
in any way abad design, but it seemed to me that

was a little gem, with a pleasing, detailed and
very dynamic performance that seemed to belie
its price. Mounted on the Debut, it left the 0M5
standing with better definition right across the
audible bandwidth. It conveyed rhythms in a

its own arms. But as with other Rega-based arms,
there is also no provision for adjusting arm height.

Features
II Excellent pre-fitted cartridge.

it was being let down by inconsistent assembly,
and for that reason, on the basis of my experience

III 12- pole synchronous motor

with the review samples supplied, Ido not feel
that Icari recommend this product at the present

Ill Low resonance Medite platter

Alner Hamblin

MF101 Mains Clean

Dismiss the ' 11F haze' with Mains Clean, apassive filter for radio frequencies
Alner Hamblin MF101 Mains Clean
PRICE

£275 inc VAT and UK delivery

SUPPLIER

Marton Music

CONTACT

01282 773198

E-MAIL

tonyseaford@tiscali.co.uk

Bristol- based Alner Hamblin is an electronics
design and manufacturing company whose
client portfolio

includes AVI and the pro

equipment company Martin Audio. MD Dave Alner
to consumers direct from Tony Seaford at Marton
Music, 5 Masterson Avenue Burnley, Lancashire,

specified power supply built around two massive

BB12 7PL), Mains Clean is apassive filter. It takes

difference. Iwas quite taken aback. Ifound it

sceptical of most of the 'revelatory' upgrades

the mains from awall socket, purges the waveform

beneficial feeding the power amplifier alone, but it

foisted upon us, but has an enquiring mind and,

of any RF components and passes it on to four

is intended to supply the entire system. The

like John Linsley Hood, is inclined to experiment

standard 13A sockets. It is capable of supplying

before dismissing them out of court.
Mains Clean was born three years ago while
Alner was designing massive 100kW switching

3kW. The circuit comprises an eight-element
common and differential mode filter, with

ambient background is ' blacker', the sound-stage
deeper and low level detail more clearly
differentiated. The differences are significant, on

power supplies for Martin Aadio amplifiers.

subdue frequencies up to 5MHz by more than

Elaborate filtering was necessary here to satisfy the

50dE, 5-10MHz by 40dB and 10-50MHz by

best at dead of night when the grid is less frenetic,

EMC regulations — to prevent tnese power supplies
feeding radio frequencies ( RE) back into the

more then 26dB. MF01 has acaptive mains lead;
its successor, MF02, has an IEC socket to allow a

and worst in the early morning/evening when the
nation's utility and kitchen appliances are in full

mains. But would such fi'tering benefit
conventional hi-fi if connected the other way

choice of mains cable ( preferably screened).

swing. Mains Clean substantially reduces this gap,

round; je, to prevent RF from entering the system?
He was surprised to find that it did. Now available

difference is remarkable. Iuse a Tripath-based
'digital' power amplifier, which has a truly over-

once worked for Arthur Radford and was a key
player at Nytech before starting out on his own.
With aprofessional grounding in electronics he is

www.hifinews.co.uk

additional transient/clipping supression.

It will

Some will think I've cracked when Isay that the

mains transformers, and expected to hear no

the verge of exceeding subtle.
Many people have noted that their hi-fi sounds

but importantly it improves matters when the
supply is as good as it gets.
Ivor Humphreys
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EXC

Or-

LLENC

AUDIO EXCELLENCE and AUDIO T work together to bring you

the benefits of buying from alarge dealer: highly trained staff,
long guarantees, competitive prices and the security of 57 joint
years in business. But please don't think we're achain of clones each ol our stores is run as an individual specialist shop with it's
own opinions and stock profile. You'll find us enthusiastic and
friendly because we think that buying hifi should be as much fun
as listening to it!
CUSTOM INSTALLATION If you want your Hi-Fi/Home Cinema
integrated seamlessly and/or invisibly into your home we have a
dedicated team who do this to the highest standards. Call us for
advice on how you can enjoy music and films all round your home.

• 57 YEARS JOINT EXPERIENCE
• 3YEAR GUARANTEE ON HI-F1
SEPARATES
• FULL DEMONSTRATION
FACILITIES
• PRICE PROMISE
• 10 DAY EXCHANGES
• 30 DAY NO COST PENALTY

(quote ref HFNO3a)

or vist our web site at
wwvv.musk-at-home.co.uk

For the very latest information
please check our web sites:

.audio-excellence.co.uk

ACOLSTIC ENERGY
Al PH ASON
AIR/10R( AN
APOLLO

E.

audio 1-1

For your FREE copy of
MUSIC AT HOME,
The Ultimate Guide 2003
FREEPHONE 0500 101501

'tuna BRANDS
SlOCKED:

IrMile

aitcam

BASINGSTOKE 01256 324311
2 Feathers Lane
basingstoketitaudio-t.co.uk
BRENTWOOD 01277 264730
30 Crown Street
brentwood@audio-t.co.uk
BRIGHTON 01273 609431
69 London Road
brightoneaudio-t.co.uk
BRISTOL 0117 926 4975
65 Park Street
bristolOaudio-excellence.co.uk
CAMBERLEY 01276 685597
173-175 London Road
camberleyeaudio-t.co.uk
CARDIFF 029 2022 8565
134-136 Crwys Road
cardiffeaudio-excellence.co.uk
CHELTENHAM 01242 583960
38 Winchcombe Street
cheltenharneaudio-t.co.uk
CHESTER 01244 345576
88/90 Boughton
chester@audio-excellence.co.uk
EASTBOURNE 01323 731336
4 Albert Parade, Green Street
eastboumeOaudio-t.co.uk
ENFIELD 020 8367 3132
159a Chase Side
enfielo@audio-t.co.uk

EPSOM 01372 748888
15 Upper High Street
epsornOaudio-t.co.uk

EXETER 01392 491194
156 Sidwell Street
exetereaudio-excellence.co.uk

UPGRADES
• PART EXCHANGES

GLOUCESTER 01452 300046
58 Bristol Road
gloucesterOaudio-excellence.co.uk

• INTEREST FREE OPTION ON
SALES OVER £250*

HiGH VVYCOMBE 01494 558585
30-32 Castle Street
wycombeeaudio-t.co.uk

• HOME LOANS AND HOME
DEMONSTRATIONS
• EVENING DEMONSTRATIONS
BY APPOINTMENT
Subject to status. Written details
on request

LONDON: W. HAMPSTEAD
020 7794 7848
190 West End Lane
hampsteadeaudio-t.co.uk
OXFORD 01865 765961
19 Old High Street, Headington
oxfordeaudio-t.co.uk
PORTSMOUTH 023 9266 3604
29 London Road, North End
portsmoutheaudio-t.co.uk
READING 0118 958 5463
4 Queens Walk, Broad Street Mall
reading@audio-t.co.uk

SOUTHAMPTON 023 8025 2827
10-12 Hursley Road
Chandlers Ford
southamptoreaudio-t.co.uk
SWANSEA 01792 474608
9 High Street
swansea@auclio-excellence.co.uk

'JINDON 01793 538222
60 Fleet Street
swIndoneaudio-t.co.uk
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Auditions
loudspeaker

Reference 3A MM

There was some coloration in the low- mid area
that slightly thickened the presentation, and an
occasional hint of recess in the crossover region.
Given the off- beat chordal stabs from The Rites of
Spring arranged for two pianos, there was some
mild softening of leading edge transients. And
turned up loud, albeit only evident with larger
transistor amps, the de Capoicould sound alittle
untidy in the upper mid, where you might expect
the main driver to be tailing off in response. But
this didn't detract from the enjoyable sounds this
speaker could make with just about all material at
reasonable volume levels.
In fact enjoyable' is the word that best fits this
speaker. It's athoroughly entertaining design that
excelled at communicating the presence of agood
performance. Its immediacy was apparent by the
way it could reveal minute details buried in the
mix, like the creaks from a piano stool in The
Rites of Spring piece, or separate vocals from the
music in dense rock productions. In this respect,
it reminded me of abetter example of apro-audio
studio monitor equipped with active crossovers. It
also suits low-powered valve amps, as Ifound
using the Huxley Scientific Aquila (see p28), as
well as solid-state amps like the ECS EA2 and
Arcam P7 Itried. My main criticism would be the
price of this speaker. At £2500 in the UK ($2500
stateside) it's facing stiff competition from
prettier designs that can sound as good or better.
Unless you need the higher efficiency you may be

i
Reference 3A MM de Cap -

covers are the two drivers: a 210mm Dass/mid
unit, and 27mm textile dome tweeter. The main

PRICE

£2500/pair

SUPPLIER

Absolute Analog e

CONTACT

020 8459 8113

profile. In practice, this corresponds to amildly
flared trumpet- like shape, terminated w.th asoft

WEBSITE

www.reference3a.com

rubber surround. In the centre is a large flat-

If high-fidelity is all about faithfulness to an
original sound, then aloudspeaker really ought to

driver has awoven carbon-fibre cone, shaped to
what Reference 3A calls a hyperexponential

endeo pole piece, fixed so the cone moves along
it. Attached to the back of this driver is Reference

wise to audition these alternatives, too.
Andrew Harrison

•

Technology
Manufacturer's figures give an impedance of 8ohms
and asensitivity of 92dB/1W/m. Frequency response
is 42Hz-20kHz, ± 3dB, with the tweeter configured
to roll off below 3kHz with asimple 6dB/octave filter
comprising asingle series capacitor. Reference 3A

reproduce sound at both extremes of the human

3A's ' Vibra Puck', awooden disc that's designed
to steady the unit against an internal brace. The

ear's range. Large speakers are de rigeur for

somewhat bas:c crossover offers bi-wire terminals

operation, which means it ought to roll off gracefully

accurate low frequency reproduction, even if

on the rear panel, joined by removable shorting
links made by Cardas from what appears to be

beyond 3kHz or thereabouts; the tweeter needs the

many people don't want this extension because of
limited living space or problems of a booming
room- interaction.
Small speakers of
the

mini- monitor

style (for example,

rather crude metal offcuts of pure copper.

The Canadian compact monitor
that does bass — but at aprice

BBC Grade 2at 304
x190 x165mm) are one solution, at the expense
of potentially shelving off too much bass content.
In between are the larger two-way systems like
this small monitor from Canadian firm Reference
3A. MM de Capoiis the rather unwieldy name for
the slope-fronted design, which incorporates

LF-blocking capacitor as a matter of necessity to
prevent potentially dangerous low frequencies from
damaging the unit. Without the use of steep filters,
the drivers will literally cross- over over a wider
frequency band,

potentially disturbing stereo

So.id by build, and solid by sound — that was

imaging where both drivers are providing signal at
the same mid/treble frequency.
Apotential advantage of the minimalist network is

the impression from the MM de Capoi. It was set
up on Target metal/concrete stands with the

asimpler load for the amplifier, as there are fewer
capacitors/inductors/resistors between the amplifier

offset tweeters outermost as recommended, and

and speaker driver. This also helps overall

very little toe- in. It had a full-bodied voicing,
sounding deeo and assured in the bass, smooth

efficiency. Each speaker weighs 13kg and measures

through the midband and treble, while no treble
some unusual techniques to good effect, the most
noteworthy of which is its large main driver, Inasties were evident at all. That bass had an easy,
flowirg quality unheard from most mini-monitors,
connected without any crossover filter.
The cabinet is arelatively sod box, internally

which only go low under duress. It took the

braced to improve rigidity, with a large aperture

sustain and decay of plucked double bass in its

reflex port exiting to the rear. Its available in four

stride. Organ lovers would still need ash for the

finishes: red or natural maple, high-gloss piano
lacquer, plus the more workmanlike matt black

40Hz and lower register, but otherwise this

finish seen here. Beneath the detachable cloth

you could need.

www.hifinews.co.uk

has designed the main driver for crossover- less

speaker has al the extension and bass security

380 x280 x330mm ( hwd).

Features
▪ High sensitivity
• Wide frequency response
la Solid sound
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"Halcro's dm58: The Best Amplifier Ever!"
Stereophile Magazine, October 2002

The music,
the whole music,
and nothing but the music.
It is a fact of physics that amplifier distortion is responsible for creating ghost
notes. For e ample; when two notes are played simultaneously. say E in one
octave and

in the octave above, the distortion of an amplifer will create a

third note, t4 in the octave below that of E. Within harmonically complex music,
distortion cl

ers the signal with exaggerated, harsh and confusing sounds.

Halcro's circ itry has been designed to virtually eliminate these
intrinsic non inear effects. Total Harmonic Distortion is less
than 1000 p4rts per billion at full power (20kHz). A fraction of
that of othe amplifiers.

Halcro's dm38
Reference stereo poweramp

If you want

e clearest possible signal,

if you want absolute musicality,
if you want ripcorded music
sounding lik

the real thing

Halcro's dm10

you must lisien to Halcro.

Reference phono preamp

UK Distribution: Audio Reference
01252 702705
email

nfo@audioreference.co.uk

VVebsite: www.audioreference.co.uk
www.halcro.corn

oHALCRC

Lumley Lampros Series 2
From the 100's to the 2000's... Reality awaits!

www metropolis-music. co.uk

ompr

SERIES

6London Rd. Tunbridge Wells. Kent TN1 1DI)
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Auditions
cartridge

Lyra

Argo cartridge

Astonishing transparency, outstanding resolution and under agrand...
Lyra Argo
PRICE

£995

SUPPLIER

Lyra Co Ltd

CONTACT

01727 865488

WEBSITE

www.lyraaudio.com

For the vinyl enthusiast, news of a new Lyra
cartridge is a cause for excitement. After all,
Lyra has been acompany that has placed itself
at the forefront of cartridge design. When Iheard
about the Lyra Argo, my interest was aroused
more than usual, for not only was this anew Lyra,
it was anew Lyra under £ 1000.
The Lyra Argo is amoving-coil design featuring
a body machined from a single piece of
aluminium alloy that's then hard anodised. The
body is drilled and tapped with M2.6 holes, Lyra
supplying screws of three different lengths for use
with different arms. The cartridge also comes with
a stylus guard that should be left in place
whenever the cartridge is not in use. The Argo is
a fully nude design with only a thin sliver of
paper under the cartridge covering the generator.
With amass of 6.5g and medium compliance it
can be used in most arms, though the design
means a significant amount of energy will be
introduced into the arm. This means the Argo will
perform best when mounted on a low-resonance
arm- pipe using high quality bearings.

the best internal phonostages found in integrated
amplifiers will be found wanting by this cartridge.

strand to the detriment of another. The whole
envelope of anote played, be it from asaxophone,

In the end Iused my Klyne phonostage for most

bass or percussion

The Argo replaced my Benz Glider L2 cartridge

of the test, though the Argo worked very well with

without any exaggeration of its leading edge or

on the Basis Gold Debut/Graham 2.0 analogue

both the Musical Fidelity A308 integrated amp's

overhang in its decay, ensuring that the transient

front end Iuse as areference. It also saw action

internal phonostage and the X-LPS V3.

of the next note is never missed. This incredible

on my Blue Pearl Audio JEM turntable/SME V

With the gain set to 65dB and impedance at

instrument,

is delivered

even-handed presentation would suggest that this

combination. The Argo fed my Klyne System 7PX

47k onm ( my preferred setting for most m-c

design has being genuinely designed to give

3.5 phonostage, as well as astandalone Musical

cartridges) the Argo showed an ability to recover a

long-term musical satisfaction, rather than to be

Fidelity X- LP V3 phonostage, via XL0 Signature

huge amount of information from the recording,

immediately impressive in ashort audition.

phono cable. Preamp duties were carried out by

presenting this coherently without being obvious

The soundstage perspective is front of hall with

my trusty Krell KRC-3, accompanied by aTrilogy
902, supplying signals to my Bryston 3B-SST and

about its resolving capability. With some audio
components you hear asound that is obviously,

this cartridge, Gerry Rafferty's vocals on ' Baker

14B-SST power amplifiers. These drove Martin
Logan SL-3 and Aerius Ielectrostatic speakers,

and unashamedly, high resolution. In the case of

speakers. Yet never does this render the sound

the Argo, you not only appreciate that the
information is being recovered but that it's being

either aggressive or overpowermg. Rather, it is to

plus Skibo designs from ART Loudspeakers.
Interconnect cables and speaker cable were

presented in a way that simply increases your

Street' being placed several feet in front of the

be welcomed, the effect being to increase the
intimacy of the music. It's as though the

Chord Company Chameleon Silver Plus and
Odyssey 4 respectively while mains cables were

involvement in the music. This, for me, is a

performance has been brought right into the

critical

room, giving musiciais a lifelike scale and

Isotek Elite. All mains supplies were provided by

component, and one tha: serves the music.

an lsotek 2K Qube and Substation and the
equipment was supported on RDC Aspekt racks.

difference

between

an overtly hi-ii

Play Gerry Rafferty's City to City [
Simply Vinyl

bringing an immediacy to the music that you
usually only experience during alive performance.

SVLP2221 and you're treated to avery real sense

Despite this front-of- hall presentation, stage

With the Argo delivering just 0.45 mV, you

of individual musicians in their own palpable

depth is not compromsed, easily going through

need ahigh-gain, low- noise phonostage if you're
to hear its true worth. Indeed, it's likely that even

space on the soundstage, contributing to the

the front wall of my listening room, instruments

whole track, the cartridge favouring no musical

giving the impression of being agood 5M past the

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Die way to play Vthyí

PINEWOOD
MUSIC
of Winchester and Taunton

Model 10

ING NEWS...BREAKING NEWS...BREAKING

KRELL RESOLUTION

Model 20/2

The dream comes true! A complete Krell system from
source
to speaker!
Two
floorstanders,
a
standmount, a centre and an 800 Watt remote
controlled sub at real- world prices. Call us for
details.

KRELL KAV-400xi
The ideal amplifier for almost any system - including
the Krell Resolutions. Revered and loved everywhere
it goes, this little powerhouse sets the standard for
compact integrated designs.
Model 30/2

# STRADIVARI HOMAGVgd)
Without soul, music is nothing. Without accuracy a
loudspeaker is nothing - yet soul and accuracy very
rarely meet. In the Sonus faber Stradivari Homage
they come together to form the finest design in Europe
and the culmination of the genius of Franco Serblin.

*".

ii

Series 300

COPLAND CDA822
The best value CD player around? We think so.
Refined, detailed and just so involving, this beautifully
constructed design will wring all the emotion from
your favourite CDs. And there are rave reviews, if
you need them,

COPLAND CSA29
Series

IV
The perfect partner for your CDA822. An 85 Watt
hybrid that just pulls the best out of any decent
loudspeaker - and we love it on Sonus fabers and the
Martin Logan Design series.
Please contact Brian Rivas or Alison Holmes

Series V

Ask for details of this superb range .

The PINEWOOD MUSIC
COMPANY
Winchester: 01962 776808
Taunton: 01460 54322
Mobile: 07860 351113
e-mail: brianriv@mac.com

SME LTD • STEYNING • SUSSEX •BN44 3GY • ENGLAND
tel: + 44 ( 0)1903 814321 •

fa : + 44 ( 0)1903 814269
email: sales@sme-ltd. emon.co.uk
or visit our vvebsite mix w.sme.ltd.uk
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Auditions
physical boundaries of the room. Details begin to

Madonna's vocals are alittle less immediate and

emerge from otherwise very familiar recordings,

present in the listening room, compared with their

details that are not just revealed for the first time

portrayal on the Argo.
The treble range on this album has caused

but which are precisely placed on the soundstage.
On the track ' Stealin' Time' there is an acoustic
guitar present on the far right-hand side of the

some problems in other systems I've heard, giving

soundstage. Using my regular Glider L2 you can
hear this instrument contributing to the track in

metallic sheen at other times. On the Argo the
high frequencies are crystalline in their clarity,
completely focused in the soundstage, and there

places, but through the Argo, not only is it clear

asplashy sound on occasions while displaying a

that the guitar plays far more than you realise,

is never any over emphasis of either the initia

but that it has been recorded with aconsiderable

transient or decay of notes.
Another area in which the Argo surprised me

amount of decay on each note. The Glider L2
never reproduces this decay, whereas it is easily
discernable with the Argo.

was the way in which it managed to recover from

To test the Argo's ability on something more up
to date, Icued up Madonna's Ray of Light [
Warner

the percussion, particularly the snare drum and

9362-46847-1]. What astonished here was the

this album is clearly electronic, the Argo brought
into sharp relief not only the different sounds of

To hear the Aug. at its best you'll need a

real

high-gain, low-noise phonostage, but get it

expansion of the dynamic range, not just in the

this album the changes in tone and acoustic of
cymbals. While much of the instrumentation on

instruments being used,

but also the

obvious, macro-dynamic range, but with the
subtle, micro- dynamic nuances that the Argo
recovers more effortlessly and with greater

differences in the percussion used on different

right and it rewards with awinning mix of

tracks. This is not only adifference in tonality, but

transparency, resolution and sheer musicality

shading than the Glider. An obvious comparison is

also in the surrounding acoustics.

High frequencies are crystalline in
their clarity, completely focused in the
soundstage. Simply, the Argo is the best
sub-£ 1000 cartridge Ihave ever heard

grand; I'd even go as far to say that this cartridge
betters Lyra's slightly more expensive Helikon.
Astonishing spatial capabilities combine with
excellent transparency, outstanding resolution
and excellent handling of the entire musical
spectrum in a manner heard in very few
components. The Argo is astunning achievement
for Lyra, and srecommended unconditionaly.
David Allcock

between the very best recording made in 16 bits
and the same recording made using 24 bits. The
Argo clearly works with a significantly improved
tonal palette over my Glider, itself an astonishing
cartridge for the money when it comes to macro
and micro-dynamic portrayal.
On the track Frozen' the bass line is
exceptionally powerful, even for an album that
boasts plenty of forceful bass, yet the Argo brings
even further weight and drive while maintaining
complete control, so ensuring that the bass line
stays in proportion to the midrange and treble.

Tne Argo's tracking ability and handling of
surface noise are in keeping with its outstanding
musical performance. As long as it's set up in line
with the comprehensive instructions supplied you
would hardly know that the music you were
listening to was the result of a diamond being
dragged along a plastic channel. It is as though

Technology
Made from asingle piece of aluminium alloy, the
shape and design of the Argo's body has been
carefully considered in a bid to minimise the
presence of variable eddy currents and cut down on

the line-contact stylus navigates the walls of the
record groove with total disregard for dirt or

the amounts of conductive material in the vicinity of

pollutants. While my copy of Ray of Light is in
excellent condition, the surface noise was lowered

expensive hrother, the Helikon, the Argo doesn't use

still further, and the music lifted so far above the

generate acompletely symmetrical magnetic field.

the signal generator coils. In common with its more
polepieces, relying solely on two disc- magnets to

Moving to the midrange, Madonna's vocals on

noise that it ceased to be aconsideration. Even

This is designed to lower distortion while allowing

this track were nothing short of haunting and,

with worn or abused vinyl, the Argo has the ability

the generator mechanism to move more freely and so

thanks

perspective,

of extracting more music than Ithought possible.

deliver superior low-level detail retrieval.

seemingly more personal. Through the Glider L2

Before this cartridge arrived, Ihad wondered

The stylus itself is a Lyra design- line contact

the vocals sound slightly obscured, in the same

how good a £ 1000 model could be. In one bar of

model having amajor/minor radius of 70mm/3mm.

way that a fine layer of condensation on a car

music, the Argo answered this emphatically.

While offering excellent retrieval of detail, and

window obscures your vision. The result is that

Simply, it's the best cartridge I've heard under a

tracking, it does need to be set up meticulously if tne

to

the

Argo's

forward

very best performance is to be obtained. If anything
is not correct with the set up, you'll hear it in the
presentation. Meanwhile, the cantilever, a sold
boron rod housed in ametal jacket, uses an unusual
direct- mounting system that aims to carry vibrational
energy away from the stylus and generator assembly
and direct it into the cartridge body and arm instead.

al 6.5g medium- compliance design
• Lyra line- contact stylus gives excellent tracking
II

Outstanding sound for price

.
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David Berriman runs the rule over
ATC's solid, smart floorstander

ATC SCNI 35
PRICE

£2000/pair

SUPPLIER

ATC

CONTACT

01285 760561

WEBSITE

www.atc.gb.net

ATC's Bill Woodman is a long-time advocate of active
loudspeakers or both domestic and professional n
-onitoring
purposes, but of course not everyone wishes to go active and many
already have aperfectly good amplifier. Indeed, this is probably
the largest sector of the music/movie loving market. The ATC
SCM 35 floorstanding loudspeaker is aimed squarely at these
buyers. It's an impressively solid design, in avery smartly

42
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veneered cabinet standing 875mm tall, 239mm wide and
300mm deep and it's heavier than it looks at 29kg. The ATC
woofer is sealed-box (infinite-baffle) loaded and accompanied
by the fabled ATC midrange dome in its latest guise, with a
small footprint neodymium-magnet 25nim cloth-dome
tweeter snuggling up just above it.
Inside, the cabinet is cross-braced below the woofer and
there's alarge wodge of acoustic fibre just behind it above the
brace and in the lower part of each cabinet, to absorb rear
reflections progressively and deal with standing waves within
the enclosure. The crossover, which blends the drivers at
380Hz and 2.8kHz, is of truly heroic proportions, with highquality components, including air-cored coils with thick
copper wire, and metal foil capacitors. For instance, one
massive air-cored inductor measures about 90mm long and

www.hifinews.co.uk

Lab test
Loudspeaker

70mm diameter, accompanied by asimilarly large capacitor.
Clearly, the crossover has been designed to compensate, tweak
and adjust the output of each driver to achieve the target
performance, with asizable impact on build cost, weight and
bulk. (It's not just the drive units and cabinet which make this
loudspeaker so heavy.) The whole PCB takes up the majority
of the bottom half of one side of each cabinet and measures
approximately 370 x220mm.
At the rear is agold-plated six-way binding-post/socket
connector with shorting links connecting the 'lives' and
'returns', so users may multi-amp or multi-cable if desired.
The speaker is stabilised at its base by achunky wide T-shape
plinth, machined from what appears to be PVC or
polypropylene. This makes arefreshing change from steel and
is likely to be less resonant. Three adjustable spikes screw into
this for firm support on suitable floors. The grilles are
basically made from cloth-covered MDF, with asmart ATC
badge in the bottom left hand comer. They are anot-very-tight
push-fit into afrontal recess, leaving aneat
thin picture-frame veneered edge visible
from the front when the grilles are in place.
No fancy cosmetics or arty industrial design
here, just simple woodwork and aclassic
look, which is great — even though the grilles
do have atendency to fall out if the speakers
are manhandled.

rings of SLMM, eddy currents are reduced, along with
magnetic hysteresis and the distortion in the voice-coil current
which accompanies them. A side-effect of SLMM is increased
voice-coil inductance, whereas copper shorting rings, which
are sometimes used to reduce distortion, reduce inductance.
Distortion reduction from SLMM is claimed by ATC to be in
the order of 10 to 15dB between 100Hz and 3kHz.
LISTEN IN
Right from the start it was clear that the SCM 35 is aneutrally
balanced design with an even frequency balance and low
distortion. The smooth civilised sound allowed me to enjoy a
wider range of recordings and reveal more detail than many
more obviously explicit loudspeakers. For instance, the Simon
Rattle Beethoven Symphonies set of live recordings (EMI
Classics 7243 557445 24) can sound atrifle thin and hollow,
but now had asolid richness, warmth and clarity.
The ATCs seemed to bring out the best in this set of

Using ashort coil in a long gap is a
time-honoured way of reducing
distortion over long voice- coil travel

THE TECHNOLOGY
ATC has been building loudspeakers and amplifiers which
straddle the professional and domestic markets for such along
time that the company has strong views about loudspeakers
design — in particular the need for high quality components.
To achieve the performance levels demanded, it designs
and builds in-house many of its own drive units including the
SM 75-100 3M mid-range dome and Sin woofer used in the
SCM 35. Both incorporate ashort, 3in diameter edge-wound

recordings, which to be honest had not previously impressed
me greatly for their sonic quality. They may still not represent
the finest sound, but at least Icould now enjoy the music
much more easily.
The lower-than-average voltage sensitivity of the SCM 35
(see test results) required alittle more advancement of the
volume control than your average speakers, but they do seem
to bring out levels of subtle detail which lesser speakers miss
—even though the initial impression could erroneously be of
lower transparency than less neutrally balanced designs. This
is undoubtedly due to the lack of any obvious peaks or dips in

voice coil in along gap. A short coil in along gap is atimehonoured way of reducing distortion over long voice-coil

the frequency response (see test results).

travel, or 'throw', but does result in lower sensitivity and/or
the need for alarger and more expensive magnet, as alower
proportion of the field is 'cut' by the coil at any instant.

In the Mozart Clarinet Concerto K622 played by Gervasise
de Peyer [Decca 417 759-21 there's arich, lush warm, rich
string sound with solid lows, smooth highs and afine sense of

Both drive units also employ atechnique that ATC calls
Super Linear Magnet Technology. This is claimed to reduce
distortion introduced by the magnetic circuit (which
immerses the moving voice-coil in the permanent magnetic

acoustic space, not to mention the delightful tonality of de

field required for movement). Super Linear Magnetic Material
(or SLMM for short), combines high magnetic permeability
and saturation level with high electrical resistance.
By replacing some of the steel around the voice-coil with

Peyer's clarinet.
With 'Den Alles Fleisch, Es 1st Wie Gras' from Brahms' EM
Deutsches Requiem (
from the Hi Fi News '
LSO Live' sampler)
the choral parts were clear and well enunciated, with no
emphasis to sibilance, and firm lows from timps and organ.
Never was this recording anything other than cleanly
delivered, even in the densest parts.
Berlioz' Symphony Fantastique, from
this same sampler, sounded simply
gorgeous, with a lovely spacious 'big'
acoustic. The atmospheric first bars,
with sweet clear strings and lush rich
double basses, the clarity and tone of
those repeated three strikes to the
tolling bell, and firm rumbling timps all
set the tone for the rest of this fine
recording. The pizzicato strings were
rich and clear, the brass sang out and all
Rear view shows ATC's
solid construction as
well as the tri-wirable
power connectors
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Calm came across very well. Skye's husky vocals staying
silky smooth and rich. Bass synths were clearly reproduced,
though not as powerfully as with some loudspeakers. If

were positioned with clarity, while the menacing bass lines
and horns added up to adelightfully controlled delivery of
musical theatre
So, the ATC's delighted in reproducing classical music in
an even-handed fashion, but how would they fare with more
modern music? Morcheeba's Part of the Process' from Big

there was any doubt about the power and depth of bass from
the ATC SCM 35s, the ultra deep bass synth notes of 'Part of
the Process' put paid to it. Here bass was both well-defined
and deep, while the dense mix of guitars, synths and vocals
stayed well separated and controlled at all times. While
some may want abit more quantity to their lows, the bass
quality and definition from the SCM 35 was never in
question.
So far, so good. How about something requiring some real
'welly'? Spinning The Who's 'Won't Get Fooled Again', the
cleanliness of the guitars and vocals in the mix, with all that
fuzz pedal sound [surely just an overdriven HiWatt? — Dep
Ed] were reproduced with absolute precision, as though one

Lab report
The SCM35's frequency response ( or the micrange

caainet and arrived at avaiue of around 0.5 to 0.6, and

axis) shows afrequency response which hods within

a iesonance of 34Hz as measured in the impedance

horizontally, the curves were very cons.stent and

6dB limits between 250Hz-20kHz (+ 1 to —5dB, ref

cu -ve. This near- critically- damped alignment should

actually smoother than the axial graph. The use of a

1kHzi The composite curve, which combines the near-

give an almost ideal transient resporse with little or no

small

field and far-field windowed lesponses [ shown in Fig

ringing, though the sued pressure in the near- field

undoubtedly
responses.

at or below the axis, and at 10 and 15° off- axis

mid-iange

dome

helped

with

maintain

wide

dispersion

consistent off- axis

1] shows a 5dB lift at low ftequencies in the green

inevitably drops away below 100Hz to a theoretical

curve. This is effectively the low- frequency output into

—6dB at 34Hz ( close to the near-field roll- off measured

Fig 3 shows the in- room sixth- octave pink noise

2- pi radians and does not include the effects of cabinet

in Fig 1). The electrical impedance drops to a safe

plots at two listening positions: 2.5 metres ( green) and

tower at low

minimum of 5.25 ohm, which qualifies the SCM 35 as

2.9 metres ( red) and a room-averagec response

frequeicies into 4- pi. The red curve is the in- room

diffraction. It would be about 2dB

a true eight- ohm nomiral value design [ Fig 1, blue

(mauve).

pass output at 0.5m, which is more like the true 4- pi

trace].

performance, smooth and even over the mid- range and

anechoic

curve

but

with

room

mode

wriggles

supeiimdosed.
Isimulated the QTC of the ATC woofel in the SCM 35

The off- axis curves [ Fig 21 indicate very good

These

show the very

smooth

in- room

treble. The in- room responses also show how the

integration ove - the crossover region a-ound 3kHz. A

output of the speaker in the room is maintained below

narrow dip appears above the man ax:s i
green), while

100Hz by low-frequency room gain. In other rooms, the

Fig 1 ( left): on- axis
frequency response (green
trace) and in- room bass
output at 0.5m ( red)

70
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Fig 2(
left): family of off - axis
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responses measured at 2m
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Lab test
Loudspeaker

rasped by unrelenting highs, as the ATCs
delivered this number and others such as
'Who Are You' and 'Love Reign O'er Me'
with ultimate civility, clarity and
control at advanced volume levels.
In conclusion, the ATC SCM 35 is a
consummate example of an almost
perfectly balanced low-distortion
loudspeaker which will handle
virtually everything thrown at it
cleanly. Levels of artificial additions
such as distortion and coloration are
very low and the net result is a
loudspeaker which translates electrical
signals into sound more faithfully and
cleanly than most. It's adelight with all sorts
of music, though some may find they would
prefer alittle more aggression and bass impact
with some rock music. In virtually all other areas
and with other musical genres they are virtually
faultless. In
terms
of
what you get
for £2000 a
pair,
they
also
represent
excellent
value due to the quality and quantity of

This is a consummate example of an
almost perfectly balanced low- distortion
speaker that'll handle virtually everything
were hearing the original mix without the intervention of
decades; but did the bass lines really rock? The drumming
and guitar were certainly there, and it's probably just what
was on this early recording, but in truth could have been
delivered with atrifle more punch and drive for the full
wall-of-sound in-your-face effect. This track was one
requiring abit more on the volume control to approach the
required sonic impact, but it was good not to have my ears

engineering excellence included in the package.
With quite afew movies now mastered with ATC
loudspeakers, they would be a fine choice for
many home music and video systems, so if you're
in the market for passive loudspeakers in this
price bracket you owe it to yourself to include
them on your listening list. In

of 0.2% is introduced by the tweeter at 7kHz.

Finally, the cumulative spectra of delayed energy from

Inevitably,

low frequencies,

the loudspeaker was assessed ( on a 'waterfall plot',

distcrtion, so second to fifth harmonic distortion

especially as the fuudamental drops in level, but if

not shown), which indicated awell- controlled decay,

curves were run at the slightly elevated I•uel of 86dB

referenced to the mid- band level ( as per the previous

rapid to 1millisecond. The midrange decay was similar

at 1m and also at the higher level of 90dB at 1m ( both

figures) distortion levels are still very good, with 3.1%

to that of the tweeter. Above 800Hz output was

measured at 0.5m to minimize room effects).

at 50Hz an i2.2% at 30Hz.

generally down by 23dB at 2ms with only afew nfnor

SCM35s could sound light in the bass below 100Hz.
ATC

set

great

importance

in

achieving

low

distortion

rises

at

At 86dB, and above 300Hz ( Fig 41, second and third

Surprisingly, at 90dB/1m, distortion levels rose

ridges. At 1.8kHz it was 29dB down. At 5.6kHz output

harmonics were mainly below 0.25% ', reducing at

only slightly. The 7kHz second harmonic tweeter peak

was 17dB down on 1ms and 32dB down in 2ms, while

higher frequencies) while fourth and filth harmonic

rose to 0.4%. Second and third harmonic distortion

at 10.5kHz decay was precipitous at - 27dB in las

were below 0.14% and in many places less than

above 300Hz was still largely below 0.25% and below

and -41dB in 2ms.

0.1%. Clearly, the midrange dome produces very little

0.1% for ffth and sixth harmonics. At 50Hz, second

distortion and in particular the higher- order less

harmonic

pleasant harmonics, which are comparable with the

2.75%, Mlle at 30Hz it was 3.55% referred to the

frequency responses, both on and off- axis,

distortion produced by some amplifiers. Asmall peak

mid- band Icvel.

distortion, and little delayed energy.

distortion

hardly

changed,

measuring

Clearly, the measurements taken as a whole
indicate very careful design, with smooth, even
low

Fig 3 ( left) in- room response at
two listening positions and a
room- averaged response ( mauve
trace), 6th- octave pink noise
121.C1
rj1.-Ft
22101‘teeett»-..-nee

Fig 4 ( right) distortion vs
frequency measured

at 86dB

and 90dB sound levels, lm
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dm10

Acomplex, sophisticated pre- amplifier to match those radical
Australian high- end power amplifiers, reviewed by Martin Cams
Halcro dml 0Universal Pre-amplifier

styled, the dm10 pre-amplifier itself is large and heavy
enough to require its own support platform. Main

PRICE

£11,300

SUPPLIER

Audio Reference

CONTACT

01252 702705

WEBSITE

www.halcro.com

controls are present on both the front panel and the
machined-aluminium remote handset. No filters or
tone controls are provided. Balanced and single-ended
(normal RCA phono) connection is possible for both
line and disc inputs and for pre-out, while
additionally a Halcro-format current-drive facility is
also available on both line-in and pre-out, this also
using RCA phono connectors. Some Halcro power

S

ometimes anew brand arrives with a bang, and
Halcro has certainly done so. This impressive
new high- end product line is the brainchild of

the gifted Australian, Dr Bruce Candy, aphysicist and
an avowed audio enthusiast with a high-tech
background in making metal detectors — especially for
the laudable activity of mine clearance.
His first product, the imposing dm58 200W
monoblock power amplifier, received many glowing
reviews around the world [it was covered exclusively
for HFN by Ken Kessler back in April 2002]. With
unique caswork that recalls the fighter craft in Star
Wars, these power amplifiers are meant to be
displayed, not hidden behind a curtain! Similarly
46
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amplifiers (
dm38) allow have current input and the
promised Halcro CD player will also be enabled for
current drive.
Up to six sources may be installed via variously
named and nominated inputs. The operating mode
(balanced, current drive or normal single-ended) may
be set for some of these. Gain offset may also be stored
in memory so that the sources match well in volume.
The use of a switch mode power supply does
provide immediate benefits, looking from the inside;
immunity to external supply variations is one of them.
However, the switch mode advantages of economy and
www.hifinews.co.uk

Lab Test
pre-amplifier

resistance. Halcro rightly acknowledges that the
response of higher-inductance m-m cartridges,
designed for aspecific load capacitance, will vary by
several dB at 20kHz if mismatched and recommends
the use of a test record and oscilloscope to find the
optimumsquare wave response shape and thus the
widest and most uniform frequency response. A
skilled dealer should be able to help here.
This phono input is ' active', that is, it is
incorporated in the feedback path, atechnique helpful
for reducing aurally sensitive noise at higher
frequencies. Certainly the disc inputs were
exceptionally quiet. That input
amplifier then leads to a thirdorder rumble filter set at 15Hz, a
Bessel alignment, before reaching
the RIAA equalisation stage. Its line

Distortion is said
to be better than
—132dB, or 250
parts per billion

level, single ended output is now
powerful enough to mix with the
other line sources and also feed the
tape output sockets.
Line input impedance is set abit
lower than average at 10k ohm, favouring solid-state
rather than tube sources. Output impedances are
usefully low, 170 ohms, though correctly higher for
the current output, here rated at 30k ohms. We also
have 10 ohms drive impedance for headphone and
340 ohms for the tape output.
Halcro quotes signal to noise ratios in nVrtHz

nomenclature and these are not comparable with the
usual A or CCIR weightings and ratios. Distortion is
expressed as better than —132dB, or 250 parts per
billion, and is claimed to be immeasurable. If it is
anything like as low as this, who cares anyway!
SOUND QUALITY
Products as sophisticated and versatile as this cannot
be assessed in just a few sessions and Iset up an
extended auditioning programme to get to know this
pre-amplifier thoroughly.
Iencountered an early difficulty which resulted in
much philosophical debate. While pre-conditioning
units such as the Halcro, it is my custom to leave the
main system untouched and simply power up the
efficiency are hardly relevant in ahigh-end pre-amp
such as this. The Halcro is heavy enough to have any
number of transformers installed!
A dual multi-mode input amplifier (set by rear
panel switches) leads to the first ' gang' of the twostage passive volume control. A magnetic rotary
encoder sets the array of relay-addressed attenuator
resistors — selected in preference to the usual FET IC
chip array. A stage two amplifier (single-ended) feeds
the second gang of the volume control; this method is
used to achieve the lowest possible noise level.
The moving-coil disc input begins with abalanced,
low-noise amplifier with an input impedance of 220
ohms in parallel with 47nF capacitance, suited to
lower impedance cartridges. A choice of three gain
settings will help find the best compromise between
noise and overload margin for a wide range of m-c
cartridges. Via the rear panel lever switch, this prepre-amp may be switched out of circuit and the
terminal then becomes amoving-magnet input with a
continuously variable 60 to 350pF of capacitance
(plus the tone arm cable) plus 10k to 60k ohms of load
www.hifinews.co.uk
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Lab Test
pre- amplifier

DUT (device under test). There is always some small
loss in quality due to the presence of an additional
unit's power supply on the line and this is taken into
account when making further comparisons and
substitutions. Finally as the tests get under way and
references are well established, sometimes over
weeks, the DUT is allowed free reign and all others are
powered down to allow the final performance to be
heard. This is necessary at this price and performance
level despite my use of two high current, top grade
power spurs (Transparent MM) wired back to their
own consumer unit. Such negative effects are
generally heard to be rather worse when using a
domestic ring main supply.
Unfortunately the mere powering up of the Halcro
pre-amp noticeably reduced my system sound quality,
something I have also observed with some other
equipment with switch mode power supplies. Tests
showed that both my sources and the main power
amplifier were affected. My problem was then how to
separate the sound of the Halcro pre-amp, if indeed it

well controlled, tidy, focused. Things were looking up.
However with further, extended listening Ibegin to
rethink my opinion, reluctantly becoming aware that
the pre-amplifier was not quite so neutral after all, that
it was merely trying to sound neutral! Iwanted more
communication from the replay, more involvement.
Gradually Ibegan to find out why. Notwithstanding
all that spotlit detail, I found that several of the
subjective qualities which I firmly value were not
expressed so well.
In my view this product does veer on the lean side of
neutrality and bass lines do not quite have full weight
or impact. Still more significant is the truncation of the
more extended reverberation tails at low frequencies,
this shortfall diluting the richness of concert hall
ambience and the sense of air. While for some listeners
the first impression may be judged as a measure of
neutrality and precision, Ibegan to view it as noticeable
dryness, astarker more two-dimensional approach.
This aspect is all the more interesting because at the
same time the Halcro still gives a fair impression of
good image depth
and
sharp
image
focus, with the crisp
upper level detail
contributing strongly.
But listening beneath
that layer of crisp
precision,
I also
found the rendition
of dynamics to be
poorer than I had
expected. Expressive
piano playing could
sound almost as if
the damper pedal
did not fully release;

was possible or even right to do so, from the negative
effect of its power connection on the reference system.
Ireport what Ihave found here, but cannot be sure
that such a difference will be expressed in quite the
same way in your system.
In the main, the listening was conducted with the
Krell 700cx and the Halcro dm38, the latter optimised
in SE mode input via Transparent XL cable. The other
noted power amplifiers operated much as expected
with no particular interactions save obvious synergies
or conflicts of tonal balance, dynamics and rhythm.
Ipassed through several phases working with the
line input of the dm10. Initially Ifelt it to be trying to
convince me of its perfection; my first impressions
were of heightened musical activity, a smooth yet
forward kind of brilliance, yet it was not really bright
in the sense of obvious treble lift. It seemed to give a
strong impression and despite a degree of initial
strangeness it began to argue that this sound was
something special. Focus seemed sharper than the
references, images more precisely holographic. Much
fine detail was brought out, almost an enhanced edge
to transients, like ringing in a video channel or
solarisation in photography. Plucked guitar had asense
of life that was almost too real, appearing to bypass
some of the accepted losses in the recording chain.
Bass was dry and fast, high treble sparkling, and
sharply defined and was presented without excess or
grain. The mid sounded quite neutral, sibilants were
www.hifinews.co.uk

Halcro's dm10
comes fully
equipped with an
array of balanced,
unbalanced anc
current- drive
connections, and
includes
moving-coil and
moving- magnet
phono inputs

Comparison pre- amplifiers
included the Conrad-Johnson
ART, XTC Pre II and Audio
Synthesis passive controller
more subtle micro-dynamics, the nuances of touch on
finger plucked lines, and also of skilled vocalisation
were muted, even masked. For example, Rickie Lee
Jones sounded smoothed over, her natural edge and
huskiness diluted. While the first impression might
have suggested faster subjective tempos, the rendition
was actually significantly down-beat compared with
the references. The combination of rhythm and
timing, the quality of swing, syncopation and drive, of
The System
For the listening tests, this weighty unit was located on aFinite Elemente equipment
stand using atripod spike interface to the upper shelf. Sources were Linn LP12
Lingo/Naim ARO/Koetsu Rosewood Signature II or Audio Note AN 10 ii for vinyl, and for
CD the Nain CDS3, Marantz CD- 7 and Krell KPS25sc. Power amplifiers used included
the Krell FPB 700cx , the Halcro dm38, Naim NAP 250 ( original series), Premier 140
and an Orelle P100 Evo. Speakers included the Avalon Eidolon, Quad ESL63 and BBC
LS3/5A ( 15 ohm). Cables were by Transparent ( XL series) Cardas ( Golden Cross) and
Wireworld ( Atlantis and Equinox series). Comparison pre- amplifiers included the ConradJohnson ART, XTC Pre II and Audio Synthesis Passion passive controller.
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Lab Test'
pre-amplifier

ensemble playing for the musicians, was in my

Fit, finish and

view also not to the best audiophile standards. 1
can now understand that it would be possible for
those lacking immediate access to references to
gain an unrepresentative view, owing to the
complexity of sounds possible from this design.
At its best, using my usual listening-test
points system, Iobtained an overall score of 34

construction are
all to the highest
standards - and
that incfticles
Halcro's welldesigned metal
remote handset

for the line input, optimised for voltage in and
voltage out (SE mode). This is hardly adismal
score but Ireally had expected better in view of
the price and the Halcro reputation. Note that
this result was obtained with the ground switch
on `remote' and using the audiophile mains
cable supplied. The score is rather below the
standards now possible from the best line sources
such as the Krell KPS 25 and Nairn CDS 3, and
will inevitably limit them.
With the ground switch set to ' local', and with any
power amp tried, the overall quality score was reduced
by about 25%. With the help of the test power amps the
three output modes were assessed, noting that for the
current mode the relevant input facility of the Halcro
power amp necessarily enters the equation.
Voltage mode was the clear winner, with the
balanced connection showing a noticeable loss in
'foundation', the sense of scale, in low bass extension
and dynamics; there was less image depth and focus,
still more dryness. Another loss of about 20% was
heard for the balanced mode.
For the current output mode, different deficiencies
were experienced. Like the early Krell CAST
implementations for current drive, there is a largerthan-life effect, with details strangely highlighted.
almost a 'busy' but less connected sound, with broader
stages and a wider, more open-sounding frequency
range. Conversely this mode also showed significant
impairment of image focus, of musical timing and
dynamics, together with a mildly compressed effect.
The losses here Ijudged as about 15%.
Ialso preferred driving the SE input of the in this test
to the balanced option, though here the difference was
rather less, maybe 5 to 8 % of quality, and might be
swamped by cable choice or particular preference.
If you get it all wrong, abalanced input, abalanced
output and the ' local' ground setting, the line input
sound of this pre-amp may score as low as 22 on my
scaling, in my view just dropping out of the audiophile
grouping, regardless of price.Moving to the equalised
www.hifinews.co.uk

My first impressions were
of heightened musical
activity, asmooth yet
forward kind of brilliance
disc inputs, in my opinion the best of the phono inputs
was ' m-m', in my case fed from agood mc cartridge via
atrusted step up transformer. Both inputs were quiet
and clearly well-designed from atechnical viewpoint,
and awhile amoving-magnet choice is unlikely at this
elevated price point, the user-accessed adjustability for
a higher inductance, tunable design such as a Shure
may prove appealing. Yet this is arather costly product
for use with amoving-magnet cartridge.
The m-c input was certainly competent, good
enough for cartridges costing up to few hundred
pounds but was not considered quite involving or
transparent enough for the upper-echelon devices. I
found this input to add abrightening sheen to the tonal
balance, some low frequency speed and extension was
lost and the image depth was reduced significantly.A
highlight of LP source material is its superior qualities
of natural expressive dynamics and involving upbeat
rhythms. Via the Halcro the sound tended more to a
digital character in these respects. Inevitably these
HI-FINews APRIL 2004
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Lab Test
pre- amplifier

remote handset with explicit secondary controls rather
than the menu layers provided where recourse to the

results form an integral part of the overall performance
of the pre-amp and its cost. On average the analogue
disc inputs scored at their best around 24 marks, which
is satisfactory in context.

manual is often required to access them.
This leaves the issue of sound quality. The results are
certainly more than satisfactory and Ican envisage
more technically awkward situations where the dm10
CONCLUSION
could well be the preferred choice. Its neutrality,
Beautifully designed, built and finished this
clarity and sense of control, coupled with alingering
comprehensively equipped pre-amplifier is an
Halcro also offers
belief than zero distortion can't be bad for you, may
electronics engineer's dream. Very carefully thought
the line-only dm8
find favour. However in my view, when ranked against
out, nothing has been left to chance. The owner will
model, at slightly
the top performers of the past few years in this price
find that the designer has thought ahead to make sure
lower cost,
range, aspects such as dynamics, rhythmic flow,
that it will operate well with any combination of
omitting the LP
musical involvement, absolute transparency and the
source and power amplifier. Moreover the power
sense of being there, are not this Halcro's strengths. I disc inputs
supply endows it with significant immunity to
facilities
personally did not find it sufficiently rewarding
variations in mains supply quality. Iwas concerned
musically to warrant
nevertheless by the effect this supply appeared to have
unqualified recommendation,
on my other system components. The technical
though Iadmit to a
performance is virtually state of the art as the lab
sneaking admiration
results testify and it also exhibits fine immunity to the
for the
electromagnetic interferences which can plague our
comprehensive
audio environment.
and highly
What you see is what you get, and this product
professional
having reached a standard, in my view it aims to
approach which
maintain that standard over awide range of systems
this designer has
and operating conditions. This is no flaky, edge-of-theadopted to meet
seat creation; it can be seen to be solid and dependable.
the complex issues
Ifeel that the infrasonic filter on the disc input does
of signal purity,
alter the sound in the bass but conversely offers the
noise immunity
benefit of filtering unwanted low frequency noise from
and system
records.Concerning the ergonomics, Iwould like to see
a larger and more contrasty numeric display and a matching. •
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Just how low is the Halcro's distortion? For the

and read -3dB at greater than 250kHz. DC

levels was around -80dB for both inputs.

line input it is typically better than 126dB

offsets were negligible, less than amil!ivolt,

Overload margins were rated satisfactory at

down. This is 0.00005% or better and is

and channel balance and level tracking were

around 20dB, but then gain variation is

about as good as it gets. At 2V in/out, set to

very accurate over the control range. The line

available to aciieve best dynamic range for

1.1kHz (offset from the generator reference

input had reasonable input headroom at
normal settings, accepting amaximum of

these inputs. Fig 2shows the RIAA

test at lkHz for clarity), it has better than
-135dB of second harmonic, about - 130dB of

3.5V, or + 17dB IHF. A healthy output level of

equalisation, which is commendably accurate,
largely following the IEC specification for an

third, - 146dB of fourth and - 140dB of fifth,
with little else of significance [ Fig 1, above

7.25V ( 14.5V balanced) was available from a
low source impedance of about 140 ohms.

included rumble filter. Over the dominant
30Hz to 15kHz range it held within + 0.15 and

left]. High frequency intermodulation was

Moving on to the LP disc inputs, the higher

-0.5dB limits for both channels while the

actually at the test equipment residual of

gain and number of active devices employed

-110dB. Noise levels were also very low, for

meant that more normal levels of distortion

permanent rumble or infrasonic filter decayed
the response to -6dB by 10Hz. The upper

example, - 104dBA IHF; amore usual CD
input level for a2V power amp drive level gave

and noise were present. Even Bruce Candy

range is well extended to at least 100kHz, so

cannot overcome the laws of physics and

no out of band harmonics will disturb the

an excellent - 117dBA.
Line input frequency response was 12Hz to

ultimately, inherent thermal noise will set the

peace due to failing equalisation.

limit. Nevertheless, the results are admirable.
For high frequency intermodulation moving

impedance the maximum overall gain in SE

magnet gave -93.7dB, moving-coil, -70.2dB.

mode is 32.5pVN for the m-cinput. Line gain

'A' weighted noise for IHF reference input

is almost 20dB or x10.

83.8kHz, -3dB, so there is some mild lowfrequency filtering. The upper range extends
considerably, cognisant of SACD bandwidths,

www.hifinews.co.uk
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stocked anew item, extolled its virtues
only for it to be superceded or
discontinued six months later? This is
because most manufacturers and
dealers operate adesire to sell anything
as easily as possible policy, so they
stock whatever has been recently
recommended. But we love music for
its ability to move us emotionally, which
depends on system synergy and an
understanding of your musical tastes,
which is ignored by the flavour of the
month syndrome.
G TAudio distributes and sells products
that are hand built by specialists that
have your musical enjoyment at heart
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Opinion

John
Crabbe
I

nthe hope that hi-fi folk in general have at least some

interest in wider acoustical matters, I'm returning this month
to some points made in February concerning the tuning of

musical glasses. In particular, this is in response to several
readers whose puzzled reactions may be shared by others.
Dealing with aspecific pair of wine glasses, Ihad set these
ringing by tapping with ateaspoon, and assumed it to be
evident from this that the pitched sounds were vitreous in
origin, not pneumatic. Thus the downward shifts in frequency
produced by adding water were due to the latter's modification
of the glasses' mass/elasticity regime, not to changes of the
enclosed air space. But some readers hadn't realised this, being
under the impression that the resonances of tuned glasses arise
from the air contained therein (as with wind instruments) and
should therefore have risen in
pitch when the air-columns

I've now located a were shortened by water.
Now this is aconfusion
pair of tube- like between two quite different
modes of operation: ( i)
vessels that deliver energising of the vessel ( plus
water if present) by percussion
sounds with a or frictional stroking, causing it
to radiate sound from its
definite pitch, albeit vibrating surface in the manner
of abell; and ( ii) direct
at lower frequency excitation of the included air
by blowing across the glass's
and amplitude top to create an ' air- reed'
mechanism as with aflute.

In fact the tulip- shaped glasses in question were much less

(my efforts being mere confirmation) that the percussive pitch
of hollow vessels simply doesn't respond to filling operations in
the orderly manner of astopped string or shortened organ pipe.
Unless, that is, Pythagoras was exercising some hidden
psychokinetic faculty.
Boethius (writilg some 1,000 years layer) also reported that
by using weights to tension strings, Pythagoras had found that
pitch intervals changed in proportion to the stretching force. But
the resonant frequency of astring varies with the square-root of
the applied tension, not linearly; so that doubling the attached
weights would have raised the pitch not by an octave as
claimed, but by the dissonant interval of adiminished fifth.
Another dubious Pythagorean story passed down the centuries
concerns trie consonantly spaced tones said to have been
produced by the hammers in ametal-working shop, when
measuremeits revealed the tools' weights to be in exact
proportion to thier pitch intervals. Neat, but highly improbale.
It's notable though, that the Pythagoreans eventually regarded
sensory ev.dence as suspect, preferring the certainties cf simple
numbers. So, paradoxically, although those famous ratios ( 2:1 =
octave, 3:2 = fifth, 4:3 = fourth) depended originally on aural

obliging as flutes than percussion instruments, it being well-

judgements for verification, they came to have asort of divine

nigh impossible to produce any sort of note. So I've now located

all-pervading reality in their own right. This inclined believers to

apair of more tube- like vessels, which after some practice
delivered sounds with adefinite pitch — albeit at amuch lower
frequency and amplitude than the tones generated percussively.

find numbered perfection whenever they felt it ought to be
present, so it's not surprising that fact and fiction joined hands
across the ages to produce myths and legends.

These ' blown' notes behave in atruly flute- like manner, rising in
pitch by an octave when water is poured in up to the halfway

But even in this more accurately informed age one finds
'factual' references with no solid foundation. Galileo, for

point. Yet that same level of water has only asmall effect on the

instance, is sometimes said to have established correlation
between pitch and frequency by running aknife blade around a

tuning when in ' singing glasses' mode, replacing the upward
octave leap with an approximate downward whole-tone.
Which brings up another point from February. This concerned

serrated coin. Yet this story is pure speculation, with the actual
event involving examination of some parallel lines incised on a

what might have happened in early acoustics if Pythagoras had

piece of copper plate and by achisel which had emitted

used goblets rather than stretched strings in his pioneering

variously pitched noises in the process — an event described by

search for correspondences between musical intervals and

Galileo himself.
But the coin legend did echo areal discovery. And we should

physical measurements.
Iraised this simply as an offbeat conjecture, but it transpires

perhaps abstain from charging Pythagoras with false claims

that in his writings on musical history, the late Roman

regarding vessels, weights and hammers, as we don't know

philosopher Boethius summed up the Greek's discoveries,
including aclaim that by adding known quantities of liquid to
vessels and striking them with rods, Pythagoras had actually

whether those stories involved him personally or were
attributiors made by later devotees. True, he did launch the
Harmony of the Spheres, asonic myth of cosmic proportions,

replicated his string-based findings. Yet it is well established

but Idealt with that last year! [' Sidelines' Feb ' 03].
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Sweetspot

A hi-fi system to appease even power-crazed Davros and his spawn.
Interview by Andrew Harrison pictures by Roger Phillips

0

ne of our more unorthodox readers recently got in
touch, to see if we'd be interested in looking at his
system. There's acommon thread that unites every

System Setup/Sweetspot subject thus far — they've all been
hi-pedal humans from our own planet. So without doubt,
this is the first Dalek we've ever featured, and our
encounter suggest that his race may just have received
some bad press from the BBC documentary that ran from
1963. Our Dalek was a most amenable host, who,
excepting the occasional declaration of 'Exterminate!' was
more than happy to show us his hi-fi system, and even
introduced us to his friend and housemate Chris.
Appreciating that his own harsh ring-modulated tones
were abit too grating, the Dalek let Chris tell the story. We
spoke in the chaps' 16th century property near Coventry
(but it all started after leaving Skaro back in 1983...).
'I went into Gilson Audio in Middlesborough and they
let me listen to the AR turntable which had just come out
in its revised form, with Linn LVX, and some magnificent
speakers, the Spendor Preludes. Ilistened to that and was
absolutely stunned. Ilistened asecond time to aslightly
different system with the Audiolab 8000A amp, and
Yorkshire HiFi 1.3 little speakers — which no-one seems
to remember! — and Ibought both. They complemented a
Nakamichi BX-2 cassette deck, Thorens TD-160 Super
turntable with aLinn Basik Plus and K9.'
Guarded looks are exchanged over the traitorous choice
of cartridge, but we move on...
'That was all bought in 1984 while Iwas at university.
twas adouble-edged sword — ended up on taping duty
for an awful lot of friends! The Nakamich BX-2 was a
magnificent tape deck. Most of the equipment — the
Yorkshire HiFis and Thorens turntable — are still going.

Cr Wno enthusiast and keen chess- player
Chris, with friend [ below]; and [ right]
Dep Ed Harrison gets afirst-hand report

My sister bought those and 20 years on
they're still operating very nicely. Istill
miss the impact and presence of that little
system. It was very involving. All of the units
have good resale value, they're well built, and
you've got pride of ownership — which is pretty
much what Ilook for in hi-fi equipment.
'System number two was when Iwas in London,
Blackheath, in 1991. Iwas separated by a few years and
hundreds of miles from my first system. So Iwandered into
Billy Vee's in Lewisham and came out with an Exposure X
integrated (quite anice basic little amp), aMarantz CD 60, and
the B&W CM 2speakers. This was amagnificent little system,
absolutely perfect, and those speakers with the right kind of
music were pretty much as good as Iever heard.
'Most of this kit was secondhand. My budget was very

least the Mini Grand Stages
can! That's what turned me
on to getting the Apogee Stages
anyway. The Marantz was the
first CD player Ibought, that's
where the slippery slope began. There
must now be two and ahalf thousand CDs
secreted around this house. Idid have amodestly large record
collection all the way through the 1970s and '80s. Sadly most
of those are stored upstairs now.
'But what was missing from that 1991 system was a
turntable. Iwent abit crazy in '93 and bought alittle Alphason
Solo turntable — acheap motor unit but it had asuperb arm on

limited but with ray keen eye for abargain Iknew what I

it, the Xenon MCS arm, absolutely beautiful, made out of
titanium, S-shaped, absolutely gorgeous, little Ortofon MC25

wanted — so as long as it worked acceptably well together.
That went through until 1997. Again all of those units are still
operational, they got sold to friends. In fact the CM 2speakers
are part of a friend's surround system, as main speakers
hooked up to afive-channel TAG McLaren amplifier, doing
sterling duty there. Using the mid and treble module on its

cartridge, and areally stiff turntable power supply. Beautiful
little turntable — that joined the B&W/Exposure/Marantz
system. It stomped all over the CD player. That was up to 1997
when Iwent completely barmy and, on impulse, bought the
Andiolab 8000 Series system: two of the 8000M mono amps,
8000C pre and 8000CD. The idea was to power the B&W

own was very nice, atiny bit lightweight, but together as a
combination they sounded absolutely tremendous. Very, very

speakers, but it just sounded alittle too much; it sounded like
the Ms were over the top with that system. The sound was,
even in alarge room, very much in your face. Iquite liked it
but it seemed abit aggressive. So within aweek I'd bought a

powerful and three-dimensional sound, very high impact —
that's the kind of sound I'm after. I'm not one of these people
who say your hi-fi will grow on you and after several hundred
hours of listening you'll find that it's nice and gentle and
soothes you. No, Ihaven't got much time to listen to it. Iwant

`I'm not one of these people who say
your hi-fi will grow on you after
several hundred hours of listening'

pair of Apogee Stages secondhand. And that's still what I'm
using, apart from the addition of aMichell GyroDec about
three years ago — bog-standard RB300 arm, ghastly thing, want
to get shot of it and replace it with an SME IV; and alittle
Audio Technica m-c. Bought the QC power supply as well,
can't say Inoticed any difference whatsoever!
'The guy Ibought the Apogees from (through an ad in HiFi
News) was using apair of monoblock Lumley Reference 120
valve amps to power them. Big beautiful amplifiers, and the
sound was very good indeed. You would have thought there'd

to come in, Iwant to be stunned by it for an hour or two, have

be apower or impedance mismatch there, but these particular

holographic 3D reproduction. That's what Igot with the B&W

Stages are later models, they've got a 3 ohm impedance,
which isn't too bad... I've often thought that I'd like to try a

speakers, not quite getting it with the Apogees. But Iknow
they're capable of it.'
Ihad to agree they were fast, exciting, lively and detailed.
'They are! The first time Iever heard the Apogees would
have been at the Heathrow show when Absolute Sounds were
demonstrating the Apogee Stages with the bass module — the
Mini Grand. Ithink they had that hooked up to £50,000 of
Krell electronics, the KSA-80 amp, aCD player, and pre-amp,
and they played 'A Hard Day's Night' by The Persuasions; and
it was absolutely unbelievable! You could say where the
people were standing — I've never heard reproduction like that
58

since. So Iknow that the
Stages can do that. Or at
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pair of those Lumleys again, or even asecondhand Audio
Research, but what puts me off is the heat. It's quite awarm
room in summer. But also the biasing and valve life.., the
maintenance of the thing puts me off. But in terms of visual
impact — a whacking great amp like the Lumley 120 is
stunning to look at, while the Audiolab is just ablack box.
'A couple of years ago Ibought another pair of 8000Ms, so
Iwas hi-amping each speaker. But that was abit of adisaster
because the new amplifiers were from a later production
series and the protection circuit was different, which meant
www.hifinews.co.uk

Sweetspot
that every once in

ago but I'd botch it. Idon't think the turntable is delivering

a while (about

100% or anywhere near, but most of the time it will still stamp

every
ten
minutes!)
they
would decide to
shut down, and it
got so annoying I
could not possibly
live with it. Ihad a
lot of help from

the CD player flat. It sounds much, much more alive and

the
McLaren
people who got to
the bottom of the
problem, but it
wasn't solvable. I
ended up having
to sell them again.
'Did the sound improve? Well, atiny bit. But Istill suspect
the main problem is running the Apogees with 8000Ms — you
just don't have enough grunt to shift those lazy bass panels.
'Bang up to date is the addition of the Isotek Qube, which
was won as aprize. Very nice to have, the thing weighs five
and ahalf stone, and Ican't lift it. Whether my amps are of
sufficient pedigree to show the difference Idon't know. If
there is adifference it's pretty subtle...
'It's only got two outlets and it's actually meant for top

interesting to listen to.'
We're talking now in alow-ceilinged sitting room, amongst
beautifully-constructed Airfix models, Sony widescreen TV,
and what looks like ahome-theatre-in-a-box system.
'It's only a400 quid system, but it's an SACD player as well
so Ican experiment with some SACDs. In terms of value for
money it's fine, and the couple of SACDs Ihave sound quite
good over it. Surprisingly, the main difference with SACD is
in the bass, very clean. My heart is with high-end hi-fi but it's
nice to dip your toe in the water and see what it's all about.
'The weirdest thing about those Apogee Stages: in my old
house Ihad afriend's mother stay for awhile and she didn't
know what they were. She thought they were trouser presses.
Now why anyone would think that achap would need two
trouser presses — stereo trouser presses, absolutely bizarre...!
But they do elicit responses of "What the hell are they?".
"The next change may well end up being — and this
probably sounds awee bit eccentric — that Iwill keep all of it
as asecond system, and then go for my personal ultimate

quality power amps. I'd be very interested to try Isotek
SubStation, it'll probably be my next purchase Iguess. But

'She thought they were trouser
presses. Now why anyone would
think that achap would need two...'

what Ineed to do is buy anew rack because as you see the
power amps are sitting quite close to the top shelf, and that's
not good for heat. That's abog standard old Target rack, which

the Stages, the limitation remains the bass. They're not going

are usually black. Igot some of that gold powdery stuff from
an art shop and spent Easter '98 putting it; two tiny little pads,
and put it on with my finger — that's why I've got an antique
gold rack! Very sad admission really, isn't it?
'I am trying out some more esoteric cabling — I'm trying the
QED Silver Spiral, on loan from Frank Harvey, avery friendly
dealer. They also lent me the Nordost Solar Wind, ludicrously
costly and way beyond my means. I'm not really happy with
the Audioquest stuff I've got. Probably it's the terminations —
they were done by adealer, but Ithink he let his seventeen
year-old apprentice have ago, playing with asoldering iron,
because the terminations are adisgrace.
'The Michell Gyro is aMk 3, around 1998 vintage, also from
Frank Harvey. The
motor is isolated in

system. My concern is that if Ido get better amplification for
to give me the sort of sound that I'm after. Ihave thought about
going for the Mini Grand, but unfortunately Apogee are out of
business. It means you can get some fantastic bargains, but it's
arisk because while you can get some spares from Australia
(Perigee), generally it's abit of aliability if they do go wrong.
'I like American hi-fi, so Iguess I'd be looking at the usual
suspects — Krell, Levinson, MartinLogan. But all that costs
money, and Ihaven't got any! Poor as achurch mouse! Mainly
because Ikeep buying bizarre things on ebay, like Formula 1
racing suits, and Daleks! Ihave learnt that its absolutely fatal
to have abottle of wine, then go on ebay in the middle of the
night — you just don't know what you're bidding on!'
Moral of the story, perhaps? Don't drink and surf. You never
know who you may end up bringing home with you! •

later versions, they
changed the springing

The system
Michell Gyrodec
Rega RB300 arm
Audio Technica m- c
Audiolab 8000CD
Audiolab 8000C pre- amp
Audiolab 8000M x2
Apogee Stage loudspeakers
QED Genesis speaker cable
Dalek ( from Genesis of the
Daleks era, circa 1973)
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t's all right - you can wake up now; I've finished!'
The final chord of Schumann's poetic and
intricately woven piano piece ' Faschingsschwank

Classics for Pleasure with the Scottish National
orchestral under Alexander Gibson.

aus Wien' had just faded away, and those of us in the
control
room
exchanged
glances,
silently
acknowledging the outstanding piano playing we'd
just been privileged to listen to. John Lill's wry selfdeprecating remark broke the spell. It was 11 o'clock at

years brought forth aflood of memories. Lill remarked
drily ' Same producer, same jokes, same insults — same
fee!' to which JB quickly countered ' You don't think
you're getting paid for this, do you?' There then

Henry Wood Hall on a mild but drizzly December
morning. The sort of dismal day Horowitz refused to
record on.
Fortunately, John Lill is made of sterner stuff. The
previous day he'd recorded Kinderszenen; still to come
—the 'Fantasie in C' — part of aprojected all-Schumann
recital for Classics for Pleasure (CfP). John Boyden was
producing, and Tony Faulkner engineered. Boyden and
Lill go back avery long way, to the early 1970s, when
Lill recorded Beethoven's ' Emperor' concerto for
60
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To be making anew recording for CfP after all these

followed an exchange of Les Dawson jokes and same
wicked impersonations. The mood was friendly,
relaxed, light-hearted. Yet deceptively so; behind the
banter lay complete dedication — to the music and its
performance.
Outwardly things might have seemed casual. But
such an approach was only possible because Lill had
come to the sessions fully prepared. He candidly
admitted having never played Faschingsschwank in
public. On hearing this, JB (feigning complete and utter
indifference) replied ' Don't worry — no one will ever
www.hifinews.co.uk

Sweetspot

Concert pianist John Lill joined forces with digital doyens Tony Faulkner and
John Boyden to capture asimply stunning performance of arare Schumann
work... in crystal clear analogue. Jimmy Hughes witnessed ajoyous union

know'. Nevertheless, Lill tore into the rollicking first
movement with great passion, playing the entire score
from memory. Great torrents of sound poured forth
from the piano.
Lill was full of praise for the expert job technician
Peter Salisbury had done on the piano. The previous
day he'd adjusted it to suit the intimate world of
Kinderszenen. But Faschingsschwank is a much
bolder, more extrovert piece. And Lill had concerns
that the piano tone would be too lively and difficult to
control. Fortunately, his fears were misplaced. Peter
Salisbury's set-up perfectly suited the demands of the
music, and Lill was delighted.
Lill was equally delighted — albeit utterly baffled —

increased three-dimensionality, plus superior dynamic
attack and presence. Lill couldn't hide his surprise:

Avery special

'But this flies in the face of science! How can analogue
possibly be better?' No-one answered. Who could

is seen here

explain why?
Although a little patching was done to correct
passages that hadn't quite come off, most movements
were played and recorded as complete takes. Indeed,

session: John Lill
recording
Schumann for a
CfP CD - but the
music was also
captured on

John Lill played Faschingsschwank in its entirety no
less than three times. He expressed particular
satisfaction with the second performance of the stormy

analogue tape for

impetuous 'Intermezzo', saying he thought it could
probably be used complete without editing. JB was a
willing ally; `Go for it!' he said when Lill suggested

Tony Faulkner's

an audiophile
vinyl release on
new label. This LP
will be the subject
of a special offer

when Tony Faulkner treated him to a comparison
between the digital and analogue recordings of
Kinderszenen made the previous day. The analogue

'another mad coda'.
Throughout the sessions the focus was on capturing

for HFN readers

areal performance. Although artist and producer were

next month!

recording was clearly superior; greater depth of tone,

anxious to ensure any slight mistakes or finger slips

www.hifinews.co.uk
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were covered, the emphasis was the
feel and spirit of the music, not the
letter of the score. ' Iwant big balls'
Boyden said at one point, getting
technical; luckily Lill knew what he
meant. ' Idon't want it too clean — I
want a bit of personality and
individuality; all these note-perfect
young pianists — they all sound the
[expletive] same'.
For John Lill, Faschingsschwank
aus Wien was areal find. He couldn't
get over how inspired the music was,
and more than once remarked on
Schumann's genius. At one point, Lill
stopped, found the score, and looked
at a page teeming with detail. For a
brief moment he seemed lost in
thought, as if undecided. Almost thinking out loud he
said 'There are so many things one could bring out here
— should Ido that, or go for the long-line?' But 'Go for
the long-line' was JB's immediate response.
And he did. When all the necessary passages had
been ' patched', the session might've stopped. But Lill
would have none of it. As if suddenly liberated, he sat
down at the piano and played the work right through —
from the top. If anything, the playing seemed even finer
than before. John Lill, now fully warmed up, had the
music coursing through fingers and brain. As though
performing for his own satisfaction, he proceeded to
play with fresh insights and even greater subtlety of
tone and dynamics.
JB, smiling, sat back in admiration: 'Just wind him
up, and off he goes! He was playing well enough at the
start; now he's even better.' Iwatched Lill carefully an
the giant TV monitor in the control room, and
marvelled at his dexterity and evenness of tone. There's
atricky passage in the finale which requires hands to
cross, and consists of a theme that (in effect) gets
passed between both hands.
You only register how difficult it is to play when you
watch someone try to do it.
Lill's playing was virtually flawless; there was no
change of tone or loss of rhythmic impetus when
Schumann threw the player acurve. Lill negotiated the
tricky passages crisply without breaking stride, yet —
and athousand praises for this — he did not make the
music sound excessively effortless or easy. His playing

Tut this flies in the face of
science!' cried John Lill. ' How could
analogue possibly be better?' No-one
answered .Who could explain why?
was controlled and refined, yet one could tell he was
really pushing his formidable technique to the limit. As
a consequence the music sounded exciting and
involving.
Some great virtuoso pianists are so adroit technically,
they almost make the music sound like child's play — as
though it was no strain whatsoever to play even big
demanding virtuoso works. Unfortunately, this takes
some of the danger from the music. But with Lill one
never lost sight of how this music stretched every
62
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sinew and muscle. Technically, he was equal to every
challenge. But you couldn't take this for granted. One
didn't just listen to the music, one also felt it —
physically.
The digital recording will be used for the CfP CD
release; the analogue tapes are reserved for Tony
Faulkner's new vinyl label. The LPs will be cut and
pressed in America, and (if the noises heard in the
control room were anything to go by) should sound
pretty special. How ironic; the last time Imet John
Boyden — back in 1982 (or thereabouts) at Tony
Faulkner's house — Alvin Gold and Iwere there to put
the case for analogue's superiority oyes digital.
We did not succeed. At least Ididn't think so at the
time. However, perhaps alittle seed was planted and
took root. Nevertheless, had you told me then that,
some 20-phis years later, Tony would go back to
analogue Iwouldn't have believed you. At that time
(1982) Ifelt passionately that digital was a dramatic
step backwards, and thought it sounded massively
inferior ta the best analogue. My attitude didn't start to
mellow until the mid-to-late 1980s.
Even then, it was partly down to pragmatism; clearly,
www.hifinews.co.uk

Feature
result was clean and sharp, but somewhat dry and
charmless. Given that piano is very testing for analogue
in terms
of pitch stability and
peak-level
distortion/compression, I found the comparison
surprising — digital should have won hands down, but
it didn't.
The question one has to ask is — why could so few
people not hear this 20 years ago? The digital of the
early 1980s didn't even match the compromised multitrack and mix-down analogue most classical
companies (DG, EMI, Philips) were using at the time,
let alone purist two-track. The pop music industry
never really went over to all-digital recording,
prefering to stay with analogue for the most part. So
why the mad lemming-like rush to embrace digital
from the classical industry? Iknow; DDD CDs!
But the last word has to be about John Lill's fabulous
the classical record industry wasn't going back to
analogue. Iforcibly realised that in 1984 while visiting
Decca's editing suite, seeing at first-hand how
convenient and sophisticated digital editing was.
When Isaw that, Iknew acorner had been turned and
there was no way back. Yet (further irony!) was it this
very ability to create note perfect but somewhat dry
sterile ' performances' that killed interest in new

Facing page: stars

playing — perfectly summed up by aHeifetz anecdote
from John Boyden. Apparently, during one of his last
UK recording sessions, Heifetz's producer suggested a
few minor finger-slips could be edited out if the great
violinist would care to repeat the offending passage.
'No, leave them in' replied Heifetz. ' It'll give the
others hope!' Having just experienced John Lill's
peerless Schumann, the significance of the story was

of the show,

lost on no-one...

John Boyden.

John Lill and the
beloved vintage
microphones.
This page: tale of
the tape with
Tony Faukner,
below Lill and

recordings of classical music?
What Ifind particularly remarkable is that, although
digital has improved vastly in the past 20 years, it still
doesn't

beat

good

analogue.

Admittedly,

Tony

Faulkner's Studer A80 tape machines are all Tim de
Paravicini modified [see boxout by Martin Colloms,
below]. So they're undoubtedly better than the bogstandard tape machines of the early 1980s. Even so,
would you really bet against such antique kit (Tony
allegedly bought the Studers an eBay for £80 each!)
being able to see off the best that modern technology
has to offer? Iwouldn't.
Via the analogue recording, the piano seemed to
sing. The notes had greater sustain and carrying power.
By comparison, the digitally recorded piano sounded
slightly leaden: lacking in brilliance and sparkle. The

Schumann on to

ear: E

ment from performance to pressing by Martin Colloms

Independent engineer and producer Tony

have worked previously with Lill in arecording

placement. In parallel with the A80 recording

Faulkner, long aspecialist in digital recordings,

of Beethoven Sonatas. Thus the trio was

he was also mastering in 24- bit 176 kHz

has been revisiting analogue. He has invested

reunited for this return to analogue.

in some second- user Studer A80 master tape

Lill's instrument for the three- and-a- half day

digital, still about the best two-channel quality
you can get in this medium.
Monitoring was via Tim de Paravacini EAR

recorders as part of aproject for releasing new

session was a 1964 Steinway, rebuilt, tuned

recordings in both analogue and digital formats.

and voiced by piano technician Peter Salisbury

549 tube mono- blocks while the desk is an all-

to create the particular sound speed and

tube de Paravicini design. Even the A80 had

playability to which Lill is accustomed.

been given the treatment by de Paravacini,

Under his own masthead, Green Room
Productions, Faulkner invited the noted concert
pianist John Lill to perform the remarkable

Following early success as Moscow

including the modification to a 17.5ps record

Schumann solo piano work, Faschingsschwank

compeition prize winner, Lill has become

emphasis, working the renewed Studer narrow

aus Wien (
roughly translated as ' Carnival Jest

perhaps better known as aconcert rather than a

guard- band heads to their maximum potential.

from Vienna') — apiece perhaps less well

recording pianist and the distinction is not lost

This wide bandwith recorder, when operating at

known in the UK than it deserves due to the

on the production team. In the sessions they

10dB below peak, has a 10Hz to 40kHz range

relative unpronouncability of its title. For this

gained real pleasure from what essentially

and, unlike digital, does not need pre- filtering.

recording, now successfully licensed to the CfP

constituted privileged entry to aprivate recital.

label of EMI, Faulkner chose the delightful

Sure, there were minor points to address

Mics were Neumann M50s, the original tube
models, used as astereo pair above and afew

Henry Wood Hall venue, and joined forces with

afterwards in further takes, since the accuracy

metres away from the piano. The contribution

afamiliar and most experienced colleague.

required of arecording, which may be replayed

of the hall acoustic is conveniently adjusted by

John Boyden.

many times, is higher than for alive concert.

The Boyden- Faulkner team were famed in the

Faulkner keeps Quad 989 electrostatics in

1970s for their many LP productions for the

service at the Henry Wood monitoring suite

Warner classics label Enigma Records, and

where their fuller balance suits the location and

www.hifinews.co.uk

moveable absorbing screens. For the disc
cutting, Faulkner plans to use Stan Ricker at
Reference Recordings.
Release is due in March 2004. II
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Klemperer's 1961 Fidelio • Barbirolli in Berlin
Markevitch
remembered uCOE Winds' Mozart reissued
An audiophile
Rite of Spring@ '
Next Joni Mitchell', Amy Wadge Deadstrings
•Papa M • Audiophile vinyl Beatles, Dylan, Cash, Everlys, Otis

Classical
BEETHOVEN
Piano Sonatas Appassionata •

Waldstein •

Les Adieux

Mari Kodama
Pentatone Classics

BEETHOVEN
Fidelio • Overture Leonora 3
Jurinac, Vickers, Frick, Hotter, Morison,

Klemperer included before the final section of the
opera to the consternation of some critics.
Testament has gone to town on photographs and

Dobson, Robinson, Covent Garden Opera Orch
& Ch/Otto Kemperer

documentation, including full libretto ( there is much
more dialogue than in the EMI recording and the

Testament SBT2 1328
143m (££) two discs mono

vocal acting is convincing), colourful recollections of

PIC 5186 024
60m 48s ( especial)
SACD hybrid
My first inclination was to suggest

Long seen as
abenchmark

that this superb Steinway recording
made last January in aHaarlem

1962 Fidelio

recording,
Klemperer's

unless you insist

in Beethoven than Artur Schnabel
(whose historic cycle is currently

on stereo and
are particularly averse to stage noise and bursts of

reappearing on Naxos). But the
more Ilistened, the more

applause — by this BBC recording from the first night
of the conductor's own staging at Covent Garden in
1961. He was irked by Legge's insistence that the

remember her debut on the RPO
label in Prokofiev's Third Concerto:
not afront-runner at the time. This
proves no run-of-the-mill trio of
popular sonatas rushed out to fit
the demand for SACD, but adisc to
be taken very seriously indeed.
True, the young Japanese misses
the stillness of the Waldstein's
Adagio molto —the sort of music in

RECORDING DECENT BBC TEST SOURCE

(produced by
Walter Legge) is
overshadowed —

church, by producer Wilhelm
Hellweg, would appeal more to
those who liked Arthur Rubinstein

captivated by Mari Kodama's
playing Ibecame— some will

preparations for the staging, and Klemperer's original
programme note. There are 33 tracks and the mono
sound is remarkably clean with good presence. CB
PERFORMANCE AGREAT FIDELIO

production cast lacked international appeal for
recording purposes, but gave way. Now we can hear
that Klemperer knew best — Elsie Morison ( Marzelline
—in real life later to marry Kubelik), Hans Hotter ( Don
Pizarro), Forbes Robinson ( an outstanding Don
Fernando), Sena Jurinac in the principal role
especially did not deserve replacement. And the
orchestral playing has awarmth and sweetness that
eluded the Philharmonia: try the Act 1quartet ' Mir ist
so wunderbar' or the third Leonora overture which

OTTO KLEMPERER

which Schnabel excelled — but the
fluency of her fingerwork, her
controlled, slightly detached
delivery don't mean that these
interpretations are shallow. It's the
logic guiding her musical decisions
which makes this such an

interesting collection.
Using the Denon DVD-2900

hard to say that SACD brought any
sonic benefits in stereo

LSO Live LSO 0043

memory serves, in their Prom

74m 46s (£)
Come on guys: give us back our

concert together acouple of years

layer better represented
the flow and timing of the
performance. Track 8, the
slow movement from Les
Adieux, was particularly
revealing of these aspects.
CB
PERFORMANCES RECOMMENDED

HI-FINews

that with the Boston SO, which had

Symphony 2

better defined, yet the CD

APRIL 2004

warmer version of the Second than

(better with ordinary CD than some
reviews have suggested) I
found it

mode: perhaps the tonal
character of the
instrument was marginally

64

BRAHMS
Double Concerto •
LSO/Bernard Haitink

applause! I
cannot believe that the
performances of Symphony 2
(Barbican, May 2003) from which
this recording was derived did not
end in astanding ovation, and it's
disappointing to have the stirring
coda simply spiralling into silence.
From LSO Live' surely no-one
expects studio sterility.
Other performances with the

the one great advantage of firstmovement repeat (also observed, if

back). Here, Haitink takes aslightly
more expansive view of some
passages in the context of a
magnificently authoritative
account. Where with Karajan the
later recordings suggested a
certain disinterest, Haitink sounds
ever involved in Brahms's music.
LSO principals Gordan Nikolitch
and Tim Hugh are the soloists in
the Double Concerto. This is finely

RECORDING CO LAYER BETTER?

LSO (those of 3and 4yet to take
place) will make up Ha itink's third
recorded Brahms symphony cycle,

violinist, who sounds relatively thin-

MARI KODAMA

maybe his most satisfying. This is a

toned and adopts anervy vibrato in

conducted, but possibly the
microphones don't flatter the

www.hifinews.co.uk

the slow movement which, against
the decisive manner of the cellist,
creates amismatch which
precluded my settling into the
music. Those who know Haitink's
Philips LP with the Concertgebouw,
where Szeryng and Starker
blended their parts into asingle
whole, won't rate this as more than
abonus - indeed, I
think the disc
would have been better without it.

MAHLER

Symphony 2 • Symphony 6
Janet Baker, Maria Stader, St Hedwig's

limping home across the Channel ( tactless simile!),

Cathedral Choir, BPO/Sir John Barbirolli

yet the conductor's empathy with the music, and the
strangeness of its scoring and construction register in

Testament SBT2 1320 and SBT1342
84m 04s/74m 51s (££) mono
Berlin radio tapes from alive performance given in
1965, the first set (two discs priced as one, the

away that definitely makes this aversion to hear.
The orchestral playing is much more together in the

format respecting the score instruction for abreak
after the long
Sir John Bornirolfi
opening
Mahler

conductor's exhortations less. Unfortunately, tape or
some other background noise becomes more
apparent in the last half-hour of the finale, and this is

Christian Ferras and Paul
Tortelier also worked very well
together in avery grand and
persuasive 1962 Philharmonia/
Kletzki Double Concerto which
Testament has just reissued. Its
audiophile LP transfer, ASD549 is
also still available. CB
PERFORMANCES SYMPHONY EXCELLENT
RECORDINGS SLIGHT EDGE NOTED

BRITTEN

Young Person's Guide
to the Orchestra • Frank
Bridge Variations
LSO/ECO/Benjamin Britten

4FST.1 M.Ill
i

leT

Resurrection, and the microphones pick up the

movement)

the best part of the performance. Dame Janet Baker

has aMahler
symphony
which
Barbirolli did

is in commanding voice and Maria Stader makes a
more human complement, though coming

not record
commercially
-although a

less attractive
1970 Stuttgart
'Resurrection' was later approved for EMI release.

momentarily to grief right at the end of the work; the
St Hedwig's Chorus is, as always, wonderful. There is
areal sense of occasion about this concert
performance and, with more presence than the Sixth,
the sound could almost be stereophonic. CB
PERFORMANCES MEMORABLE SECOND, EPIC SIXTH
RECORDINGS ADEQUATE MONO

The second ( 1966) predates the New
Philharmonia studio Sixth by 18 months, and has
the Andante played before the Scherzo, whereas
the EMI version followed the Critical Edition. This is

42m 28s (£special)

less tidily accomplished ( it would be another eleven
years before Karajan prepared his orchestra in the
Sixtri) and contrasts strongly with the standards of

This replicates an LP coupling
(SXL6450) which some will
remember appeared in aPractical
HiFi Nimbus- pressed limited

execution in modern live recordings like Haitink's or
Gielen's. Barbirolli could have taken the easy option
in his Berlin engagement, choosing something
firmly in the orchestra's repertory; instead he

edition; Decca's 1986 digital
remastering on 417 509-2, which

doggedly takes them through Mahler's thorny
symphony - growling along, anticipating the

JVC JVCXR-0226-2

melodies, changing tempo abruptly. Ensemble
suffers. You might liken things to atattered Wellington

DAME JANET BAKER WITH SIR JOHN BARBIROLLI

added the Simple Symphony, is
still listed on the company's
website. Both recordings show how

promising to find JVC extending its

for fattening the sound, smearing

was beginning; he had developed

Britten could produce

net beyond the RCA ' Living Stereo'

some of the hall ambience, and this

the art form but the younger

unsurpassed musical results in the
studio - in this case Kingsway Hall,

series. Separate tracks are

is rather the case here - contrast

composer would far expand the

provided for the Bridget heme and

the way one can hear ' into' the hall

expressive range. Andras Schiff

with Erik Smith/Gordon Parry in

its ten variations.

in, say, the percussion section's

respects the scale of these pieces

little passage in the YPG theme

and presents the cheerful,

before the high woodwinds'
Variation, or Om 36s into the Bridge
when along- held note begins just

optimistic face of the music,
delighting in Haydn's elaborations

to the right of the soundstage. It has

considerable ornamentation had
something to do with countering
the poor sustaining power of the

1963, John Culshaw/Kenneth
Wilkinson 1966 - and it's

I
have criticised in the past the
'Extended Resolution' processing

tingling presence with the analogue
recording.
JVC reprints the original Decca
sleeve note and cover artwork Clive Strutt's photograph appears
below. Michael Gray contributes a
short note on the microphone

expression in repeats.
Mostly in two- movement form,
the five here - the Sonatas in Cand
Cminor, Hob.XVI:48/20; Gand G
minor XVI : 40/44; and Eminor

PERFORMANCES NONE BETTER

XVI:34- are taken from ahighly

RECORDING THE ANALOGUE UNCHALLENGED

recommended 1997 two-disc set.

HAYDN

The collection begins with awork
much favoured by Richter, the G

Keyboard Sonatas

www.hifinews.co.uk

early instruments?) and varying the

placements at the sessions. CB

Andres Schiff
Warner 2564 606772-2

BENJAMIN BRITTEN

of texture ( perhaps the

/3m 52s (£.£)
Written for the pianoforte rather
than harpsichord, Haydn's sonata
series ended just as Beethoven's

minor; but Iparticularly liked the
later Cmajor and Eminor. These
aren't easy works for the amateur,
for Haydn's subdivision of notes
can sorely test one's abilities with
rhythm; frustrated pianists might
take pleasure in the misprint

Hi-FiNews
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forward of the strings.

CB

PERFORMANCES OTHER PIANISTS PREFERRED
RECORDINGS STRINGS SLIGHTLY RECESSED

POWELL

Symphony in A 'Virginia'
Virginia SO/JoAnn Faletta
Albany TROY589
58m 06s (£££)
An example of American
conservatism, this 55m symphony
reflects the area where composer
John Powell settled, after training
partly in Europe. Completed in
1945 it flows along comfortably in
confident vein, suggestive of both
Sibelius in the scoring (though
someone should have told Powell

ANDRAS SCHIFF

'Strum und drang' which escapes
proof-reading in Misha Donat's
exemplary booklet note. CB
PERFORMANCES ALERT AND INDIVIDUAL
RECORDINGS VERY

OD

MOZART

Wind Serenades and
Divertimenti

=_

=

COE Wind Solcists
Teldec 2564 60866-2
314m 38s (££) five discs
Under the direction of Alexander
Schneider. the COE winds first
recorded K361, 375 and 388 for
ASV; their compete set of the
Serenades was procuced at
various locations by James
Mall nson between 1989 and
1990. Now housed in abox no
bigger tnan the early 2CD jewelcases, the reissues have come up
fresh as new
sound is often
strikingly lovely. Unusually, to
access separate variations in the
Divelimento in F, K253(i), and
Gran Partita K361(vi) an index
facilky is necessary.
For amoment, in the Adagio of
the Gran Partite K361 — which is
given wihout any string bass — I
wondered what differences a
conductor might make (thinking
back to the versions directed by
non-wind players such as
Barenboirn, Furtwargler or
Klemperer) and how the young
COE instrumentalists had decided
or aspects of lnterpretation. But
generally, one just surrenders to
their buoyant, confident manner,
the ear drawn to such delights as
the horn playing in the five
Divertimenti on CD3. These works
have been done well byJack
Brymer's group and Edo de Weed's
but this Teldec box represents a
terrific investment. CB
PERFORMANCES YOU1HFULLY ENTHUSIASTIC
RECORDINGS OFTEN VERY REALISTIC
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MOZART

Piano Concertos
K413-415
Susan Tomes, The Gaudier
Ensemble
Hyperion CDA 67358
70m 39s (£££)
These comparatively slight
concertos — they fall agreeably on
the ear without becoming trivial',
wrote the composer— were
announced by Mozart in 1783 in
fully orchestrated form orfor string
quartet accompaniment. EM1 lists
K414 with Brendel and the Alban
Berg Quartett ( live), and on Debut'
all three works with Patrick
Dechorgnat and the Henschel
Quartet. I
don't know those CDs but
I
greatly looked forward to hearing
Susan Tomes away from her
Florestan colleagues: there are five
string players here, since doublebass has been added to pleasing
effect. Their accompaniments
rather rem nded me of the sound of
the Vienna Octet in days gone by;
Tomes is atert and musical but the
more I
listened the more I
became
disappointed.
There's something missing in the
solo playing here, and it's a
flexibility, abreathing quality you
find with the best- regarded Mozart
pianists. I
turned with particular
satisfaction to Ingrid Haebler's LSO
recordingswith Davis and ( K414)
Rowicki, where, with full orchestra,
there's inevitably greater
spaciousness. ( Brendel's versions
with ASM I
F/Marriner, also on
Philips, rather overstate the case
for these concertos.) Haebler
gauges nicely the expressive
parameters in the writing; modern
alternatives of similar musicality
are Schiff's with Végh conducting
(Decca).
The sound on Hyperion is very
good, although the piano is quite

composer conducting, preserved
from ashort-wave radio
broadcast). He tends towards slow
tempi and lays on the expression
and orchestral weight thickly —
'Va Ise triste', so memorably
haunting in the Davis/Boston
recording ( Philips) to my mind
suffers badly from this sort of
approach.
Audiophiles might like to sample
track 3, At the Seashore' from
Pelleas, with its shivering lowstrings tremolandi and bass drum,
and contrast the two layers; the
SACD adds definition and focus to
the soundstage at the possible
expense of timing continuity. CB
PERFORMANCES HEAR BEFORE BUYING!

loieftwell
Symphony in A Major
YMPHONY"

Mai Oa I

11'47F

to hold back on the orchestral
cymbals!), and, in idiom, a
watered-down, transatlantic
Vaughan Williams. Powell too was
an assiduous collector of local folk
music. But he was also aracist, a
believer in eugenics, and founder
in 1931 of the Virginia 'White Top
Folk' music festivals where
everything Afro-American was
excluded. Should this stand in the
way of enjoying aquite likeable if
ultimately inconsequential work?
As ashort filler, there's asoupy
orchestral arrangement of
Shenandoah ('The Wild
Mizzourye') by Carman Dragon.
Now there's aname from the past,
especially for those who can recall
the Capitol label. ( Albany CDs are
distributed by Priory.) CB
PERFORMANCES NOTHING LACKING
RECORDINGS CLEAN AND TIDY

SIBELIUS

Pelleas and Melisande •
Belshazzar's Feast •
The Tempest — Suite 2 •
'Valse triste' • Andante
festivo
Scottish Chamber
Orchestra/Joseph Swensen
Linn CKD 220
65m 46s (£££) SACD hybrid
Swensen paints agloomy picture of
Sibelius in this programme of
music written mostly for the theatre
(Andante festivo is the one piece
where we have an example of the

RECORDING GOOD USHER HALL PRODUCTION

STRAVINSKY

Le Sacre du Printemps

Chicago SO/Georg Solti
JVC JVCXR-0225-2
34m 03s ( especial)
Speakers Corner Decca
SXL6691 (£special) LP
Recorded in 1974, Solti's Rite of
Spring was produced by Ray
Minshull with engineers Kenneth
Wilkinson and James Lock
apparently for potential
quadraphonic replay, but has yet to
appear as multi-channel; I
gave the
stereo LP high praise (
HFN/RR
Nov'74) for its 'scrupulous' clarity
and Solti's exacting standards. One
of The Absolute Sound's
shortlisted demonstration

recordings, it makes agood choice
for JVC's first foray into the Decca
catalogue ( see also Britten) even
though the true audiophile will
much prefer Speakers Corner's
analogue transfer. One major
irritant with the CD is the provision
of one track only for Parts 1and 2:
no subdivision for the individual
movements.
Solti was not aparticularly
illuminating Stravinsky conductor,
and his Le Sacre now seems more
efficient than exciting. It tends to
sound piecemeal, whereas
Ozawa's 1968 version with the
same orchestra ( RCA) has real
understanding and flow, and at the

www.hifinews.co.uk

Music Choice
Classical

IGOR MARKEVITCH

Works by Beethoven, Brahms,
Debussy, Mozart, Tchaikovsky,
Wagner etc • interview
BPO/La moureux Orchestra/Symphony of the
Air/USSR State Orchestra/Igor Markevitch
DG 474 400-2
629m 14s (£specia 1) nine discs part mono
Say Igor Markevitch' and most collectors would
reply Rite of Spring'. No, says Markevitch himself,
in a15m interview from 1957 ( seemingly unedited
— at one point he asks his interviwer to be more
'discreet' and there's some off-mic discussion),
where he talks about his broad conducting
repertoire: the Stravinsky he did not see as a
speciality.
During his lifetime, his recordings did not
generally find greatfavour here; reviewers did not
care for the Lamoureux Orchestra (to which
Markevitch was appointed in 1954) in Beethoven
and Brahms; he was considered cold in the

Romantic repertoire. And alot of his pre-stereo work
simply went from the catalogue. The EMI/IMG Great
Conductor first series had atwo-disc set of live and
studio recordings, including asuperb Manfred from
his LSO Tchaikovsky cycle, and duplicating the early
stereo La Merin DG's box. If still available it would
make agood start for acollector new to the Russian
composer-conductor, but the present set has much
more varied repertoire ( sourced from 1953-63),
including pieces by Bizet (amagical Jeux d'enfants),
Cimarosa, Gounod, Gluck and Kodaly, besides
popular symphonies with Toscanini's former NBC
Orchestra ( Brahms 1; the Eroica); Brahms's Tragic
Overture
(genuinely tragic in
feel, rather than
rich and assertive)
Igor markevItch
and, with soloist
un ve.II•ble
at
Irina Arkhipova,
Alto Rhapsody
with the Moscow
orchestra; with the
Berlin
Philharmonic
Mozart's ' Prague'
Symphony and No.34, Wagner overtures plus the
Siegfried Idyll, Schubert's Third Symphony and a
Tchaikovsky Pathétique. The Lamoureux material
includes long-deleted Beethoven ( the Pastoral;
overtures including Consecration of the House and
Namensfeier), Brahms ( Symphony 4) and Haydn
(Sinfonia Concertante Hob.1:105).
In sum this is afascinating package. I
would not
entirely agree with the essayist's claim that
Markevitch could impose an identical sound on the
different orchestras he conducted; however, his
aproach was very consistent: highly analytical,
unsentimental. His Brahms 1with the ' Symphony of
the Air' sounds nothing like aToscanini reading ( and
that must have been some achievement); the BP()
Tchaikovsky Sixth and Lamoureux Francesca da
Riminion the same disc are gripping and
unwavering.
DG has made an excellent job of the transfers - but
then, its mono tapes from this period were very often
technically superb. CB
al lilt

0•116,à.

PERFORMANCES AUNIQUE APPROACH
IGOR MARKEVITCH: PORTRAIT BY JULES FEHR 119641

beginning of Part 2the intonation
and ensemble are sweeter, less
fraught-sounding. Th ,swould have
made an interesting alternative for
JVC to have considered especially
given the recording quality
achieved by Peter Dellheim/
Bernard Kevilie
The analogue transfer of the Solti
suggests aclean recording from a
somewhat congested platform

CHRISTOPHER BREONIG

RECORDINGS HAVE COME UP WELL

(Medinah Temple); Speakers
Corner has found more stage
depth, more weight on the
mastertape and detail resolution is
finer than with my original Decca
test pressing (- 1matrices). JVC too
has made asuperb digital transfer,
albeit with amore solid wall of
sound at, for example, ' The Augurs
of Spring'. Incidentally, seven bars
after Figure 12 ( 2m 37s), Solti

BEN WATSON

JOHNNY BLACK

KEN KESSLER • ALL DISCS MAY BE OBTAINEE FROM THE NI17 NEWS CD SERVICE
Tel 01234 741152 4

www. hif inews. co. uk

LEE full' puce; EL midpnce: Ebudge:. Especial KM

allows an odd little portamento as
the legato phrase cuts off. CB
PERFORMANCE HAS NOT WORN WELL
RECORDING ONE OF BECCA'S BEST

TCHAIKOVSKY
Symphonies 1-6

Chicago SO/Claudio Abbado
Sony SB4K 93062
254m 17s (£) four discs
The Chicago Symphony Orchestra
was ' not so good' Horowitz told
journalists, gathered in Milan to see
him record Mozart with Giulini in
1987 ( DG has just issued a
documentary DVD: 474 334-2);
the New York Philharmonic far

worse! True their winds could make
an ugly blend, as the middle
section of the Scherzo of the Fourth
Symphony here suggests. But the
strings were exemplary and the
horn section impressive.
Abbado's Tchaikovsky cycle
began in 1984 with the ' Little
Russian' and was only completed
in 1991. I
don't recall all six
symphonies appearing in this
country, but now they are boxed at
budget price, with just the Fourth
split over two discs - the Pathétique
gets CD4 to itself. There is, alas, no
Manfred, which you get with
Markevitch's LSO cycle ( Philips),
the best with which to start a
Tchaikovsky collection, although
Mravinsky's DG grouping of 4-6
with the Leningrad Philharmonic is
also essential. With Abbado you
don't get the full anguish but
instead aconsistently attentive,
subtly phrased and articulated set
of performances (the finale of the
Sixth is an example) that hold the
attention rather more than the
selection he recorded earlier in
Europe ( DG).
There is awide soundstage and
plenty of separation, buta certain
hazy aura over the whole. CB
PERFORMANCES ADMIRABLY SUBTLE
RECORDINGS SOMEWHAT DATED

THE LONDON
TRUMPET SOUND

Arrangements of
Copland, Handel,
Janacek and popular
pieces
Brass and percussion
ensemble/Geoffrey Simon

Cala CACD 0114
44m 38s (£££)
This is the second brass and
percussion disc in Calas series
where large freelance groups of
one sort or another assemble
under the baton of Geoffrey Simon
to play popular and classical
arrangements: here the ' Hoedown'
from Copland's Rodeo (
which
sounds particularly noxious without
its proper scoring), the Fanfare
from Janacek's Sinfonietta and
three excerpts from Handel's
Music for the Royal Fireworks.
The August 2001 recordings ( Chris
Hazell/Simon Eadon) were split
between the BBC's Maida Vale
Studio 3and St Jude-on-the- Hill,
London and will please those
attracted by these compilations.
Not exactly generous measure with
this one, however. CB
PERFORMANCES SLICK AND BRILLIANT
RECORDING SLICK AND BRILLIANT
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Music Choice

Rock
CASS MCCOMBS
A
MONITOR MON0015
(46m 45s)
John Peel has described
Baltimore- based singer-songwriter
McCombs' songs as unobtrusively
brilliant'. I'm not so sure. I
gather
he's pretty intense onstage, where
his songs take on aseething power,
but on record they're pretty damn
limp. Largely because he has
played guitar on tour for Will
Oldham, aka Bonnie ' Prince' Billy,
he'll probably be taken to the hearts
of those who consider singing out
of tune and/or with atotal lack of
expression to be the same thing as
singing with emotion. What some
might find appealing is that there's
adefinite Lou Reed/Neil Young
vibe about his wavering voice and
his uncertain delivery, which tends
to add acertain gravitas to mildly
diverting lines like ' I
want to be
famous for falling in love'. Every
track sounds like either the band's
playing it for the first time, or else
McCombs himself isn't quite sure
of the chord changes, so they have
to wait to see what he plays before
they chime in. The nearest they get
to sounding like they know what
they're doing is on 'Gee, It's Good
To be Back Home' which actually
has atune and alyric that might
sound quite decent if somebody
else could be persuaded to record
it. I
guess it's not for me, but Galaxie
500 and Smog fans might find
something here. JB
PERFORMANCE: SHAKY
RECORDING WOOLLY

DEADSTRING
BROTHERS
DEADSTRING
BROTHERS
TIMES BEACH RECORDS
TB-004 ( 25m 12s)
Whenever I
hear people talking
about alt-country, the kind of music
I
hear in my head is something with
the bollocks that was long-since
excised from the Nashville
crossover kings and queens of
AOR, something with its roots in
Hank Williams and the Flying
Burrito Brothers, something almost
exactly like this, in fact. And
anybody with the nerve to start an
album on that hoariest of old blues
lines, 'Woke up this morning', has
to have something going for them,
especially when the album in
question is decidedly country-rock

www.hifinews.co.uk

in nature. This must be what
country music sounds like when it
comes from Detroit, because that
legendary, grimy motor city is the
home of this gutsy, rootsy quintet.
Fronted by songwriter Kurt
Marschke, their songs also
showcase the pedal steel wizardry
of Pete Ballard, and are much
enhanced by the back-up vocals of
Masha Marijeh, who isn't actually a
member of the band but probably
should be. The songs waste no
time in starting, thunder along and
then end long before you've had
time to get bored with them. In
between, apart from Ballard's
consistently spectacular steel, they
manage to find space for some
admirably concise killer piano solos
while Marschke spits out his angry
lyrics. If you've felt for years that
there must be some really fabulous
country rock out there somewhere,
but you just can't find it, check out
the Deadstring Brothers. JB
PERFORMANCE: VIBRANT AND VIGOROUS
RECORDING

IINCHY

PAPA M
HOLE OF
BURNING ALMS
DOMINO
WIG D 139P ( CH ECI0000000
Papa M is actually Dave Pajo,
better known as the guitarist in
such experimental outfits as Stint
and Tortoise, not to mention Billy
Corgan's Zwan, and just to make
things interesting, he also releases
records under the moniker of Ariel
M. This one takes his minimalist
guitar instrumentals further into
explorations of chords and textures
rather than big melodies, so the
term ' languid sub-sub-ambient slocore', which I've seen applied to his
music in the past, is probably more
appropriate now than ever. In fact,
you've reached track three ('Vol de
Nuit'), before you start to suspect
that you might eventually get afullblown tune out of him this time
around. With many of the tracks,
Pajo offers acoustic-sounding
music for people who feel that to
travel hopefully is better than to
arrive, but ' Mountains Have Ears' is
amesmerising patchwork of
percussion loops built over afunky,
percolating synthesiser bassline,
and when 'Vivea' introduces a
piano into the mix, it's like having
the edge of an ice cube rubbed
gently down your spine. The
swirling electronic grooves of
'Travels In Constants' would sound
great in your favourite dance club,
when he finally hits the big tune,

AMY WADGVINT NO JONI
.

'Up North Kids No2', recye,es the
gorgeous melody of his original 'Up
North Kids' on what sourcs like a
banjo crossed with asitar. I
won't
tell you what he does with the Pete
Seeger/Byrds classic 'Turn, Turn,
Turn' for sixteen minutes but I
promise you'll either love it or want
to shoot him. JB

-

PERFORMANCE LANGUID

suggest that Wadge has enormous
potential but there are others which are
lyrically pedestrian and melodically
predictable. And whoever suggested
putting that accordion in ' Paris' should
have been shot for crimes above and
beyond the call of cliché. Keep an eye on
her though because, with the right
producer and arranger, she could make
son -nth ng very special. JB

RECORDING APPOSITE

PERFORMANCE: INTRIGUING

AMY WADGE
WOJ
MANHATON
HAT MAN 2014 ( 52m 02S)
Quite why people are describing
Bristol-born songstress Amy
Wedge as 'the next Joni Rechell'
remains amystery to me. She
neither sounds ike, writes songs
like or even looks like Joni Mitchell.
Maybe there are people for whom
Joni is the only female singer-writer
they'veactually heard of. Whatever.
Amy Wadge is very much her own
woman, mixing abit of blues with a
bit of country, and she's certainly
been attracting some attention,
with admirers as unlikely as
Massive Attack, whose music
resembles hersabout as muchas
hers resemblesJoni's. It's usually a
good sen, though, if critics can't
quite seem to figure out where an
artist fits in, because it suggests
that the artist has the potential to
cross musical boundaries on the
strength of sheer talent alone. She
first attracted significant al-tentbn
when arumourzuggested that she
might replace Cerys Matthews in
Catatonia, and that's asuggestion
that makes flore sense than the
Joni corn parison, except that her
songwriting is more crafted and
iess quirky than Cerys' ever was.
There are songs here, such as the
delicate, acoustic 'Grace', which

RECCRDING: VARIABLE

CANDIDATE
UNDER THE SKYLON
SNOWSTORM RECORDS
STORM025CD ( 41m 44s)
The third album by this London- based
quartet sounds alot like Grandaddy
meets Crowded House to me, but on
tracks like the li'ting, waltz-time ' Loving
An Oil Rig' with ts ethereal female vocals,
they do seem capable of carving out a
niche of their own. The core of the band is
the brothers Joel and Alex Morris, with
Joel being the one blessed with the kind
of languidly cool voice that suggests
oceans of emotion swirling underneath
the surface. However, after half adozen
mic-tempo close-ups of their navels, the
desire to hunt them down and kick their
shins just to see if they'd react becomes
overpowering. We are,' one of their
earnest lyrics tells us, 'all just falling leaves
that tumble from the hanging tree.'
Really? It sounds as if it ought to be deep
and meaningful but, for the life of me, I
can't figure it out. 'Can I
bet you apound
that you won't remember me?' wails Joel
in 'ALifetime From Now'. Why such small
stakes, Joel? Unless you start writing
songs with more life in them an
unsmoked kipper, I'll willing to bet you
£500 that I
wor't remember you. What's
really annoying is that you sound as if
you've got the ability to make wonderful
music, but you're scared to let go. JB
PERFORMANCE TEPID
RECORDING PASSABLE
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We find that adding
super- tweeters and subwoofers to systems brings
amazing improvements —
in the critical mid-range...

HLolls
— oect 10L.55
You might reasonably say "What's
the point in asuper-tweeter going
up to 50kHz when Ican barely hear
15kHz? Waste of money."

cira_9c)hS

A lot of people also say to us they
don't like or need deep bass, so
what's the point of asubwoofer?

Worlds 1st Audio Cables

And yet another thing: many subwoofers add more boom than bass!
So are we on acomplete loser?!
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Tube HiFi equipment.
...more details @ www.tube-shop.com

Like absolutely EVERYTHING in
audio, it depends HOW you do it.
Recordings contain frequencies —
HARMONICS — that extend above
and below our normal hearing
range. If we reproduce these
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TOWNSHEND ribbon supertweeters, adjustable to match the
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simply placed on top of the speaker
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music is more real, has more LIFE.

Nixie
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The Ultimate Vintage Timepiece
Atomic clock - time adjusts automatically.
Engineered in Germany.

Very low frequencies easily excite
rooms to BOOM, so control of the
bottom end of the range is crucial.
AUDIO PHYSIC Luna and Minos
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Customers say we make some of the BEST
SOUNDS they have ever heard, so you know

BES!

we can do the same in your home. Our
advice will take account of your best
components and guide you where change is
needed, in stages you can afford.
You AVOID EXPENSIVE MISTAKES, enjoy
music along the way and save money in the
long run.
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Music Choice

Audiophile
Vinyl

THE BEATLES

LET IT BE — NAKED

Apple
07243 595438 02
(LP plus 7in single)
It was only natural that in 'getting
back' - so to speak - EMI would
issue the au naturelle, non- Phil
Spector- mixed edition of Let It Be in

BOB DYLAN

JOHN WESLEY
HARDING
Sundazed
LP5123 180g vinyl
While we await clarification on the
freeze of the reissue program of the
Dylan catalogue in stereo, this
latest instalment in Sundazed's
mono series is more than astopgap: it really does offer adifferent
take on an LP regarded by many as
one of the most important of the
early ' country- rock' releases. With
tracks like ' All Along The
Watchtower' and ' I'll Be Your Baby
Tonight', it's vintage Dylan
regardless of the genre.
PERFORMANCE: DOH - ITS DYLAN
RECORDING: SPINE-TINGLING

THE EVERLY
BROTHERS

STORIES WE COULD
TELL

vinyl, with the bonus studio
snippets on asingle. Whatever any
jack-off audio purist tells you, the
sound is sublime. As for Beatles
purists, well, we've known all along
via bootleg that the non- rococo
mixes were superior. You simply
will not believe the extra detail
revealed by the removal of
saccharine strings, the more inthe- room feel of the vocals. No
kidding: it's like hearing an all- new
Beatles album.
PERFORMANCE: DOH - IT'S THE BEATLES
RECORDING: VINYL MAGIC

Speaker's Corner/RCA
LSP-4620 180g vinyl
Speaker's Corner has bravely
reissued an LP of dubious sonic
merit. Despite the audiophile
treatment, it sounds like- and
forever will - acommercial rock LP
of the early 1970s. But when you
look at the guest list, you realise
why they did it, for this is aGreat
Lost Album of the Yankee
troubadour genre worth finding:
Delaney & Bonnie, John Sebastian,
Ry Cooder, the recently-departed
Warren Zevon and others of that
calibre. And the Everlys? They
never sounded better.
PERFORMANCE: MELTS IN YOUR MOUTH
RECORDING: NOTHING SPECIAL

JOHNNY CASH

THE METERS

BLOOD, SWEAT AND
TEARS

ZONY MASH
Rhino/Sundazed

Sundazed
LP5176 180g vinyl
Another unfortunate Cash reissue
that turned out to be amemorial,
this masterpiece from 1962 stands
proud for both its content and its
sound. Sublime early Columbia
stereo sonics put this into the
reference category, while Cash
himself never sang better than
when he was doing his blue collar
thang. ' Nine Pound Hammer',
'Busted', ' Casey Jones', ' Chain
Gang' - pure, working class
Americana that equals the best of
his prison tracks, and serves as a
scarily prescient indicator of the
work he'd issue near the end of his
life
PERFORMANCE: DOH - ITS JOHNNY CASH
RECORDING- AUDIOPHILE VIAGRA

LP5087 180g vinyl
Awonderful new compilation
charting as it does the early
recordings of New Orleans First
Family of Funk. Culled from the
Josie catalogue, and featuring
singles tracks and rarities, it's a13track study of the core of what
would evolve into the Meters' major
label work and then the classics
delivered as the Neville Brothers. A
mix of hits and obscurities, and a
major link between 60s soul and
70s strut.
PERFORMANCES: SUPERBADASS
RECORDINGS LINKY'N'CHUNKY

www.hifinews.co.uk

DISCOVER AMERICA
Sundazed
LP5141 180g vinyl
Abrace of crackpot albums from
1968 and 1972, somewhere to the
left of Nilsson and Randy Newman.
Judging these with hindsight is far
easier than it would have been 35
years ago: even the most casual
Beach Boys fan now knows that
Parks was responsible in no small
measure for Brian Wilson leaving
the surf for the cosmos. Awhimsical
mess that embraces everything
from steel bands to vaudeville.
PERFORMANCES: ECCENTRIC
RECORDINGS: ',',}11MSICAL

OTIS REDDING

THE DOCK OF THE BAY
Sundazed
LP5172 180g vinyl
Soul fans know that Redding's only
colossal hit was atypical, and was a
success in no small part due to his
death in aplane crash. The song
that gave this 1968 release its title
wasn't even remotely indicative of
what made this shouter one of
soul's most powerful voices, and its
mournful balladry provides no hint
of what would follow on the same
disc. The first of numerous
posthumous compilations, but
essential nonetheless.
PERFORMANCES: SOULFUL
RECORDINGS VARIED

RUFUS THOMAS

WALKING THE DOG
Sundazed
LP5139 180g vinyl
ExDJ Thomas probably felt, on
occasion, that he was trapped by

the success of the title song, his
image as ajokester and his
penchant for dance tracks, but
that's like Will Self worrying about
being pretentious. This soul man
inspired that popular beat combo
the Rolling Stones, amongst
others, and his role as soul's court
jester seems secondary when you
hear his handling of John Lee
Hooker's'Boom Boom' and Lee
Dorsey's ' Ya Ya'. Fabulous, early
(1963!) Stax funk.
PERFORMANCE: SWEATY
RECORDING. GRITTY

VARIOUS

WHAT'S SHAKIN'
Sundazed
LP5167 180g vinyl
One of the single- most important
compilations of the 1960s, this set
from Elektra was to white folkblues what Nuggets was to garage
bands. What's Shakin'boasts 14
rare or hard-to-find tracks in mono
form, and each artist featured here
contributes ahandful of cuts
apiece. Just look at the line-up: Al
Kooper, Eric Clapton and the
Powerhouse , Tom Rush, Paul
Butterfield Blues Band... There's
also abumper selection from the
Lovin' Spoonful, with ' Don't Bank
on it Baby', ' Searchin', ' Good Time
Music' and ' Almost Grown'
included. If you want to
understand what motivated the
blues revival stateside, after the
likes of John Mayall and Alexis
Korner kick-started it over here,
then look no further.
PERFORMANCES: RAW
RECORDINGS: ARCHIVAL

VAN DYKE PARKS
SONG CYCLE
Sundazed
LP5140 180g vinyl
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h
ear this
Our ears are the most complex — and most valuable — piece of hi-fi equipment
we will ever own. Jim Lesurf explores the mechanics of human hearing

r

wo recent developments in audio — supertweeters
and upsampling digital-to-analogue converters —
are controversial because is isn't very clear how
they can have an audible effect. Of course,
controversies like this aren't exactly new. For decades
people have argued over why some people prefer valve
amplifiers to transistor designs, or if LP ' sounds better'
than compact disc.
OK, maybe the differences some people say they can
hear aren't really there. Perhaps they are just imagining
things. On the other hand, perhaps at least some of
these differences are real. But if so, how can we explain
them? There seems to be aclash between what might be
called the 'conventional' view of what is required for a
good audio system, and what some people actually
prefer. Might the reason for this discrepancy be that
human hearing is stranger than people in the hi-fi field
assume? Is it possible that some things which we tend
to assume are inaudible may actually be heard? Might
the technical imperfections of vinyl LP and low
feedback valve amplifiers change the sound in ways
that alter our ability to hear and enjoy the music?
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tube is filled with fluid. On the membrane's surface
there are alarge number of tiny bundles of hairs. These
hair bundles are the sensors that convert vibrations into
nerve signals which are then sent off to the brain.
Sound vibrations shake the membrane, wiggle the
hairs, and provoke aseries of nerve impulses. We then
hear music, speech, etc, when our brain receives and
analyses the resulting sets of nerve impulses from this
array of sensor hairs.
The traditional understanding of how the membrane
and hair bundles work is similar to aharp. The hairs
vary in size along the membrane. At one end of the tube
the hairs are large and hence tend to resonate at low
frequencies, just like the longer, heavier strings on a
harp. As we move along the membrane the hairs vary
and therefore respond to different frequencies. Hence
we can hear which frequencies (tones) are present in
the sound wave when our brain detects nerve signals
from some hairs and not others. The ability to
discriminate one frequency from another is enhanced
by the tendency for high frequencies to penetrate along
the membrane for only arelatively short distance before

To seek answers to questions like these, it's worth
looking at recent advances in the understanding of
human hearing. The results of doing this are perhaps
surprising.

being absorbed. Thus low frequencies will tend to
penetrate deep into the cochlea but high frequencies
only shake the parts near the entrance. The higher the

Figure 1shows asimplified diagram of the physical
arrangement in our ears. It consists of a set of basic
parts. The sound waves enter the ear, strike the
eardrum (athin sheet which covers the inner parts of
the ear) and set this vibrating. These vibrations are then
linked to the inner sections of the ear by aset of tiny

membrane which will tend to be vibrated by asound.

frequency, the shorter the portion of the cochlear

RETHINK
The diagram in Figure 1, and the description Ihave just
given, is asimplified version of the traditional view and
Ihave omitted a number of details. However, it's my
impression that most people in the audio field tend to
assume that hearing works pretty much as Ihave just
described.

bones (the ossicles) which act as asort of mechanical
transformer. The output from these bones vibrates an
inner structure (the cochlea) which essentially consists
of atapered tube. In reality, this tube is wound up into
a spiral, but for the sake of clarity Ihave shown it
straightened out in the diagram.

of experimental evidence that tends to show that the
above description fails to explain a number of things

Along the length of the cochlear tube there is athin
membrane which divides it in two. Each part of the

which people have discovered about the behaviour of
human hearing. Here Ican briefly mention just three
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The snag is that there is now a considerable amount
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examples: beat tones; the range of sound intensity
levels we can hear; and acoustic emission from the ears
(known as otoacoustic emission).
The production of beat tones is a well-established
phenomenon which has been exploited by people like
the builders of church organs. By playing notes at two
chosen frequencies, the effect causes the listener to hear
a note at a quite different frequency. This allows an
organ builder to create the sound of very low notes
without actually having any long pipes tuned to the
frequency of the perceived result. The curious thing
about this phenomenon is that the actual sound wave
in the air carries no vibrations at the pitch which the
listener hears! The implication is that the human ear
has some nonlinearity which ' mixes' the tones that are
present to create the perception of anote which isn't
actually being played.
The loudest sounds humans can bear to hear are
around a million million times ( 120 decibels) more
powerful than the quietest sounds we can just detect. In
a simple linear system the amplitude of vibrations
produced by sound should be proportional to the
square root of the power level. Increasing the power
level a hundred-fold ( 20dB) should cause vibrations
which are ten times greater. Hence we can expect that
changing the sound power or intensity by a factor of
120dB will cause the size of any resulting vibrations to
change by afactor of amillion. But if we assume this
rule applies to hearing then we encounter apuzzle.
Let's assume that the faintest sound we can hear is
one that causes avibration in our ears which moves the
sensing hairs back and forth by just one micron (a
millionth of a metre). Increasing the sound level by
120dB should then cause the same hairs to vibrate back
and forth by ametre. Clearly, this can't be correct as it
would mean our ears leaping out of our heads!
On the other hand, if we assume that the very loud
sound moves the sensor hairs in our ears by a more
modest amount — say, just 1millimetre — then it would
seem that the softest audible sounds should move them
www.hifinews.co.uk

by just one nanometre (athousand millionth of ametre)
— ie, about ten times the size of atypical atom. This is
such a small movement that it seems surprising we
could detect it. The range of sizes of movement, from
the loudest to the quietest sounds, is so great that it is
hard to believe our ears could function over this entire
range. Yet people can hear over a120dB range of sound
levels.
It turns out that we can solve this riddle by changing
one simple assumption we made earlier. To see what
this

is,

let's now consider the third and most

remarkable example Ilisted above, namely otoacoustic
emission. This phrase refers to the ability of our ears to
produce sound. We tend to think of our ears as passive
systems, like microphones, but afew decades ago it was
discovered that our ears can emit sounds, not just
detect them. Physiologists can now place microphones

Human hearing is stranger than
people in hi-fi assume... some
things which we tend to assume are
inaudible may actually be heard
and movement sensors in the ear and pick up
vibrations generated in the ear itself. Such vibrations
are often associated with hearing damage or ageing.
Recent studies of the ears have led to a modern
understanding that hearing is physically active. The
sensing hair bundles in our ears are linked to small
stimulators. These tend to try and push the hairs into
oscillatory vibrations. In normal circumstances the
push they apply should be too weak to produce any
discernable vibration. However the level of this
physical stimulus is affected by the movement of the
hairs themselves. As a result the sensor system is an
active one, with local feedback. When working
correctly, each sensor (hair bundle) is just on the edge
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of bursting into spontaneous oscillations. This internal
'push' makes it much easier for faint sounds to move
the hairs as the incoming sound is being assisted by the
push. In electronics, behaviour of this kind is familiar
to engineers as a form of positive feedback. Indeed,
some early radio receivers made use of this technique
to obtain very high amplification gains from just a
single valve, the drawback being a tendency to burst
into unwanted oscillations when things get out of hand.
The sensitivity of the hairs to external sound will
depend upon how much extra ' push' the stimulators in
the ear are applying. Experiments carried out during
the past couple of decades show that the ear quickly
adjusts the amount of push it applies to each hair
bundle, depending upon the sound level. When the
sound level is low, the push is strong and the
sensitivity is high. Hence at low sound intensity levels
we only require atiny sound input to make the sensor
hairs move. When we apply ahigher sound level the
ear reacts by lowering the amount of push provided by
the internal stimulators. So the system has avariable
gain built into its response and this quickly adapts the
sensitivity to the sound level (Figure 2).
When our ears are damaged, or sometimes when we
are unwell, the gain can become too high and will
cause unwanted oscillations (' ringing in the ears'). But
in normal situations it means that the size of the sensor
vibrations does not grow as quickly as we'd expect as
the sound level increases. Hence our ears can cope with
enormous variations in sound power level, yet the
amplitude of the sensor vibrations changes by amuch
smaller amount. Measurements carried out by

We tend to think of our ears as
passive systems, like microphones,
but afew decades ago it was
discovered that our ears can emit
sounds, not just detect them
researchers have recently shown that the amplitude of
the vibrations of the hair bundles tuned to any
particular frequency only rises with the cube-root of the
size of the vibrational force applied by the sound
entering the ear. As aresult an increase of, say, 60dB (a
million-fold change) in the sound power only causes
the size of the movement of the hair bundle to
increase by afactor of 10.
111FI IMPLICATIONS
The
above
results

are
in
remarkable
enough
themselves. But perhaps
even more remarkable is
that the same theories
used to explain the
above aspects of hearing
also indicate that our
hearing is inherently
nonlinear even at low
sound power levels. For
example, current research
work indicates that if a
particular
sensor
will
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Bones that
transmit sound
vibrations into
the ear

Fluid- lined tube
inner membrane covered with sensor hairs

Upper diagram shows car vibrated bs alow frequency note and the
lower diagram shou, ear sibraied by ahigh frequency note

Figure 1: the traditional view of how hearing works ( simplified!).
Upper diagram shows ear vibrated by a low- frequency note,
lower diagram the ear vibrated by a high-frequency note

respond to afrequency fthen it may also respond when
we apply apair of frequencies f
a and fb provided that
they are chosen to have values such that 2f, — fb = f
This may have some interesting implications for the
way we hear music, and why some people may prefer
hi-fi systems which at first sight seem flawed. At this
point Ineed to plant a flag to make plain that what I
have written about hearing up until now is reasonably
well established by scientific experiments and
measurements upon hearing. Much of what follows is
speculation, based upon wondering what implications
the current nonlinear model of hearing might have for
listening to music — particularly via an ' imperfect'
audio system.
Lets start with supertweeters and the ultrasonic
output of audio systems. The conventional view —
based largely upon hearing measurements with
sinewave test tones — is that atypical person with good
hearing will be able to hear up to around 20kHz. The
precise value varies from person to person but 20kHz
tends to be the generally accepted as typical. On this
basis it should be impossible for the presence or
absence of signals well above 20kHz to have any
audible effect. Yet some people say they can hear a
difference when such ' inaudible' components are
added to or removed from asound pattern.
Speculation 1: Might this effect be due to anonlinear
mixing of the ultrasonic components with those well
below 20kHz? Could it be that when ultrasonic
components accompany an audible tone they affect the
perception in some way?
Most
of the
measurements
to
determine the range of frequencies
which human beings can hear
have used sinewave test
signals, where only one
frequency at a time was
present. These would not
reveal any effects which
required
nonlinear
mixing or 'beat' effects.
Some experiments have
been carried out where
two ultrasonic tones, f,
and fb, were played to
see if the listener could
then hear the difference

www.hifinews.co.uk

Feature
hearing be exploited by those audio systems which
create significant levels of low-order distortion to
produce results which some people find actually
enhances their ability to perceive and enjoy music?
A number of people say they prefer the sound of lowfeedback valve amplifiers and/or vinyl LP to lowdistortion
transistor
amplifiers
and
CDs.
A
distinguishing feature of both low-feedback amplifiers
and the LP replay system tends to be arelatively high
amount of low-order harmonic distortion whose level

time

Figure 2: research suggests that the hair bundles' mar
nonlinear response to level uses an automatic gain con
with speed of gain adjustment increasing with sound l:

tends to increase with the sound level. This seems in
some cases to cause people to argue that the result is
more dynamic in some way. Yet such systems, when
examined using traditional engineering measures, have
alower dynamic range than something like aCD player.
Could it be that sometimes the distortions introduced
by old valve amp designs or vinyl LP alter perception
and enhance the ability to hear? For example, when a
note starts or stops suddenly it takes ashort while for

tone fa —fb. For example, playing 30kHz and 30.5kHz
simultaneously and seeing if people could then hear a
tone at 500Hz. In general these experiments failed to
show any positive results. However, this may not
totally exclude ultrasonic audibility for two reasons.
First, the models of human hearing sensors seem to
imply sensitivity to higher-order mixing — for example,
21, — fb. In the above example this would mean having
to hear 2 x 30kHz — 30-5kHz = 29.5kHz, ie, also
ultrasonic. Hence the actual mixing tones which the
sensor nonlinearity may induce might, in many tests,
also have been ultrasonic rather than being at a
normally audible frequency.
Second, the membrane/fluid system along which the
sound waves pass to excite the hair bundles is, in itself,
nonlinear and dispersive. Its properties vary along the
length of the ear and are actively modified by the
behaviour of the hair sensors. High frequency signals
normally only penetrate avery short distance along the
membrane, and hence are generally assumed not even
to be able to reach the sensors that might react to a
lower frequency. But nonlinear dispersive/active
transmission systems can have some very strange
properties. It may therefore be that the presence of a
lower frequency might enhance the ability of the
system to carry some quite specific higher frequencies.
Thus, in principle at least, it may be that normally
ultrasonic components might be able to penetrate the
ear more effectively if they are accompanied by an
audible lower note with which they have a suitable
relationship. This might perhaps mean that normally
ultrasonic tones could have an audible effect — but only
when accompanied by a lower frequency which is
already audible.
Testing the above speculation would be quite
difficult as it requires experiments to see if people's
reactions to audible tones are affected by ultrasonic
components that are related to them in some complex
way. Simple 'Can you hear anything?' tests would not
suffice. We would also have to be very wary of
distortion effects in the test equipment masking or
mimicking any results. If any effect like this does occur
it may be very subtle, and perhaps not everyone would

This may have some interesting
implications for the way we hear
music, and why some people may
prefer hi-fi systems which at first
sight seem flawed
the sensors in our ears to react and adjust their
gain/sensitivity
level.
Given
their
inherent
nonlinearity, this might mean that the presence of some
distortion might alter the initial response to an abrupt
change in sound level, making it more noticeable.
Similarly, the change in distortion levels with sound
intensity might also affect the gain/sensitivity
behaviour of the sensors, altering the perceived relative
loudness. The result might be a perceived increase in
the dynamic changes.
At present it is quite hard to know if the above
speculations have any validity at all. Ishould say that I
am personally quite doubtful that they are correct. My
personal preference tends to be for hi-fi systems which
have minimal distortion and which reproduce sounds
as accurately as possible. Despite this, it is clear that
many people do prefer the results of using systems
which can be expected to alter the sound.
Whatever the science and engineering involved, the
primary purpose of domestic hi-fi equipment is to
allow people to enjoy listening to music and speech. A
fuller understanding of hearing may help us to make
even better-sounding audio equipment, and so enhance
the pleasure. For various effects like those I have
described, the intriguing question remains: Can you
hear this? •
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No major surprises bar one:
the

Las

Vegas

Consumer

Electronics Show, CES 2004,
with just under 130,000 visitors, I3

Ken Kessler heads Stateside for the annual Consumer
Electronics Show: this year the buzz is ' convergence'

now so much bigger than he ailing
computer show, Comdex, that the
latter is being absorbed into the CES

and everywhere you looked, there

by default. That explains why CES

were trick remote controls, multi-

this January was overrun with Wi-Fi,

room switchers and distribution

Bluetooth

hardware,

not us 50-year-old plus farts worried
about our pensions.

A/B demos: it's atrade show, where
manufacturers entice retailers and

If there's adownside to this huge

distributors, not consumers. Yet still

flush- mount speakers.

influx of visitors, to a now-found

the extreme high-end manufacturers

technologies, including a bunch of

One of B&W's big announcements,

celebrity that put the CES on

act like it's apublic show aimed at

surround- sound

for example, was the arrival of the

national TV news programs, it's that

enthusiasts.

w reless rear channel speakers. It

Command

explains why CES was the venue

control system that works through

the growth was everywhere but
specialty audio. The Alexis Park, a

Why am I bitter? Because the
Alexis Park was fiHed with wonderful

where Del and Hewlett-Packard —
the world's two largest PC vendors —

standard

rather crappy motel complex where

equipment, but Ifear the stuff will
never reach the people who'd

and

other

wireless

systems

with

announced that they were backing
Blu-Ray, the new high- density
format that will supplant DVD.

brand,

an

integrated

Ethernet networking to

operate home audio and video
components, multi- room rned

the CES hides the high-end, was like
a morgue. The smart players —

systems,

Meridian,

lighting,

projectors,

Krell,

Theta,

Quad,

screens and more. The purists may

Dynaudio, Denon/Marantz,

Klipsch

Convergence, it seems, is no
longer something pending but

hate all of this automation and

and others not afraid of commercial

computerisation, but Generation Y

something for the here and now.

thinks of mice,

success — showed their wares at the
Convention Center. This, of course,

headphones and

appreciate it. A reality check is
needed, and soon. Me? Istarted by
swearing off cables...
Among the main trends were the
aforementioned

wireless

rear-

channel speakers for mass-market
surround sound systems, a sop to

iPod accessories were everywhere.

keyboards the way audiophiles once

horrifies audiophiles, who expect

DVD burners are the biggest/fastest-

regarded Dust- Bugs. And, let's face

grim hotel rooms where systems can

Bitch Wives From

selling type of component in Japan.

it, they are tomorrow's consumers,

be demo'd'. But CES isn't there for

whole bunch of DVD/DVD-A/SACD
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Hell, while a
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Show report

This page, above, clockwise from top left: the Ars Aures

spherical active subwoofer ( which takes its abbreviation

Sensorial uses two five inch woofers and a' revelator'

from ' Pressure Vessel') the 335mm aluminium enclosure

tweeter, and features an integral stand; this MBL

acts as the heatsink for the high-efficiency 500w Class D

speaker, Model 121, arrived fresh from the factory and is

amplifier, which drives two 200mm mica cone- and -

the smallest yet to use the company's pulsating driver;

aluminium woofers; Lyra's new Dorian mccartridge

the Diamord Star P-845 is LA Audio's new flagship

($800) employs a Namiki Micro Ridge stylus and boron

monoblock power amp w th a300B tube driving an 845

cantilever; Audio Physic's ' part-active' Kronos — side -

for 40W of Class A amplification; in B&W's PV1

firing powered woofers and 91 dB sensitivly

Facing page, clockiwise from top right: Shanling's sleek

looking geek in a Hawaiian shirt, wearing sardals ( oops

STP-80 integrated amplifier ( power is 35W/ch for

— he's Mark Gilmore); here's Unison Researcl's mutna of

$1750); Gilmore is better known for its politically -

an upgrade from the Unico i, the 200W/ch thico 2C0;

incorrect adverts, showing the Model 2 speaker i:seen

Clearaudio launched a new budget turntable, the

here) flanked by agorgeous babe in a bikini, and a silly-

Emotion, with the Satisfy arm, for $ 1000.

universal players reared their heads,
and

the

upping

of

quality

and

lowering of price for plasma screens
continued apace. Size is now up to
72-80in

for

screens. ( God

the

bigger

knows

how

plasma
many

delivery men those will take, when a
42in is atough two- man job.) As for
DVD-A and SACD themselves, well, I
heard more about vinyl — new LPs,
cartridges and turntables — than I
did of SACD arid DVD-A combined.
They're now relegated to ' so what?'
status, whether their supporters like
it or not.
Another admittedly smaller trend
at CES is ' diversification' — brands
operating outsic:e of their traditional
strictures. Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab

www.hifinews.co.uk

Pathos' Cinerna-X is an audiophile's answer to multi- channel: just add any source compo lent with its own
processor to access 5 x 130W into 8 ohms. Includes two balanced inputs, five unbalanced and six video inputs
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Clockwise from above: Air Tighrs Warp Factor 1 ($ 1700) is a
temperature- controlled flattener for removing warps from LPs! Spendor's
S3e is the latest in along run of LS3/5A replacements; Wisdom Audio's
NS- 27: Threshold's five- channel 100W/ch integrated amplifier, the
Dragon V; Among the wilder products on show, this modular package is
based on Flying Mole's DPA-M161 and DPA-M1608 0- Class Digital
Amplifier architecture. Yes, that's right; 30.720 watts

introduced two new products that

heat. Additional features include

show the company won't limit itself

instantaneous pit burning ( burst
burning) for superior pit formation

Igot a kick out of the decorative
surrounds for plasma screens ( more

from the remote controls. Fifteen
new stereo and multi- channel

to reissuing software. The Original
Master Loudspeaker was originally

than one consumer is growing tired
of grey metallic trim), one model

models denote amove of the entire

and extremely low to no error rate,

conceived

MoFi's

and an added, patented, scratch

including speaker drive units bLilt

to the new Delta line-up. New multi-

or

use

in

line, bar the flagship Omega series,

mastering facilities, but they figured

resistant, protective surface.' Mcfi

into the frame itself. Monster also

channel components include new

the potential for commercial sales

has

makes ' Action

was an obvious path to follow. The
OML-1 Monitor ($ 1500) is apretty

recording speed. Whereas normal

respond to the movie, while foldout

processors, the SSP-300 and SSP600, and there were five new power

CD- Rs may have a life of 20 years,

little two-way with bevelled-edge

MoFi gives its discs more than 300

arms hold drinks, store remote
controls and contain the motion

cabinetry, while the OML-2 Tower

years. We'll have to wait and see.

controls. Na:urally, the electronic

rated at 100W/ch and 200W/ch, a
400W fully- balanced mono design,

interface is wireless.

and 3x200W and 5x200W multi-

also

opted

for

real-time

Couches'

that

amps, including two stereo units

($3000) is a 'two-and-a-half-way'

Also diversifying (and celebrating

front-ported floor-stander. Both use
custom-made drivers, crossovers,

its 25th Anniversary), Monster Cable
—which had been making non-wiré

cabinets and hardware, and if those

products for some time, such as

it looks like abranc on the cusp of a
major re-birth. Classés suite was

prices are per pair, they're on to a

mains conditioners — entered the

jammed

hardware and furniture fields. Its

though you're forg .ven for thinking

Universal

three

theatre

you walked into PliniLs' room. The

rugged new transport mechanism,

software-related and so ' now' that I 'component centers, sound systems

couple of winners.
MoFi's

other

new venture

is

ranges

of

home

With B&W now overseeing Classé,

with

new

components,

channel amps.
Denon previewed prototypes of the
new flagship X Series due late this
year. It consists of the DVD-lx
Disc Transport with a

and sofas'

are called Eleganza,

new look consists of heavily curved
ends to the faceplates, a bit Ike

the AVP-lx two- box Digital Audio

had to smile: the company has
released its own gold 'audiophile'

Centra and Cinerama, and will be

those Plinius launched afew years

Digital Video Processor and the

CD- R. Yes, you can now burn your

marketed

of

back. But the stuff locks wonderful,

POA-lx

.WAV files onto the MFSL 24KT

MoDesign.

looked

and Iwas impressed with an AV

amplifier. In addition to Denon Link,

Gold Ultradisc CD- R. The 99.99%

wonderful — very Italian — and

processor that featurec both asmall

the

Dure 24k gold-plated CD- Rs ' ensure

accommodated

audio

LCD monitor and aTFT touch screen

balanced transfer technology, the

excellent reflectivity, are non
corrosive, and have dramatically

hardware, big plasma screens ard
subwoofers, and — but of course! —

to operate the unit instead of abank

new components will
include
FireWire for audio and both HDMI

enhanced resistance to light and

featured neat cable tidying methods.
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under the
The

banner

stuff
high- end

of buttons. Hell, it's so obvious, I'm
surprised it took so long to migrate

Processor and Control Unit, separate

and

7-channel

company's

DVI

Pure
own

digital

Digital
digitally-

video,

for

www.hifinews.co.uk

Show re ort

maintaining signals in the digital

Showcase DVD player. The company

domain from ' end to end'. The cost

was

of the system is anticipated as in

Resolution

the region of £ 25,000.'
Although I wasn't consciously

which use
Acoustic

looking for universal players, having

technology of the costly aluminium

proudly

displaying

Series

the same Lossless
Transducer ( LAT)

just heard of abasic DVD player for

LAT

£29

wooden enclosures.

from

a famous

UK

box

the

loudspeakers,

models,

but

in

handsome

merchant, they sort of sneaked up

But twasn't all digital. for those

on me. Theta in:roduced the badly

who think of that as the eighth layer

named

DVD

of hell. The Alexis Park and the rival

Player, alongside the Casablanca Ill
Music and Cinema Controller, and

THE Show were both overrun with

the ingenious Six Shooter MultiChannel Robot Preamplifier. The

Thorens showed acouple of budget
record decks, the TD2010A and

Compli supports ' more than

TD2030A, as did Clearaudio with its

Compli

Universal

15

turntables, arms and cartridges.

Emotion — complete with arm for

popular audio, video and computer
formats, including DVD-A and

$1000.

SACD.' Casablanca Ill, by the way,

turntable aimed at the state of the

features

DTS/Circle Surround II Combination

art but wouldn't allow us pig-scum>
low-rent-talentless journalists to

Card that regulates multi-channel

photograph it, so screw ' en.

a new

Dolby

Digital/

Basis

showec

a new

A new name (to me, at least) was

audio reproduction. The Six Shooter
is amulti-channel analogue preamp,

Redpoint

Theta's ' unique audiophile solution'

plinthless design and a choice of

for playing DVD-A and SACD
sources, while giving the Casablanca

platters, while Lyra launched a new
cartridge and phono stage, and

Ill

command

over

the

input

switching, volume and balance.

Audio

Design,

with

a

Kondo showed a new 10 cartridge.

Another universal Inoticed was

Additionally, many designs seen in
Europe in 2003, including Audio

the McCormack UDP-1 with 24-

Analogue's Inc so and T+A's G-10,

bit/192kHz Burr- Brown DACs and a
54MHz, 10- bit video DAC — an ideal

had their US debuts.
Air Tight, though, came up with

match for the McCormack MAP- 1

the

multi-channel analogue pre-amp.
Krell, enjoying great acclaim for

indicating the remaining passion we
have for vinyl, with a device for

its SACD player Stateside, added

flattening warped LPs. Its name?

HDMI to output to its acclaimed

Warp Factor 1, of course!

www.hifinews.co.uk

single

most

vivid

way

•

of

Clockwise from top left: more solid wood balls from Sound- e- Motion included
the 280mm diameter M13-5; Solid Acoustics' Sikkim is adodecahedron
using adozen of the company's own 50mm full- range drivers; Kondo Sound
Labs showed tte latest IC mccartridge; Hovland undeiled the HP200 stereo
pre- amplifier, valve corplement two I2AX7s and a12AT7; Classés SSP-600
multi- channel processor features aTPT touchscreen display; Italian driver
manufactyer Itilacklame showed ahuge range of an- the- wall speakers
featuring custom-painte.1 grilles and offerings in Art Deco and teardrop styles
Below: from Italy, Mel Audio's Rechav II CD player, 28cm in diameter and
seen here in Lamborghini Orange, but also available in colours appropriate
to Bugatti, Astcn Martin, BMW, Porsc le and Ferrari

The n
Velodyne S
Mkll subwcie lw

II the impac , less than half the size

time to try...
Stockists of

Naim Audio
Benz Micro
McCormack
Unison Research
Finite Elemente
Accuphase
J M Lab
Dynavector
Rego Research
Cardas
Totem Acoustic
Sugden
Proac
Quadraspire

•1000w Class D Digital amplifier

and others...

Kevlar reinforced resin drive unit • only 270mm ( h) x260mm ( w) x330mm ( d)

Audio Republic, 78 Otley Road,

Come and preview the new Velodyne Mk11 SPL range at the

Headingley, Leeds, L56 4BA

forthcoming Bristol Show, Room 315.

redline

Distributed in the UK by Redline Scotland Ltd, 0131 555 3922
infoetred-line.co.uk

www.red-line.co.uk

mooN

Velodyne

D13,11111111«

ARTISON

SOUND

Tel: 0113 2177294
www.audio-republic.co.uk

Put Music First

Roksan

beyerdynamicn

Pro-ject
Superb record playing
systems from £ 120.00

All products distributed by:
Henley Designs Ltd, www.henleydesigns.co.uk, 01235 511166
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Nothing is perfect ( especially not vinyl)
Iwas positively impressed reading your latest

that his pick-up needle found anew and less

issue [ February 2004] which Ifelt had some

eroded path through the old groove? For after a

unusually candid and welcome articles.

few revolutions LP grooves do get worn: just like

First, compliments to Keith Howard for ' Trial &

V-valleys turn into U-valleys after afew thousand

Error, Part Two', on tonearm geometry and the

years of glaciers passing through, to use a

vagaries of tracking errors in ancient analogue

geological analogy. Most of the rest of us who do

music reproduction devices! Igenerally support

not live in dust-free rooms and are plagued by

his comprehensive review and fully agree with

static electricity, rumble, acoustic feedback etc

his conclusion, 'that there can never be a

in addition to tracking errors (!) find it quite

perfect vertical cartridge alignment, even for

charming and amusing really, that KK will still

one particular disc.' (
Italics mine!) The realities
of record cutting prevent it — which is just one
of many reasons why some of us struggle with

SME's Model 30 may be stunning... but vinyl
can't really be called '
the new hi res medium'

insist on LPs as his favourite music carrier. It is
abit like fighting for tail-ships1 suppose: sail
over engine, or steam rather electric railroads.
Most appropriate therefore, to end with the

the repressive concept, recently mooted, that

on the reproduction system, without ever seeing

vinyl records should be regarded as the ' new hi-

any well-documented laboratory measurements

res music carrier'.

backing this up. Iwas also intrigued to read about

Harris preaches HiFi News as abroad church

KK's experiences with the SME 30/11 turntable,

and again 1agree, it is this challenging mix of

swearing never to review another set of

where ne reported an incredible hike in

different points of view, with the finger on the

audiophile (!?) cables! Ibelieve most sane

performance after an elaborate and careful set-up.

pulse and will to keep things in proportion

listeners often felt acutely uncomfortable

Without in any way detracting from the merits of

which makes agood magazine. Keep up the

reading reams of elaborate voodoo- hifi-

the SME 30/11, could it have something to do with

good work and Enjoy the Year of the Monkey!

nonsense about the astonishing effects of cable

vertical tracking errors (as above) or was it simply

Asbjorn Gyllensten, e-mail

Yes, Ireally like DAB

Second, it was just great to read Ken Kessler

`Welcome', where atolerant and fatherly Steve

Low jitter from DVD player

digital cable from transport to digital output. On

Iwas amazed to discover that using my Toshiba

ahigh-end system with ' reference' DAC, neutral

Ihate to be aspoil-sport but am Ithe only reader

SD-220 DVD player as aCD transport via its

pre- ard power amps and quality speakers and

of HiFi News who likes DAB? Recently I

digital output through aTheta Pro Prime 2A DAC

cables Ihave proved that this Toshiba DVD player

purchased aPure Evoke- 2 DAB portable and I

was quite simply the best musical sound Iever

of around £ 100 can offer CD sound equivalent to

find the sound quality more than acceptable on

heard from my DAC. Dynamic range, channel

atop flight CD transport.... Just stick apiece of

my choice of listening — mainly Classic FM and

separation and enjoyment of the music was

expanded Polystyrene in front of the DVD player

all the various BBC stations including R3. R4,

greater than with aDenon CD player Iwas using

fascia to block out the whirring of the DVD drive.

R7 and the World Service.

as the :ransport before. You have to try this! The

The remote still works through this! The SD- 220

Dgital Output Menu option must be set to ' PCM'

has now been superseded by the SD- 330. But it

into my hi-fi ( using my Sony MiniDisc as D/A

(Pulse Code Modulation) instead of Bitstream.

would be fun to read atest of DVD players used

converter) and comparing the sound with my

Itelephoned Toshiba and asked what jitter
figure my SD- 220 had ( my idea being that being

as CD transports with areference quality DAC.

Hitachi FT5500 Mk2 FM tuner Ifind the

Steen Grachvogel, e-mail

differences to be marginal — oigtal is definitely

• Paul Miller responds: sure enough, if the

you to believe!

low jitter was making the CD sound so good via
the DAC), but the Toshiba customer service agent

Ialso feed the optical output of the Evoke- 2

not thin and screechy as many people would lead

did not know what Iwas talking abot.t. Iasked

Toshiba DVD player enjoys both low jitter and

him to ask his Toshiba colleagues, but no-one

lower levels of circulating interference than the

transmitter from my rooftop on aclear day —

had aclue what 'jitter' was! This was interesting

Denon

the

Winter Hill is 39 miles as the crow flies, out I

because in HiFi News [
Oct ' 03, p541 Paul Miller

player/DAC

some

still get astrong signal on the built-in aerial ( I

stated that the Toshiba SD-9500 DVD-A player

improvement. The SD-220 is not on my database,

also tried the new Roberts RD3 which was very

(priced at around £ 2000) gave the lowest jitter

but its predecessors did offer a low (<200psec)

disappointing — but that's another story) and have

he had measured on any DVD player, at just 40

jitter, which bodes well for your model. In more

not felt the need to install an outcoor one.

picoseconds. Maybe Toshiba has a resh

general terms, readers may also care to experiment

aoproacn to design that results in low jitter. My

between coaxial and optical digital connections. If

DAB ago' — they won't be disappointed if they

own theory is that the Toshiba DVD players are

circulating interference, rather than jitter, is the

concentrate on listering to the programmes

much smaller than most CD players ( at only

issue, then breaking the 'loop' with an optical link

rather than to hearsay.

222mm depth!) allowing ashorter run of internal

can result in abetter sounding combination.

Robert Lee, Flintshire

CD player,

then

combination

• We reserve the right to edit or shorten letters for publication, which should be

you'd
to

expect

realise

As regards ' unreliability', Itoo can see the

In conclusion, Iwouid urge readers to ' give

addressed to 'The Editor' and should contain no other material or enquiries. Cor-

published). Letters seeking advice will be answered, resources permitting, and at our
discretion, but we regret that we're unable to answer questions on buying specific

respondents using e-mail are asked to give their full postal address (which won't be

items of hi-fi. We regret that we cannot answer hi-fi queries over the telephone.

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Tel. 01616 332602
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Lifetime warranty??

Phonography
Ringwood
Tel. 01425 461230
Progressive Audio
Gillingham
Tel. 01634 389004

My name is Morten Nielsen. Ihave been responsible for sales and marketing
here at Densen for a couple of years now. Being in contact with customers
worldwide, Iam constantly asked why we don't have a cheap plastic remot e ,
587397

Zen Audio
Hull
Tel. 01482

obviously Ipopped this question to our Head Honcho Thomas Sillesen, who furiously
replied "a plastic remote ??? You must be out of your f
head Morten!!! We don't
make plastic remotes, we only make what we can take pride in! For me a plastic remote is a total turnoff, no matter what other
people might say... The next thing people would suggest would be that we should give up on our life long warranty just because
we could earn more money! Let me make this clear once and for all; we are not here to become the richest or the biggest
audio manufacturer in the world, but we do intend to be the best." After that statement Ithough it might be the perfect chance
to finally get him to approve that Iused the lifetime warranty as a statement in our ads, so Ipopped the magic question, but he
just replied: "That's nothing to market. If you believe in your product, it is just one of those things you do out of pride of your workmanship, not something to write ads about, but if it can stop your persistent nagging of me, go ahead and make my day... Even
though Idon't understand why it is so important news, after all it has been like that since day one in 1992 here at Densen! And
when that is said, please leave me alone, so Ican develop some new products...!"
Having finally gotten Thomas' permission, Ican now make it official what has been an official secret for years. We stand by our
products, and give a lifetime warranty to the first purchaser of each of our products.You can read more about our warranty and
Densen on our website www.densen.com

Densen • Lundevej 10 • 6705 Esbjerg 0 • Denmark
Phone: (+ 45) 75 18 12 14 • www.densen.com

Competition

N

this Avid Diva turntable
and arm, worth £ 1300!

A chance to jump the queue and own this great turntable now!
AVID's latest and most aflordable turntable, the
Diva, has already gathered many rave reviews fit
was covered for HFN by Jimmy Hughes, Feb ' 031
and right now demand is outstripping supply.
However, we've managed to secure one for you!
We're delighted to be able to offer this superbly
engineered, British-made turntable as this month's
star competition prize. The Avid turntable alone
retails at £ 1100 - complete with arm (cartridge not
included) our prize deck is worth £ 1300.
AVID's accomplished ' high end' turntable
designs - Acutus, Sequel and Volvere - all share a
common design philosophy: mechanical energy
transmission away from the record and isolation
from external disturbance. Seeing the opportunity
to embody the same design philosophy whilst
offering greater flexibility of pick-up arm choice in
amore economical package, the Diva evolved.
Using the same bearing, with its tungstencarbide ball running on asapphire thrust-pad, as
with the other Avid turntables, :he Diva also has asimplified, yet elegant,
record clamping system. Tbe vibration caused by the cartridge during replay

allowing your favourite arm/cartridge combinations to be mounted at the
same time! The external power supply feeds apowerful stand-alone 24- pole

is effectively channelled to the main chassis. The platter, constructed from

AC synchronous motor to give excellent speed stability and dynamic sound.

glass and MDF, ensures an impedance mismatch with the record, and with

Constructed from high-grade aluminium to maintain linear energy

the aid of the clamp, th:s prevents energy entering the platter and avoids
sound colorations. Avid's unique suspension system allows each spring to
be tailored to the correct frequency, giving optimum mechanical isolation

transmission properties with stainless steel components critically placed to
create mechanical diodes, the design is free of adhesives or non-linear
damping materials such as rubber, so more faithfully reproducing the

of the playing surface, resulting in better information retrieval and

original sound without added coloration.

resolution. Suspension ponts can be extended outwards to give better
stability when using 12M arms. Unusually, the Diva allows the option of
fitting more than one arm. Most arms from 9in to 12in can be mounted,

Beautifully finished with minimalist styling, as Avid puts it, atimeless
piece of engineering excellence and design within the reach of everyone'.
Don't miss your chance to win this superb turntable! Enter today.

HOW TO ENTER
u.

Complete this entry tarn ( or aphotocopy) and post it to AVIU Competition, Hi Fi News, PO Box 531,
Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2ZA - to arrive not later than FRIDAY, : 6APRIL 2004.
Answer the following three questions:
(1) What material is used for
the thrust pad in the Diva's
high-quality main bearing?
tungsten
sapphire
II
aluminium bronze
stainless steel
Name

(2) Which carefully chosen
combination of materials is
used for the Diva platter?
aluminium and steel

www.h if inews.co. uk

low-voltage DC

E glass and aluminium

D 24- pole AC synchronous

I Iglass and MDF

ri 12- pole AC synchronous

E medite and mazak
Address

Daytime tel
E-mail

(3) Which type of motor is used
in the Avid Diva's stand-alone
motor housing?

Post code

brush less DC

Competition rules
!he wooer
will be the first correct entry opened when Judging is carried out
This competition is open to UK readers aged 18 and over. acept
employees of IPC Media. Avid or their agents. Overseas readers are
note eligible to enter. Photocopied entry forms are accepted, but
only one entry per reader is accepted, multiple entrants will be
disqualified. There is no cash or other alternative to the pore
offered. While every effort is made to ensure that an information
regarding the prize is correct at time of going to press. IPC Wit
cannot be held responsible for any errors or discrepancies the
winner will be selected shortly after the closing date and will be
contacted by post The Editor's decision will be final and dine;
and no correspondence will be entered inte The Winner's narre wol
be published in the lury 1)4 issue of IM Fi Heirs. The winner should
be prepared to co-operate with publicity arising as aresult of winning the prize Entry to this competition implies acceptance of the
rules All entry forms submitted become the properly of IPC Media
HiFi News magazine, published by IPC Media, will collect personal
information to process your entry. Would you like to receive mails
from Hi Fi News magazine and IPC containing news, special offers.
and product and service information and take part in our magazine
research via e-mail? If you prefer not to then please tick here U.
News magazine and IPC would like to contact you by post or
telephone to promote and ask your opinion on our magazires and
services Tick here if you prefer not to hear from us
IPC may
occasionally pass your details to carefully selected organisations
so they can contact you by telephone or post with regards to
promoting and researching their products and services rick here t
you pr,ler rat to he rutacted J.

ul
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essential hi-fi
bu yer's shortlist

/

Welcome to HFN's listing of the finest components that we've
reviewed, updated every month. The emphasis is on real value for
money — though this doesn't just mean that we've always gone for
the lowest-cost options. On the contrary, we've taken pains to
highlight those more expensive — sometimes very expensive —
components that genuinely justify their sometimes frightening price
tags, by offering atrue advance in sound quality for the audiophile.
Listed are the issue date ( month/year) where you can track down
the original review, and the author's initials. If you want the full story,
there's no substitute for the full-length review, so you might want to
contact our Back Issues service to catch up on the whole story. Call
0870 756 0000 or find the order form on page 98 of this issue.

CD players
Make/model

Price

Tested How we rate it

I

An improvement on the CD23, but now using multiple Wolfson DACs. Strengths are detail, irsight and agood grip on rhythm. While
multi-format machines struggle to be ajack of all trades - this player is master of one.

Arcam CD33T

£1300

Arcam DIVA
CD72

£450

101
ards

Chord DAC 64

£1960

07/02
AH

Creek CD50

£700

07/03
D8

dCS Purcell/
Delius

£50001
6500

12/99
AH

Linn ' ken

£1950

04/01
AH

£12,000

07/99
08/99

Musical Fidelity
308CR

£2000

07/03
DA

sound quality that you'd swear there were valves in the equation somewhere: ' natufar and 'unforced.

Nan CD5

£1200

12/00
AG

and life that CD frequently lacks. Asolid, 30 quality, superb dynamics, and, naturally, amagic sense of timing.

Naim CDS3

£7050

10/03
MC

Perpetual
P-1A/P-3A

$1100/
$800

11/01
DA

Primare D30,2

£1500

(lb

Linn Sondek
CD12

Rotel RCD-02

£380

Unison
Research Unico

£1100

AG
2002
Awards
07/03
Kit

Based on 24-bit Burr- Brown delta sigma DAC and Sony mechanism, with achassis damped bysowd-deadening material. Oodcal and

coaxial digital outputs are provided. This is alively yet truly civilised player, offering awell-balancmd performance at the right price.

I

Chord's now fully-sorted 96k Hz-ca pa ble DAC features abuffer memory and reclocking system that theoretically eliminates jitter. AH

concluded, ' It's not its lushness and smooth ride that make it awin rer, but the way that it treads theioute of musicality and natural timing.'

I

We've come to expect bargains from Mike Creek. This one wipes the floor with most budget playersand some with much higher price tags,
extracting incredible precision from recordings. Compare it with some expensive players and youllask, why Day more?
Purcell is aDID converter that upsamples' to 24/96 or 24/192, for analogue conversion by De ius. An impressive input array, upgradable

firmware, pro-grade electronics. Makes CDs sound wholy believaole at last. Provision for DSD conversion via proprietary use of FireWire link
Midi-size, with all-metal three-motor mechanism, 24/96 Burr- Brown PCM 1732 DAC, switch-mode power supply. Allows focus on individual
instruments easily, with good articulation of fine detail, yet arelaxed treble focus. XLR balanced arelogue and XLR AES/EBU digital outputs.
The CD12 has apparently changed since our review, when CB felt 'asense of disappointmert, reirffirced by going back to his Meridian
508.24. SH, though, found it ' more like analogue' than most, in the positive sense that it seemed to present more information.
DA was mesmerised by the sound from this 24-bit upsampling player. It is all solid-state, but comes so close to matching its Nu-Vista siblang's
It can't play CD-RW discs or give adigital output, and loading is ' manual' — but musically, in aclassof its own at the price, imbuing arichness
Top-of the-range two-box CD replay from Naim. Physically unassuming but sonically arival for anyother payer- high-resolution format or
otherwise- according to Martin Colloms. Sweeter treble, blacker backgrounds and geater all-round ability thar its preaecessor the worthy CDS2.
Diminutive DSP ( P- 1A) and DAC ( P-3A) units that do something special. The combination transforms CD, communicating the illusion of real
musicians. The P- 1A is the killer, used as an interpolating upsam pier, but with capability for room or speaker EQ correction. Maitorderonly in UK
Uses the classic Philips CDM12.4 mechanism, with Primere-tweaked software for lower noise, pluseecoupling and amagnetic clamp. 8-mes
oversampled Burr-Brown 1702 20-bit D/Aconverters.The balance between ability and smoothness nthe D3C.2 is about as gocc as it gets.
Rotel has long been respected for its UK-designed, Far East-built budget players. Although the company now makes DVD players and AV
receivers, it hasn't forsaken CD/two-channel users. If you're on atight budget this one is well worth auditioning.
Using atriode valve output stage this CD player aims to combine the best of both worlds, with asound, as KK noted, that comes'sca

obese to

resembling adecent moving-coil, playing mint vinyl through atube phono stage.'

DVD-Video, D D-Audio & SACD players
Make/model

Price

Arcam
DV88 Plus

r£1000

Cambridge
Audio DVD57

T

£200

Marantz
DV8300

£1500

Onkyo
DV-SP800

£1200

Pioneer
DV-656A

£400

Pioneer
DV- 757A1

£800

Yamaha
DVD-S2300
84

£900

Tested How we rate it
02 L
AG
10/03
PM
11/02
PM

Ergonomically satisfying DVD-V and CD player features panstakingaudio circuit design: separateclocks and power supplies for audio and
video, dual Wolfson 24-bit/192kHz WM8716 DACs. Excellent picturequality and sound on DVD-V, plus CD sound equalling Arca m's Alpha 7SE.
Made an excellent impression against some heavyweight contenders in our DVD-A player Group lest. %gent stying and an extremely COMpetent
performance for not alot of cash. Don't expect the Earth at this price, but this player is thoroughly musical with abit of bite too.
Afine player based on the chassis of the earliest universal player, Pioneer's DV-747A, but with added Marantztouches such as ' HDAM' output
stages and heavier build. An EISA Award winner in 2002; but now there are other players with mare sparkle and clarity.

02/03

Based on atried-and-tested Pioneer chassis, the Onkyo offers DVD-A, SACO and CD playback. stacks of connectivity options, remote control

PM

and an on-screen display. PM said, 'The Onkyo carves OLE apowerful and atmospheric performance... the best of thefirst-generation models.'

10/02

It took amanufacturer with no vested interests to produce the first universal player, the DV- 747A. Pioneer then followed up with the lower-cost
DV-656A, which delivers every format to astandard that many single-format playerscosting twice as mirh can't achieve.

PM
12/02
PM
04/03
PM

This model plays DVD-A, SACD, standard DVD-V and CD. ltalso has an i
Link digital interface ( IEEE 1394 or'FireWire'), adigital output for highres
data, allowing secure connection toa suitable amplifier (currently only Pioneer's VSA-AX10i receiver). Now updated with PAL Progressive capability.
Using Panasonic and Sony technology, this DVD-A/SACD/CD playa.' is among the best of the new bied. Multichannel DVD-A was fine, though
two-channel PCM could sound plummy and dynamically restrained, but multichannel SAC Dsound was outstanding.
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Quad QC 24/II-forty

o
o

£4000
The Quad QC 24/11-forty is actually aretro recreation of the
classic Quad 22/11 valve amplifiers. It's larger than the
originals were, and it also comes without the original's
filters and tilt/tone controls. The setup is only available as
apair, and now uses KT-88 valves (able to output twice the
power of the KT-66 used previously) allowing it to be rated
conservatively at 40 watts per channel. The pre-amplifier
lacks the noise floor of the original, and also has a new
smoothness and precision.

CD

Cf)
CD
ii

Turntables & cartridges
Make/model

Price

Bluenote Bellavista
Signature

£1900

Clearaudio
Champion

from
£1020

Linn LP12

from
£1075

Michell Gyro
SE SP800

£870

Pro-Ject Debut

£120

Ortofon Kontrapunkt Aand B

£5001
£750

SME Model 10

£4255

How we rate it

Ili

and polyvinyl combined in avery clean, fast and musical deck. Borromeo un i
pivot arm (£ 1000) com pletes high-performance combination.

osai
Ail

10/97
AK
05/99

uesigu I, JUSpel IUCU

plauel welg...,.

a . UV, VI.,
- ,.., Julo uuervc,..nlc,to ' sun. pm In 1. na._,,,

IJIGI,

VI

cr., »,... vi, . cl,

Arich, colourful sound and excellent 3D image stability, the mid alittle recessed; but afine rhythmic 'groove' and pace. With black acrylic base
and translucent platter (no dust cover), the outboard AC motor has asteppec pulley; manual speed change to 45.
Classic three-point suspended chassis design, based on AR and Ariston mouels but with tighter engineering. Simple AC motor drive leaves
room for improvement with better power supplies; now only available with Lingo power supply, and with either Akito or Ekos tonearms.
Updates 1980s GyroDec, itself descended from classic Transoriptors and Hydraulic Referencm, hence the merry-go-round appearance. A
neutral deck, great sound at areasonable price. Optional upgrades include QC PSU (f..440) and aclamp- the latest version uses aDC motor.

01100

Simple but effective: price includes tonearm and Ortofon n-m cartridge. No nasty top or flaccid bass, just clean, rather crisp and lively sound,'

TB
(Anil
TB
12/99
KB
AB

£2550

lb:1114:111

AB

11/03

Roksan
Radius 5
Transfiguration
Tern per V

Tested

12/02
AH

commented TB. If you need aphono stage, go for Debut Pnono or Debt'', Phono SB (with fine veed control, £ 160).
Two great-value moving-coil cartridges, combining detail, wet-defined musical colour and rhythmic bass, no brittle edges to the music and low
surface noise. Kontrapunkt Bwith nude Fritz Gyger 80 stylus on solid ruby cantilewer, offers more space and detail. Seriously recommended.
Price quoted includes asimplified versiol of the classic Series Vtonearrn. 'So eerily quiet and uncoloured' said KK, 'are of the best
ambassadors yet for the greatness of analogue replay via virM. . The Model 10 let's you hear the music and nothing ese'.
Price quoted includes athe Nima tonearn. This Roksan deck offers a ' listen-all-day character that plays music gL ilelessly'. Expect'rea I
dynamic contrast and timbra cohouring. with naturally-sounding frequency response without treble lift or heavy bass'. An absolute bargain!
It's difficult to define atonal character for this cartridge; more accurate to describe it as musical and transparent: ' Inordinately articulate, able to
enunciate the trickiest of vocal lines.., or to show cff ethereal sound effects' with the greatest ease. Challenges some cartridges at twice its price.

Tuners
Make/model

Price

Tested

£650

1/02
AH

Creek 143

£400

/01
IH

Magnum
Dynalab MD102

£2200

AG

£600

/01
iH

£330

/!03
AH

£2300

//00
AH

Arcam DT81

Marantz ST- 17
PURE Digital
DRX-702ES
TAG McLaren
T32R

How we rate it

1

With better controls than previous models, the D181 is arguably superior to the more expensive FMJ DT26 Comprehensive user fea -ures include

engineering mode for interested enthusiasts. Its clear, distinct way ceopenhg up abroadcast makes this aFelaively imperial but acc..Jrate receiver.
Asimple fuss-free tuner wth excellent FM sound quality, with atotal of 64 presets for FM, MW and LW. Signal strength and multi-path
distortion are displayed. I
Hfound it had'a full-bodied sound that's nicely articulated and stable... excellent

1
I
I

Toronto-based specialist Magnun Dyralab still makes all-analogue FM-only tuners. This one has optional rerrcce contrd for fine-tuning and
switching between five presets. AG thought it 'musically superiorto any other tuner that .'ve hearc... In every respect it's ncthing less man stunning'.
Three wavebands and RIDS; for Iti the sound was 'detailed and solid, projecting acoherent soundstage with exce lert depth of image' if alittle
bright. It lacks independent remote control but 'sounds superb, makes:he best of weak signals and exudes aquiet confidence'.

Winner of our three-way group test, this model brings you DAB, yet has ausable FM tuner in the same package. LISB connectivity for
upgrading via aPC; dark, attractive, contoured presentation and the controls are simplicity themselves — atop-drawer product.

TAG's high-quality £ 1600 AM/FM analogue turer with optional £700 DAB module offers luxurious finish ana dear display. The T32R has more

warmth and body through the midband han Arcam's DRTIO, anda less digital-sounding treble. AH called it'T he best way to hear DAB right now.'

Michell Gyro SE

£870

The Michell Gyro SE is an update to the
acclaimed Gyro turntable of the 1980s,
which itself was an evolution from classic
Transcriptor and Hydraulic Reference
machines. This SE version has less
Perspex, alower price and ( most critically)
abetter sound. The Unique merry-go-round
hif inews.co.uk

appearance can distract the eye but the ear
isn't fooled - this is aneutral deck capable
of great sound at a reasonable price. The
Gyro SE can even be upgraded by the
addition of aQC power supply (£440) and
aclamp. The latest version also uses aDC
motor for an even clearer sound.
Hi-FiNews APRIL 2004
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essential hi-fi buyer's shortlist
Amplifiers
Make/model
Price
Arcam FM.JA32

Tested

£1100

Arcam A85

£ 00

Audio Research

£
4000

VS1 10

How we rate •

0,3/02
AG

This top-of-the-range integrated offers 100W/ch, thanks to an uprated power supply. AG found it sounding confidently in charge, making the

00/01

Remote-control 85W/ch amplifier, using bi-polar output devices (not MOSFETs). Its clean and detailed sound nimbly comm unicates music.
Microprocessor-controlled source switching, tone controls and input trim facility iao equalise source levels). Finest integrated amplifier at the price.

AH

03/03
DB

most of speakers it was used with, reproducing the life and vitality of aperformance. It also offers tone controls.

With eight 6550 output tubes (four per channel in push-pull pairs) this higher- power version of the VS50 gives the sound of classic valves in
spades. DB reported 'warmth, texture, muscularity ard deep bass aplenty... brawn, brain and heart in one glowing package'.

Audio Research r1n nnn
Ref Two '''","""

03/00

Despite broadband noise from this valve-fuelled lab-handled design, sound quality was top notch as well. 'It comes close to being astate-ofthe-art piece of audio engineering,' said MC.

AS Passion
Ultimate

£1300

08./01
Ix

Remote-control version of classic passive attenuator. Control of volume and source is via optical linkage, asingle Vishay resistor lead.ng to

BAT VK-50SE/
VK-60

£6125

07700
AG

Full remote control pre-amp and 60W/ch stereo push-pull valve power amplifier, combine the dynamics and load tolerance of solid-state with
the finesse, inner complexity and poise of tubes. Sweet-sounding, without the audible severity of some solid-state counterparts.

B ryston 3B-SST

£1125

Chord CPA 3200/
SPM 1200C

£4040

mc

1WM

DA

01/99
AH

light-contrclled shunt resistor. The Ultimate is still top of the class, rivalling active pre-amps that cost four times as much.

David Allcock was already an owner of apair of 14B-SST power amps, this mode's big brothers, when he reviewed this one so it was interesting to
see if he rated 150W/ch (8ohms) model so highly— he did! Fantastic sonic balance and stereo imaging, along with lashings of controlled power.

Audio meets aerospace engineering. The fully-balanced SPM1200C uses aswiched-mode power supply, yet sounds dynamic and
transparent. 'Has the disconcerting ability to create real sound pressure levels w;th ease,' said AH, with transparency to music's inner workings.'
Originally using two pairs of Svetlana EL34 output valves, uprated to 'SE' status with 6550 tubes, this 55W stereo power amp shows avein of

Conrad-Johnson
MV6OSE

£3000

01/03

Conrad-Johnson
Premier 17L

Eno ,

12/01

mc

Aspects of C-J's megabucks ART have trickled down to this line-level pre-amp:inside are four 6992 triodes plus ahuge bank of tremendously
expensive capacitors. Although C-J's'MV' prefix designates lower cost, the MV60 power amp is aworthy parser.

Creek
P43R/A52SE

nu/
£600

00/00

Creek's remote-control pre gives easy-to- listen-to sound, encouraging involvement with the music, with fast and deep bass. Add m-m or m-c

"

£100

Creek 5350

£350

Croft Vitale

mc

1
B

02/00

ESLab DX-S4

£2500

11/01
m

EAR 864

£1500

01/00
KX

Krell KAV-300iL

£3900

Linn Kolektor

£500
£2590

Musical
Fidelity A3.2

£1000

Nagra
VPA

£9350

10/01
KA

35/00
DA
)4/99
KK

£625/
£750

03/02
AH

Naim NA IT 5

£800

£3250

Primare A30.1

£1500

Quad OC
24/II-forty

£4000

Rotel
RA-01/RA-02

um
£350

TAG McLaren
DPA32R
Unison
Research Unico
86

JG

02/0i
AH
08/0°

MC

02/00
AG

Pathos TT RR

£1500
£775

offers improved dynamic contrasts, slam, overall control and coherence, as well as virtually noise-free operation.

Aphonoinclusive pre-amplifier to satisfy audiophiles and studio professionals, with its XLR balanced input and output. Balanced operation

have ever heard from the
A300W/ch integrated. Hooking up 1ohm Apogee Scintilla speakers, KK found it 'produced the very best sound I
Scintillas... I
would take the KAV-300iL over any solid-state amp I
can name south of the Theta Dreadnaught'.

Power amp uses an unusual 'distributed-node' power supply ;the unity-gain pre-amp offers passive or buffered output, the latter preferred.
Despite adryish balance and atouch of 'grey', this combination is bold and transparent, combining real solidity with fine detail.

AG

Naim NAC
112/NAP 150

£9950

Not so much an amplifier as a200W digital speaker drbier, based on Tri path's Class Tcircuit. IH praised the tangibility it can bring to music,
and 'surrounding ambience beautifully articulated and stable, regedless of volume or transient requirements'.

Imo

1/03
'

Pass Labs
X350

commanding. With some low-level noise and fuzziness, it's still quieter than even amint Quad valve pre-amp.

Awell-equipped partner for LK85 or LK140 power amps. Includes m-mphono, one of 10 inputs which can be tailored to suit the user, remote

£11 ,
150

£1
0,000

Classic hard-wired pre-amp, true to the minimalist ideal: 'vintage' in its warmth and preclusion of edginess and grain, yet big, palpable and

34/99
AH

Naim NAC 552

Naim NAP 500

stages (£50 to £80) for vinyl replay. With bi-wirable speakers, asecond A52SE power amp gives even better results.

o
vo i Creek's 75W/ch integrated sounds good enough to worry more expensive combinations. All the right elements in place, in tune, in time.
Ni
Imaging held instruments rock-steady in awide believable space. Remote control of source and volume: phono stage an optional extra.
lili

McCormack
pre-/power

the excellence of C-J's Premier range. Anicely tuned upbeat delivery, equally rewarding on ajazz or classical programme.

08/99
KK
06/99
,, c

KK
,
4/03
TB

Imo
Mc

o
Mr
KK

control, headphone socket and tone controls. There is alittle 'grain' and constriction, but overall it sounds fine.

DA felt that the 3.2 pre-amp offered sound quality well beyond its price tag, and the 130W/ch-rated power amp is claimed to drive any
domestic speaker. Concluded DA, 'At this price point I
can think of nothing I'd rather build asystem around.'
Built arounc apair of 845 output tubes, this push-pull monoblock power-amp is rated at 50W into 4, 8or 16 ohm loads, with zero negative
feedback. KK praised its commanding and authoritative presentation and abass control of which Ongaku owners can only dream.
This is Ntaim's current flagship pre-amplifier and according to Jonathan Gorse, ' it gets closer, by adramatic margin, to that " live" experience than
any other amplifier'. Don't expect it to make music sound 'comfortable', instead yo.i get ' bombastic majesty and delicate beauty'. Awesome!

This 150W combination delivers the 'Naim sound' with an obvious freedom from artifice, 'with little of that unnatural glare and haze that afflicts
products that try to give too much in terms of detail and clarity' (AH). Difficult to tump for unflustered sound and musical satisfaction.
Rated at only 30W (we measured 36W), but adynamic performer. With avery convincing decay to treble notes and harmonics, an easy-going
amp that didn't fatigue after continued listening. Stereo detail not as explicit as some, rhythm and timing its real strengths.

An impressive outboard power supply and Semelab output devices so powerful that protection circuitry isn't required. The circuit is bridged to
give 140W/8 ohm (doubling into 4), with prodigious current. Sound quality is thrilling, and driving Naim NBLs there's real synergy.
Rated at 350W/ch, the X350 eschews feedback, giving it alower than normal damping factor, and is biased strongly towards Class Aso runs
very warm. The level of detail, authority and naturalness places it among the finest at any price.

MOSFET output stage fed by asingle-ended, zero NFB tube driver s:age: downside is relative inefficiency and high heat dissipation. Loads
below about 5ohm '
make it cry', said KK, who still cailed this 'one of the finest amplifiers I've heard, regardless of price'.
Primare's A30.1 bi-polar amplifier, rated at 100W/channel but seems more powerful,

looks like amillion dollars, and is remote-controllable. The

volume control is afine 100-step-ladder type, with extremely low distortion and accurate channel balance throughout its range.

Retro recreation of the classic Quad 22/11 valve pre-/power combination, using KT88s to give twice the power (40W/ch) of the KT-66 original.
Pre-amp lacks the 22's filters, but is also free of noise, and has anew smoothness and precision.
Quality needn't break the bank. Rotel's remote-control RA-02 and otherwise- identical RA-01 share the same 40W/ch (8ohm) outp..e. six line
inputs, and asound that TB called ' smooth and fatigue free'. Don't expect the earth at this price but you will be pleasantly surprised.

This pre-amp can operate both asa digital encoder and as D/A for digital sources, and connects to other TAG components via asystem bus.
TAG's DAB radio module can be added. Solid performance at afair price, and above-average sound.
Hybrid integrated, valves in the pre- stage and 80W/ch MOSFET output stages, plus remote volume control. Its midband, said KK, is 'alush
and warm region' replicated only by all-tube amps unlikely to match its generous power delivery. There's a £50 phono option.
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essential hi-fi buyer's shortlist
Loudspeakers
Make/model

van gar e
Uno

Price

Tested

£7350

re5s14

How we rate it
Avantgarde's smallest loudspeaker at 41cn high, has horn-loaded midrange and tweeter, and aself-powered subwoofer, with aclaimed system
sensitivity of 100dB/W. Sri said it gdve immediacy, impact, emotional communication, withoutthe coloration that spoils other norn loudspeakers.

0l/01
1H

With its 5litre volume, this miniature ( 265 x140 x205mm) update of the Neutron iries aScanSpeak fabric dome tweeter and 127mm Vita

Blueroom
Minipod

07/00
AH

Though small. the Kevlar-coned oass/mid unit in this moulded speaker produces acertain bass weight, even erring on the warm side. Overall

B&W DM303

LIOJ
AG

In AG's group test of £200 models, the 303 sounded powerful, authoritative and had amore 'grown-up' quality than therest. Treble can get

B&W
Nautilus 802

)9/01
AHI

One of B&W's finest ever loudspeakers, it carries the authority and finesse of the big Nautilus 801, but will work in room spaces where the 801

AVI Neutron Ill

Castle Acoustic
Stirling 3
Dynaudio
Contour T25

£500

£6000
£7301

7/02
te

pulp cone micebass, crossover 28kHz. Easy to drive, if insensitive, it builds on its predecessors' stable imagery, tonal accuracy and detail.
resolution is not especially high, and treble occasionally stood out. but there was arefreshing lack of woody coloration.
harder when pushed. Overall, it has atight, fast and slightly overdamped sound the makes it keep con:rol at higher volumes.
simply won't. First class stereo imaging, oass, midrange clarity and smooth, transparent extended treb e, not to mention killer looks.
TB described the Stirling 3's predecessor, Severn 2, as 'detailed but gentlema nly': the Stirling 3builds on these strengths ard gives greater
vividness and more precise imaging. Afine speaker and worthy winner ea 2002 Editors' Choice Award. (Special finishes available at extra apsti
The Contour T2.5 put KK in mind of the larger classic British speakers of the 1970s, but with far greater power handling and speed. Has the

£2460

38/00
Kit

[lac CL82 Mk II

£340

12/00
AC

Energy
Encore 2

£750

08/01
AC

Epos M12

£500

20C'!
Aads

crossover. With an open, lively and exciting sound, this is avery fine speaker for the money.

Harbeth
Compact 7ES

£1300

06/99
MC

the boundaries between main shell and screwed-on panels damped. Balanced, articulate, transparent sounds; easy to recommend.

Jamo D830

£1500

05/02
AG

Allab
Cobalt 816

£860

05/01
AG

Linn Katan

£635

11101
AH

Versatile descendant of Kar and Tukan features non-parallel sides to reduce standing waves and clever lock-down crossover board which,

£8970

08,00
MC

Abig hybrid electrostatic, and arguably ML's most successful, musically. MC found it had 'stature, presence and tonal accuracy... exceptional

08/03

This is another ML hycirid, cape ole of running in pure electrostatic mode, but also featuring arear- mounted 25mm tweeter - for better cff-axis

MartinLogan
Prodigy
MartinLogan
Clarity

£2500

capacity to sound huge, but with holographic imaging, 'deliriously wide' soundstaging, and above average depth.
Elac's aluminium composite bass unit ( in awood cabinet rather than ametal one, a-id with dome rather than ribbon tweeter) can deliver high
volume levels with negligible compression or distortion. Basslines are particularly well projected; overall sound is very well integrated.
Satellites use aluminium dome tweeters and synthetic cone bass/mids, the sub a150W amp and 200mm reflex- loaded driver. Well able to
reproduce subtle solo instrumental play ng or full-scale orchestra at realistic volumes. All in all, simply agreat find.
An enthusiast's hi-fi music speaker, but also adaptable for home theatre use, the M12 uses the well-tried Epos bass/mid driver and asimple

'Compact' only by barn-door standards, the thin-wall enclosure is viscoelastically damped to BBC standards using composite counterlayers, with

Something of abenchmark. SEAS Excel drivers in awell-braced cabinet provide crisp, detailed and thoroughly musical sounds, with lirtle
strain even when pushed. Bass is competent and ebended, although higher up the sound can be atouch forward.
Inverted-dome Focal tweeter pbs two 160mm drivers (one bass, one bass/mid), in afront-ported cabinet. It had asomewhat bright treble but
the sound starts and stops when it shouid. Everything hung together, and it excelled on all kinds of music.
when reversed, switches to bi-wire-/bi-amp-ready mode. Sound proved very stable, with unusual (for Linn) 'airy' audiophile quality to hoot.

spatial qualities and f.r.e sense of air'. If subtlety/refinement matter more than impact, this MartinLogan may be the one for you.
sound dispersion - and a200mm alumbium bass driver. Needs careful amp matcning but afantastic budspeaker!
Heavyweight miniature two-way: the two-layer enclosure has steel lining and aC,oriar machinable-polymer baffle. Demands alot of power,

£2200

04 00
AG

£550

11 702
NG

Mission fs2-AV

£800

11/00
AG

fs2-AV consists of acorner subwoofer and five identical satellites on detachable, rotatable stands. Sound is smooth, easyand mellifluous.

Quad ESL- 989

£41
7 .10
-0

01/00
Kit

components and more rigid construction. Speaker needs room to breathe, but still does the 'disappearing act' so beloved of the originals.

Ruark Etude

£500

08/02
AG

Compact bookshelf speaker, an easy 8ohm load and reasonably sensitive (86dB), and aclean and neutral sound: amildly laid-back

£950

I
0/00
AG

Asymmetric 905mm-high enclosure ( supplied in mirror-image pairs) using two 140mm paper pulp bass/mids and a28mm silk dome that

09/02

Another beautiful ' boat-tailed' floorstander from the Italian masters. The sound has soul: it's vibrant and bold,' as we slid in our 2002 Awarcs

Mirage MRM-1
Mission m53

Ruark
Prologue R
Sonus Faber
Cremona

£5000

but free of the usual box coloration artefacts. Its precision and detail are difficult tornatch, but It really needs asubwoceer.
2A real find in our Nov'02 Group Test, this Mission m53 floorstander sounds just lice its little brother but with much more extension to :he
low-frequencies. Asuperbly balanced all-rounder that'll work just as well with pumping rock or subtle jazz.
The most credible audio application so far for NXT flat panel technology. An AV system ( it's also available as atwo-channel sub-sat systerr), the

Larger, wider- bandwidth take on the ESL-63 electrostatic (which itself replaced theclassic ' 57') with an additional bass panel. Audiophie

presentation, but one that mary preferfor long-term comfort, not entirely un-LS3/5A-like, with similar lean bass and open mid band.

takes over a: 1.8kHz. Slightly drooping frequency response, but its consistency of voicing and musical expressiveness are out of the ordinary.
issue. You shouldn't expect the ultimate refinement of the even more expensive Amati, but this speaker is extraordinarily good.

£6500

04/01
1+1C

With a12in (305mm) Dual Concentric ( horn- loaded dome tweeter built into the centre of the main bass/mid unit), the TD12 also has

£840

07/99
AH

Thin enough to slip irto the smallest listening room, the Arro has an outstanding ability to cast astereo image across, behind and around the

£120

09/01 h
12/01

Wharfedale
EVO 10

£320

05/0:
AH

Wilson
Benesch ACT 2

£9000

110/q
AG

Wilson Benesch
Discovery

£5500

08/0
AH

Tannoy
Dimension TD12

Totem Arro
Wharfedale
Diamond 8.1

Wilson WATT'!
£22,500
Puppy System 7

www. hif i
news.co. uk

12/0.
MC

Tannoy's Supertweeter mounted on top. MC was won over by the speaker's dynamics and expression, and high sound levels.

speakers. Integration between the twasmall drivers is excellent, the sea mlessnee helping draw the listener into the fluid midband.
An opinion divider. Kr found 'asoundstage so wide and so deep that one listener thought he was hearing the massive Apogee Scintillas'.
AG and his panel thought its 'strengths subsumed by an uneven balance'. Probaoly best suited to lowish volumes in smaller rooms.
Exceptional finish, real wood veneer over anon-square box, and the icing on the cake is the excellent sound — weighty bass, open mid ba rid
and smooth treble from aKevlar cone bass/mid and soft-dome tweeter. One of the best at the price.

[
I

High-tech carbon- loaded WB Tactic drivers replace the Scan drivers used by the otherwise similar ACT One. Listening results suggested a

rather bright balance with superb articulation and class-leading resolution. Magic in the right system, analytical and controlled to afault.

A 150mm Tactic bass/mid and 28mm soft-dome tweeter face forward: underneath are two bass drivers in an isobaric clamshell arrangement.
Choir voices were awonder to behold, and the Discovery stayed clean and unflustered on testing techno and dance.
Even compared with the excellent System 6, the re-engineered System 7was thought substantially more transparert, with faster and more
dynamic bass. The '6was afairly tough load, and the ' 7is alittle more demanding still, so avery good amplifier is anecessity.
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WHAT HI.F1?
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The importance of a clean mains supply.
Our products love cleaning dirty mains providing
you with the purist electrical supply your system
will ever need For your nearest stockist call Acttv
Distribution on 01635 291357

I
soTe k

o

www.isoteksystems.com

hne
!Pi New B & W 805
Nautilus supports
In a range of leather
& granite finishes

a unique concept.
Confidence C2

DVNAUDIO
AUT.Ele•IC

f.DELITY -

vvvvvv.dynaudio.com

The Confidence is more than a consequent improvement
of the legendary Dynaudio driver technology.
The C2 is more than the innovative new Esotar 2 tweeter.
The Confidence series is in itself revolutionary: A unique
Dynaudio concept embodying a refined, functional
design. Uncompromised construction was formed from
clear-cut aesthetics to deliver state-of-the-art sonic
performance, offering visual beauty and audible perfection.
The Confidence C2 by Dynaudio.

tel/fax 01777 708673

Information: Dynaudio UK, 020 73781810

E-mail: info@hne.co.uk
www.hne.co.uk
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Accessories Club
EXCLUSIVE TO HI-FI NEWS
HFN 001 FLUXDUMPER ' Magic Brick' for valve amps

£30 D

HFN 002 TEST LP The Producer's Cut'

£25 D

HFN 004 BLACKHEAD: Moving- coil transformer

£80

HFN 005 SPIKE SET 8 xM6 spikes for wood/steel

£12 III

HFN 012 STACK STORAGE Black MDF 465mm-wide

Now, Densen has

Densen's DeMagic has been
available for some years — aCD

gone one better. Or
perhaps even five

LP Store: 120- LP, 2- divider, 360(h) x340(d)

£85 E

that, when played through the

CD Store: 160- CD, 4- shelf, 720(h) x 165(d)

£99 (1)

hi-fi, elicits an unearthly tone

better, by making its

CD Base: 160- CD, 4- shelf, 720(h) x 165(d)

£99 1:1

designed to expunge the grunge

algorithm of signals

from your system.

available on DVD,

£75 O

HFN 017 WALLNUT II Wall- mounting 2- shelf table
HFN 022 SORBOTHANE Damping sheet 150x150x3rnm

£13 O

HFN 023 LP INNER SLEEVES per 50

£10 O

allowing any AV

DVDMagic, as

HFN 026 LP DIVIDERS Set of 25, tabbed

£12 O

similar manner to the

enthusiast the

the warbling

HFN 027 CD DIVIDERS Set of 25, tabbed

£12 El

HFN 028 SOFf SHOES Isolation feet, pack of 12

£18 E

demagnetisers required by tape

opportunity to relocate

tone with its

HFN 030 4MM BANANA PLUGS Set of 4

£10

and cassette recorder

all the magnets lying

dentist-drill

enthusiasts, by removing

between DVD player

residual flux in the components

and the five and one-tenth

may have as much influence on
your hearing as the electronics.

£8 El

HFN 031 IEC PLUG

BEN DUNCAN'S PURE SERIES

It professes to work in a

harmonics

in the signal path. Or, as

speakers that make up a

2kVA 230/230V

£800 E

Densen puts it, ' small magnets

surround-sound system.

IkVA 230/230V

£450 E

in the signal path are, with

IkVA Adjustable output

£530 E

time, orientated in one

CD, the single flux- busting track

lkVA Int'l 120/230V, 230/120V

£500 E

500VA 230/230V

£345 H

direction. This produces a

plays for three minutes,

Dr Who- like time-tunnel theme,

500VA Intl 120/230V, 230/120V

£395 H

detrimental effect on the signal.

reducing in intensity towards

which will have you mesmerised

RADEX EARTH CABLE Standard, per nietre

£4.50 E

The DeMagic signal actually

the end. All 5.1 channels are

while the Channel 4

RADIX EARTH CABLE HID, per metre

£6.50 Li

relocates the magnets, and

given the workout, but to check

Countdown-esque like clock

thereby breaks the magnetic

if it's you or the system getting

completes its cycle. Myth or

field and its negative effect on

the treatment just remember to

magic, many enthusiasts swear

the sound.'

leave the room while it does its

by it. Why no: give it atry?

PURE POWER MAINS CONDITIONERS

RABEO RF EXTERMINATOR EARTH SPIKE 1.2 metre

£45 1
H

PURE HENRY RF INDUCTOR per pair

£60 E

EARTH HENRY RF earth choke

£50 E

EARTH HENRY RF earth choke, kit

£35 L

SUPER SPUR MAINS CONSUMER UNIT 2-way

£99 !

SUPER SPUR MAINS CONSUMER UNIT 6-way

And as abonus, the video
imagery that accompanies the

Like the original DeMagic

sequence has aswirling

£199

SUPER SPUR LIGHTNING PROTECTOR

£145

METAL CLAD 32A mains distribution, 10- way

£95

METAL CLAD 32A mains distribution, 6- way

£85

METAL CLAD 32A mains distribution, 4- way

£70

SUPRA LO RAD Mains chord, per metre

MISCELLANEOUS ACCESSORIES

CD CARE & PROTECTION

£99

PURE HARDWIRE Mains distribution unit, 12- way

MICHELL 4mm banana plugs

CO ' JEWEL' CASES

per 4

£ 12 O

Standard 5" complete

pack of 10

£6.50

MICHELL Tenderfeet Large, per 3

£14 O

Maxi- single slimline

pack of 10

£6.50

MICHELL Tenderfeet Small, per 3

£10

£15 H

Slim double

pack of 5

£6.50 Li

FERRITE NOISE ABSORBERS

£24

Standard double

pack of 3

£6.50

Small, 6mm

per pair £ 12

PURE CYCLE TURNTABLE PSU Kit

£330

5" PVC protective sleeves pack of 30

£6.50

Large ( 12mm)

per pair £ 14

PURE CYCLE TURNTABLE PSU Assembled

£399

DENSEN DMAGIC CD demagnetiser

£10 —

KONTAK Contact cleaner

£15

£30 Li

DE DOIT Contact cleaner

£14

'AUDIO QUALITY MAINS SUPPLY' Booklet

PHONES 01 HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER Kit

£218 E

STEROPHILE Test CD1/2/3 Set of 3

PHONES 01 HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER Assembled

£299 Li

CHESKY ULTIMATE Test CD

£15 -

PRO- GOLD Gold contact cleaner

XLO/REFERENCE Test and burn- in CD

£24

RELAXA 3+ Isolation platform

£5 H

PURE TERMINATOR RF line cap
'BLACK BOX' REPRINTS VOLUME 1

£15 E

VINYL CARE & PROTECTION
MOTH RECORD- CLEANING MACHINE Mkt

£ 400 ,

MOTH RECORD- CLEANING MACHINE MkI Kit

£ 225

MOTH RECORD- CLEANING MACHINE Mk11

£450

MOTH RECORD- CLEANING MACHINE Mk11 Kit

£255 CI

MOTH RECORD- CLEANING MACHINE

Mk11 Pro

MOTH RECORD- CLEANING FLUID 1 litre

£ 500 CI
£ 17.50 0

MOTH RECORD-CLEANING FLUID 5 litres

£35 D

OUTER SLEEVES Heavy duty PVC, per 50

£20 O

LP STORAGE BAGS 12" sealed, per 50

£5

DECCA Mk III Record- cleaning brush

£ 13

ZEROSTAT Antistatic pistol

£37.50 E

SHURE SFG-2 Stylus pressure gauge
O

BIB CD CARE KIT Lens cleaner and CD restorer

£12.50

£14

AYRE System Enhancement CD

BIB DVD CARE KIT Lens cleaner kit

£15

ROTHWELL Attenuator

SID Sound improvement disc

£18

CICABLE LS35/A crossover

D

£500
£16
per pair £39
£790

RINGMAT Statmat MkIICDi

£18.45

AUDIO ONE XLFt/phono adaptor ( specify in or out), per pair £45

RINGMAT Statmat CDi, blue

£37.50

QUAD: THE CLOSEST APPROACH Ken Kessler's definitive book £ 50

Visit www. hifi accessories club.com — email orders welcome

accessories club order form
Name
Address

£22

CARTRIDGE MAN Digital stylus balance, 0.002g £ 220 O
CARTRIDGE MAN Digital level

Post code

£220 O

RINGMAT 200/250 Ringmat
35

£

RINGMAT 330Mk11 XLR Ringmat

£ 50 O

RINGMAT Anniversary 330 Ringmat

£ 70 12

Cheque/postal order enclosed for £

RINGMAT Support system full spacer set, blue

£ 145 O

'HFN Accessories Club' or please charge my Access/Visa/Diners/Amex ( delete)*

£ 50

Card Number

NAD PP- 2 Phono stage, ni-m/m-c
O
DISCWASHER Vinyl care system

£30 II

LAST Power clean LP cleaner

£ 27.50 E

LAST LP preservative

£27.50 O

LAST Record cleaner

£ 15 01

LAST Stylast stylus treatment

£22.50 U

LAST Stylus cleaner

£ 15 --

INCOGNITO ARM REWIRE LOOM (Regal 1.2m kit
115

£

INCOGNITO ARM REWIRE LOOM ( Regal 1.2m installed £ 129 '
INCOGNITO ARM REWIRE LOOM ( Universal) 1.2m installed £ 165
AESTHETtX ABCD-1 cartridge demagnitiser £200
KAB Speedstrobe, includes LED light source
MICHELL Unicover

www.hifinews.co.uk

£ 75 O

£44 LI

Tel ephone
( pounds sterling) made payable to:

II
Expires ( date)

_ Signature

TO DIIiDER Please send completed order form (or aphotocopy) to:
HFN Accessories Club & co Service
PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 0TH, UK
OR Fax your order form to: 01234 742028
OR Telephone: 01234 741152
OR E-mail: sales@hifiaccessoriesclub.com
OR Visit the secure order facility at www.hifiaccessoriesclub.com

UK SALES All prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices
include postage and packing for all items, whatever their size,
anywhere in the United Kingdom.
EXPORT SALES Export sales are always very welcome.
Where applicable they will be free of VAT ( Sales Tax). but will
be subject to additional shipping at cost. Please contact
us for quotation. Delivery subject to availability. E&OE.
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DVD-A & SACD
for £250 --
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Pioneer's DV ' ,
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I
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UP TO 25% off
the normal
subscription rate

FocaI-JMIap. Miss
Monitor Audio,
Mirage, Opera, Revel, Ruark, Tannoy
:

Tannoy's

r
iew speakers
worth £2000
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Offer Rate

Full Price

Saving

UK 6 Month DD

£16.65

£22.20

25%
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£35.52

£44.40

20%

70.27

93.70

25%

North America*

$94.57
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25%
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£59.12

£78.83

25%
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months, saving 25% off full price of £22.20
YOUR DETA I
_S
Mr/Mrs/Ms/Miss:

Forename:

Aone-year subscription, saving up to 20%
(See price panel above)

I)

DIRECT

Debit

OVERSEAS SUBSCRIBERS SEND YOUR ORDER TO:
HiFi News Subscriptions, PO Box 272, Haywards Heath, West Sussex, RH16 3FS, UK (
Please attach correct postage)

For office use only. Originator's reference - 764 221

A/C no
Name of Bank:

CODE: 25P

PAYMENT DETAILS:

Address:

I
enclose acheque/international money order made
payable to IPC Media Ltd
for the amount of Chen

Surname:

Postcode:

(see price panel above)
IUK ONLY)

Address:

Please debit my: CI Visa CI MasterCard UAmex ( I
Switch

Account name:

Card No

Sort code:
Zip/Postcode:
If you would like o receive emails from Hi Fi N.ws and 'PC containing news.

Expiry date:

Card issue No

Signature:
Il am veer 181

Date:

special offers and product and service informagon and take part in our
magazine research via email, please include your email below.

fnc.countiy / area code)

Hi Fi News and IPC would like to contact you by post or telephone to promote and

Home tel:

ask your opinion on our magazines and services
hear from IPC '

Date of Birth.

rn

Account no.

Please pay IPC Media Ltd. Direct Debits from the account detailed
on this instruction subject to the safeguards assured by the Direct
Debit Guarantee. I
understand that this instruction may remain with
IPC Media Ltd. and if so, details will be passed electronically to my
Bank or Building Society.

Please tick here if you prefer not to

IPC may occasionally pass your details to carefully selected organisations so that
they can contact you by telephone or post with regards to promoting and researching
their products and services. Please tick here if you prefer not to be contacted f]

Closing date: 9th April 2004

Signature:
(I am over 18)

Date:

Sevenoaks

SOUND & VISION
BEDFORD

Sevenoaks Sound & Vision stocks a wide
range

of

Hi -Fi

separates,

DVD

players,

amplifiers, speakers, plasma screens, LCD
televisions and projection systems from all

BIRMINGHAM

Produs

BRIGHTON
BRISTOL

the leading manufacturers.

BROMLEY
CAMBRIDGE

From starter systems to custom designed multi- room and
home cinema installations, our friendly staff are available

CARDIFF

1
COIN

in all stores to advise, demonstrate and guide you through

CHELSEA

iDeVitCt

the home entertainment jungie. If you're interested in

CHELTENHAM

home entertainment and want to avoid the confusion,
contact your local Sevenoaks Sound & Vision store and
experience more.
0% interest free option* is avaiiable on most products.
'Written details on request. Licensed credit brokers.
MInImurn balance f400 Subject to status.

CRAWLEY

ARCAM'S entry-level
DiVA DV78 DVD Player

CROYDON
EDINBURGH
EPSOM

Amain s latest DVD player in the DIVA range is the
DV78 The result of over four years' development, it
uses the design team's insight arid understanding lo

The cost saving is substantial, but Arcam are proud to
say that they have video performance which is truly
world class They have also used their expertise to
ensure that the audio quality reflects he audioph4e
heritage, which is at the heart of every Ai cam product
The quality of components is identical to those used
in the more expensive models, . he DIVA DV88 Plus

Home Cinema or Hi Fi System into your home? Our

HULL
IPSWICH
KINGSTON
LEICESTER
LEEDS
LINCOLN
LIVERPOOL

DVD player and DIVA DV89 DVD-Audio player . What

MAIDSTONE

has changed is the simplified construction and

MANCHESTER

assembly techniques,

CUSTOM INSTALLATION

GLASGOW
GUILDFORD
HOLBORN

engineer their most affordable player ever.

Are you looking to neatly and seamlessly integrate a

EXETER

which

have

substantia ly

reduced both build and test times The player comes
equipped with anew remote cortrol as well as anew
navigation button

NEWCASTLE
NORWICH
NOTTINGHAM
OXFORD

Custom Installation experts are fully trained in all areas

Cal your local SevenoaKs store fzir a demonstration

PETERBOROUGH

and provide a prompt, reliable and professional service.

and confirm that the DV78 provides reference class

PLYMOUTH

Whether you're looking for lighting control systems, a

perVmance on both music and movies.

POOLE

dedicated home cinema installation with a retractable

PRESTON

screen and built-in speakers or an integrated
control system, Sevenoaks Sound &

READING

-

Vision has the solution.

SEVENOAKS
SHEFFIELD
Jin
Alltit101011

04

*****

SOLIHULL
SOUTHAMPTON
SOUTHGATE
STAINES NEW
SWANSEA
SWINDON

ROKSAN upgrades its entire CASPIAN range

SWISS COTTAGE
TUNBRIDGE WELLS
WATFORD

components was originalty introduced in 1998 and,

improve sound quality. And it seems these updates have
been successful with What Hi- Fir? Sound and Vision

having remained almost unchanged since,

magazine concluding " Roksan's calculations were spot-

WITHAM ( ESSEX)

on... The Caspian M Series- 1 is well worth the extra
money.' JANUARY 2000

WOLVERHAMPTON

Roksan's CASPIAN range of Hi Fi and Home Cinema
it was

clearly time for an update.
The design aims for the new ' M' series were to imprave
reliability, enhance the aestletics and, most importantly,

CASPIAN M RANGE AVAILABLE AT SELECTED SEVENOAKS STORES

WEYBRIDGE

PLEASE SEE PAGE 7
FOR ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE

www.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk

NUMBER DETAILS

Seven oaks

SOUND & VISION

ists opm .
1
aihr mil
oHim imil

PRO-JECT 1XPRESSION
TURNTABLE
£209.95
(
BLACK)

'Compared with aMO CD player this deck

Best Buy

sounds remarkable: dig out your vinyl and
give the Xpression aupin.'

2003

‘"%tette e

FREE GOLDRING EXSTATIC CLEANER'

TURNTABLE / RB300 TONEARM

ARCAM CD73T CD PLAYER f: CALL

4

i‘

Frr-R
Best Buy
2003

The Gyroc SE sounds great. corribininç tte tst sonic characterigics of
rivals... Quite sirrply, the Michell Gyrode:D SE is terrifrc. Nothing compares at this
price point - its well deserving &rattier Best Buy."

FANTASTIC OFFERS ON ARCAM DIVA AMPS & CDS

TOWARDS THE CARTRIDGE OF YOUR CHOICE

.
SYSTEM

1

SAVE £ 149
WITEI
RCD-02 CD PLAYER
RA- 02 AMPLIFIER

elf

q&W

PRO-JECT DEBUT II TURNTABLE*

DM601 S3 SPEAKERS
Rotel (.:(_; trorlics and B&W speakers are natural

partners toi each other, giving excellant sound quality
are' stunning looks. So what better than this
combination of class- leading detail with an even and
robust sound.
But at Sevenoaks we always aim to otter you more and
this means What HiFi? Sound and Vision's Awardwinning Przject Debut II turntable is thrown in FREE.
1-11-F1 SYSTEM 1 - NOT IN CON.I.INCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER OR PROM0110N

o

experience more

e

âtfiá'goià1

cce
HI-FI SYSTEM 2
MUSICAL FIDELITY
A3 CD PLAYER & AMPLIFIER

MARANTZ

MONITOR AUDIO

CD5400 CD PLAYER

£119.95

SILVER S8 SPEAKERS

SAVE £30

One cf our most popular systems at an
amazing sale price. Full-scale dynamics
with a lightness of touch makes this
combination stand out.

SYSTEM PRICE

MARANTZ
PM 7200 AMPLIFIER

£249.95

SAVE £ 80

This is one of the most powerful amps in its class, at 95w per
ciannel, and it sounds it with anything from dance to abig orchestral
work, offering adelicious combination of poise and impac. Stick with

£2399.95
m.1..muaxbcABLES6sTAWS

H,FI SYSTEM 2
NOT IN CONJUNCTION

SAVE £ 79

wail ANY OTHER OFFER OR PROMOTION

fast, dynamic speakers such as B&W Dlv1601 Ss orKEF's equally

MISSION

capable Ois and the results will amaze."

780 SE SPEAKERS

£349.95
'The revamped Mission 780s are hugely
enjoyable: anyone with up to £400 to spend
shou,c1 consider these standmounters Mission's
clever move has paid off"

FREE

PURE DIGITAL
DRX-702ES ANALOGLE/DAB TUNER

£299.95

INCLUDES
SPEAKER CABLE WORTH ESO

MISSION

SAVE £30

782 SE SPEAKERS

£899.95

PRICING POLICY
We always try to ensure our prices are
highly competitive.
In the event you can find the same products
and excellent service at alower prioe, pease
bring it to our store managers' attention

0"

"Well, with :he exception of

engineers have excelled in

the alderwood-veneer

this area: these elegant

finish, these floorstanders

floorstanders sound

look identical to the

beautifully balanced and

standard model, although
there's anew tweeter and

few rivals under £ 1000 can
match their wonderful

crossover design One of

levels of clarity.

the advantages of :he

The ' special edition' tag is

Spread the cost of buying.

three-way configuration is

0% inance option is available

that each driver deais with

overused but these
talented floorstanders are

FINANCE OPTION*
on the vast majority of products
we stock.
'Written detaifc on

.
eauest.

Licerted credit

Drokes. Minimum balance MO. Subjest terstatus.

only anarrow section of
the frequency range, and
the designers optimise
each Lnit to perform its
respective task Mission's

Please Note: Some products may not be available at all stares.
Please call before travelling. *Cable Offer - From range available in-store.
Not in conjunction with any other offer.
Advertisement valid until at least 10 03/04, E&OE.

bona fide sonic stars"

** ***

INCLUDES

FREE

SPEAKER CABLE WORTH £ 120*

Seven oaks

SOUND & VISION

SAVE £ 169

coo«
goo
oo
croo

HI-FI SYSTEM 3
ROKSAN
KANDY KD1/11I CD PLAYER
KANDY KA1/11I AMPLIFIER

feetsAul
01 > IN

e „, „, . , , .

•

"n'ALMEZ '

Product
of thee&

e->«, 2003

SYSTEM PRICE

ee

QUAD
11 LSPEAKERS
If you're after detail and excitement in your music
then this system's for you. Here we've combined
the Quad 11L speakers - Product of the Year
2002/2003 - with Roksan's double Award-winning
Kandy KA1/111 amplifier and its ideal partner, the
Kandy KD1/III CD player.
Awarded five stars in arecent What HiFi? Sound
and Vision group test, the Kandy KD1/III CD

£1399.95

player was described as " offering agreat array of
talents - team it with its amp stablemate and you
have something close to the ideal visual and
sonic combination."

• uo.

MONITOR AUDIO

woomm"

SILVER S8 SPEAKERS

£699.95

But don't just take our word for it; come in for alisten.
HI-FI SThutM 3 - NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER
OFFER OR PROMOTION

SAVE £. 100

HI-FI SYSTEM 4

SAVE £399

CYRUS CD8 CD PLAYER & 8AMPLIFIER
MONITOR AUDIO SILVER S6 SPEAKERS
Another very popular combination that's more
than the sum of its already talented parts - and
that's before you \,eexamined the upgrade
options. The CD8 is amagnificent player (Best
Buy - What HiFi? Sound and Vision Awards
2003) and like most Cyrus products its
performance can be maximised with the addition
of aCyrus PSX-R power supply
The beautifully crafted Silver S6 speakers from
British speaker specialists Monitor Audio
complete the package.
HI-FI SYSTEM 4 NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER
OFFER OR PROMOTION

BeBii
2003

SYSTEM PRICE
Please Note: Some products ma/ not be available at all stores.
Please call before travelling. *Cable Offer - From range available in-store.
Not in con/unction with any other offer.
Advertisement valid unlit al least 10 03 04. E&OE

£1999.95
FRICE EXCLUCES CABLES & STOAJOS

Peeee
SAVE £ 169

LINN, CLASSIK v
MUSIC SYSTEM

(
EX SPEAKERS)

£749.95

SAVE £ 100

CD73T CD PLAYER & A65 PLUS AMPLIFIER

Mr-‘11Te" "

The Classik sounds simply marvellbus. Boasting fire mpact and drKe.
it retains its grin even as it thumps out rock and dance tracks. Ask it to

BRONZE B2 SPEAKERS
email=

Awar i1
s

MO Best Buy
2003

Vo w,

play quiet acoustc music and its smooth. liquid presentation impresses
still further. The Classik offers the performance you'd expect from high
quality separates in one lovely package - ti-is is avery superior rycoduct."

YAMAHA CDR-HD13C0
CD-RW/HD RECORDE

£469.95

SAVE £

SYSTEM PRICE

£799.95

Arcam and Monitor Audio both have an
enviable reputation for producing great
sounding kit without breaking the bank This
system shows why with awell balanced sound
that's both musically involving and enjoyable

At the front of the package is Arcam's upgradeable CD73T CD player - aWhat Hi Fi'? Sound
and Vision ' Prod_ct of the Year 2003' We've coupled this with Arcam's complementary A65
Plus integrated amplifier and Monitor Audio's beautifully balanced ' Best Buy' Bronze B2
speakers

According to What Hi- FP Sound and Vision (Awards 2003), these compact
speakers " Sound superb

PIONEER PDR-609
CD-RW RECORDER

£159.95
DENON DM31
UD-M31 CD RECEIVER

£179.95
The D-M30

as

SAVE £50

exemplary, as ks three \Ahat Hi Fi? Sound and Vision

Awards ctearily show. The D-M31 is even better, making it phenorrenal
value for money.'

OPTIONAL RECORDERS DMD-M3I MINIDISC RECORDER • ORR WI CASSETTE DECK
NB - PRICE D(CIJUDES SPEAKERS

Speakers dort get much better than the B2s"

H -FI SYSTEM 5 - NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER OR PROMOTION

Sevenoaks

SOUND & VISION

Cyrus
1XPower
Denon 177355
Linn Kolector Pre
Linn 1685 Povver
Marantz h,14400
Marantz ) M7200
Musical Fidelity 132

( Each) £ CALL
£179.95
£ CALL
£ CALL
£149.95
£249.95
£ CALL

Musical Fidelity 13.2 Pre
£ CALL
Musical Fidelity 13.2 Power
£ CALL
Musical Fidelity 1308
£ CALL
Musical Fidelity Tri Vista 300
Quad
ver
Roksan indy BAl MKIII
Roksan 3‘;pian M
Rotel
1
Rotel
Rotel ' . 162

PRODUCT RANGE

SPEAKERS

An outstanding selection of products
are on display and available for
demonstration at all Sevenoaks
Sound & Vision stores. However
some products may not be available
at all stores.
Please call to check availability
before travelling.

TU PINTABLES
Goldring GR1
£ CALL
Michell • rim SE/RB3f9E50 TOWARDS CARTRIDGE £1049.95
Michell .. ,,
3Dec
£ CALL
Project Debit Phono Cr;
£ CALL
Project WWII (Black)
CALL
Project Debut II (Colours) ... . ... £ CALL
Project • )(pression FREE USTATIC CLEANER' £209.95
Project RPM4
£ CALL

TUNERS
Arcam DIVA 161
.
Cyrus FM X
Denon 102601 MKII
Maranta 74000
Pure . t• IDAB
Pure Au 701ES DAB
Pure 1111X-702ES Analcgue/DAB

.

£ CALL
£ CALL
£99.95
CALL
£89.95
£199.95
£299.95

30 PLAYERS
Arcam DWA CD731
Arcam DiVA GD821
Arcam DiVA CD93T
Arcam FMJ CC33T
Cyrus C'D6
Cyrus ,T,D8
Denon ,r31405
Linn .•
•
Linn •
Maranta
0400
Marano
17,11 M
Meridian • 7
Musical Fidelity 13.2
Musical Fidelity 11OP
Musical Fidelity ri Vista SACO
Quad • ->
Roksan
601 MKII
Roksan Caspian M
Rotel 02CD02
Rotel 11201072

£ CALL
£ CALL
CALL
£ CALL
£ CALL
£ CALL
£119.95
£ CALL
£ COIL
£119.95
£ CALL
£ CALL
£ CALL
fCALL
£ CA11
£ CALL
£ CALI.
£ CALL
CIll.
Cat

ORDERS
Pioneer P1313609 CD-RIM
Sony PCDW3 CD-RW
Yamaha CDR-I
101300 MOW

f159.95
£ 169.95
£469.95

AMPLIFIERS
Aram DIVA A65 Plus
Arcam
A80
Arcam LIiid16A85
Arcam DeA90
Arcam FM. A32
Cyrus 6
Cyrus 8
Cyrus Pie XPre

o

£ CALL
CALL
£ CALL
£ CALL
£CALL
CALL
ECALL

f
£
L
.£ CALL
£ CALL
£ CALL

Acoustic Energy Aegis Evo One
£ 129.95
Acoustic Energy Aegis Evo Three
£249.95
Acoustic Energy AEI MKIII (From) .. £ CALL
BMW DM303
£ CALL
BMW DM601 S3
£ CALL
B&W DM602 S3
ECALL
II&W 704
£ CALL
B&W 705
£ CALL
KEF ii
£179.95
KEF .
34
fCALL
REF X01
CALL
Linn Titan
£ CALL
Linn'. • •,
£ CALL
Mission
£ CALI.
Mission
f60 FREE CAKE.
£349.95
Mission 782SE f120 FREE CAPE*
£899.95
Monitor Audio Rronze 82
£ CALL
Monitor Audio :er SI
£CALL
Monitor Audio . er S6
£ CALI
Monitor Audio . er SO
£699.95
Monitor Audio , 3id Reference 10
£ CALL
Monitor Audio Gold Reference 20
Quad IIL
Quad I2L
Quad 22E
Ruark .• hrque II
Wharfedale Pacific Evolution 30

£ CALL
£ CALL
CALL
£ CALL
£ CALL
£ CALL

HI-FI SYSTEMS
Denon 201 Ex Speakers
Denon DF101 Ex Speakers
Denon DM31 Ex Speakers
Linn hissik Music Ex Speakers
Onkyo ' 3Ex Speakers

£ 499.95
£299.95
£ 179.95
£749.95
£ 199.95

Teac Legacy 600 Ex Speakers
Teac Reference SOO Ex Speakers
Teac Reference oTO Ex Speakers

£ 199.95
£449.95
£569.95

DVD SYSTEMS
Denon

1,171 Ex Speakers

£ CALL

Denon
I
000 Ex Speakers
KEF - 11100 Inc Speakers
Jamo DVR50/A305PDD
Jamo DVR50/A355PDD
Linn lassik Movie Ex Speakers
Linn : lassik Movie Di Ex Speakers
Onkyo DR-S2.2 aSpeakers

£ CALL
£ CALL
£ CALL
£ CALL
£1299.95
£ CALL
£ CALL

Teac egacy 700/LS-L800 Speakers

£ 849.95

DVD PLAYERS
MAKE &MODEL
REGION 2 MULTI REGION
Arcam DiVA DV78
£ CALL
£ CALL
Arcam DiVA DV88 Plus
£ CALL
£ CALL
Arcam DiVA DV89
£ CALL
£ CALL
Cyrus DVD8
£ CALL
£ CALL
Denon DVD-1400 Universal £ CALL
£ CALL
Denon DVD-2200 Universal
£ CALL
fCALL
Denon DVD-2900 Universal
£ CALL
£ CALL
Denon re- Al
CALL
£ CALL
Oenon
£ CALL
£ CALL
Harman Kardon / D21
ECALL
£ CALL
Harman Kardon /D25
£ CALL
£ CALL
Maranta
£189.95 £189.95
Pioneer
£79.95 £99.95
Pioneer : L4
£99.95 £ 119.95
Pioneer .• 65A Universal
£179.95
CALL
Pioneer . r,riAv Universal £ CALL
£ CALL
Pioneer
1,8Avi Universal £ CALL
Tag McLaren DVD32FLR £ CALL

£ CALL
£ CALL

Teac

£ CALL

£ CALL

Toshiba , n330E
Yamaha ID S540

£79.95
£ CALL

fCALL
£ CALL

DVD RECORDERS
r•roer sMOOEL
REGION 2 MULTI REGION
Panasonic DMR-E50 DVD-R .
£269.95 £299.95
Panasonic DMR-E60 DVD-R ..
ECALL
£ CALL
Panasonic DMR-E100 DVD-R . £ CALL
£ CALL
Panasonic DMR-HS2 DVD-R .£ CALL
£ CALL
Philips ''.' 1R70 DVD+RW
f239.95 £239.95
Philips .: 4180DVD+RW
£349.95 £349.95
Pioneer .1131005 DVD-8111W £ CALL
£ CALL
Pioneer ./05100HS DVD-FVRW £ CALL
£ CALL
Sony • ' X3 Recorder
Sony
iX7 Recorder
Toshiba
XS30 DVD Recorder

£ CALL
£ CALL
£ CALL
£ CAI I
£549.95 £ TEA

A/I/ AMPLIFIERS
RECEIVERS & PROCESSORS
Arcam . - 200 NV Receiver

£599.95

Arcam
A/V Pre/Processor/Power £ CALL
Cyrus ADO AN Processor
C CALL
Denon AVC-AISR AN Amplifier
£2249A1.L
.95
Denon AVC-A11SR NV Amplifier

£ 1299.95

Denon AVR1604 AN Receiver
£ 239.95
Denon AVR1804 AN Receiver
£ 319.95
Denon 00112003 NV Receiver
£ 489.95
Denon AVR3P03 AN Receiver
£679.95
Harman Kardon 10112550 AN Receiver
eCALL
Harman Kardon JR5550 AN Receiver
£ CALL
Harman Kardon fR8500 AN Receiver
£1499.95
Marano _
NV Receiver
£289.95
Marant SR5400 AN Receiver
£349.95
Onkyo TX-SR50IE AN Receiver
£ CALL
Onkyo TX-SR601E AN Receiver
LCALL
Onkyo TX-NR900E AN Receiver
£ CALL
Pioneer . ;x-C301 AN Receiver
£ 199A1.
.951.
Pioneer . X-11501 AN Receiver
£329.95
Pioneer VSX-0812 AN Receiver
£319.95
Pioneer VSX-AX3i AN Receiver
£ 649.95
Pioneer VSX-AX5i Ml Receiver
£ 949.95
Pioneer VSA-AX10i AN Amplifier
£2199.95
Rotel RSX1065 AN Receiver
£ CALL
Rotel RSP1066/RMB1075 AN PrePowet
£ CALL
Rotel PSP ,098 AN Processor
£CALL
TAG McLaren AV3OR AN Processor
£ CALL
TAG McLaren
Yamaha
30-AX640SE
AV192R NV
AN Amplifier
Processor (From)

£
£299.95
CAALLII..

Yamaha T119 AN Amplifier
Yamaha • V44ORDS NV Receiver

£ CALL
£219A1.951-

Yamaha • 164ORDS AN Receiver
(349.95
Yamaha • / 140ORDS AN Receiver .. £ CALL

MI SPEAKER PACKAGES
Acoustic Energy 1
,H
369.95

£

Acoustic Energy
Castle curni.,,,h cci
B&W VMOAS1
B&W FPM Series
Energy Take 5.1
Energy Encore

£ 699.95
£999.95
£CALL
£
E
£CALL

Jame D7 TI0(
- Ullra 2 (from)
£ CALL
KEF • hiT1005
£CALL
KEF - 412005.2
£ CALL
KEF Kr-115005
£CALE
KEF ' 17 AV f300 FREE CABLE• £2199A1.95E
MME K5 £
250 FREE CABLE*
1699.95
MME K3
MME Xenon 25
M&K •' r.135/V850
Mission :0

£
eCALL
£ CALL
£ CALL
£369.95

Monitor Audio i7ve 04
Monitor Audio •
Ruade Dud 120

£CALL
£CALL
£CALL

SUB WOOFERS
BMW '
BMW
MJ Acoustics
MJ Acoustics

£ CALL
£ CALL
i50 (Black)
100 (Black)

A1-

MJ Acoustics pet 100 (Blk) £
110 FREE CAM. £3Le4CALL
.91-5
1.
MJ Acoustics Rel 1 (Black)
£CALL
REL 0150E MKII (Britlex Black) £100 Fan CULP £499A1.
.951"
BEL 0201E (Brillen Black)
EE
R
EL
LQ
üija
4OZE ((
Bar
r itt
ateeX
x B
B
ia
lacck
k) )
REL Strata Ill
REL Storm Ill

e
,, A
.1 1
;1
;
£5
(4
C
9O
.91. 5
1£ 699.95

)LASMA
Fujitsu 042HHA10 42"
Fujitsu ' 2I-11-1A30 42"
Fujitsu OXHA10 50"
Hitachi ',.' PD3000P 32"

£ 3199.95
£ 3699.95
£ 5699.95
£ 2299.95

Hitachi 1.3 103000E 42"
Panasonic TH37PA20B 37"
Panasonic TH42PA20B 42 1
Panasonic TH42FW6B 42"
Philips • PE9965 37"
Philips ' 1'09965 42"
Pioneer
P434HDE 43"
Pioneer
P503FIDE 50"
Pioneer P504HDE 50"
Toshiba .12WP36P 42"

£2999.95
£ CALL
£3299.95
£2999.95
£ CALL
£3699.95
£ CALL
£4989.95
£ CALL
£ CALL

LCD TV
LB RZ17LZ10 17"
Panasonic 1X15112 15"
Panasonic 1X15LV1 15"

£549.95
£779.95
£CALL

Panasonic D(22113 22"
Philips " 0E9945 17"
Philips ' PE9945 23"

£1499A
.9L5
L
£ CALL

Philips
P09975 30"
Relisys " 1720 17"
Sharp Aquas LC- 1384E 13"
Sharp AquoS LC- 1351E 13"

£19£9
C
9
A
.91.5
1.
£3£CCALL
CALL
5
£CALL
£ CALL
£899A
.9
L
5
L

Sharp Agues LC- 1584E 15"
Sharp Aquos LC- 1551E 15"
Sharp Aquos LC-20B4E 20"
Sharp Aquos LC-20S1E 20"
Sharp Agues LC-22SV2E 22"
Sharp Aquas LC-30A01 30"
Sharp Aquos LC-30HV4E 30"
Sharp Aquos LC-37A01 37"
Sharp Aquos LC-371-IV4E 37"
Toshiba r
,
WL36P 26"
Toshiba
i
'CLUJ

.
W1_36P

32"
CALL

ECTORS

NEC l
fT1000 DLP
Sanyo PLVZ1 LCD
Sanyo PIV-72 LCD
Screenplay SP4800 DLP
Screenplay SP5700 DLP
Sharp VI-291E DLP
Sharp X'V-Z200 DIP
Sim 2Domino 20 DLP
Sim 2 -11380 Kira DIP
ThemeScene 1130 Cinema DLP
ThemeScene 1156 Cinema DIP
Yamaha
Yamaha

£9C ALL
£10
9
£ CALL
£239C
9.951.
C
9 CALL
£ 3699.95
L
5
£CALL

£3499.95
(999.95
£ CALL

£17££ 9
CALL
C
9A1.
.951"

£
£7
34
9C9ALL
99
..9
95
5
£ CALL
CALL

LCD
X-1000 DLP

£CALL
£CALL

CALL
CONTACT YOUR LOCAL STORE OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR
OUR UP-TO-DATE PRICES

f PRICING POLICY
SEVENOAKS SOUND & VISION OPERATES APRICING POLICY
SEE OPPOSITE PAGE FOR DETAILS
Please Note: Some products may not be available at all stores.
Please call before travelling.
'Cable Offer - From range available in-store. Not in conjunction with any other offer.
Advertisement valid until at least 10 03 04. E&OE

SEVENOAKS STORES NATIONWIDE
e BROMLEY
• 020

39A EAST STREET

8290 1988

CHELSEA

403 KINGS ROAD

020 7352 9466

E CROYDON 369-373 LONDON ROAD
r.)

- 020

8665 1203 OPEN SUNDAY

EPSOM

12 UPPER HIGH STREET

SOUTHGATE 79-81

STAINES 4THAMES STREET NEW
•01784 460777 OPEN SUNDAY

SWISS COTTAGE 211%0FITHWAYS 113E
WATFORD 478 ST ALBANS ROAD
• 01923

HOLBORN

WEYBFIIDGE

144-148 GRAYS INN ROAD

KINGSTON 43

FINCHLEY RD

•020 7722 9777 OPEN SUNDAY

•01372 720720 OPEN SUNDAY
•020 7837 7540

CHASE SIDE

•020 8886 2777 OPEN SUNDAY

213533 OPEN SUNDAY
43 CHURCH STREET, THE QUADRANT

•01932 828525 NEW

FIFE ROAD

•020 8547 0717 OPEN SUNDAY

• BEDFORD

a

29-31 ST PETERS STREET

01234 272779

• BRIGHTON

E:
CD

57 WESTERN ROAD. HOVE

01273 733338

BIRMINGHAM

ARCH 12, LIVERY STREET

0121 233 2977

BRISTOL

928 WHITELADIES ROAD. CLIFTON

0117 974 3727

CAMBRIDGE

17 BURLEIGH STREET

01223 304770

CARDIFF

104-106 ALBANY ROAD

029 2047 2899

CHELTENHAM

14 PI -MILLE STREET

01242 241171

CRAWLEY

32 THE BOULEVARD

01293 510777

EDINBURGH 5THE GRASSMARKET
0131 229 7267

EXETER

28 CO WICK STREET

01392 218895

GLASGOW

88 GREAT WESTERN ROAD

0141 332 9655

GUILDFORD

738 NORTH STREET

01483 536666

HULL

1SAVILE ROW, SAVILE STREET

01482 587171

IPSWICH

12-14 DOGS HEAD STREET

01473 286977

LEEDS

62 NORTH STREET

0113 245 2775 OPEN SUNDAY

LEICESTER 10 LOSEBY LANE
0116 253 6567

LINCOLN

20-22 CORPORATION STREET

01522 527397 (
OFF HIGH SIRES)

LIVERPOOL

16 LORD STREET

0151 707 8417

MAIDSTONE

96 WEEK STREET

01622 686366

MANCAESTER

69 HIGH

F.1,
CITY CENTRE

NEWCASTLE

19 NEW3ATE STREET

01603 767605
597-599 MANSFIELD ROAD

0115 911 2121

OXFORD

41 ST CLEMENTE STREET

01865 241773

PETERBOROUGH

33-38 PARK ROAD

01733 897697 OPEN SUNDAY

PLYMOUTH

10 7 CORNWALL STREET

01752 226011

POOLE

LATIMER HOU, 44-46 HIGH STREET

systems to DVD players. widescreen
plasma televisions and projection systems,

DEMONSTRATION

Friendly staff are available .neJ stares to
advise, demonstrate and guide you through

Our comfortable demonstration rooms are

the home entertainment jungle

FACILITIES
among the finest in the country, many
complyng with full THX specifications.

NEW STORES
sbres in Staines and Weybridge are now
open. For more information visit our website.

of ahome cinema or h.fi system into your
home as neatly ard seamlessly as

109-113 LONDON ROAD

01732 459555

SHEFFIELD 635 QUEENS ROAD, HEELEY
0114 255 5861

possible. All electronics can be hidden
away, speakers discreetly mounted either
in the wall or ceiling ana the complete
system operated via remote control.

OPEN SUNDAY

STOCK CLEARANCE
With 49 stores nationwide, the Sevenoaks
Sound & Vision group stock and display a
wide range of products. As models and
product
ranges
are
changed
or

149-151 STRATFORD ROAD

0121 733 3727

superseded, the preceding models are
made available at a reduced price, for

SOUTHAMPTON 3:I LONDON ROAD

clearance. Vise our Website for an up-to-

023 8033 7770

date list of the clearance stock.

SWANSEA 24 MANSEL STREET

PRICING POLICY

OPEN SUNDAY

Whilst we do not claim always to be the
cheapest, we try to ensure our pnces are
highly competitive. Take into account the

8-9 COMMERCIAL ROAD

01793 610992

Our installation experts are frilly trained to

TUNBRIDGE WELLS 28-30 SI

JOHNS ROAD

01892 531543

WITHAM (
ESSEX)

nearest store. To find out more. click on
www.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk

all at highly competitive prices.

3-4 KINGS WALK SHOPPING CENTRE

0118 959 7768

SWINDON

There are regularly updated special
offer and stock clearance lists with
hundreds of products available and

Sevenoaks Sound & Vision's Custom
Installation Service enables the integration

01792 465777

the

detailed pages to help you locate your

CUSTOM I
NSTA LLAT I
0N

SOLIHULL

on

covering all categories of specialist home
entertannent, from Hi Fi separates and

40-41 LUNE STREET

SEVENOAKS

The Sevenoaks Sound & Vision website
has news and information
Sevenoaks group and its stores.

stocks a wide range of quality products,

825777 OPEN SUNDAY

PRESTON
READING

Each Sevenoaks Sound & Vision store

SEVENOAKS WEBSITE

We are pleased to announce both the new

01202 671677
01772

successful hi-fi and home cinema retailers
in the country.

29-29A ST GILE SSTREET

NOTTINGHAM

Sevenoaks Sound &

Vision is one of the largest and most

0191 221 2320

NORWICH

WHO ARE SEVEN OAKS?
Founded in 1972

0161 831 7969

1THE GROVE CENTRE

01376 501733

WOLVERHAMPTON

29-30 CLEVELAND STREET

01902 312225 OPEN SUNDAY

OPENING HOURS: PLEASE TELEPHONE OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE
E-MAIL: [
insert store name]@)sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk

the highest standards in all areas and
provide aprompt, reliable and professional
service. Whether you're looking for amulti-

expert advice, unrivalled product selection,
demonstration facilities and excellent pre,
during and after sales service and the lower
price might not look such good value.

room system, a dedicated home cinema
installatIor with a retractable screen and
built--nspeakers or an integrate° control or

anc excellent service at a lower price,

lighting system, Sevenoaks Sound & Vision
has adiverse range of products available to

attention We will always endeavour to offet

cater for all your requirements.

you the best deal.

h the event you can find the same products
please bring it to our store managers

www.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk
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WEB SITE www.mags-uk.com

Quad:

TM Close.

E-MAIL info@mags-uk.com
j

Back Issues
We can supply nearly any Back Issue from the last
three years. Please phone to check availability.
Prices are on the order form.

Back Issues order form

Photocopy Service

Name

Hi-FiNews

Address

Price per Back Issue
(including P&P)
Postcode

Tel

UK

Issues required
Ienclose acheqne/postal order/international money order for £ ( pounds
Sterling) made payaole to IPC Media' or charge my Access/Visa/Diners/Amex
Card number

ri

PT 111r

if J LI

Expiry date

Send your order torn ( or photocopy) to: Back Issues, PO Box 666, London, E15 IOW

£6

Rest of World

Overseas

cheque ( Switch not accepted).
Call 020 8774 0846 or e-mail
hi-finews@ipcmedia.com

£7

Binders

Price per Binder
(Including P&P)
UK

photocopies of articles for £ 3.50 ( UK)/£5.00
(Overseas) per article by credit card or personal

£5

Europe

If aback issue is not available, you can buy

These sturdy, high quality, gold- embossed binders
£7.50
£11

help you to look after your copies of HiFi News.
Each binder holds up to 12 issues. Binders cost
just £ 7.50 in UK P&P ( overseas, £ 11) from the
Back Issues Department.

All orders will be dispatched prompt'? but sane surface mail deliveries may take longer than 2-t5 "Jr.
Photocopies of tris fowl are acceptable. IPC Uleclia. publisher of Hi Fi liens and IPC Electric ( PC') will
collect your personal intormatien tc process ycu order and to gain a better understanding of our nnagaeine

readership. •;.Ie II:ay serd you details of our magazines and services Please tick here if you would prefer not
te hear from IPC J. We may pass your details to other reputable companires whose products and services
may be of interest to you. Please tick this box if you would prefer not to receive any of these offers J

audzo

ab?

;- salon

The Townhouse, 4Park Circus, Glasgow, G3 hAX, Scotland, UK

New, Demo, Ex-demo and Used
Our product portfolio:
art audio
art loudspeakers
atc
audiosource
ayre acoustics
bcd
bow
custom design
e.a.r
gryphon audio
jps-labs
lyra
mark levinson
michell engineering
obelisk audio
origin live
parasound
pathos
primare
proac
shanling
simon yorke
sugden
sme
stands unique
stax
townshend
tannoy prestige
unison research
zingali and more
All used equipment guaranteed for six
months; new and ex-dem adds manufacturer guarantee.
New (factory) sealed boxes indicated
(New), Ex-dem ( Ex-D) or Used (s/h)
Export and Mail order. Goods shipped
next day delivery by TNT or UPS.
Premium service costs £10 per box in
the UK.
*reduced in price

dncl

S >
0 1r
Olt 4

Or.

A
Art Audio VPS DM Valve Preamp
s/h
Art Audio Diavolo 300B Int Amp
new
Art Audio Diavolo 300B monoblocks exd
Art Loudspeakers ST-V Centre Chan exd
Art Loudspeakers Stiletto
new
Audiostatic Wing Electrostatics
exd
ATC SCM-35 Loudspeakers
new
new
ATC Active 10A Loudspeakers
ATC Active 20A Loudspeakers
new
Ayre Acoustics CX-7 CD Player
new
Ayre Acoustics AX-7Integrated Amp new
Ayre Acoustics P-5X Phono Stage
new
Ayre Acoustics K-5X Preamplifier
new
Ayre Acoustics V-5X Power Amplifier new
B
BOW ZZ-EIGHT Ref CD Player
exd
BOW Wazoo XL Integrated Amp
exd
BOW Wizard 2CD Player
exd
BOW Warlock Pre-amplifier
exd
BOW Walrus Power Amplifier
exd
BOW ZZ-ONE Reference Int Amp
s/h
C
Classe CD 1.5 CD Player
s/h
D
Denon 6600 Monoblocks ( pair)
s/h
G
Gryphon Callisto 2100 Int Amp
s/h
Gryphon Mikado CD Player
new
Gryphon Prelude Preamplifier
new
Gryphon Cantata Speakers
new
J
JAN ALLAERTS MCI -Boron Cartr
new
K
Kharma Ceramique 1.2 Ref Monitor exd
L
Logos Pathos Integrated Amplifier
new
M
Mark Levinson 383 Int Amp
exd
Mark Levinson 332.5 Power Amp
s/h
Mark Levinson 334 Power Amp
s/h
Mark Levinson 31.5 CD Transport
exd
Mark Levinson 32 Ref Preamp
exd
Mark Levinson 432 Power Amp
exd
Mark Levinson 360s DAC
exd
Meadowlark Heron Speakers
s/h
Musical Fidelity A3.2 CD Player
s/h
MSB Digital Link DAC
s/h
P
Parasound JC1 Monoblock (each)
new
Primare SPA20 Digital Controller Ampnew
Primare V25 DVD Player
new
Proac Response 2
s/h
ProAc D15 Speakers
new
ProAc D100 Speakers
new
R
Revel Performa F50
new
S
Shanling CD-S200 CD Player
new
Shanling CD-T100 CD Player
new
Shanling SCD-T200 CD Player
new
Shanling SP-80 Monoblocks
new
Shanling SPT-80 Integrated Amp
new
Spendor SP7/1 Speakers
s/h
Sugden Masteraass Integrated Amp new
Sugden MasterClass CD Player
new
U
Unison Research Absolute 845
s/h
Unison Research Unico Amplifier
new
Unison Research Unico CD Player
new
Zingali Overture 115-2 Home Monitor
Zingali Prelude . 1Speakers
Zingali Overture . 1Speakers
Zingali Overture .2Speakers
Zingali Overture .3Speakers
Zingali Overture .4s Speakers

new
new
new
new
new
exd

£2.550
£4.775
£6,495
£995
£995
£5,500
£1.995
£1.650
£2.695
£2.950
£2,950
£1,995
£2,950
£4,496

£1,750
Lon dem
£3,550*
£295
Lon dem
£2,550*
£on dem
Lon dem
Lon dem
£on dem
Lon dem
Lan dem
Lon dem
£on dem

£5.495
£2.999
£4,495
£3.445
£3.995
£3,250

£2,995
£2,249
£3,375
£2,445
£2,750
£1,995

£2,295

£995

£ 1,900

£850

£3,600
£2,495
£6,100
Lon dem
£4,900
Lon dem
£12,300 Lon dem
£1,500

£1,250*

£19,500 £10,500
£2,750 £on dem
£5,995
£7,500
£5,995
£9,995
£15,949
£7,995
£7,495
£4,000+
£ 1,000
£ 1,295

£4,495
£4,000
£3,500
Lon dem
Lon dem
Lan dem
£4,995
£1,850
£700
£250

£2,650
£2,000
£1,000
£ 1,700
£1,790
£15,000

Lon dem
Lan dem
Lan dem
£850
Lan dem
Lon ciern

£6,495

£4,495

£1,150
£1,650
£2,150
£2,000
£tba
£2,000
£3,150
£2,700

£on dem
£on dem
£on dem
£on dem
£tba
£800
Lan dem
£on dem

£22,500 £11,500
£900 £on dem
£1,190 £on dem
£7,250
£995
£1,995
£2,495
£2,995
£4,750

Visit our Web Site for product details.
(tel) 0141 333 9700 (fax) 0141 333 9097
info@audiosalon.co.uk www.audiosalon.co.uk

Lon dem
Lan dem
Lan dem
£on dem
£on dem
£2,750*

Brighton Hifi Exchange.
mobile. 07/344 36180

tel. 01424 201157 / 01273 239356

rioD
nitft:

HOVLA

Hovland products shown ire-

RADIA Solidstate Poweramp and

new

HP200 Preamplifier,
NEW IN THIS MONTH

RSP

Sones Faber Concertino Iron stds

£895

NOW
£395

PRODUCT

RSP

Durmester Rondo CO Player

£2000 -£900
£7

Revel Studio Ultima

£10k+

£6500

Nakamichi SS12 AV System

Cello Serafin Active Piano Blk,

£6000

£2000

Medowlark Kestral Hotrods

£1500

£650

Gamut CD1S (new)

Krell KAV 300i

£2750

£ 1100

Heybrook Sextets

£1200

£595

Hales Revelation 3s

£2500

£ 1200

Hales Revelation 2s

£1400

£750

Eggleston Works Rosas

£9000

£3500

Bose 321 OVO AV System

£1000

£400

PRODUCT
Audio Research LS7 Preamp

£1800

Audio Research Classic 30
Audio Physic Virgo MKII

N/A
£3500

BAT VK5 SE CD Player (as new)

£5950

NOW

£3250
£1900

Hovland Ii1P 1.00 MC (xdem)

50

£3800

Hovland Sapphire Poweramp

£7000

£3900

Clearaudio Insider MC (2o Ms)

£5700

£ 1000

Krell FPB700CX ( 10mths old)

£'15000 £8995

I

Krell FPB 250MC Mono's

£14000 £6250

Kuzma Ref.+ Triplannar IV

£7000

£3800

Mark Levinson 360s Dac

£6995

£3250
£750

Muse Model Two Dac

£2000

Quad 988 and 989's (xdem)

£2600+

Theil 2.3 (mint boxed()

£3200

£ 1500

Gryphon S100 Poweramp

£6000

£ 1800

£3500

Sugden Bijou System ( 1mth old)

£2850

£2200

£695
£995

Call
£ 1600

Hiend geor urgently required for purrhase, will collect.
Boulder 2010 Isolated Preamplifier

For a full comprehe ns i
ve pro duc tli st i
ng

ca ll

Dave

or

visit-

WWW

hifiquy.co

Iik

AGENTS FOR: ADVANTAGE, BAT, BOULDER, (Al', CLEARAUDIO, GAMUT, GRAHAM, TRANSFIGURAT:ON, HOVLAND

'Midland Audio k- change
47 Laboratory
For some it's Zen - for others, radical.
Call it what you will, but at the end of the track, it's ail abowt
trusting your ears. About letting the simplicity o-'oesign, the
ene ,gy and flow of -be music cary you away.
Small in size, big on sound, and more music thanmere audio
jewels, 47 Lab distills technolcgl, down to its simplest, purest
f
prrr . And when you' lis'en you'll know that this pa:h - yc,or path r
3the one to follow. Why? because designer Julji Kimura
preserves the life cr' The music. There are no compromi3es No
unnecessary flash - miB.S, just dynamic, unadulterated musio.
Racbcal? Maybe.
'?f,"r,47 Laboratory is now exclusively available at Midland Audio Xange the Shigaraki Line is the first of many sclutions ro
usical wellbeing. Please call John Roberts to ind out more
about this truly wonderful product

www. mi dia nd audio x-change.co. uk
ca

John Roberts Tel 015E2 731100

The Old Chapel • = orge Lane • Belbroughton • DY9 9TD
e-mail sales@mdlandaudiox-change.co.ut

Fax

01562 730228 Mobile 07721 605966
Suppliers and installers of Ffigh Quality Audio Systems

47 Laboratory • Accuphase • ATC • Audio Physic • Audio Research
Avalon • Accoustics • Avid • bel canto • Benz Micro • Cardas
Clearaudio • Conrad Johnson • dCS • Densen • DNM/Reson
Electrocompaniet • Finite Elemente • Graaf • Gryphon • JM Labs
Krell. Kuzma • Lavardin • Mark Levinson • Marlin Logan • Michell
iNagra • Primare • ProAc • Paga • Siltech • Sonus Faber • Spectral
Nordost • Sugden • Transparent Audio • Verity Audio • Wadia
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made I
II the USA

the AUDIOVISUAL Lounge
seeing and hearing is believing.

NAD

STOCK
AVID
ANTHONY GALLO
AUDIO RESEARCH

NORDOST
ORTOFON
PRIMARE

Specialist in

B&W
CHORD ELECTRONICS

audio and visual

DALI
EXPOSURE
ECLIPSE TD SPEAKER._
HARMON KADRON
ISOTEK MAINS CLEANERS

KEF

entertainment

SME

minefield — present aunique challenge and
opportunity!

•

from the

AND MANY MORE

=11

•

•

Tel: 020 7375 3691
Fax: 020 7377 1756

dio distributors of

ALIUM AUD
AUTHORISED DISTRIBUTORS OF GtUALPTY HI-FI

consori)ance audio

olity hi-II olium

Ref 2.2 CD Player
24/192 Upsompling
RCA output
6H30 Supertube
Optional
Solid State XLR
Balanced Output

4 Ref 8.8 Remote controlled

6550, Integrated Amplifier
Push- Pull - 50 WPC
KT6.6 version - PP-25/WPC
30013 versions - SE-9/18WPC

HiFi components.
The full range of products is not simply
arranged at price points but designed for
specific components, notably AC mains
cords dedicated for digital, analogue,
amplifiers and video equipment.
Highly specific rejection of RFI and
EMI leaves wide band audio frequency
range, leaves music signal free from harsh
edginess, liberates the harmonic detail.
The more JPS cables consistently used, the

Email: inFo@theavlounge.com

allum audio distributors of quality hi-fi alium audio distributors al quality hl -fl

to conduct signal.
JPS cables are built to maximise signal
detail, not merely change or correct tonal
character, and yield the full performance of

•
the AUDIO.VISUAL lounge
135-137 Commercial Street,
London El 6BJ

While most audio cables are mere branding
exercises, JPS exclusively uses Alumiloy,
the world's first metal specifically designed

SUGDEN
TANNOY
VIENNA ACOUSTICS
UNISON RESEARCH

manufacturer's

MONITOR AUDIO

Audio cables — something of ajungle and a

REL
ROKSAN

systems

world's best

KRELL
LEXICON

PRO- AC
PRO-JECT
REGA

our choice of cables

better the system performs, substantially.
In USA, they are honestly priced, based on
very low advertising budget; in the UK, they
are sold direct, mail order, from £89, so you
pay the American domestic price, not £4.
• At The Audio Salon, they are our cable of
preference and have replaced abewildering

•

variety of brands we formerly used in our
demonstrations. We depend on them to
make our living! You can depend on them to
make your music.
If you would like to discover what JPS can
do for your system, please check our website
wwwjpslabs.com. You may contact us for
suggestions and apossible home trial with no
obligation to purchase!

power cords, speaker interconnect,
digital and video cables

efewciadio,thonlien
Quality handbuilt
loudspeakers from Italy
High efficiency 92dB to
94dB floor standing and
standmount

o

Tel: 01273 325901 (
Ian large)
01273 608332 (
Peter Richards)
E-Maitsales@gliumaudio.corn
Website: wwilellumaudio.corn

cables that lead the way
wwwjpslabs.coni
available from the Audio Salon
the town house, 4park circus, glasgow, g.3 6ax, scotland, uk
t0141 333 9700 10141 333 9097
info@audiosalon.co.uk www.audiosalon.co.uk

allum audio distributors of quality hi-fi ° bum audio distributors of quality

www.hifinews.co.uk
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call 0208 774 0790 to advertise

West Midlands
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THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS
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Our extensive range of products includes the very finest
and home cinema from Aream, Audioqest,
Audio Research, B&W, Castle, Celestion, Chord, Cyrus, Denon, DPA, Dynaudio, lamo, KEF, Krell, Marantz, Martin Logan,
Meridian, Michell, Mission, Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity, Panasonic, Pioneer, Polk, Pro-Ac, Project, Quad, REL, Rotel, Ruark,
Sennheiser, SME, Sonus Faber, Tag MacLaren, Tannoy, TEAC, Technics, Theta, Thorens, Yamaha, Wharfedale and Wilson Benesch.
A wide range of classic CDs is available at our Birmingham branch.

CEDIA

Open Tuesday to Saturday 10.00 - 5.30, late night ( not Stourbridge) Thursday till 6.30
raEREST FREE CREDIT ON SELECTED ITEMS
APR DS. Written details on request
Licensed Credit Broker.
VISA • ACCESS • SWITCH • AMEX • DINERS

363 HAGLEY ROAD,

93-95 HOBSMOAT ROAD,

9MARKET STREET,

EDGBASTON,

SOLIHULL,

STOURBRIDGE,

BIRMINGHAM B17 8DL

SUTTON COLDFIELD,

WEST MIDLANDS B92 8JL

WEST MIDLANDS DY8 1AB

WEST MIDLANDS, B73 STD

TEL: 01384 444184 FAX: 01384 444968

TEL:0121 354 2311, FAX:0121 354 1933

TEL: 0121 429

1

F"" I

2811 FAX: 0121 434 3298

TEL 0121.742 0254 FAX 0121-742 3471

10 BOLDMERE ROAD,

London

mums

del O'Brien Hi- zee
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• ANG • ARCAVOIS • AUDIO RESEARCH • AUDIO TECHNICA • BEYER • CABLETALK • CHORD CABLES • CREEK • GRAAF • DENON • DENSEN • EPOS • EXPOSURE • FINAL
• GUTWIRE CABLES • GOLDRING • GRADO • JADIS • JECKLIN • KE • MICHELL • MONRIO • NAD • NANA • OPERA • ONKYO • PATHOS • PROJECT • CIED • RESON
TI

• SENNHEISER • SME • SONNETEER • SONUS FABER • STANDS UNIQUE • SUDDEN • TEAC • THORENS • TRANSPARENT [MILES • TRIANGLE • UNISON RESEARCH • WILSON

\

\ I111.1

I

Demonstration Room • Free car parking • Major Credit Cards • Personal Export • Mail Order • Installation Service
• Repair facilities • 5mins walk Raynes Park BR • 20 mins Waterloo • 5mins from A3 ( Raynes Park B282 exit) • 25 mins M25 Junc 10
Clearance / Second Hand / Ex Dem Equipment • Details on request
WAS NOW Krell 280CD (ex-dem)
£3999 £2999 Roksan DP1/DA1/DS4
£595 £450 Monrio Asty ST (50 Watts ex dem) £450 £350 Sonneteer Campion ( new)
£595 £450
£1700
£495 ££399
850
NAD 176
Naim
Nat.05AV
(new)
amp ( ex dem) £845
£650 £300
f625 Stands Unique CD/DVD
Sound Support
Storage(sil
(s/h)
t)

Audio Analogue Bellini Pre-amplifiers (sis)
Audio Analogue Donizetti Power Amp (
sis)
Audio Analogue Maestro CD(s/h)
Audio Analogue Puccini amplifier (ex dem)
ATC SIA2-150
Creek 4330/2 amplifier (new)

£2375 £1500
£320 £
220

Onko MD2521 Minidisc recorder (ex-dem) £550 £200
Opera Catas (
silt)
£1100 £795

Theta Data 11 CD (
new mech)
Unison Research SR1 (ex dem)

£2000 f800
£700 £595
£275 £175
F.-

POR

£1500 £750

COPLAND

0"..•••

£1250 f995
60 Durham Rd, West Wimbledon, London SW20 OTVV
Open 9.30-5.30 Tues Sat Tel: 020 8948 1528/0331 Web: www.obrienhifixo.uk E-mail: shop@obrienhifi.com
0% Instant Finance Available Written details on request

Devon

j.1.,

UK Wide

Audio Destination

West Midlands

M ADISOUND
BUILDERS

Devons Audio Specialists

WITH

PARTS

PROVIDES

SPEAKER

THE

HIGHEST

AND

ADVICE,

C

re:M-0>i
Skaaning

Loudspeakers

Solen Inductors
Solen Fast Caps

Fostex

?Pr

IDEFUEM
Acous-ric PANELS
•MULTI ROOM
Stockists of
Audio Physic, Audion, Ayre, Bel Canto,
Chapter Audio, Chord, Clear Audio, Isotek,
Living Voice, Monitor Audio, Moon,
Musical Fidelity, Myryad, Nordost, Parasound,
Primare, Rel, Ruark, Totem Acoustics,

/•152/•

vieFa'
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seas
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•HI-FI • HOME CINEMA

C eti
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NÔÉDOST

Trinity Audio, Tube Technology

*HON

and many more.

• o% FINANCE AVAILABLE

• CHILDS PLAY AREA

,

• OUT OF OURS APPOINTMENTS

Tel: 01884 243584
M IKE + CAROLINE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU
32B Bampton Street, Tiverton, Devon EX16 6AH
Website www.audiodestination.co.uk
email inte@audiodestination.co.uk
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AE, Creek, Epos,

Lem. •011114110,011•Inl

Exposure, Harmon Kardon,

Infinity, Linn, Marantz, Mordaunt Short,
NAD, Project, Pure, REL, Roksan, Trichord
37 High Street, Aldridge

01922 457926

UK Wide

A V INTERNATIONAL LTD

AVI'S NEW LABORATORY SERIES
HIFI CHOICE "
EDITORS CHOICE"
"PRODUCT OF THE YEAR
What HiFi 5 star and best buy
To find out more

quickly

www.avihifi.com

Wal•SW3K

• 2 DEMONSTRATION ROOMS

Mon - Sat 9.00 -5.00pm

www.soundcinergy.co.uk

sound cinergy

TEL:01453 752656

FREE ADVICE IN A RELAXED AND FRIENDLY ATMOSPHERE

•NOME DEMONSTRATION

1:10.1.1.3114111.

1;1

SPEAKES' C,:-.'NIENTS. INC
8838 UNI ERSIT`r GREEN

P0 BO\ 44Z8:1
A1ADISON.V0 537444283 LIS A
TEL 6,",$-$.z1.34,1;;
:err
e.
ren

REPAIRS & ADVICE
On High-End & Quality HiFi

SOUTH WEST HI-FI
01752 779933

To advertise in this section
Call 020 8774 0790

free carriage nationwide

e-mail: southwesthifi@fsbdial.co.uk
Web: www.southwesthifi.co.uk

www.hifinews.co. uk

The Guide
Lintone Audio

Absolute Dem
CO
ispoe
CO

SELECTED USED EOUIPMENT AND SPECIAL OFFERS
ATC 10 Speakers (Rosewood)
(used) .. £695.00
Audio Research SP9/2 Pre Amplifier
(used). £ 1,600.00
Arcam P75 Power Amplifier
(used) .. £200.00
Cyrus 7Amplifier
(used) .. £495.00
Cyrus FM7 Tuner
(used) .. £200.00
Cyrus XPA Power Amplifier
(used) .. £200.00
DPA Renaissance Amplifier
(used) .. £295.00
Exposure XXV25 Amplifier (used) .. £495.00
Linn LPI2/Akito/K9 Cart
(used) .. £495.00
Meridian 568 DIG Processor
(used). £2,200.00
Meridian 562V.2 DIG Controller
(used) .. £900.00
Meridian 500 Transport
( used) .. £695.00
Musical Fidelity XLPS Phono Stage
( new) ... £99.95
Musical Fidelity A300CR Power Amplifier (used). £ 1,500.00
Musical Fidelity 3A Pre Amplifier
(used) .. £ 150.00
Nairn NAC32/SNAPS/250 Amps
(used) .. £950.00
Naim NAC 42 Pre Amplifier
(used) .. £ 140.00
Nairn NAIT/3 Amplifier
(used) .. £395.00
Naim NAIT/5 Amplifier
(ex dem) .. £600.00
Naim Hi Cap Power Supply
( used) . £450.00
Nairn NAP90/3 Power Amplifier
(used) .. £295.00
Naim NAP 250 Power Amplifier
( used). £ 1,000.00
Naim SBL Speakers ( Black) (used). £ 1,100.00
Naim NAC 82 Pre Amplifier M/C
(
used). £ 1,300.C1
Naim CDI CD Player
(used) .. £595.0L
Naim NAP 135 Power Amplifier
(used). £2,900.00
Naim NAP 180 Power Amplifier (used) .. £795.00
Pass Labs X150 Power Amplifier
(used). £2,200.00
Pink Triangle Numeral CD Player (used) .. £450.00
Quad ESL63 Speakers C/W Stands ( used). £ 1,400.00
Shan Ling CD-T100 CD Player
( used). £ 1,350.00
Unison Research Mystery One Pre Amp (used) .. £995.00

£265 00
Audiograrn MB2- Integrated Amplifier,
£219.00
Audiogram M81- Amplifier
Z3499 00
Apogee Mini Grands - Loudspeakers
£800.00
Audio Research DAC1-20 - DAC
£1999.00
Audio Research VT5O-Valve Amplifier
£499.00
California Audio Alpha - DAC
£349.00
California Audio DX1-CD Player
£799.00
Copland COA277 - CD Player HDCD
1149.00
Copland CDA288 - CD Player HDCD
20.00
Copland CSA301 MKI - Valve Preamplifier
:£650 00
Copland CSA303 - Hybrid Preamplifier
_'t5099.00
Copland CTA501 - Valve Amplifier
'E1405.00
Goldmund Mimesis 68 - Amplifier
£899 00
Jadis Orchestra - CD Player
£1599 00
Krell KAV250P- Preamplifier
£800 00
Krell ( SL - Preamplifier
200 00
Krell CD-OSP-Top loader CD Player
900
Martin Logan Cinema - Centre channel
499.00
Martin Logan Theatre - Centre channel
299 DO
Martin Logan Prodigy - Electrostatic
89.00
PS Audio Ultralink II - DAC
999.00
PS Audio Reference Link - Digital Preamp
429.00
Sonus Faber Concertino Home Loudspeakers
300.00
So^us Feer ('said Palo Mane Loudspeakers
739.00
Theta Digital Dreadnaught - 5ch amp

,Theta Digital Carmen II - CD/DVD Drive
"theta Digital David II -CD/DVD Drive
Wilson Audio CUB - Loudspeakers Sliver

379.00
999.00
" 0.00
9.00.
00.00'
850.00

Wilson Audio CUB II w/stands Black
Wilson Audio Win II Loudspeakers Black
Z Systems RD01- Transparent Digital Equalizer

no grey imports - all equipment comes
with 1year full warranty

linn
naim
cyrus
sugden
rega
krell
audio research
unison research
sonus faber
pathos
bay,'
spendor
jm lab
the audio room
2 george street, hedon, hull, H1112 8JH
tel

014182 891375

www.theaudioroom.co.uk
open monsat 9a.m -6p m.

THE PINEWOOD
MUSIC COMPANY
Pinewood Music is a specialist dealer for

STOCKLSTS OF MAIM, MERIDIAN. CYRUS, ADVANTAGE, LUMLEY, BAT,

Krell and Sonus faber, so if you're looking

HAW. KRELL, MARTIN LOGAN, DCS. ARCANE 'SIC, MARANTZ. DEMON ETC.
Website: www.lintone.co.uk Email:infoelintone.co.uk

for some previously owned units we may

7-11 Park Lane, Gatehead, Tyne & Wear NE8 3JW.
Tel 0191 477 4167
Fax 0191 477 2771

just have that piece you're after. Give Brian
Rivas acall - and make sure you see our
half-page advertisement in this issue for the

/$‘

Grado Prestige

Reference

SR-60
SR 80
SR 125
SR- 225
SR-325
RS- 1
RS 2

11.4111
£90
£140
£175
£265
£635

two pair of speakers to one amp

£30

Two-way unit for series switching
two pair of speakers to one amp

MA28

Technica

AT OC 9ML

Gold ring

1006

Grado

Two-way Unit for parallel switching

MA17

AT 110E

£450

OED SWITCHING AND CONTROL UNITS
MA15

Audio

Ortofon

£25

CD Switch to add CD input capability
to older type amplifier

MA29

£32

Two-way Tape Switching Unit to
connect asecond tape deck

£42

CC126

Gold Plated 4mm Banana Plugs 4no. £8.00

QUNEX

J2P 3.5mm Stereo Jack
£22

to 2phone plugs
QUNEX1 Hi Copper Phono Interconnect
1metre pair c/w phono plugs

£22

Shure
Sumiko

Tel: Pinewood Music 01460 54322
e-mail: brianriv@mac.com

£28

N/A

£16

£330

£280

EX

N/A

£76

£62

GEX

£52
£67

1012 GX

£95

£76

GEX

1022 GX

£124

£100

GEX

£86

1042

£143

£114

GEX

£100

Eroica LX/H

£133

£109

GEX

N/A

Elite

£232

£190

GEX

N/A

Prestige Black

£40

N/A

£27

Prestige Gold

£110

N/A

£73

£34

N/A

£22

MC 15 Super II

£130

£110

EX

N/A

MC 25 FL

£227

£193

EX

N/A

MC 30 Supreme

£452

£385

EX

N/A

Kontrapunkt b

£643

£548

EX

N/A

Rohmann

£837

£742

EX

£95

N/A

£58

V 15 V XMR

£304

N/A

£204

Blue Point Special

£265

£237

510

M 97 XE

EX

N/A

Wanted
Classic English HiFi Components
or Systems
ALSO

Accessories or Literature
Call

Good-HiFi

0845 644 3340

Yorkshire

N/A

EX - Exchange price for MC from above companies
GEX - Exchange price against any cartridge type
Over 500 replacement styli types stocked

MAIL ORDER ( 1-10 DAYS) PRICES IN

Mobile 07860 351113

STYLUS

EXCHANGE

1 CARTRIDGE SELECTION

HEADPHONE SELECTION

latest in high end from Krell.

TEL/FAX 01757 288652
www.mantra-audio.co.uk

MANTRA AUDIO
MAIL ORDER HI FI ACCESSORIES

P&P ADD £ 5 EUROPE

AND UP TO £ 15 WORLDWIDE FOR ORDERS OVER £ 50
MANTRA AUDIO ( HFN), 22 GARTH AVE NUE, NORTH DUFFIELD,
SELBY, NORTH YORKS YO8 5RP

2e4 ,

25 Story Street
Hull, HUI 35A
Tel: 01482 587397

Audio & Vision
Stockists of: NAIM, MERIDIAN, DENSEN,
ONKYO, ROKSAN, NAD, MARANTZ,
UNISCN RESEARCH, WHARFEDALE, QUAD,
DYNAUDIO, PROAC, DALI, JMLAB, JAMO

DynaNector's SuperStereo for a more natural sound.
Simply add an Adp-2 processor to get the best from your CD's and records.
HiFi + Product of the Year 2002 & Editor's Choice Awards
"Extraordinarily convincing".."Simply sounds more natural and right than regular 2-channel stereo"
Paul Messenger, HiFi Choice.
"Indispensable for listening to music"

Stereo Sound, Tokyo.

DV Adp-2 processor £895 & details direct from:

To advertise in this section
Call

020

8774 0790

Dynavector (SuperStereo)
Tel/fax: ( 01202) 767873

www.hifinews.co.uk

E-mail: dynavector@oneteLneluk

Web:http://mellonetel.neluk/-dnasector
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call 0208 774 0790 to advertise

Bucks

Cables

High End Cable
N OTEWORTHY

A UDIO

36 Buckingham Street, A/lesbury. Bucks, HP20 ILA

owned cable from some of the

01296 422 224

worlds leading manufacturers.

Yorkshire

Call 01775 761880 or visit the

Vinyl

Premier Audio
Now demonstrating
Des Elgar. Puna & Verdi Transpon, Plinius CD Lad &

VINYL VINYL VINYL
Thousands of records always in stock.

Triangle CD/Amp, Martin Logan / Audio Physics Speakers,

+ afull range of sought after compact discs.

Arcici Equipment Stand, Isola Sub Station RS

Extensive search service for wanted albums.

Audio Aero - Absolute Sounds
Arcici - BOA - Pink Triangle

Ifome 4rnonstration

goad-selection

Norfolk

Comprehensive 96 page full catalogue
available at £ 1.50

Avid Turntables - Project - Ortofon - Van den Hull - Mirage
f/X wricome

wvvw.highendcable.co.uk

THE DIRECT DISC

('shies, Isolek Sub Station, BOA Equipment Stands
Ands() Arm. Audio Synthisis Kora Pre & Power. Pink

website for our current stocklist
"—

250 Power. Venty Fidel° & Sonos Faber Speakers, Siltech

.1ticlio Synlhisis Audio Physics
DCS - Kara Plinius - Siltech

with quality new and previously

www.noteworthyaudio.co.uk
Open 9.30 to 5.30 luesday to Saturday

Room 2

Upgrade your Hi-fi or AV system

°FS/Nand

Telephone / Fax 01621 810740

We are 10minsJ 39 - M1
10mins J30 M62
Tel : Wakefield 01924 255045 — Colin Grundy

The Old School
School Road, Bracon Ash
td Near Norwich, Norfolk

Or visit our website on
www.directdisc.demon.co.uk

Nottingham

Tel: (01508) 570829

Chantry Audio
"No ordinary Hi Fi

Dealer"

3Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema

Sonus Faber, D.N.M, Crimson, Wilson Audio, C.R.D.1, Epos, Monitor Audio,

l

FROM BATTERSFA

0% Finance available

JUICY FRUIT FROM LONDON'S FRESHEST RETAILER
ARCAM RAW CABLE TALK CASTLE CHORD CREEK
DENON EPOS LINN MARANTZ NAD NAIM NEAT PMC
QED TrEGA ROKSAN ROTE, RUARK STANDS UNIQUE
SOUNDSTYLE YAMAHA XANTECH and many others

020 7924 2040
61/63 WEBBS ROAD,

SW))

16-18A Eldon Street, Toxford, Nr. Newark, Notts NGT2 OW
Telephone (01777) 870372 Facsimile 1017771 870437

tax (

0,

473)

6

55 172

ernall:enci(à,sIgnals.ük

www.signals.uk

I

•HMI) • '41 \ Ill \ I‘N• TEAC • VIII lilt & MORE

nfidelit Y
indecently good hi-fi

Street, lImpion Wick, King,iten upon Thames.
Surrey KTI 4DA Tel: 020 8943 3530
Open Tues - Fri 10.30am 7.00pm/Sat 10am - 6pm

this section
Call

020 8774 0790
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Audio Synthesis

UDIO
Atmosphere

AVI
Auction

gsp

audio

Sennheiser

SME

To advertise in
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Ipswich ( 01473) 655171

Staffordshire

Sigekke, of: ARCAM • DENSEN • EPOS • LINN • LOE WE
•MD ' ROMF.GA • NAIM AUDIO. NEAT • REGA • ROTEL

',High

hi-fi

website: www.oandlhifi.co.uk

FREE PARKING

Surrey

Greater London

OUR. TENTY TANqY YEAR.
Friendly and efficient service

Mail Order Available

INTEREST FREE FINANCE

www.basicallysound.com

ORANGES IL LEMONS

Friendly service and advice in relaxed surroundings.
First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.
EASY ACCESS

Stax, Teac, and others

SERVING LONDON

Creek, Myryod, M,chei, S.M.E, Rotel, Denon, Q.T Products

NB. All Es Deis items are as new, unmarked, and boned and include the
full manufactures guarantee! Offering ominimum of 2years and ins to $
years, depending upon the product.

Chord Co, Cable Talk, Opera Loudspeakers,

THE INNOVATIVE
HOME
CINEMA & HIFI,
MULTI-ROOM
RETAILER/INSTALLER

Krell, Marlin Legan, Theta, Copeland, Audio Research, Meridian Audio
Inc full digital theatre), PAW speakers inc Nautilus 800 Series, Sim Projection,

myryod MDV 300 DVD, Silver, boxed (ex den) £900 £ 67 5
Please contact us for afull list of ex-dem equipment.
To see our lull up to dote listings go to www.Mantryoudio.com

Rega, Proac, Neat, PML, Bryston, Final, Naim,
Denon, Epos, U.K.D., Soundstyle,

I
III

A fresh approach to the World of Specialist Hi Fi

CHANTRY AUDIO SALE
New
Now
Meridian 556 100 watt power amp, booed (ex dem) £995 £745
Creek CD53 CD Player, silver, boxed
ley dem) £ 1,700 £900
Krell KAV 30011 int, boxed
leu den) £3,698 £2,295
Myryad MDP 500,
pre/AV processor- Silver, booed (es dew) £ 1,803 £ 1,350
Song's lober Cremona Auditors
with dedicated stands, fuylly boxed in Maple ( s/hl £ 2,548 £ 1,895

Basically Sound of Norfolk

London

Hi-FiNews

Thorens

1

UNYATA RESEARC
X . SEEC . HEGE
ODUST. FURU

Penkridge Staffordshire
01785 711232

TEAC

stuartgaudioatmosphere.com0. •

von Schweikert

vivev.audioatmosphere.co'

con:

Front End Problems?
then contact:

"The Cartridge Man"
It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg
to get the best — listen to my Koetsu-and-Deccaeater. Also agents for Croft, Moth, Hadcock,
E.A.R. and others.
'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES
NOW AVAILABLE'
plus cartridge re-tipping service
Web Site: listen.to/thecartridgeman

020 8688 6565
www.hifinews.co.uk

The place to buy and sell audio equipment and accessories

£65, Sony MiniDisc JA3 ES £ 160 (£ 700),

For sale

Ecosse MS2.3 speaker cable 2x5m approx
£100 (£ 220), Tel: 0121 246 0486 ECE171

The Market

(£2000), stunning Bent Audio pure silver step
ups, 30 loading settings, amazing £ 900
, (£ 1500), Sonus Faber Electa Amator 2with
Ironwood stands £ 1750, Roksan Xerxes DSU 3.5

Audioquest: Anaconda 5m balanced

Krell KRC3 pre-amp £ 1950 (£ 3400) with 1year

interconnects, mint, 2months old (£ 2300),

warranty ( British Audio Awards 2001), Theta

PSU with Mk 2 Artemiz and new Shiraz £ 1250

Volcano 2m speaker cable, mint, single to bi-wire

Dreadnaught 200W power amp £ 2450 (£4300)

(recent service), Linn Karik 3 £ 500, Kimber

(£1800), as moving, will accept reasonable

(British Audio Awards 2001), Tel: 07786

Silver Streak lm phonotophono ( 2off) £ 100

offers, email: zijafferji@ukonline.co.uk Tel: 020

430400 or 020 7677 3260 [ CE171

each, numerous balanced and phono and mains

8656 7514 ELD171

Krell FPB 600c stereo power amplifier, black,

cables, Definitive Audio arm lead £ 100, all items

EAR Esoteric Audio ResearchNoshino by Tim de

excellent condition £ 7500, Audio Research Ref

boxed and complete with remaining warranty, will

Paravicini, valve EAR 864 pre-amplifier and

2Mk II pre- amplifier, black, excellent condition

split or PX, genuine reasons for sale- need cash,

valve EAR 861 power amplifier, mint condition

£5995, Vidikron Helios digital projector £ 5250,

email: graham.scope@ntlworld.com 07970

boxed £ 3500 ( new £ 5500), Tel: 07960 397567

Tel: 01653 692021 ( Yorks) [ CD14]

433803 or 01159 726178 [ CD561

[AD171

Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista 3D CD No. 73 of 500,

Musical Fidelity Tri Vista SACD player £ 2700,

Complete reference system for sale, as voted top

totally mint, boxed, future collectors item, cost

Pathos Logos valve hybrid amplifier £ 1700, both

5CES 2001, comprises Sim Moon Eclipse CD

£3000, asking £ 1750, Nordost Blue Heaven

5months old with little use, boxed and

player, Moon P5 pre-amp, Moon W3 power amp,

cable lm £ 100, X-Can v2 headphone amp £ 100,

immaculate, Tel: 07831 855345 ( Surrey)

Merlin VSM Millennium loudspeakers, Cardas

Tel: 07932 458447 [ CE171

[CD141

Golden reference cabling has been used

Dynavector L200 pre, remote, P50 phono stage,

ProAc Reference 1.5 speakers in yew wood, cost

throughout, this is atruly stunning system

HX75 power amp (£4000 new), manuals, wood

£1800, asking £ 950, ProAc Centre speaker CC1

comprising all Class Aproducts that simply gels,

crates, 3yrs, mint condition, will demo, superb

in yew wood cost £600, asking £350, 2ProAc ER

cost new £ 22,000, as new condition, mostly less

combination £ 1850 ono, Tel: Mark 0131

ONE subs, cost £ 1100 each, asking £ 650 each,

than six months old, c/w boxes, Iam asking

5380013 ( eve), 0131 3435550 ( day) [ CE17]

Parasound 2205 high-current power amp, 5x

£12,945 ovno, may split, please call me with any

dCS Verdi (£ 6200), Purcell (£ 3800) and Elgar

220 watt, cost £3000, asking £ 1500, all items

questions Tel: 07900 000044101494 538858

Pus (£ 7300), save over £ 5000! All boxed and as

boxed and as new, Tel: 020 529 0863 or 07876

[BD80]

new. latest specs including IEEE 1394 and '. 2x'

530078 [ CD30]

Meridian 506 CD, Audiocom superclock + PSU,

firmware, UK supplied units with 3.5 years

Spectral DMC12 pre- amp amp £ 2650 (£4250
new), option of 15ft pre/power interconnect and

Q Power voltage, regulators, audiophile

transferable warranty left, Tel: 020 7619 0391

capacitors £ 500 spent, £ 395, Stax SR Lambda

[CD141

10ft speaker cable available, Lehmann Audio

professional headphones SR DX energiser £ 295

ProAc Response Two speakers, cherry £ 380,

Silver Cube phono stage £ 1150 (£ 1800 new),

(£728), Lat international speaker cable, 4metres

Rega Mira amplifier, three months old, remote

Red Rose Rosebud in sycamore plus HNE granite

bi-wire £ 95 (£ 225), QED Silver Spiral

£280, Tel: 01438 230496 [ CD14]

stands £ 2100 (£ 3600 new), Tel: Jeff on 07970
692736 [ CD22]

interconnect 1metre + 3. £45 each (£90), hi-fi

Kimber Select 1011, lm interconnect, 2pairs

stand, cherry, 6shelves 500mrn x400mm £ 75

£200 each (£368), Monster 1000 I1.5m

ATC Active 10-2, 4months old with ATC stands

(£229), Tel: 01732 220664 EBD171

interconnect, 1pair £ 150 (£420), Tel: 01604

and cables £ 1100, also ATC Active 20-2, 2

Marantz CDR- 620 CD recorder and CD transport,

410726 ( Northampton) [CD14]

months old £ 2150 ono, Tel: Simon on 01440

boxed £ 550 ( £ 3550), Cardas hterconnects:

B&W Nautilus 804 (£ 2500) with HNE granite

713783 or 07730 586005 [ CE141

Hexlink Golden 5-C, XLR, 3m £450 ( £ 1650),

stands (£300), both for £ 1400 ono (£ 2800),

Linn LP12 Basic Plus arm, Audio Technica

Kimber D-60 digital cable £ 140 (£ 300), all

speakers are marked, priced for aquick sale, Tel:

cartridge £ 500, Myst TMA3 integrated amp

items mint, Tel: 020 8661 5329 email:

07786 430400 or 020 7677 3620 [ CE171

£150, Monitor Audio R300MD speakers £ 50,

zhuo_deng@hotmail.com [ CD: 7]

Conrad-Johnson Premier 140 SA power amp as

Verwood Dorset, Tel: 01202 821408 or 07719

Levinson Proceed AVP pre-amp processor £ 1890

new £4200 ono (£ 7000), StereophileClass A

902422 [ CE17]

(£4800), Krell KSA 200B balanced power

rated, rave reviews in HiFi+ and HiFi News. 10ft

Musical Fidelity 3D CD player, as new boxed, M3

amplifier £ 1890 (£4500), Audio Synthesis DAX

pair of Nordost SPM speaker cable £ 1500

Nu Vista amp, immaculate boxed £ 1850 each,

UltraAnalogue Burr- Brown 20- bit £690, Musical

(£3000) Tel: + 353 91637745 evenings or +

Musical Fidelity M250 monoblock amps, 3off,

Fidelity Nu-Vista pre- amp £690 (£ 1200), email:

353 91708300 work. Eire [ AF171

as new boxed £400 each,Tel: 01253 882590 /

harnfield@hotmail.com Tel: 07961 536232

Vadis OTL amplifier, latest spec recently serviced

07941 244404 [ CE17]

[CFFOC]

new valves, perfect condition, one owner £ 1300

Wilson Audio Watt Puppys 5.1, black, mint

Linn Wakonda pre with m- coption £400, Linn

ono, Tel: 01208 872316 Cornwall EAB141

including tails and crates £ 18,000 new, fabulous

LK85 power amp £ 350, both boxed with all

DNM 3B power six, very good condition with

speakers accept £4500, Tel: 01253 882590 /

interconnects, remote, any demo possible, Tel:

original crate and DNM interconnect cable

07941 244404 tCE171

01923 827914 ( eves) Middlesex [ CD14]

£2300, Tel: 07950 022027 [ CE171

Wilson Audio Watch Centre speaker including

Audio Research PH3SE phonostage, 6months

Meridian 200 transport 263 D/Sigma DAC £300.

stand, silver, as new cost £ 7000, accept £3500,

old, perfect, boxed £ 1450 ono (£ 2800), Siltech

Linn Axis, Akito, K9, glass platter £ 250, KEF

Tel: 01253 882590/07941 244404 [ CE17]

SG180 silver speaker cables 2m, WBT spades

30B 100W sub £ 100, Kenwood processor £ 50,

Denon DCD435 £ 70, Yamaha AX392 £80,

perfect £950 (£ 2700), Siltech classic SQ110

all mint c/w manuals and original boxes, Tel:

Yamaha tuner TX- 480 £ 50, Cambridge Audio Al

0.5m XLR-XLR £300 (£ 750) never used, Tel:

01457 871622 Mobile 07754 185437 ECE191

£30, Thorens 125 Mk II, SME 3 £ 100, Tel:

01925 656990 ( eves) [ CE17J

SME 20/2 with gold SME Vand Kuzma KC ref 1

01932 866930 [ CE17]

Red Rose Spirit System, 3months old + 2x15ft

month old, boxed £4950 (£ 6700), absolutely

EAR 869 integrated valve amplifier, 6months

cable £ 1100, Bose Acoustic Wave System, 20

incredible with 5years warranty, BAT VK6OSE

old, little use, excellent condition with all

mths, guaranteed £450 (£885) Primare A30.1

with spare set of NOS pre- and power valves

packaging £ 1500, email: stephen.mcleod@

amp £ 725, Tel: 0121 246 0486 ECE171

(£1950), Bent Audio remote pre-amp, balanced

cairneagle.com [ CD14]

Pioneer F91 tuner £ 150, Sony ST-SB 920 tuner

and SE, silver-wired transformers £ 1250

Ben Duncan's lkW mains transformer £220,
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Kimber purifier block £ 300, Super purifier

A&R P77, recent stylus, custom dust cover,

Kimber 8-TC, Thornes TD- 166-VI. Tel: 0117

£190, Kimber Orchid Bal interconnect 0.5m

superb combination, offers around £495 only

9556555/07979 514450 [ DF17]

£140, Trichord Transport & DAC & power supply

selling due to Basis replacement, Tel: 020 8295

Cables as new and boxed: vDH First Ultimate,

& mods £490, Lumley 5TTO power amp £490

2715 [ D8]

0.6m (£ 114), 0.8m (£ 125), 1.0m (£ 136), Red

Tel: 01772 314151 or 07751475062 [ DE14]

Krell SBP-64X top of the range DAC with

Dawn, 0.6m (£ 170), 1.0m (£200, used RD,

Audio Technica W2002 Limited Edition wood

separate power supply, complete bargain £895

Quattrofil, Valhalla, AudioQuest Diamond X3,

headphones made for Japanese market £400,

(£9900) Mandrake 0.5m pair balanced XLR

Kimbers, others. Tel: 07960 169644 [ DF171

audiophile CDs at sensible prices, Tel: 01745

terminated silver interconnect £85, Tel: 020

Krell FPB 700CX less than one year old,

339842 [ D8]

8295 2715 [ D8]

absolutely awesome sound, selling for £ 10,500

Linn Numerik, excellent condition £ 350, Tel:

Audio Research LS15 award-winning remote

ono, please phone John on 07929 063676

01270 811491 / 07909 548722, or email:

controlled valve pre-amp (£ 3000) £ 1550,

anytime [ D8]

stewart@clarkson55.supanet.com [ D8]

Kimber Bifocal XL speaker cable 2.5m WBTs

Quad 2power amplifiers, original GEC KT66s,

Rotel RCD 991 CD player 18 months old,

hyper pure copper (£ 1700) £ 950, Audio

original paintwork, no modifications, complete

excellent condtion £400, Grado RS1

Synthesis Passion pre £ 340, all in perfect

with manuals and £ 200 worth of new spare

headphones, mint condition £450, Ergo Model 2

condition, Tel: 020 8964 9351 0r07717

valves, very good condition £ 650, Tel: 01483

headphones, mint condition £80, Tel: 01793

464352 [ DE14]

855603 [ D8]

490968 mobile, 07941 419196 ( DF17]

KEF 30B subwoofer for sale in good condition

Meridian GO8 24- bit CD player, as new, £ 1895,

Ruark Accolade speakers, walnut finish, super

100W RMS, £ 175 ono, Thorens TD150 Mk 2

Meridian 559 power amp £ 1750, ATC SCM 12

condition, weight 80kg each, wonderful

turntable with base and original arm, no cover

cherry wood £820, Tel: 07730 586005 [ DE14]

performance from Ruark's best £950 ono, also

good condition £ 75 ono, Tel: Dave Ritchie on

Naim CDX, 18 months old, mint condition, box,

Marantz CD72 as new condition £ 95, Jamo

020 8462 2320 evenings/weekends. EXFOX1

man, remote £ 1650, Naim 282,3 months old &

Concert 11, cherrywood, as new £ 1000,. Tel:

Revox B215 cassette player £ 700 ono, Revox

new style Hi Cap 9months £ 2800, Naim 250

01706 710918 ICD151

A77 R2R (with dust cover) £ 300 ono, Fax:

£800, Tel: Richard 07956 594104 [ D8]

Audio Note DAC 3 £ 500 ovno, Theta TLC x2 £ 70

01453 843598 or e-mail:

Linn I
kemi and Klout, great CD and classic amp

each, Pure DAB tuner DRX 701ES £ 100, Tel:

mjcm4p@hotmail.com [ DE14]

for just £ 2200, box, manual etc, Tel: Richard

01724 710547 [ DE14]

Quad ESL- 63 speakers, brown with teak wood

07956 594104 [ D8]

Spendor BC Is, classic British BBC designed

finish, excellent condition, one owner since new,

Spectral DMA 100S power amp, 200 watt,

speakers, sonically perfect, stained slightly

£850 ovno, Tel: 01252 874418 (Hants) DF171

perfect boxed £ 2950, Tel: Ian 020 7584 5784

darker than original ( oak?) with stands, but no

Naim Flatcap 2power supply ( 2002), perfect

[DEFOC]
Nordost Moonglo silver shadow digital

castors £ 200, audition and collect from Surrey,

condition and working order, upgrade your CDS or

Tel: 01306 730845 [ C8]

Nait for only £ 200, Tel: 01482 342535 evenings

interconnect BNC/phono, mint, boxed £ 130,

Copland CTA301 Mk II pre- amp ( remote) £800,

(Hull) [ D8]

Harmon/Kardon AVR5550 amp/receiver, one

Copland CTA505 power amp ( new Svetlana

Linn Katan speakers plus stands £ 400, Naim Hi

month old £ 550, Tel: 01798 813966 or 07980

6550cs) £ 1000, both boxed, mint, serviced

Cap PS £ 500, together £820, both 2years old,

836276 ( West Sussex ) [ D8]

2003, no offers unless purchased together

excellent condition, Tel: 07795 126921

PS Audio HGA 2Hybrid Classa digital power

please, Tel: 020 8543 5531 Chris ( eve) [ CE171

(Birmingham) [ D8]

amplifier £ 1100, perfect condition with

Rehdeko 115 with matching stands £900 ono,

Quad ESL-989 speakers, 2years old, excellent

packaging, Nordost SPM 1metre XLR balanced

can deliver, mint condition, Aiwa AF0460 tape

condition, offers invited, Tel: 01844 346087 or

interconnect £ 400 with wooden case, Tel:

deck, mint £ 40, Tel: 01246 205834 ( eve)

email: iandusher@hotmail.com [ 081

01245 358381 ( eve), 01245 242321 ( day)

01246 223037 ( day), Mobile 07901 803961

Quad 988 vintage finish, bought August 2003,

[DF17]

[DE14]

extended warranty, immaculate £2500, Quattro

Arcam CD72, black CD player, under 2years old,

Naim NAP 42/5 pre-amp £ 50. Denon integrated

Fil 4.5m balanced, original termination and

mint condition, boxed £200, no offers, buyer

amp PMA 250SE £ 35, Mission 774 tonearm

Nordost box, £ 1400, ATC 50ASI walnut, custom

collects, Tel: 01603 744000 [ DE14]

£15, buyer collects, Tel: Chris 0121 429 7576

stands, £ 3000, email: S.Hussain@ed.sac.ac.uk

Wadia 301 CD player, little used and as new with

answerphone [ D8]

[DF171

box and manual £2450 (£ 3650), Tel: 01202

Krell KPS 25S £8995, Wadia 860X £ 3795, Dali

Audio Note DAC 3signature, mint (£ 2300)

767873 ( Dorset) EDF171

Grand Coupe speakers £895 (£ 2500), Sonus

£1100. TEAC VRDS Ti CD transport, excellent

Michell Orbe QC, full size, black clear and silver,

Faber Electa Amator 2 £ 1595 (£3000), Audio

(£600) £ 250, Conrad-Johnson PVIOA pre- amp,

as new condition, upgrading £ 925, Tel:

Note ANVZ Kondo 1m interconnect £ 695

modified, fabulous performance (£ 1300) £475,

Cleveland 07958 944424 [ 08]

(£1500), Tel: 07812 084848 [ DFI 7]

all boxed, manuals, Tel: 07813 777303 Chris

Michell Alecto monoblocks amps £ 1000, Audio

Cary CAD 300SE Signature monoblocks ( black

(Derby) [ D8]

Synthesis Passion £ 350, all immaculate

chassis) £2850, Cary SLP 98 pre-amp ( black

Castle Harlech, yew floorstanders, good

condition, Tel: 01903 815208 ( West Sussex)

chassis) oil-filled capacitors, stepped volume

condition, boxed £495, Final isolation ' feet' ( 3)

[DF17]

£2150, both boxed, immaculate, Tel: 07973

£50, Tel: 01903 717826 [ D8]

Alon VMk Ill, as new, very open fast detailed
transparent open baffle loudspeakers, £ 5500

500274 or 01502513940 evenings EDF171

Audio Analogue Puccini dual- mono amplifier,

Arcam Alpha 9, five years old, excellent

silver finish, remote and boxed, mint condition,

new, sell for £ 2250, Tel: 07929 063676

condition, original box and manual £ 330, Tel:

latest spec, (£825 new) £ 325, Tel: Mike 01732

[DFOC]

0141 423 6440 ( Glasgow) [ D8]

461561 ( Kent) [ DE14]

Meridian 507 CD player, two months old £600,

Wadia 861 CD player, 10 months old, still in

Yamaha NS- 1000, Michell Orbe DC/NC boxed,

Aloia PST11.01i preamp plus power unit, Aloia

guarantee boxed, mint condition £ 5400 (£8450)

Oracle Delphi- 1, Thorens TD 124, SME 3D12- R

15.01i power amp plus power unit £ 2000, Aloia

Tel: George, Essex 01375 373196 EDF171

mint, Garrard 301, SME 3009 imp, excellent AR

amp is 60+60 watt, 4box system, Tel: 020 8531

Townsend Rock turntable with lttok LVI Iarm,

VT-100 boxed, Trichord Delphini PSU/NC boxed,

5079 [ DE14]
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The Market

Mark Levinson 390s, boxed £4500, Bryston

Quad 66 CD player, good condition and working

cables. Contact www.brilliancehifi.co.uk, email:

7BST pair £ 2200, Bryston BP25 £ 900, all as

order, offers invited, Tel: 01844 346087 ( D8]

sales@brilliancehifi.co.uk, or Tel: 07963

new with warranties and boxes. Tel: 01635

Naim NAT 01, two box tuner, latest model,

117341 [ D17]

29924411)8]

excellent condition with manual £800 (£ 1945).

Lumley Ref ST 70, power amp, just revalved, last

Wanted: remotes for Nakamachi's 700 ZXE/

list price on this amp was £ 2700, accept £850.

RX5OSE & Revox BDD, also plastic operational

Sorry no offers, Tel: 0191 4171669 after 6pm

dust cover for A77, Tel: 01943

(North East) [ D8]

466381 [ D81

Synergistic Research, 1pair of 18ft Active 220V
XLR interconnects for sale, mint and never used.

Trade

Wanted
Sonus Faber Electa Amator Mk 1, mint or
excellent condition pair, no holes in the base so
needs to be early original pair with original drive
units, no need for stands, will pay above the

£1450 ono. Tel: 07715 700346 IDE141
Spendor SP1/2E speakers, 2years old, boxed

London Tape Recorders, open reel to reel

market price for them. Cash waiting, email:

and in immaculate condition,cherry finish, will

specialists. Established 30 years, machines

zijafferji@ukonline.co.uk Tel: 020 8656 7514

include So Solid' speaker stands £ 1495 ono.

bought, sold and exchanged. Akai, Sony, Pioneer,

ELD171

Tel: 020 7432 3873 ( day); 020 8951 0676

TEAC, Tascam, Revox, Technics. Servicing on

Classical Vinyl records bought and sold.

(evening) ( London) [ DF17]

selected machines. Tel: 020 7603 0303 ( MB17]

Collections large or small always required. Sale

Roksan Kandy Ill CD/DVD player £ 650,

Amazing cables! Solid silver interconnects from

enquires also welcome, email or phone Geoff at

completely as new & unused, boxed, remote etc.

£110, with air/Teflon insulation and WBT plugs,

classical_records@hotmail.com or 01525

surplus to requirements £ 325 + del. Tel: Mobile

solid silver/Teflon speaker cables from £ 250,

237693 IBD171

07884 334178 ( London) EDF171

fantastic performance, refund guarantee, Tel:

Quad 44-405.2, Tel: 01932 866930 [ CE]

Wadia 301 CD player, fabulous sound and

0115.982.5772 after 7pm, email:

Bel Canto Design integrated amp. SETi40, email:

condition, silver and boxed, was £ 3800, now

bob@skydivers.co.uk EDFOCI

plarinos@otenet.gr fD81

£2800, Krell 30011 amplifier, great sound and

Brilliance custom-made audiophile cables,

Beard P505 Mk II pre-amp, any condition,

magnificent condition, silver and boxed, new

Synergy interconnects from £45, the sound per

working or not, email: Andy at

£3800, now £2300. Tel: John on 07881

pound ratio is superb, HEW Jan'04. Equally

andyslewis@aol.com or Tel: 07958 697282

525577 fD81

capable digital NV interconnects and speaker

[D81

Classifieds may be submitted by email. Send entries to: hi-fi ads@ipcmedia.com. For your security, do not include acredit card number
in any email. Please call our reader ad department on 020 8774 0631 with your credit card details.

Hi-FiNews

Private ad order form:
do not phone in ads

Rates: £ 8 ( inc VAT) per 30-word insertion for one Issue. For two months £ 14; three months £ 17. Additional words 50p each. Box numbers £ 3extra.
Note: telephone or product reference numbers count as one word (eg, Pioneer A400 = two words)
PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS

Please publish the above advertisement for
FOR SALE

insertions under the heading:

WANTED"I

Box number required

-I
yes

-I
no

Cheque/postal order enclosed for E

Name
( pounds sterling) made payable to

IPC Media or please charge my AccessNisa/Diners/Amex*

inpammuun_

Expires (dab)

Signature

*Please indicate which
• No reimbursements will be due for cancellation of subsequent insertions

www.hifinews.co.uk

Address

Card Number

Daytime telephone number
Date of sending

Send to: Classified Ads, Hi Fi News, IPC Media, Focus House. Dingwall Avenue. Croydon CR9 2TA.
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AVID DIVA - AFFORDABLE HI-END
Call us to listen
Contact us for your nearest dealer

Tel: 01480

457300

www.avidhifinco.uk
HILIRRISCII41 HIFI

HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIONWIDE DELIVERY

WILMSLOW AUDIO
M

W

Ilet

Loudspeaker specialists for almost 40 years

MASSIVE SALE
TRADE IN YOUR OLD MOVING COIL CARTRIDGE 6. SAVE UP
=

•

Range of replacement drive units from Seas, Visaton, Vifa-Scanspeak,

SH URE
AUDIO TECHNICA

Peerless, Morel etc, for use in AR, Gale, Heybrook, IMF, KEF, Mission,

GOLDRING
SUMIKO
TRANSFIGURATION

ProAc, Rogers. TDL plus many others.
•

Comprehensive stcck of components, capacitors

LONDON (DECCA)
GRADO
DEPON

(Ansar, SCR & Hovland), QED cable, damping and grille materials.

VAN DEN HUL

•

UK's largest supplier of kit loudspeakers - all on demonstration.

ORTOFON
PESON AUDIO
CLEAR

•

New range of Visaton Home Cinema kits.
Phone today for your FREE catalogue or check out our Webshe.

WILMSLOW AUDIO
50 Main Street, Broughton Astley, Leicester tE9 6RD
Tel: 01455 286603 Fax: 01455 286605
Website: www.wilmslow-audio.co.uk

INTEREST
FREE CREDIT

SOUND
SOUND STYLE
ORGANISATION
ALPHASON

CLEAR AUDIO
wzrzzim

STAX
BEYER
SENNHEISER

N a gilEa
PIONEER

t
a i

MUSICAL FIDELITY

ingielialM
SONY
SONY

A
SK
OG
NY

CREEK .1ZMI

AUDIO
DIO TECHNICA

wzrzizzem
SONY

H
GA
R LCR
FO

M=III

CREEhT
MOTH

CA
GAMUT

EAR HORD
TOM EVANS

EAR
ALGIA
ORELLE

KOETSU
mazzim

tED ierilliM
TRANSPARENT
BLACK RHODIUM
ORTOFON

SOUTHER
GRAHAM

NORDOST
ARGENTO AUDIO

MIZEIM
CREEK

SONY

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE 8, AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING. ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
NEW 8 BOXED WITH FULL U.K GUARANTEES. NO EX-DEM OR EX- DISPLAY GOODS. NO GREY IMPORTS.
GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL, SORRY, NO GENERAL CATALOGUES.
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS. BROCHURES OR PRICES
ESTABLISHED 1986
01283 702875 9am.9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS.

Our inventory includes the tantalising KSL Rondo amplifiers from Japan. We
have the M7 Line. M7 Phono, M77 Ongeku. the Heim Integrated and of
course the extraordinary Gakuoh. We also have a range of single minded
amplifier designs from, amongst others, Border Patrol. Art Audio and Sugden.
Our Aladdin's cave of analogue treasures includes 12 choices of moving coil
cartridge. the Kuzma Airline. Tnplanar 6, and SME Series V tonearrns.
Keeping this company is an enviable selection of turntables that includes the
unequivocal SME Model 30 and Kuzma Stabi Reference.

0111

More importantly we have an attitude and an intent that breathes new life,
interest and fascination into your relationship with music.
Call us for an informal chat or to arrange an appointment.
(.44)(01.115 9733222
Sale of part exchanged and ex-dent items

PAYMENTS
• 10 MONTHS INTEREST

111•111■1

FREE CREDIT

Sale

New

Voyd turntable - black - reference bearing and platter - no packaging £900
Nottingham Analogue Space Deck - new
£ 750
Voyd turntabkt standard - ash
£ 500

£2000
£963
£700

Nottingham Analogue Space Deck - with Mystic Mat and psu
£900 £ 1500
Wadi» 850 Cl) - very chunky chap - means business
£ 3200 £5400
Avid Volvere Sequel - new - boxed - unused
£2500
£3500
Ariston ROI Is with Signet low mass arm - old classic - original box - v. tidy £ 300
Roksan Xerxes Cognesenti - needs service - SME cutout - take it away

O MONITOR AUDIO"

WECLLE
MEZZEIM
MONRIO

We have the complete range of Living Voice loudspeakers including the
internationally celebrated Avatar OBX-R2.

• 6MONTHS DEFERRED

polkaudio

HA R BETH
DIAPASON
OPERA
EPOS

Definitive Audio creates a quality of musical experience that is irresistible.
We achieve this using some of the world's most splendid contraptions and by
employing a value system that places musical considerations above all
others.

OPENING HOURS
MON -SAT - 10AM - 7PM
SUNDAYS BY APPOINTMENT

ASH DESIGN
OPTIMUM
APOLLO

definitive audio

London NW11 8EL
Tel:020 8731 7665

HADCOCKMICHELL
wizazzim

TEL:

M=8 .-0IC:211=11
AUDIO VISUAL SPECIALISTS
59 Golders Green Road

Fax:020 8731 7616
salesecubeaudio.co.uk
www.cubeaudio.co.uk

60% OFF THE RRE

MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, DE65 MI

=ulam
1305E"

TO

MOTH
Er=tal
MIZIZZIIII (
ere
AUDIO

A3.2 Series

Living Voice Auditorium - cherry
Roark Crusader - dark chen-y - very tidy

À• der ••• oryea
-.

£400

Wilson Elenesch ACT1 tonearm - Carbon fibre unipivot
Pram Studio 200 - yew finish - MTM 2 way - very nice
SME Model 20/2A Includes Series V tonearrn) - senous - no flirn Barn

£450 £900
£1250 £2150
£3500 £ 5270

£900
£900

Hovland Sapphire - stereo power amp - vgc - give away
£3500
SJS Arcadia Model 2 - valve rectified, choke input - boffin stylie line pre-arnp copper casework - interesting, lush and lovely
£ 1000
T.E.A.D. The Groove - phono stage MM
£ 1300

£ 1500
£2000
£7000
£2000
f1850

Canary Audio 309 - parallel push-pull - 300B monos - 45 endless watts of
beefy ¡oy - ex dem - perfect condition - champagne - boxed
£ 6000 £ 10000
Canary Audio 303 push-pull - 300B monos - 22 watts of lovetyness - used
only once at US hi-fi show - a Joy and a steal
£4500 £ 7500
Audio Innovations P2 phono stage - MM - collector's item ( another one!)

LSi 15

FREE LOCAL
DELIVERIES

'Experience the reality of Home Cinema in our premises'
Site survey and consultations.
We epecialise in: Multiroom-Home Cinema installation.
Audusa - Bose • Crestron - Denon - Monitor Audio MuEoical Fidelity - Panasonic - Pioneer - Polk Audio Samsung
and many more

_1711SE'
Better sound !Neagh research.
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DEMOS BY APPOINTMENT

£ 700

Canary Audio 301 push-pull stereo - 22 watts - great amp - champagne
finish - boxed
£ 3500 £ 5400
Canary Audio 601 pre- amp - with saucy intestines - beautiful sound - new £2200 £ 2850
Audio Note UK ANJ speakers with Huygens high mass 4 leg stands

£ 500

SME Series V - with Audio Note silver internal wire - a proper tonearm
Living Voice Avatar 013X- R1 -cherry - 2002 - ex Hi Fi World review pair

£900 £ 1850
£2000 £4000

Revolver 45 speakers - cherry - new
Revolver 45 speakers - standard finish
Quad 989 ESL - brand-new - black - boxed - big

£900
£ 700
£4000

Revolver R33 - standard finish - new
Triplanar VI tonearm - boxed

£ 300 £400
£2300 £ 3350

Heart Rhythm - 8 watt valve rectified 300B monos - giveaway
EAR MC3 - moving coil step up transformer

Tel: 0115 973 3222
Internet: www.detinItiveaudlo.co.uk

£ 1200
£900
£ 4400

£400 £ 1600
£ 300 £ 750

Fax: 0115 973 3666
email: shoutedeflnItIveaudlo.co.uk

www.hifinews.co.uk

eVo
21
integrated

bel canto

(
THE

BEL

THE

TRUE

DIGITAL
A

CANTO

POTENTIAL

THE

AND

ORIGINAL

•

REPRESENTS

OF

AMPLIFICATION

TRANSPARENT

TO

EV021

•

MODERN

PROVIDING

MUSICAL

PATH

SoundStage!

PERFORMANCE

2001 Reviewer's
Choice: eVo200.2
Innovation in
Design

1998 Diapason d'or:
5E1140

II

note II accuphase //
siltech

//

vpi

orpheus

II

densen
labs

II

sme
II

II

statx4chie

CHOICE

2001 Editor's Choice
eVo 200.2
Stereophile Class A
Recommended
Component

2091/2002
Reviewer's Choice:
eVo200.2, eVo4, eVo6

dcs // bel canto // spei tr al II Focal-JMIab // peak consult
II
avi
halcro
II
la ardin
quad
II
orelle /

pen-

dynavector

leema

www.kevingallowayaudio.co.uk
infoekevingallowayaudio.co.uk

Engineering with Emotion
Introducing DAX Discrete — New Reference DIA Converter

ics

//

WWW

-

r-audio.co.uk

Human hearing evolved initially as a survival mechanism to locate a
potential threat. Today our hearing still works by analysing the first
transient pressure change from asound source. Unlike traditional speakers,
the Manger sound transducer accurately reproduces transient pressure
changes to give stunningly realistic sound.

▪ asr amplifiers

precision: in sound
Contact us today and improve
your audio experience forever.

In future years we are confident that DAX Discrete will come to be regarded as a
milestone design on the road to the perfect audiophile d-to-aconvener. In one sentence.
what it does best, is to connect you with your favourite music like nothing on earth has

•Manger Speakers

ever managed to do so before, outside of the live venue.

•ASR Amplifiers

Never before has such sheer ability in the required disciplines of high-speed digital. DSP

•HMS Cables

programming, RF methods, experienced audiophile design and aperfectionist's obsession

•

been gathered, with the sole objective of creating the world's besf digital to analogue
converter, from first principles, without assumptions or compromise«

roksa

kEvinallh
gailowey

(01563) 574185

AMIDE°
*TikTel'ESM

BCOUS1

• manger speakers

DAX Discrete is the result, and it's aradically new converter. Easily able to handle all
digital audio formats, including DVD-A 1 "and SACIDT,A, through acustom interface and
with stunning resolution. But without doubt its most important abifity is its capacity to
convey emotion enthusiastically and convincingly, thereby maintaining atight connection
to your heart. And it will do this especially well with your existing CD collection — many
of which you will simply not recognise
DAX Discrete adopts the established DAX name and is the latest in aseries of converters
which began 10 years ago with the UltraAnalog equipped DAX original, followed by
DAX-2 and the recent DAX Decade. Both DAX-2 and DAX Decade can be entirely
upgraded ( read 'exchanged') to the new DAX Discrete. Please note that although it shares
the same well-respected name as it's predecessors. DAX Discrete shares no common
circuits with them. In fact the electronic design concept and execution of DAX Discrete
is aworld-apart from any other converter in existence today.
Website: audiosynthesis.co.uk or audio-synthesis.com
Location: P.O. Box 50, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1DZ
Telephone: +44(0)115 922 4138 Fax: +44(0)115 922 9701
Emails: salesinfo@audiosynthesis.co.uk technical@audiosynthesis.co.uk

call:0161 304 0099
mobile: 07970 908619
info@manger-audio.co.uk
Manger Audio UK Unit 10 Rassbottorn,Industrial Estate, Stalybridge,Cheshire 51(15 1RH
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SOUND & VISION
STORAGE

AUDIO SYNTHESIS
ATC
AV1

NEW PRODUCTS ON DEM

AYRE
BRYSTON
CHORD

CLEARAUDK) - Champion/Unify/Sigma

ClEARAUDIO

WILSON BE.NESCH - Curve

GAMUT

AUDIO SYNTHESIS - NEW DAX Discrete

LEXICON

TAG McLaren - AV Products

LYRA

AV1 - Latxmatory Series Amp and New CD

NORDOST

TOM EVANS - Pulse - New pis for Vlae

PRIMARE

CHORD - new Choral system

PS ALDIO

ATC - SCM35

PMC
RED ROSE

FOR SALE - EX DEM.

REL
REVEL
SME

-AMUT - D200

X

s' AUDIO • HCAO

TAG

AV30

EN

TOM EVANS
TeL4!:6 FICele

'

4
JOM
TEL:

smoei

eettE;

è
• 458
(
LEEDS) 0113 •
4
TRIÓCETT (LEEDS) 0111,3873609

EMAI. Inf cx.audiore nett ions.co.uk

Tidy away your collection of CDs, Videos, DVDs, Audio tapes, LPs,
MDs or Talking books into one of our range of lovely cabinets. Styles
from traditional to contemporary, achoice of wood finishes and sizes
to suit the modest and serious collector alike. For abrochure please
phone (24hrs) write or email to

FAX : 0113 2533098

JOHN AUSTIN FURNITURE LTD.
Grearworth Park, Banbury, Oxon OX 17 2HB

Tel: 01295 760017 Fax: 01295 760177
info@john-austin-furniture.co.uk
www.john-austin-furniture.co.uk
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"The Best in New, Second Hand and X-Dem Equipment"
r4.*
CZ01-1..e•Ft -rEFt 1._«1(

Choice'
hi-fi
youchoose
Choice hi-fi
you

make it easy for

to fulfill your sonic

dreams. Quality hi-fi is not just
about expensive brandnames.
It 's about aspiring to the very
best sound, about choosing
your ideal system from the
widest selection in the country,
in a unique no- pressure
environment.

ourchoice
Acoustic Energy
Advantage
ATC
Audible Illusions
Audio Physic
B.A.T
Boulder
Bryston
Cary
C.A.T.
Chord
Clear Audio
Denon
DNM
Egglaston Works
Efectrograph Delphi
Gamut
Genelec
Gryphon
Graham
lmerge
J M Lab
Krell
Lexicon
Linn
Loewe
Lutron
Lyra
Mark Levinson
Michell Eng.
Musical Fidelity
Naim
NEC
Nordost
Oracle
Ortofon
Plinius
P.M. C.
Primare
Project
Quadraspire
REL
Rockport
Roksan
Rotel
Ruark
Shahinian
SIM2
SME
Straight Wire
Sugden
Tara Labs
Teac
Totem
Transfiguration
Trichord
Trilogy
Van den Hul
VPI
Wilson Audio
Wilson Research
YBA

INSTALL

£2.995.00 £ 14300.00
L295.00
L £395.00
L995.00
£395.00
L895.03
(195.00'
C195.00' £325.00
L1,650.00
L195.00' £430.00

this month

POWER AMPLIFIERS
Conrad Johnson Premier 140 SA
Krell KSA BOB
Krell KSA 250
Mark Levinson 383 Integrated
Naim Nuit 3
Cary 805 C Monoblocks " new"
Bel Canto Evo 4
Cary SLA 70 mk II Silver
PRE AMPLIFIERS
Audio Research LS2
Boulder L5AE Pre Amp
Klein 7LX 3.58
Audio Research LS3
Cary SLP98L Remote Pre x-dern
LOUDSPEAKERS
Shahinian Obelisk
Heybrook Sextet ( new drivers)
Ensemble PA I
JM Lab Sib 8 Cub ( 5.1 spk sys)
CD PLAYERS & DACS/ DVD PLAYERS
EAD DSP9000 Pro Series Ill
Micromega Classic Solo
Wadia No 27 Dac
Mark Levinson 31.5 Transport
Chord SPM 1600E Dac/ Pre
Theta Pro Geny
TURNTABLES, ANA LOG UE,VAR1OUS
Tara Labs 10m Bal The 2Interconnect
Tara Labs Monoblock FGS
Tara Labs The 2Speaker Cable 4ft

(5,250.00
L1,395.00
£2,250.00
£4,950.00
L375.00'
(4500.00.
£,895.00
L995.00'

£7,000.00
C3,600.00
£6.500.00
£6.000.00
£608.00
L8.250.00
L3.895.00
L2.250.00

£1,395.00
0,750.00
C2,900.00
L795.00'
£1295.00.

£3,300.00
L3.500.00
C5.400.00
LI.997.00
L2.794.00

L995.00
L395.00'
L695.00'
L695.00

L3,500.00
C1.203.00
£2,000.00
L859.00

L2,795.00
£995.00
£3,750.00
£3,995.00
L2750.00'
L495.00'

£8.000.00
£2.500.00
£9.030.00
£9,600.00
L6.500.00
£1.295.00

£2,000.00
£500.00
£1,300.00

(5.000.00
£1.000.00
£3.000.00

amplifiers

PoNeve r•
Conrad Johnson MF2500
YEA Passion Monoblocks
Audia Flight 100
Audia Flight One Integrated
Linn Kiev= SOO Solo (4)
Musical Fidelity NuVista 300
Boulder 500 AE
ES Lab DX-S4
Krell KAV 250A
Roksan Caspian Integrated
Roksan Caspian Power
Krell FPB 700cx
Rowland Model 12 ( 4chassis)
ES. Lab DX-S8
Plinius 8200P
Plinius SA 102 " new"
Bryston 4BSST
Jadis Defy 7mk Ill
Linn Bass Active Card
Gamut D200 " new"
Krell MDA 300
Linn Klassik CD/Amp silver
Boulder 1060 Power " new"
Primare 30.1 mk 11 Integrated
YEA Passion Stereo " new"
Plinius 250 mk IV ' new'

P B
-Ea

MULTIROOM

saleitems

ClaraVox Magnifica ( Final Offer)
dpa Enlightenment DAC
McCormak Line Drive
Audio Refinement Pre 5
Quad 33/ 303
Musical Fidelity MVT Pre
SD Acoustics SD I
Rogers LS55 new
Reduced this month

eNne

HOME
CINEMA

L2,795.00
0,495.00
¿Oit Den)
¿On Dent
£3995.00 each
(2,695.00
L2,495.00
L1,395.00
£1,795.00
(On Dont
(On Dora
L11,995.00
£8,995.00
(On Dent
[On Dem
[On Den,
[On Dent
£2,750.00
£69.00
[On Dern
£4,995.00
£895.00
¿On Dora
£1,350.00
£3,995.00
(On Dora

£4,000.00
£9.500.00
£6.500.00
£4.500.00
L6.000.00
L3,300.00
£5.500.00
£2.000.00
L3.650.00
£895.130
L645.00
CI 5.000.00
L14.500.00
L2.995.00
C1,550.00
L3.750.00
L2,350.00
L6,000.00
L120.00
L3.250.00
L12.000.00
L1.030.00
L16.500.00
L1.500.00
£5.995.00
(6,350.00

L1,650.00
(On Dora
£995.00
£4,250.00
£1,295.00
(On Dora
£3,250.00
£395.00
(On Dora
£,990.00
[POA
¿On Dora
¿On Dora

L2,250.00
L4,503.00
L1,200.00
L5.995.00
L1.995.00
L2.700.00
C6.500.00
£800.00
L13.000.00
L5.595.00
L30.000.00
L3,200.00
L6,750.00

amplifiers

PRE AMPLIFIERS
Conrad Johnson PV I4L
Audia Flight Pre
Musical Fidelity NuVista
Audio Research 1.525 mk II
YEA 2a Line
Tom Evans TheVibe Pre
Chord DSC 1600E (dac/pre)
AVI 52000 MP remote pre
Boulder 1012 ( pre amp/ 24.96 dad Phono)
YEA Passion Pre ( inc Phono)
Boulder 2010 Pre
Plinius I
6L
C.A.T. ultimate reference Pre Amp lnc/Phono " new"

speakers
LOUD SPEAKERS
Totem Arrow
JM Lab Micro Utopia BE
JM Lab Metan Utopia
Audio Physic Avanti
Wilson Audio System 5.1
Avante Garde Trio
Prom Ref 125 Yew
Proac CC ICentre
2xProac ER ISub

020

020

Open from
4e

£970.00
£4,400.00
L7.899.00
£7.800.00
L19,030.00
L17.000.00
£1,700.00
L800.00
L1,000.00

L795.00
(On Dora
£3,000.00
£4,995.00
L6,995.00
L9,995.00
L1,295.00
£595.00
L595.00

8392
8392

Y

CIIDp121yer- s

L577.00
L19.999.00
L13,000.00
L1.100.00
£9.999.00
£9.000.00
C18,000.00
L2.250.00
L1,795.00
L1.750.00
C5,200.00
L4.100.00
L2.500.00
L650.00
L500.00
L1,799.00
C999.00
£6.000.00
£1.700.00
L3,500.00
¿2, 170,00
L298.99
L749.00
C468.99
L750.00
L4.000.00
L2.000.00
L2,225.00

DACS
(On Dent
L1,595.00
[7,995.00
(On Dora
(On Dora
£995.00
£695.00
(On Dent
L1,495.00
L295.00
L3,995.00
L1,695.00
L2,995.00
¿On Dent
£750.00
L750.00
¿On Dent
¿On Dent
[POA
[1,995.00
(On Dent

Acoustic Arts Drive I/Dac 1mk 11
Acuphase DP70
Linn Sondec CD12
Linn UNIDISK 1.1
Linn CD12
Linn Karik/ Nurnerik
Pink Triangle Da Capo 1307
Roksan Caspian CD
Theta Data Pro Basic lila
Trichord PD- S503
YEA CD' Delta (Twin psu)
Audio Synthesis DAX Decade
Mark Levinson 39
YEA CD 3Delta
Audiomeca Damnation CD Transport
Primare V20 DVD/CD
Audio Aero 32/192 Capitole CD (Ver. 4)
Primare V25 CD/DVD
Boulder 2020 duc
Theta Data Il Transport AT * link
YEA CD Integre " new"

bles

SELL

(395.00
(On Dora
£7,495.00
£495.00
(On Dem
£3,750.00
I9,995.00
[1,750.00
£1,150.00
095.00
£2,995.00
L1,595.00
L995.00
(On Dent
(On Dent
(On Derr,
(On Dora
(On Dora
(On Dent
¿On Dora
¿On Dern
£225.00
£625.00
£415.00
(On Dora
(On Dent
(On Dent
£995.00

Dynaudio Audience 50
JM Lab Nova Utopia
Revel Ultima Studio
ATC SCM 10 Passive Black
J11 Lab Alto Utopia BE
Wilson Witt mk 1
111 Lab Utopia
Reference 3A
Audio Physic Spark
Talon Kite Centre 8 Bracket
Aerial Acoustic SW12 Sub Woofer. Maple/remote
Mirage M3 si
Linn Kabers (Active)
Eel Q 203 E
Rol Q 150 E
Audio Physic Luna Sub ( wood)
Audio Physic Yuca
Vienna Acoustics Mahler
Vienna Acoustics Mozart
Vienna Acoustics 5.1
Cabasse io 5.1
Blue Room Minipod (White)
Blue Room Minipod
Sub ( Blue)
Blue Room Minipod Sub
Genelec 205 Active Monitors
Audio Physic Virgo III " new"
Audio Physic Tempo III " new"
Naim SBL's

L6.500.00
L12.000.00
C6.500.00
£12.000.00
C3.300.00
£1.400.00
£995.00
£3,495.00
L500.00
L5,500.03
L3.250.00
L5,000.00
£2.200.00
LI,600.00
L1,000.00
L4,500.00
L1,000.00
£24,000.00
L4,000.00
L1,195.00

cezanaloque

Turntables/ Analogue/ Various
Nottingham Analogue. Space Deck/DV/20X £ I,295.00 £2,200.03
Trichord Dino ( Phono)
£345.00
L498.00
Roksan Xerxes I
0/DS1.5/ Anemia/ Jubilee
¿On Dora
L4.500.00
Ortofon Jubilee
(On Dora
LI,500.00
Roksan Caspian Phono se
¿On Denn
L950.00
SME 20/2A
(On Dent
L5.273.53
Roksan TMS2/ Anemia
( On Dora
L8,500.00
Michell Orbe/VC/ RB300
( On Dent
L2.350.00
Project RPM 6" new"
(On Dent
L500.00
Project RPM9/ arm
( On Dora
LI.000.00
VPI TNT mk IV) Rockport 6030/ Flywheel/ VPI Stand/ Clearauudio Accurate/ Pump etc.
L16.000.00
L8,500.00
0350.00
Roksan Radius 5 (Acrylic)/ Nirna arm " new"
(On Dent
L1,100.00
Lorricraft record cleaning machine
(On Dena
L425.00
Earrnax Pro
(On Dent
£450.00
L995,00
Renon B160 Tuner
LI2.289.00
SME 30/2 A ' new"
L10,495.00
L395.00
L Moth Record Cleaning ink
L325.00
Project RPM4/ Ortofon 510 "
new"
£245.00
LI.050.00
Ortofon Rohrnann
(On Dont
Ortofon Kontrapunkt a/b " new"
(On Dora
L500.00/L750.00
LI,103.00
Michell Gyro SE/ RB300"new"
¿On Dent
£495.00
L Audio Synthesis Phono Eq rnrn/mc
£695.00
L1,600.00
Gryphon Phono Pre- Amp ( dual mono) Head Amp
L1.650.00
SME Series VArm " new"
L1,350.00
L495.00
L Pink Triangle PT Ext psu
L2.750.00
Plinius 14 Phono " new"
(On Dora
L195.00
teem
Nackamichi DR 3
(1,795.00
Tom Evans ' The Groove " new"
(On Dent
L1,695.00
L2.065.00
Clear Audio Reference Mc phono stage X-demo
L423.00
Rego Planer 3f. Hi Fi News Out Board Power Supply
L320.00
L640.00
£740.00
Clear Audio Symphono phono stage X- demo MM/MC

AN/

components

Linn 5103 System Controller
Parasound 2205 - 5Channel
Lexicon MCI
Lexicon MC8 Processor
Lexicon RTIO DVD Player
SIM 2HT 300
Primare P30 Processor
Linn Klassik DVD
Lexicon MC 12 / MC I
2B
Loewe Xemix DVD " new"
PLASMAS/ LCD
From NEC) Panasonic/Pioneer/Sharp
Electrograph Delphi/Seleco/Sony/Sanyo
Panasonic TH 42 PWD6 " new"

1959&

1994

B U

020

£2,395.00
L3.285.00
£1,795.00
L3,000.00
£1,995.00
L5,500.00
(On Dent
L5.000.00
(On Dent
L2.300.00
L7,500.00
L9.000.00
£1,295.00
£2,000.00
(On Dent
L2.000.00
(On Dora C13100.03/L8900.03
(On Dent
C495.00
from [4000.00

8392

£4,400.00

19 6 3

iminfoca'choice-hifi.com

10am to 6pm Mon to Sat and other times by appointment.
Buy, sell, exchange quality hi-fi equipment
accept all major credit cards. Finance available subject to status

POA
POA

HIGH END AUDIO
BOUGHT/SOLD
EXCHANGED
SALE

LIST

ARTEMIS EOS 2SIGNATURE SPEAKERS 8 EXTERNAL
CROSSOVERS SUBWOOFERS, ROSEWOOD, S/H £5,995 £ 15,000
MARK LEVINSON 334 POWER AMP, S/H £2,995 £5,500
KRELL KAV 250A POWER AMP, S/H
£ 1,695 £3.698
CELLO AMATI PRO SPEAKERS,
PIANO BLACK, S/H
£4,995 £ 16,500
CELLO STRADAVARI GRAND MASTERS
SPEAKERS.PIANO BLACK, STUNNING
AND AS CHEAP AS CHIPS@PRICE, S/H £ 12,995 £ 65.000
LUMLEY LMS 1000 SPEAKERS BEECHWOOD, S/H £3,500 £ 8.000
BURMESTER 808 MK3 PREAMP.
THIS FULLY MODULAR PREAMP INC MC PHONO
BAL 8 S/E DESIGN. THE ULTIMATE PREAMP
BI AMPERS DREAM CHROME FINISH. RARE, S/H £ 3,995 £ 9.000
CELLO ENCORE 1MEG LINE PREAMP, S/H £ 3,995 £ 10,000
AUDIO RESEARCH LS5 PREAMP BLACK, S/H £2,500 £ 5,690
AUDIO RESEARCH CD1 CD PLAYER BLACK, S/H £ 1,295 £3,290
AUDIO RESEARCH V140 VALVE MONO AMPS
BLACK S/H
£2,995 £8,800
PROAC FUTURE 1SPEAKERS BLACK, E/D £2,795 £5,875
WADIA 2000 TRANSPORT + DAC + OPTICAL INTERFACE.
ALL UPGRADES DONE, 6BOXES IN ALL
3,500 17,000
ACCUPHASE DF90 DF91 TRANSPORT
+DAC SUPERB
3,995 20,000
ORACLE CD PLAYER LATEST
STUNNING LOOKS
3,995 12,300
BOW TECHNOLOGIES MODEL 228 CD PLAYER,
EXCELLENT
2.395
4,995
CONRAD JOHNSON DR1 TRANSPORT uDA2,
DAC SUPERB OPEN SOUND BARGAIN
1.695
3,800
WADIA 3200 CD TRANSPORT
995
2038
KRELL MD10 SIGNATURE TRANSPORT.RARE
2,995
9,000
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DAX2 DAC
UPGRADEAVAILABLE
895
2200
395
950
PINK TRIANGLE ORDINAL DAC 1307 CHIP
MERIDIAN 566 20BIT DAC BALANCED
395
1095
ARCAM BLACK BOX DAC5
150
450
GRADO SIGNATURE TONE ARM VERY RARE
495
1795
SOTA COSMOS TURNTABLE STEAL
995 46,000
CELLO AUDIO SUITE PREAMP
VARIOUS MODULES MASTER SUPPLY
7,995 23.000
HOVLAND MP100 VALVE PREAMP SUPER
LOOK - SOUND
3,295
5,750
AUDIO RESEARCH LS33 REMOTE CONTROL
PREAMP
1,395
3,125
AUDIO RESEARCH LS2B MK2
PREAMP BARGAIN
1,295
3.400
MATTISSE REFERENCE 2PREAMP PHONO
ELECTRIC BLUE
1,395
3,500
AUDIO SYNTHESIS PASSION 8M
REMOTE PREAMP
795
1.695
UNISON RESEARCH MYSTERY
ONE VALVE PREAMP
695
1.750
NAIM 102 PREAMP WITH HICAP. 1WEEK OLD
1,295
2,109
AUDIO RESEARCH LS1 LINE PREAMP
595
1,797
AUDIO RESEARCH CASE INTEGRATED
REMOTE CONTROL AMPLIFIER JUST SERVICED 1.895
3,945
KRELL KAV300i INTEGRATED AMP
1.395
2,790
REMOTE CONTROL
VTL 85 VALVE INTEGRATED LATEST
REMOTE CONTROL
1.295
2,400
MICHELL 150 HERA PHONE STATE
250
600
MICHELL ARGL LINE PRE • SUPPLY
295
866
ARAGON 24K IPS PRE AMP 8 SUPPLY PHONO
495
1,650
KRELL FBP 200C CAST POWER AMP
3.995
8,750
KRELL FBP 300 POWER AMP
4.995
9,450
JADIS JA80 MK3 MONO POWER AMPS
3.995
9,580
GRAAF GM200 OTL VALVE POWER AMPS
1,895
3.300
GAMMA AEON TRIODE VALVE MONO BARGAIN
1.795
6,995
CELLO PERFORMANCE 2MONO AMPS
8.995 27,500
GOLDMUND MINIMIS 2POWER AMP
1,495
5,150
LEVINSON M111 POWER AMR BARGAIN
895
2,700
LEVINSON ML12A PRE AMP, GREAT COMBO
895
2,700
NAIM NAP 90 POWER AMP
185
450
NAIM NAP 180 POWER AMP
595
1,220
ELECTROCOMPANIET ANNIVERSARY
POWER AMP
895
3,000
NAKAMICHI DRAGON CASSETTE
DARK CLASSIC
895
2,800
STAX LAMBDA PRO HEADPHONES
175
370
GENESIS 5MK2 SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD
INCLUDES ROLAND BASS AMP ADJUSTABLE
TO ANY ROOM
AVALON ACCENT 2SPEAKERS IN
BURR ASH WITH SEPERATE CROSSOVERS
ATC SCM 70, 25TH ANNIVERSARY ACTIVE
LOUDSPEAKERS BEST ACTIVE WE'VE HEARD
PROAC FUTURE 2LOUDSPEAKERS
ROSEWOOD
MARTIN LOGAN QUEST ELECTROSTATIC OAK
SNELL A3 LOUDSPEAKERS OAK. BARGAIN,
EXCELLENT
DUNLAVY SC4 SPEAKERS LTOAK
STERIOPHILE A
AUDIO PHYSICS TEMPO 2SPEAKERS
CHERRY BARGAIN
WHARFDALE OPTION 1ACTIVE SPEAKERS
FLAGSHIP MODEL
ATC 10 SPEAKERS STANDS. BLACK
PROAC FUTURE 5LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK

3,995

15,500

3,995

14.800

4,995

12,495

3,995
1,995

11.450
4.995

1,995

5,850

2,995

8,500

795

2.500

995
495
1,795

6,000
1,300
3,500

WANTED QUALITY AUDIO EQUIPMENT BEST PRICES PAID
LOCATED IN WELWYN

- HEATS

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

01438 714038
10.00am - 7.00pm MON - SAT 10.00am - 1.00pm SUN
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WAS NOW
ALPHASON AKROS 2SPEAKER STANDS BOXED MINT
60
30
AUDIONOTE OTO SE INT AMP LINE LEVEL NEW
1599
1400
1100
AUDIONOTE AN CD 2.1X INT CD PLAYER AS NEW
950
AUDIONOTE CD2 TRANSPORT
2250 2100
AUDIONOTE ANCD 3.1% CD PLAYER NEW
1699
1499
AUDIONOTE M2 LINE PRE AMP
1499
1399
AUDIONOTE ANVX 1METRE PAIR NEVER USED TERMINATED
574
475
AUDIONOTE DAC 2.1X 24/96
1599 1400
AUDIONOTE MEISHU LINE INT AMP NEW
3300 3000
AUDIONOTE OTO PHONO INT AMP 1MONTH OLD
1899 1700
AUDUSA EUPEN POWER CABLES FULL RANGE
POA
AVI LAB SERIES CD PLAYER SUPERB NEW
1299 1199
AVI BIGGATRONS CHERRY NEW
599
450
AVI LAB SERIES INTERGRATED AMP 200 WPC NEW STUNNING 1499 1350
BLACK RHODIIUM ORATORIO 1METRE PAIR NEW
597
450
BLACK RHODIUM REQUIEM I 1METRE PAIR NEW
1247
950
BLACK RHOIUM ORATORIO 1METRE DIGITAL NEW
297
EAR 324 TRANSISTOR PREAMP NEW
1880
EAR 509 ANNIVERSARY MONO BLOCKS GOLD OR CHROME
POA
EAR 834 INT AMP BOXED 3MONTHS OLD
2297
1800
EAR 834P CHROME DELUXE MM/MC PHONO AS NEW
867
695
EAR 834P MM/MC PHONOSTAGE EX OEM
614
450
EAR 890 POWER AMP 70 WPC CLASS A AS NEW
2548 2200
EAR 899 INT/PRE AMP 70 WPC CLASS A NEW
2945
POA
EAR 8L6 INTRERGRATED/PRE/MAIN AMP NEW
2520
POA
EAR HEADPHONE AMP HP4 MINT
1924
1600
EAR MC3 MC TRANSFORMER AS NEW
746
650
ELAC 203 ESP ACTIVE SUBWOOFER NEW
799
ELAC 555 CENTRE 3WAY CENTR SPK CHERRY FINISH
599
ELAC CL 3301 JET INC STANDS NEW
2499
ELAC F20 CINEMA SPEAKERS FREESTANDING/GLASS BASE
499
LAI SS800 SPEAKER CABLE 5MTR NEW
206
175
LYRA HELIKON SL MC CARTRIDGE NEW
1249
LYRA DORIAN MC CARTRIDGE NEW
495
MICHELL OC PSU NEW
440
399
MICHELL ALECTO MONOBLOCKS USED
2100 1300
MICHELL GYRO SE/RB300 ARM
1083
950
MICHELL ORBE SME BOARD SEALED BOX
2298
1950
MICHELL ORCA PRE AMP + LARGE PSU USED
1600
925
MICHELL TECNODEC WITH RB 300 ARM NEW
700
MYRYAD MD 600 CD PLAYER AS NEW
1299
1050
MYRYAD CAMEO SYSTEM CD/TUNER/AMP NEW
1599
MYRYAD G60 DIGITAL SOUND PROCESSOR NEW
2599
MYRYAD MA 240 POWER AMP AS NEW
999
850
MYRYAD MA 500 5CHANNEL AMP 5X100WPC
1699
POA
MYRYAD MI 240 INT AMP 2X120 WPC 1MONTH OLD
1499
1300
MYRYAD MT 100 FM TUNER NEW
599
MYRYAD ZSERIES 24/96 CD PLAYER NEW
499
NAIM INTRO LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK/BOXED
295
ORELLE S5 SPEAKER SYSTEM + SUB NEW
975
ORELLE 100 EVO CD PLAYER NEW
1199
ORELLE SA 100EVO INT AMP 80WPC K/C NEW
1199
POLK 7600 SUROUND SPK SYSTEM NEW
1449
POLK PSW 350 10 INCH ACTIVE SUB NEW
349
POLK PSW450 10 INCH ACTIVE SUB NEW
449
POLK RTI 100 FLOORSTANDING SPKS BUILT IN SUB NEW
999
PRIMARE A10 INT AMP EXCELLENT CONDITION BOXED
275
PSB ALPHA 6ACTIVE SUBWOOFER AS NEW
500
225
RUARK PROLOUGE ONE SPK FVW FINISH BOXED
995
575
RUARK VITA 100 5.1 SPK SYSTEM INC RUARK ACTIVE SUB
1500
750
RUARK VITA 120 5.1 SYSTEM NEW
1695
RUARK PRELUDE 11 NEW
900
OED FULL RANGE
POA
RUARK PROLOGUE 11 LOUDSPEAKERS NEW
1250
SENNHEISER RS85 WIRELESS HEADPHONES NEW
159
SME MODEL 10 TURNTABLE NEW
2643
2643
SME SERIES IV ARM BOXED UNUSED
1126
1000
SME SERIES VARM NEVER USED MINT
1615
1500
SME 20/2A TURNTABLE INC SERIES VARM NEW
5273
LIVING VOICE CABLE FOR SME VARM
250
125
WIREWORLD ECLIPSE REFFERENCE INT IMTR NEW
499
SONICLINK SIMPLICITY 1METRE PAIR INTERCONNECT NEW
35
18
SOUND ORGANISATION FULL RANGE
POA
STAX SR 007+SRM007 EARSPEAKERS NEW
2995 2700
STAX SRS 2020 MK2 EARSPEAKERS MINT
449
375
STAX SRS 4040 SYSTEM SIGNITURE 2 NEW
1195
995
SUMIKO BLACKBIRD MC CARTRIDGE NEW
595
SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL MC NEW
279
250
WIREWORLD SOLSTICE 5IMTR INTERCONNECT NEW
69
WIREWORLD FULL RANGE OF AWARD WINNING CABLES
TEAC VDRS 7CD PLAYER
550
225
TRICHORD 1000 POWERBLOCK NEW
475
425
TRICHORD DELPHINI MK2/NEVER CONNECTED PSU NEW
1270
TRICHORD DINO PSU NEW
299
TRICHORD REASEARCH 500 POWERBLOCK NEW
315
285
TRICORD RESEARCH DELPHINI MK2 PHONO+ LARGE PSU NEW 995
900
VDH THE SOURCE HB 0.8 METRE NEW
65
35
VIVANACO DX 400 HEADPHONES NEW
29
VIVANCO EMH8080 FM HEADPHONES NEW
99
WIREWORLD SOLSTICE 5SPK CABLE AWARD WINNER 19.97 PER MONO MTR
WIREWORLD EQUINOX 5INTERCONNECT 1MTR PR
219

DISCOUNT GIVEN TO MOST NEW PRODUCTS
AGENTS FOR

EAR, TRICHORD, AUDIONOTE. MICHELL
MYRYAD, AVI, STAX, LAT, ELAC, RUARK. SME
BLACK RHODIUM, LYRA, SUMIKO, QED, POLK
ORELLE.T.A, VIVANICO WIREWORLD
PHONE FOR BEST PRICES

CASH WAITING FOR THE FOLLOWING BRANDS
NAN, MEHID.AN, KRELL, WADIA. SONUS FABER, MARTIN LOGAN
MARK LEVINSON. COPLAND, QUAD

Open Mon-Sun 10am - 8pm
VISA Switch - Mastercard
Now in Northampton 2minutes off A508
For further details
Tel/Fax 01604 842379
E-mail patrick@crisp5479.freeserve.co.uk
Website HICAM.CO.UK

Heatherdale
Oaudio limited
202, Findon Road, Worthing, RS'
Pre-owned equipment available
with guarantee
Export facilities available
Visit our Web Page wwiebifi-stereo.com
Main dealer for
Orchid Speakers Reference pmducts
THE MARK LEVINSON LISTENING
LOUNGE NOW OPEN
Rocksolid Sounds Satellite Speakers
£ 50
Warfedale Diamond II Speakers
£ 60
B+W CM4 Speakers in Rosenut
£ 695
Nadir) Logan Odyssey Speakers
£ 5.450
Tannoy Arden Loudspeakers
£ 995
Harbeth LS512A monitors
£ 995
Revel Salon Speakers gloss black with Rosewood
stdepanels fully guaranteed
£ 9.995
Ellas Floor Standing Liberty 5+ Speakers
£ 140
Revel Studio Speakers Ex demo black gloss,
Rosewood side panels, (£ 10,495) on offer for... £ 7.995
Teac LS- X7 Satellite Speakers
£ 50
Orchid LWO Speakers Ex demo
£ 2,495
Epos ES12 Speakers
£ 375
Mission 782 ( Stand Mount Model)
(Black Ash)
Just Reduced From £250 £ 150
Audio Physics tempo speaker
£ 995
Revel LE1 Sub Amp Plus 2Sub 15's
£5,995
Ellas Symphony floor standing speakers
£ 99
B+W Matrix 1Speakers
£ 295
B+W COM1 Speakers
£ 350
PRE-1.11Ps
Naim NAG 92 Pre Amp
£ 350
Conrad Johnson PV14L Pre Amp
£1,595
Exposure 11 812 Pre Amp 8,
Power Supply
Just Reduced from £900 .. £650
Adcom GTP 450 Tuner/Pre-Amp
£350
I1/11 /Tit A'S
Audio Research D200 Power Amp
Mark Levinson 383 integrated amp
Boulder 102 AE Power Amp
Mark Levinson Ref 33 Mono Blocks ex demo
Chord 1200 Mono Blocks

£ 1695
£4,495
£ 1,595
£ 17,995
£2.995

Conrad
Krell
KSA
Johnson
50s Power
MF 2500A
Amp Amp£

£1,595
2

Lentek Integrated Amp very rare classic
£4
195
95
Meridian 605 Mono Blocks
£ 995
Revel LE1 Sub Amp Plus 2Sub 15's
£
Nakamichl PA 5Stasis Power Amp.
Cost New £ 1150. .. 5£6
995
95
Adcom GFA 5300 Power Amp
Audionote Noirs Mono Amps
£5£.
3
99
50
5
Musical Fidelity P180 Power Amps
with MF3A Pre Amp 8 PSU
£ 695
Maim NAP 90/3 Power Amp
£ 695
(.1) PLAYERS & TRANSPORTS
Classe CDP5 CD Player
Meridian 508 Cd Player
Mark Levinson 37 cd Transport
Mark
I/l( Levinson 36s Dac
Pink Triangle Ordinal Dac
Krell Studio Dac
CEC DX51 Mk2 DAC with CEC TL51 Transport.
CEC DX71 Mk2 DAC

£ 695
£ 850
£ 2.750
£ 1995
£ 395
£ 850
NEW £ 1.995
NEW £ 1.295

1)1'1) II-All:RS
Yamaha OVO - S795
£ 145
Pioneer Elite DVD/CDNideo CD Player. Region 1DVD £ 695
1// ,, " L..i.vE0/
Nakamichi Dragon superb condition
Audio Note ( Kondo) 2mtr pairinterconnect
Shunyata Ex Demo 1m Aries rca interconnects
with locking connectors normal retail £650 our price
Shunyata Ex Demo 1.5 Aries rca interconnects
with locking connectors normal retail £800 our price

£ 1,200
£ 1.650

£4
£
49
25
5

Shunyata ex Demo 3m Lyra Speaker C/W Spades
with locking connectors normal retail £ 1500 our price
£ 995
Transparent 1/2mtr digital interconnect
Nakamichi 680 Cassette Deck
Nakamichi 1000 Cassette Deck
£195
Madrigal CZ Gel 1mtr Balanced Interconnect
£395
Stax SR007 omega ref ( SR117 head phone 8
£
£2
37
95
5
SRM007t dual triode)
Normal Retail £2995 .. £1,995
Audio Note ( Kondo) KSL-ACZ Mains cable ( new 8 boxed) .. £ 350
Audio Note ( Kondo) 3mtr pair SPZ speaker cable
£1,995
Audio Note ( Kondo) KSLL-LP Silver Litz interconnect
1mtr pair
£
Stax 40/40 Headphones
£8
85
50
0
1mtr Rondo KSL LP interconnect.. normal price £2000. £ 995
Yamaha CT- 810 AM/FM Tuner
£
Nakamichi BX2 Cassette Deck
£1
12
95
5
Sony TC377 Reel to Reel Tape Recorder
£ 95
Nakamichi Cassette Deck 1
£ 345
Audio Note ANS7 Transformer
£ 2.995
Koetsu Urushi Gold unused bargain
£ P0A
Koetsu Red unused bargain
£ P0A
Verdier Ebony Wood arm board ... Normal Retail £ 800. £425
Orlofon Jubilee Cartridge
( NEW) £ 995
Lumley Stratosphere Turntable ( gold plated)
with dedicated stand and large power supply
£ 2,995
Michell Gyrodeck with OC Power Supply
£ 995
WE NOW OFFER 0% FINANCE* (* subject to status)
PLEASE PHONE TO ARRANGE AN AUDITION
MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL
WE ACCEPT SWITCH • MASTERCARD - VISADINERS
CLUB - AMERICAN EXPRESS
Tel: 01903 872288 or

VISA

Evenings 07860 660001
Fax: 01903 872234
Email: heatherdaleehifi-stereo.com

wvvw.hifinews.co. LI k

BEST BUY

A EUPEN CSA 2.5 AUDIO AC MAINS CABLE
GNLM 05/04 and GNLM 05/2.5 ( CSA 2.5) Cable with
FERRITE TECHNOLOGY - A polymer material mixed with

GNLM 05/2.5 ( CSA2.5)

a considerable quantity of homogeneously fine high quality

£48 for 1.0m, £ 58 tor 1.5m,
£68 for 2.0m. Off the ' eel', £ 30 for
1s1 meter, £ 20 per m thereafter.

ferrite powder.is extruded around the copper conductors. As a
ferromagnetic material, it will go through hysteresis loops
whenever it is under influence of an alternating magnetic
field. Consecutively magnetizing and demagnetizing the
material will cause considerable losses of high frequency energy.
This energy is absorbed in the ferrite grains and converted into
heat.The GNLM cables which in addition to the above described ferrite
technology is further protected with a foil shield and a drain wire and
specifically manufactured for
End audio use. Said by some to be the

Eupen GNLM 0512 5 ( CSA 2.5)
shown with Marinco IEC 320 will
be fitted at extra cost.
GNLM 05/04
£58 for 1Om, £ 72 for 1.5m,
£86 for 2Om. Also available
of the reel.
Both GNLM cables are available
for export.

most neutral sounding audio ac mains cable on the market.

Fitted with IEC , Martin Kayser) and MK Tough plug Cable
can be supplied fitted to our all steel 4, 6 and 8 way distribution blocks. We can rewire the distribution blocks with
SILVER SILVER - upgrade the cable with sliver platupen cable as an extra cost option. Refer to our web site
ed contacts on IEC and and MK plug for £6. AUDUSA
-Eupen and LAT AC- 2 mains cable available with 16 amp IEC (

OM Silverlink OCC balanced
— stranded, silver on OFHC plus
OCC ( Ohno Continous Casting - sinle crystal copper) for improved bass performance.
ylar infill and with designed in protection against
F and EMI. conductor of 3mm diameter ( approx 8
auge). Cable Overall Dimension: 14.72 mm.

for certain models of amps by K,e11, MF, Levinson etc), Mannco/Wattgate IEC 320, Figure of eight, Bulgin, Hubble,European
Schuko,French, Australian, Swiss, Danish,Neutrik and other plugs

see our web site for IEC's,MK plugs RCA and Banana
connectors with silver plate contacts and

other audio and

ac mains connectors

LAT International AC- 2 AUDIO AC MAINS CABLE
e have developed acabling ( weaving) pattern along with
unusual shielding/filtering system that gets rid of the
arbage that contaminates your components. The difference
ou hear with our cord : sastounding. Our power cord takes
advantage of silver in its design through use of our proprietary
Silverfuse conductors. The conductors are 10 gauge and with
PTFE; the best insulation available. Fitted as standard with
IEC / MK Toughplug.. 60cm £62, 90cm £75, 1.2m £88, 1.5m
£101, 1.8m £ 112 etc Other lengths available and.off the reel.
4,6 and 8way all steel mains distribution blocks fitted with

UK, Schuko or USA sockets.CE tested & approved mains
distribution units manufactured of heavy gauge steel, finished
in black and fitted with high quality 13amp sockets. It has no
filters, circuit breakers, surge protection, transformers, resis-

10

tors, capacitors, LED's. on/off switches, chokes, regwators,
just fitted with 1m of AC-2 mains cable.From £ 166 for 4

SILVERFUSE is a near alloy of silver
and copper. IT IS NOT SILVER PLATED OR SILVER CLAD. Plating ( or clad, which is the same thing
as plating) causes a dioding effect
RECOMMENDED
when sàgnal is passed through resulting
NI-FICHOICE in brightness and distortion. The Silver»WM
fuse process starts with seven nies OFHC
AC-2
copper wire with a diameter that is slightly
Power cable compare
larger than the required size. It is then pulled
with products costing
through atrough of moken silver. The wire with asilver
ten times as much,
deposit, is then forced through a compacting die
where it is subject to tremendous pressure. The silver
then decide
and the high purity copper are fused together into a
near alloy. The compacting fusion also reduces the wire
diameter to the desired size. No dioding subsequently occurs with this process. The result provides for the benefits of silver; which are excellent definition and clarity, with the high purity
copper benefits of warmth and mellowness.

.chL..

€way, £ 198, 6way, £229 for 8 way.

Inc USA - Analogue, Digital and Video interconnect5 and Speaker
cable better thcn most others at double the price.

LAT INTERNATIONAL

UNFIRE CORPORATION -

Snohomish USA

New for 2003 Sunfire Ultimate - world's most powerful home cinema
Receiver. 7 x 200 watts, Cinema Seven power amps, 7 x 200 and 7 x 400
Signature True SubWoofer 13 inch cube True Sub MKIV 11 inch cube and Junior Sub
Woofer 9 inch cube - all with two drivers, to as low as 16hz, 116 SPL and 360 cu ins of air
movement, 1200 or 2700 watt patented amp technology. Solid state power amps 2 channel (2 x300 and 2 x600) and 5 channel ( 5 x220 watts and 5 x430 watts patented amp
technology ( no heat sinks), Classic tube preamp and Theatre Grand Ill processor preamp

WWW.AUDUSA.COM
T: 020 8241 9826, 020 8264 0249

F: 020

8241 0999

E: sales@audusa.com

Award Winning Retailers...
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NA
Nordote
Origin
Ortoto
Pathod
!Picker'
Panora
Pro- Ac
Project
QUAD
IREL
Roksan Shanling
SME
Spendor
Sugden
TAG Mc
Tannoy
TEAC
Trichord
Unison Re
Van Den H
Wharfedale
(ameba
& lots more.

The North of England Hi Fi Specialists
Quality Hi Fi separates from £ 100 to £ 10,000
le Widest choice in the area

Independent advice

fe Consumers Choice Gold Award Winners

eOver 35yrs experience. 1Qualified staff
Comfortable dem rooms
!e,Main road location

Superb showrooms

Major car parks nearby

Insurance estimates

1Service Dept.

Up to 3years Interest Free Credit*

only 20% deposit

Carriage Free Mail Order ( inc. credit)
!te Delivery & installation

subject to status

Part Exchange

Open 10:30am - 5:30pm

6days: Mon. to Sat.

Ite Visa, Access, Switch etc.

24 Gillygate, York Y031 7EQ
01904-629659
www.Vickers-HiFi.co.uk

alists in high fidelity siund reproduction - since 1967

THE

QUAD
SPECIALIST
I
ESL
F

57

LE 1

PATIOS

SPARES & REPAIRS

Replacement panels for ESL 57, ESL 63 and LE I
Refurbished Quad speakers, amplifiers and tuner
Restoration of ErectroStatic Loudspeakers
Contact us for our free catalogue

Quad Musikwiedergabe GmbH
Rheinstr. 30, 58069 Koblenz, Germany
Tel: +49-261-38824 • Fax: +49-261-38172
quadger@t-online.de

:e
40
feelik

< ->"

tom

tom

audio

THE NAIM AUDIO SPECIALISTS
We buy and sell top condition, pre- loved and ex cierno naim
equipment
All products are tested and carry afull 12 month money back
guarantee

Stock list at www.tomtomaudio.com
WE COLLECT AND DELIVER
CALL 07971 202742 / 01727 893928 ANYTIME
tunes@tomtomaudio.com
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"The Pathos Acoustics Classic One is one of the
finest sounding amps Ihave ever heard, of any
era, from anywhere..."
Sam Tellig - Stereophile, Nov 2003

een
UKD Ltd
23 Richings Way, Iver, Bucks
Tel: 01753 652669
www.ukd.co.uk
post@ukd.co.uk
www.hifinews.co.uk

Electronics for those who prefer music

Presenting

`Von Schweíkert Audio
Cali now for pricing, literature and to arrange a demonstration / consultation either at home or at cur business premises.
www.vonschweikert.com

'Engineered to perform
like a microphone,
in reverse'.
vr 1

vr 2

Amplifier
-Pass Labs Aleph 5 stereo (60wpc pure :lass A)
-Pass Labs Aleph 3 (30wpc pure class A)
-Pass Labs X150 ( 15Ovvpe SS class AB)
-Manley labs 300b neo-;lassie monoblecks. (22wpc)

vr 4se

vr

SALE
£200 £ 1795
£2500 £ 1195

-Rogue 88 magnum (60wpc ultra L / 33wpc triode)
-Audibre Illusions Mod' 5e Pre (line /mm/homc)

£4250 £2295
£7200 £3750
£2000 £ 1295
£2500 £ 16.95

-Pass Labs X2 Pre (lee balanced SS)
-Conrad Johnson PV14AL linestage valve preamp
-Conrad Johnson PVT2AL linestage valve preamp

£2500 £ 1195
£2190
£1395
£1990 £995

-Proac Response Is monitors (Rosewood Veneer)
-Von Schweikert VR-1 monitors (Hazetwood x Demo')

£1195
£885

£545
£ 745

vr 7

vr 5

Digital
-Wadfa 16 (
21bit, 32xos, digital volume, 4 digital
inputs/outputs, Toslink, ST optical, SP/DIF and AES/EBU,
TEAC cmk4 VRDS transpert)
-Wacfia 8 Pansport ( TEAC cmk3 VRDS transport)

£7599

£2995

£4000

£ 1795

-Gerdes Golden Ref interconnect lm rca (x2)
-Symo LS 4 single 2 5m or (Swiss spkr cable)
-Transperent Music Wave Ultra et: spades
-Transparent Music Premium PDC digi-link
-Kimber Monocle XL 10it MIT bananas
-SoneLmk silicone mains catee 1m
-Audiosource Stratos interconnect lm rca (x2)

£995

£545

£300
£2500

£ 175
£ 1095

£350
£700

£ 195
£450

£89
£'25

£50
£75

email: audlo.play@virgimnet

Measurements in Nov 2003 magazine shows £ 2,503 " 2 way" speakers with
"flat" frequency response and 5" or 6" d'-hie
st-uggle with 10 watts of
bass and produces a lot of c:istortion ( 1% to 3%).
Should we limit bass

Unbelievably
huge
transformers

to 20 watts or 40 watts amplifier , to prevent damage to 6" drive units ?
We use £ 350 or £ 650 of transfcrmers and £ 50 Dr £160 of valves.
If we could achieve the same quWity of sound with £ 10 volurre control ,
£10 wires , £ 10 capacitor we could -rave saved a lot of money ! ! !

merican

5670
,

Money back guarantee ( less £ 30 UK or £ 100 overseas) that you prefer :£850 or £ 1,000 or £ 1,250 or £ 1,450 " KT88 Triode Connection" amplifiers
to most transistor amplifiers, most transistor / valve hybrid amplifiers,
most Single Ended valve amplifiers, most Jltra Linea.-valve ampiffiers
selling for £ 2,000 to £ 20,000
£850 "KT88 Triode Connection" + high quality £ 350 " 3way" speakers
to most "
ultra linear" valve amplifiers + £ 600 " 2way" and " 2.5 way" speakers

K788 valves
are more
expensive
than 6550
valves

HUGE expensive " High End"
"potted" transformers

expensive
non-magnetic
stainless
steel
chassis

Tiode

Ultra Linear£1,050 £ 1,150

nrnerfinn

£1,250 £ 1,400
KT88 valves
are more
expensive
than
6550
valves

:arger
transforne:

£700 EL34 valve amplifiers ( 40 watts + 40 watts) to most transistor
amplifiers and transistor / valve hybrid amplifiers costing £ 1,000 to £ 2,000

American
5670 valves

£500 EL34 valve amplifiers (40 watts + 40 watts) to most £700 amplifiers.
Telephone 01634 268662 anytime cr 01634 373410 for Mr Andrew Everard's 2 or 6
pieces
review in Gramophone Magazine and Summary of 21 testimonials from
of silver
satisfied customers.
www.affordablevalvecompany.co.uk
www.affordablevalvecompany.com

Triode
Ultra Linear
Connection
capacitors
£650 £ 750
£ 1.000
61g pcwerfa/
Larger
Distortion matched
famous Russian
51.34
transforrrer
vaLvas
Svetalana
'huge
EL34 valves
transformer
40 watts
,
40 watts

E.ren o . s:andard•
-:ransfornx_,rs

Buy direct & save £££
Shop prices are expensive
because of rent, rates, wages

Free UK delivery

90% of _ istoner keep
our valve amplifiers
4 years of proven reliability.
2 years guarantee.
www.hifinews.co.uk

40 watts
+ 40 wa -_ts

£.50C

Upgradeable
to £ 1,000
ail
KT88 Triode connection
+ £ 50 for carriage
+ £ 50 for used valves

Ultra Linear

£600 £ 700
APRIL 2004
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Also agents for
•Advantage • Acoustic Zen
•BAT • Boulder • Burmester
•Egleston • Hovland • Kharma
•Lumley • Pass labs • SME
•Sound lab • VTL • Vincent

CURRENT INVENTORY
ADVANTAGE A300 POWERAMP
ADVANTAGE SI CD
ALOIA PST11 01 WITH PHONO
ATC 20ASL TOWER ACTIVE ROSEWOOD
AUDIO RESEARCH D130
AUDIO RESEARCH VT130 SE
AVANTEGARDE SOLO SILVER
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES 6200/6 CHANNEL NEW
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES 300X
B & W 805 NAUTILUS CHERRY
BEL CANTO EVO2
BOULDER 1012 PRE DAC PHONO
BOULDER 1060 POWER
BURMESTER 001 CD
BURMESTER 956 MK 3
CHORD CPA 3200 E
CLEARAUDIO REFERENCE,T01 ARM
CLEARAUDIO SINATURE M/C LOW HOURS
CLEARAUDIO SIXSTREAM 1.5 MTR PHONO CABLE
CLEARAUDIO MAXIMUM SOLUTION, TQ1 LINEAR ARM
CLEARAUDIO STYLUS GAUGE
CLEAR AUDIO STROBE KIT
CLEARAUDIO MAJIX 4AVAILABLE
CONRAD JOHNSON EV1 VALVE PHONO
COPLAND CSA 14
DYNAVECTOR L200
DYNAVECTOR HX75
EAR V20
GAMUT D200
HOVLAND HP- 100 + M/C PHONO
HOVLAND SAPHIRE POWER AMP
HOVLAND RADIA
JM LABS MICRO UTOPIA + STANDS
KRELL KPS 28C
KRELL KAV 300IL
KRELL KAV 300 1
LAVARDIN IS REFERENCE
LUXMAN K-351 CASSETTE DECK
LINN KOLEKTOR PRE
LINN CLASSIK MOVIE SILVER NEW SEALED BOX
MARANTZ SC12SI SACD DVD CD EX DEM
MARANTZ CD17 KI SIG MK11 GOLD
MARK LEVINSON NO36 DAC
MERIDIAN 562 WITH PHONO BOARDS
MERIDIAN 518
MERIDIAN 507
MICHELL QC P/S
MUSICAL SURRONDINGS PHONOMENA WITH BATTERY P/S
NAIM HICAP
NAIM 32.5 72 UPGRADES
NAIM CDX
NAIM CDX/2
NAIM 250
NAIM 102
NAIM NAPSC
NAIM FLATCAP 2
NAIM 180
NAIM 140
NAIM 62 M/M PHONO OLIVE CASE
NAIM 72
NORDOST SPM REF 1MTR RCA
ORACLE CD TRANSPORT SPECIAL EDITION
PASS ALEPH P REMOTE
PROAC TABLETE REF 8CHERRY
QUAD 989 ANTIQUE NEW
SOLILOQUY S10 SUB ROSEWOOD
SOUNDLAB MILLENIUM 3 NEW
SPECTRAL DMC10 PRE
SPECTRAL MIT 330 1MTR INTERCONNECT
SPECTRAL MIT 350 MK 1IMTR INTERCONNECT
SPECTRAL 770 MK1 2X 10 FT SPEAKER CABLE
SUGDEN MASTERCLASS POWER AMP
TAG MCLAREN DVD32 FLR SILVER
TAG MCLAREN CD2OR
TARGET R4 STANDS
TEAC Ti TRANSPORT
THETA PROGENY

RRP
2600
3150
2765
5600
2000
8500
4700
9450
4000
1500
3000
12995
16500
9500
6500
4800
6020
1755
505
7575
300
100
175
1700
1500
1500
2300
2995
3995
5750
7000
7995
3500
9000
3698
3000
2295
N/A
550
2000
3500
1200
4000
900
900
1200
440
1200
N/A
N/A
2500
2650
1800
1200
225
500
1220
750
400
N/A
900
9500
4750
750
5000
1600
8295
2000
500
1200
3000
3300
3495
1250
450
650
1100

NOW
995
1995
1395
2495
995
2995
2395
5795
2495
895
1995
7995
10995
4995
3795
2495
3995
895
295
4795
175
65
95
995
695
995
1495
1995
1995
3995
4495
5995
1795
5995
2495
1295
1495
195
350
1295
2295
595
1495
395
450
795
250
695
295
95
1495
1895
1095
695
150
350
695
395
150
295
495
3995
1495
450
3795
595
4995
595
295
495
995
2195
1995
695
250
295
395

Release the full potential
of your system
STEP 1: SORT OUT YOUR MAINS
Start at the beginning! The truth is that poor
mains quality ruins the sound of even the best
equipment.The better the equipment the
bigger the difference. Our Russ
Andrews Mains Blocks and Power
Cables remove mains
pollution effectively,
giving you adeeper
more extended bass
and asweeter
more natural
sound.

£120
for 4Way Block

Yell° Power Cable
1m £29.95

Classic PowerKord'"
from £55

Phone UK Freephone 0800 373467 ( quote: AN44) for a FREE
catalogue or buy online at

e,o()

AJ
Russ Andrews Accessories Ltd. Windermere Road, Staveley, Kendal LA8 9PL.
lnt tel: 0044 1539 825500 Fax: 0044 1539 825540 Email, AN44 russandrews.com

Hazlemere Audio
dCS
Metonii,mc
Opus 21 ( itc\‘
from Resolution
Audio)
Oracle
Amplification
Chapter Audio
DNM
Lamm
Nagra
Plinius
Renaissance
Spectral
"nsr suppi

Accu phase
lsotek
Jaya
Loricraft

KRELL • AUDIO RESEARCH • MARK LEVINSON • NAIM AUDIO • LINN
MERIDIAN • QUAD • AUDIOLAB • WADIA • ACCUPHASE • TAG • CARY
THETA • SONUS FABER • MARTIN LOGAN • COPLAND • CHORD • EAR YOSHINO • DNM • NAKAMICHI • KOETSU • XLO • MICHELL • SME • ATC
STAX • PROAC • MANA • JEFF ROWLAND • DCS • NAGRA • McINTOSH
ORACLE • ROKSAN • TRANSPARENT • DYNAUDIO • Etc
PLEASE CALL TONY WHEN YOU WANT TO SELL YOUR EQUIPMENT IWILL COLLECT
AND PAY UP FRONT NO MESSING ABOUT WITH COMMISSION SALES.
IAM ESPECIALLY INTERESTED IN THE FOLLOWING.

TEL: 0121 747 4246
5 MINUTES JCN 9 M42JJCN 4 M6.

Open Mon- Sun 10.00 to 8.00
Website: www.centralaudio.co.uk
E-mail: tony@centralaudio.co.uk
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www.russandrews.com

If you
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ART
Talon
Verity Audio
REF 3A
ahles
Nirvana
Siltech
Spectral
Supports
Clearlight
Kinabalu

value the best

(rather than just the most expensive)
For an appointment ( day or evening)
Call High Wycombe

(
01494 865829)
art ioudspeakers

Audio Analogue • Creek • Ecosse • Fanfare
Gamut • Harmonic Technology • Onofon • Piega
Reference 3A • SME • Sugden • Triangle

www.hifinews.co.uk

>cartridges

Ze_cryi_

dnm
goidring
lyra

il

ortofon

Sterec• 9E- 0
Awarded Hi Fi News Èditors Choice'

sumiko
-cables
chord company
dnm
nordost

naim

(Integrated amplifiers up to £ 1000)
"Icon Audio offers sensible, well sorted valve amps, with
adequate power for most users and built to a good
standard. Valve amplifier ownership without tears".

>headphones
beyer
grado
stax

perdo

-stands
something solid
soundstyle
stands unique
hardware
atc

neat

tun er

die
INV

epos
harbeth
imerge
in focus
michell

signals

naim audio

hi-fi for grown-ups

lexicon

neat acoustics
parasound
primare

Stereo0 EL34 integrated 40+40w (or 19+19 Triode)

pure digital
sme
tannoy
trichord

ipsw

ch ( o.11_ 7 3 )

fax
(0'1473 ) 6 55172
signals
bu cklesham
w

w

w

65

5

email:enci@i.ignals.uk.com
i,uffolk

IPio

signals.uk

c

c=DY
o
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Hi Fi News Feb ' 02 said...
"I was impressed not only by the almost tangible threedimensionality of performers but the depth and width of thr
soundstage."..."ample, deer, rhythmic, tuneful bass,
underpinning a lucid and effortless midrange and treble .
"I liked the impeccable finish and feeling of bomb-proof
solidarity as well some of the most natural sounding music
that Ihave heard at home" cony Bolton
We also have many customer testimonials with similar
comments. See our website or contact us for more info.

Real
WI 1325 300B Mono Blocks ( 28w x2)
Our range of amplifiers will drive almost any speaker and
offers excellent valve for money.
Stereo
0 EL84 15watts integrated
£649.95*
1_./ka Line preamp

'Stereo 40 EL34 40watts integrated
LgA. a
Triode Line Level pre amp
1V133 25
cidie Ama (sue, Be whorn, lienz
Clean-sta.., Diapason EARMbhino, F
a. Mourio, Nonlost, Nottingham Anaimuc,
Optra, Eatftos Acoustics, Roque•Audit,

T-ansfiKuration, SME, Shun Nook
Union Research
Casoorstrations by appointment

Alternative
AUDIO
t: 01984 624242
Brompton Rakph, Taunton, Somerset

www.hifinews.co.uk

3008 Mono blocks ( pr)

£899.95*
£649.95*
£1999.95

Features include: All Triode front end. Hand built & wired. ' Point
to Point' wiring. Tape monitor circuit. ALPS Volume control. No
printed circuit board. All gold plated terminals. Audiophile
components. 4 & 8ohm speake - matching. Stainless steel &
6/10mm alloy plate construction. Attractive stainless steel &
Plexiglas valve cage included. Stunning looks. Upgrade options.
*Try for 30 days, refund if not delighted!

Come and see us at:
The Heathrow Hi Fidelity Show 3rd

•th

46t 4

April

Order now by phone or ask for our illustrated leaflet.

Visit our new website at www.lconaudio.co.uk
Auditions by appointment Dealer inquiries welcome
Phone 07787 158791 Email sales@iconaudio.co.uk
der.i.di_o—

351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA

Visa and MasterCard accepted

CE marked
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Does This Seem Familiar?

0 0
Loud

CHOKING
THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell i
best
you
nyour
what
system.
cables will work

Too Loud

0

DRIVERS:
> ATC

Way too Loud

> AUDAX

It's a common problem, The usable range on the
volume control is ll ddwn at the bottom end and
fine control at low listening levels is either difficult or
impossible. The noise floor may be audible too.
There is now a simple and effective solution - the
Rothwell In- Line Attenuators. They can be used
with pre/power or integrated amps to cure the
problems of excess gain and bring sonic
benefits, even with the most expensive equipment.

> ETON
> FOSTEX
> LPG

> MAX FIDELITY

> MOREL

> PEERLESS

> SCAN- SPEAK

> SEAS

> SILVER FLUTE

The cott is only £39 per pair delivered. To order, call

> VIFA

Rothwell: 01204 366133 or

> VISATON

> VOLT

www.rothwellaudioproducts.co.uk

SOLEN CAPACITORS AND

See the excellent reviews in Hi Fi Choice. Hi Fi World,
Hi Fi Plus and on the web at www.tnt-audio.com

INDUCTORS

- USED BY THE

MOST DISCRIMINATING
LOUDSPEAKER

•FREE SHIPPING

MANUFACTURERS.

on purchases over $ 100.

•60 brands, 238 cable products.

•FREE of

all US taxes.

1COMPONEN

TS
hACCESSORIES
UBES

Call, write, fax Of email for details and free consuhation
(215) 862-4870 • fax (
215) 862-4871
Visit our website at:
imp://www.fotwyre.com
email: fetwyre@fetwyre.com

VINTAGE GEAR
AND RECORDS
FOR SALE AND WANTED

Call for appointment
a&

Mides@lockwoodaudio.co.uk

01376 521132
07802 483698
E-MAIL: soundstage@netlineuk.net
www.sound-stage.co.uk
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

Aitl AM ALPHA 7`,L CL) PLAYER BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£249
ARCAM ALPHA 8TUNER NO REMOTE AND MARKED HENCE
£ 149
ATC SCM50A ACTIVE WALNUT WITH STANDS- BUYER COLLECTS- IMMACULATE £3495
AUDIO INNOVATIONS SERIES 8004-BOX VALVE PEE/POWER
£ 1495
CASTLE HARLECH CHERRY FLOORSTANDERS
£649
COUNTERPOINT SA 100 POWER AMP VALVE/TRA/4S HYBRID BLACK BOXED
£649
CYRUS PRE PRE AMP NO REMOTE
£299
DEFINITIVE TECHNOLOGY PRO SUB 80
£249
DENON AVC-A1 I
SR LATEST AV AMP BRAND NEW BOXED BLACK- NEW £ 1700
£ 1295
DENON DVD1000 BLACK MULTI REGION DVD PLAYER AS NEW
£279
DENON DVD3300 BLACK AND SUPERB-CURRENT MODEL-£ 1000 NEW
£595
EPOS ESI2 LIGHT CHERRY BOXED AND SUPERB
£299
KEF 104/2 ROSEWOOD + WALNUT CLASSIC FLOORSTANDERS EACH
£595
LED PA2 POWERSTAGE POWER AMP MARBLE FRONT LOVELY LOOKS AND SOUND £695
LINN SONDEK LPI2 NORTON AIR POWER nips TROIKA WALNUT SUPERB
£ 1295
LOEWE ACONDA3r FLAT WIDESCREEN SILVER + LOEWE GLASS STAND
£ 1495
M & K SS150 THX TRI POLE SURROUND SPEAKERS-£ 1300 NEW-BLACK
£795
MARAN1Z CD5000 GOLD BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£ 129
MERIDIAN A500 BLACK ASH LOUDSPEAKERS BOXED LOVELY CONDITION
£399
MERIDIAN 200 TRANSPORT + 209 PANEL REMOTE CONTROL- SUPERB
£349
MERIDIAN 605 MONO BLOCKS BLACK
£995
MICROMEGA STAGE 5CD PLAYER BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£349
NAIM NAP 200 2002 MODEL BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£ 1195
NAIM INTRO BLACH ASH BOXED AND SUPERB
£349
NAIM AVVNAP 175 2002 MODEL BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£2795
NAKAMICHI BX-2 CASSETTE DECK-JUST BACK FROM SERVICE
£ 179
ONIX 0A35/0A1200 PRE/POWER AMP BLACK LOVELY
£795
ONIX 0A35/0A801 x2PRE/MONOBLOCS STUNNING
£995
PRIMARE D.20 24 BIT CD PLAYER
£595
REGA RADIO R REMOTE READY TUNER BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE £249
REGA CURSA LINE LEVEL PRE AMP BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£299
REGA MAIA POWER AMP BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£299
REGA XEL WALNUT FLOORSTANDING LOUDSPEAKERS-OVER £ 1K NEW
£449
RFGA JURA FLOORSTANDING LOUDSPEAKERS CHERRY
£299
REGA PLANET ORIG TOP LOADING CD PLAYER IN BLACK
£299
ROKSAN DPI/ATTESSA DA2/ATIESSA DS5 3- BOX TOP LOADING CD PLAYER
£ 12us
ROKSAN XERXES ROSEWOOD TABRIZ ZI ORTOFON MC20 SUPREME
£ 4es
ROKSAN L1.5/DSI.5/S1.5 PRE/POWER SUPPLY/POWER AMP BLACK
£2496
ROKSAN XERXES BLACK ASH ARTEMIZ LYRA CLAVIS D.C. VDH MODDED
£ 1596
RUARK SCEPTRE NATURAL OAK BOXED AND MINT
£549
RUARK EPILOGUE YEW FINISH
£229
SONY SCD-XE670 SACD MINT BOXED JUST A FEW MONTHS OLD
£179
THORENS 1D160 BLACK REGA RB250 GOLDRING MM 1006
£229
TRIO KT9I7 TUNER SILVER HEAVYWEIGHT- SUPERB
£599
WADIA 3200 CD TRANSPORT WITH REMOTE AND INSTRUCTIONS
£995
PROFESSIONAL RECORD CLEANING SERVICE-KEITH MONKS MACHINE PLEASE RING FOR Fl*THER DETAILS AND PRICES.
THREE MONTH V1A RRANTY ON ALL ITEMS

www.sound-stage.co.uk
Hi-FiNews

Fax: 450.443.4949
Email: solenesolen.ca
Web: www.solen.ca

to visit us at Ruislip on

To advertise in this section

or Fax + 44(0) 20 8864 3064

Chelmsfora, Essex
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Tel. 450.656.2759

+44(0) 20 8864 8008

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS
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SOLEN
4470 Avenue Thibault
St- Hubert, QC, J3Y 7T9 Canada

www.lockwoodaudio.co.uk

125 Union Square, New Hope PA 18938 USA

'dage

HOW TO BOOKS

Contact us for the
free Solen CDROM
Catalog.

Spares and repairs
See the TA:W(3Y Cones
Hotline at

company
'CAM
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Call

Hearing is Believing

020

•

8774 0790

Arcam

•

p
CLOINFY

BLIW

t
,Classé

plane

Primareit

30 years of Excellence

Sony

55 Main Street, Blackrock, Dublin.

B+W Nautilus

Tel: ( 0 I) 2889449/2888477
Open: Tues - Sat 10 am to 6pm Thur - Fri 10 am to 9 pm

PO Box 30429, London, NNY6 7CY
Tel / Fax: +44 ( 0)20 8459 8113
Absolute_Analoguga email.msn.com
www.absoluteanalogue.co.uk

www.hifinews.co.uk

11E11 HOP

IAN EDWARDS

,IIAKERS OF FINE HANDMADE FURNITURE

'ref. 01423 500442 Fax: 01423 705200
wwW.iansbespokefurniture.co.Uk
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B2.2: probably the second best music loudspeaker in the world
(after the Virtuoso)
First, there was the Virtuoso:
True to the clasàtcal alluàton in their name, the Beauhorn Virtuosos
are unambiguously and unapologetically great classical music
reproducers - and they're at least very good at most everything else.
Art Dudley, Listener
Now, the B2.2 Revelation:
But it aLso one ofdu- most effective and convincing music speakers
you're ever likely to hear. It doesn't take long to forget about the
hi-fi and simply get deeply involved in the musical content, thanks
to the astonishing sense of realism that comes courtesy of tight
midband time-coherence alongside dynamic contrasts that simply
sound more 'right' and 'real ' than those heard with more
conventional speakers. Paul Messenger, HiFi Choice
Voices have anaturalness that I've only heard bettered by the
LS3/5a and the original Quads, and there isn't even ahint of
sibilance. Ella, Aretha, Eva Cassidy, and Peggy Lee, each had all
the correct textures, the sounds of breathing, and presented in a
clearly defined space - chilling veracity. Ken Kessler, Hi Fi News

Beauhorn 1
\
1
website www.beauhorn.com

www.hifinews.co.uk

e-mail: infoc@beauhorn.com

Hastings TN35 4NB England

Telephone + 44 ( 0)1424 813888
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Passionate about music?
Serious about making it? So are we...
for the best product reviews, interviews, buying advice,
tips and features on guitar playing, qet Guitar Magazine.
Pick one up in your newsagent or ring 13- 01622 778778 to subscribe.
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next month in HI-FINews
free magazine AVTe c
h
Our biggest-yet issue of AVTech, the definitive AV technology guide,
comes with even more exclusive, in-depth lab tests.
We scoop breakthrough products from UK industry majors
Arcam and Naim, with two full group tests on
'affordable' projectors and serious subwoofers

Meet
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Hi Fi News exclusive!
Multichannel SACD state-of-the-art? We bring you the first full lab test on
Sony's 9000 series flagship SACD player and multichannel ' S- Master' digital amplifier.
In this issue you'll also find speakers from Audio Physic and Focal-JMIab, amplification
from Plinius and Halcro, SACD from Shanling and awesome analogue from BluePearl

WIN A £ 2000 prize...
Enter our May issue competition to win a Primare universal player worth £ 2000!

Don't miss HiFi News, May issue, with free AVTech magazine, on sale Friday, 2April

Ken
Kessler
O

nly two people know about my shamefully perverse
secret ( audio) pleasure. Now I'm sharing it with the

world and will have to face your scorn at hi-fi shows,

your sneers as you give me wide berth in the corridors, possibly
holding up crosses (or the odd mogen dovid) or simply making
rude movements with your fists. But there's no more hiding it.
Like aman at an AA meeting, Iadmit it: Icollect test discs.
In the world of audio, Ifear that there can be nothing more
anorak-ish. And my collection is comprehensive. Ihave ' em
from the US and Japan and the UK, from every decade since
the 1950s. LPs and CDs and DVDs, from HiFi News and
Stereo Review, from Chesky Records and Mobile Fidelity and
Delos, from Shure and Decca and Ortofon and Audio Advisor. I

Richard talks you through the entire process, even given a
five-second waming about playback levels when ' dangerous'
tones lay ahead. He eschews mumbo-jumbo alit' tells you

can't resist ' em. And, yes, Iplay

precisely what you will or won't hear. As my systems have been

them. But usually only once.

honed to anally-retentive levels, all The imaging tests did was
confirm that they needed no tweaking.

There's no more OK, OK, if I'm in full
confessional mode, Ishould also
hiding my perverse admit that some enjoy repeat
usage, especially for setting up
secret. Like aman tricky speakers. Others are pulled
from their sleeves or jewel boxes
at an AA meeting, Ibecause they possess ' killer tracks'
that reveal special qualities,
admit it. Icollect certain aspects that others cannot.
Who among us hasn't used the
test discs. And my notorious ' garage door' to see
whether or not your woofers are
collection is made of stern stuff?
Rarely, though, do discs actually
corn prehensive make you abetter listener. Now
I'm not claiming magical properties
fo , Richard Black's Ultimate Stereo Hearing & Equipment

But what is so devilishly clever about Black's ef‘ort is that
he's recognised afunction of test discs that others haven't —
even though they could be used in much the same way.
Basically, Black's subtitle for the disc isn't making any
false claims. It says: ' Improve your hearing and your sound
system!' And it does.
Well, that's not quite correct. Improving one's ' hearing'
would imply arestoration of the upper frequencies lost to age,
and so on. What he means is ' improve your listening' because
he does use the disc to show you how to listen. And while it
won't turn aBWFH into agolden-eared audiophile — you simply
cannot teach those who refuse to learn — it will help you to
hone your listening skills, even if yoJ're an old hand.
Admittedly, one of the gambits is pretty coarse, and you'd
have to be profoundly deaf not to hear the degrees of bass-cu:
filtering on tracks 3-9. But Ihe cut between the ' irst two levels

Refresher EMusaeus MZCD-T-200), but it does enjoy the added

is subtle, and Black is simply calling your bluff: you will

benefit of actually showing you how to listen. Which is not the

concentrate more closely than you normally do, and because of

same as, say, showing you where to place your speakers.

an obvious if not quite recognised psychological condition.

Black's name should be familiar to you as he's afellow

Those readers who have taken part in listening tests,

scribe who's written for most of the UK magazines. He's also a

formally or informally, are aware of the peer pressure. Your

musician, acolleague of the indefatigable Tim de Paravicini, a
recording engineer, aprofessional pianist and an incomparable

skills as alistener are being tested, with witnesses. Deep

cynic. Irun into Richard acouple of times ayear, we exchange
pleasantries, he tries not to step on me as I'm below him in
the food chain ( he understands maths and science whereas I

hear the polarity inversion or the low pass filter. What test
discs do is allow you to try it at home — you versus the disc —

do not), but we generally get along pretty well. Isay this so you

inside, you know you'd die it you were the only one who didn't

with no chance of shame.
So Black coerces you into listening properly, in the way a

do not think that Iam pimping aCD for acolleague. He

good teacher or wise professor inspires astudent to study

doesn't even know that I'm writing about his test disc.

willingly rather than by threat of falure. Even if this disc does

Suffice it to say, it joins — in my opinion — that rarefied

nothing more for you than burn in your CD player or

strata of the species that includes the HiFi News CDs and LP,

demagnetise yoJr system ( yes, it does that, too), it's afun way

the various Chesky demo discs and the Shure LP of many

to spend an hour.

decades past. Yup, it's that useful, and Iactually sat through
all 77 minutes of it... including the classical music tracks at
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either end. Then again, even aboor such as Irecognises a
sublime recording, despite lacking any affinity for the material.
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And you might even learn something.
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Maximise your
CD Collection

Ayre

The Astonishing CX-7 CD Player is the second in a new series of
unprecedented, high performance, high value components from Ayre.
To maximise the performance from CD's, the CX-7 incorporates an extremely
sophisticated multi- stage digital filter system. The first filter " upsamples" to
176.4KHz at 24 bits. The second filter " oversamples" to 1.41I2MHz at 24 bits.
This coupled with a unique Segmented Architecture, differential current output
DAC and fully balanced, zero feedback analog circuitry. Results in a sound that
combines breathtaking transparency with beguiling musicality.
For the past decade Ayre products have won numerous awards worldwide and
gained an enviable reputation for producing highly musical designs.
The new CX-7 breathes life into CD's.

To find out more about the CX-7 and the name of your nearest authorised dealer please contact

Symmetry
Suite 5, 17 Holywell Hill,
St Albans, Herts, ALI IDT
Phone 01727 865488

"This amplifier can blow your house over but "Combining clarity with control is virtually a
loses nothing from the music"
three word encapsulation of the KAV400xi"
Your Guide to Hi Fi and Home Cinema, January 2004, Stan Curtis

Hi Fi Choice, November 2003, Alvin Gold

KAV400xi

"The new player not just delights
with the still quite rare SAC0s, it
also knows how to please with CDs"
Audio, Germany, September 2003

"If I
had to choose one SACO
player, (regardless of price),
I'd go for the Krell."

"A unit capable of delivering
performance at the very top in th(
reproduction of CD and SACO"

Stereophile, December 2003, Michael Fremer

"The 'Standard' is aplayer with...guts

Audio Review, Italy, November 2003, Franco Guic

e!

Diario de Noticias, Portugal, September 2003, JVH

SACO StAnder-ci
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From its arrival with asingle power amplifier in 1980. Krell sexclusive product range has evolved into atotal
system concept. Because it is now recognised as the premier high- end audio and home theatre brand, Krell
has been compelled to create the ultimate in audio- only and audio-video systems from front to back. Its
range of amplification devices have been augmented
Krell FPB 700cx

over the years by co transports, digital converters and

and arange of loudspeakers suitable for pure music or

"There's atimeless quality to
all-round excellence, and the
FPB 100cx has just that"

multi- channel cinematic pleasure.

Hi Fi News, June 2003, Martin Colloms

audio/video processors. In 2004, the concept reaches
fruition with the ascendancy of both definitive source
components

the SACO Standard and the OVO Standard

Krell has also expanded its catalogue vertically, with the KAV and Showcase ranges for entry-level and midlevel systems, and the rare and exotic Reference Series for systems without limit. Regardless of the model,
however, acomponent must attain the highest standards of sonic performance, ergonomic excellence,
superior build quality and long-term dependability before its front panel is graced with the Krell badge.
Krell - apremier high- end company by excellence .
IN
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absolutesounds ltd.
58 Durham Road, London SW20 OTW

T:

44 ( 0)20 89 71 39 00

F:

44 ( 0)20 88 79 79 82

www.absolutesounds.com

info,(labsolutesounds.com

